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Abstract

The bright hydrogen-deficient binary v Sgr has been studied in detail in the areas of radial 

velocities, flux distribution, temperature, surface gravity, composition and mass loss using the 

analysis of spectroscopic data.

From IUE high resolution spectra the primary radial velocity orbit has been confirmed (Ki 

= 47.3i0.8kms”1) and the secondary radial velocity curve determined for the first time (K2 = 

29.7i1.7kms”1). The orbit has been constrained to an inclination of 65 - 78®. The masses of the 

primary and secondary are then 3.0 i 0.3 and 4.8 i 0.5M© respectively, with an orbital separation 

of 230i20R©. The primary is expected to fill its Roche Lobe at a radius of ~60R©.

Using all the available photometry and line-blanketed hydrogen-deficient model atmospheres

the primary effective temperature has been determined to be 11,800i500K. lUE spectra were used

to determine an extinction of Eg_y = 0.20i0.05 leading to a distance of ~1400pc and a luminosity 
+11 000

of 61,OOOo5,ooo L©. The long standing problem of the flux distribution has been mostly solved 

and little of the UV flux shortward of 1400 A comes from a hot bright secondary.

The same model atmospheres and a high resolution CCD/echelle spectrum was used to 

confirm the temperature (Tf = 11,750i750K) and to obtain a surface gravity of log g = 1.5i0.5. 

v Sgr is ~ 99.6% helium, 0.016% H with CNO abundances indicative of advanced evolution and 

high main sequence mass.

From profile fitting of the UV resonance lines of C, N and Si the mass-loss rate from v Sgr 

is at least 2.5 xl0”loM© yr"i. The upper limit to the mass-loss rate is 1.0 xlO”5M© yr”i from 

the lack of observed changes in the orbital parameters.

The mass of the primary component and the low likely mass-loss rate indicate that the 

primary component will not be able to shed enough material before core collapse, an event that 

will be classed as a type Ib supernova. This is the first solid evidence that hydrogen-deficient 

binaries are progenitors of these objects although other candidates are not ruled out.

The other known hydrogen-deficient binaries (KS Per, LSS 1922 and LSS 4300) have had 

their temperatures (12,500i500K, 12,000±500K, 12,000i1,000K) and interstellar extinctions (0.55i 

0.05, 0.80±0.05, 0.90dt0.10) re-determined from a flux distribution analysis.

Mass-loss rates from 6 O stars, 3 Extreme Helium stars and 2 sdO stars have also been 

determined. The O and EHe results broadly agree with the previous determinations. Results for 

the 2 sdO stars, BD +-3J70 1977 and BD +37° 442, are presented from profile fitting for the first 

time and indicate a mass-loss rate slightly higher than for the EHe stars.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Hydrogen-Deficient 

Binaries and Related Objects

TPsrs is u small claee of srare that show hya^ogsn-asficiedcy aci hslium enrichment in their 

spectra. The whole area is reviewed in I.A.U. Colloquium #87 “Hyarngsn-asficisnt Stars aci 

Related Objects” (1986). It is ussful to separate SPs hydrogen-deficient stars icSo those that are 

single (Drilling 1986) and thnss in binary systems (Plavsc 1986).

1.1 Single Stars

The ntmbsr of hyarogsn-dsfto1snt single stars is relatively small (Driliicg & Hill 1986), the largest 

single subciass being SPs R Coronue Borealis stars (ROB) with 24 members airhough thsra are a 

ntmber of other candidate objects (e.g. Jocss 1991).

The single stars may be sub-diviasa as follows.

1. R Comcae Borealis eSure are cool giants that unasrgo random and suaaec dscrsaess in 

brightness of up 9 murniruaes in u few weeks probably aus So pulsutionuiiy driven carbon 

ejection (Feast 1986), idaicutsd by ac infra-rsd (IR) sxcsie. Three of these objects DY Csn, 

MV Sgr. and V348 Sgr. (Schonberner 1977; Heber, Heck, HouzIuux, Mangold & Scpncbsrner 

1984; Pniiuocn 1989) have higher tsmesratures more typical of SPs Extreme Hslmm stars. 

The RCB stars may be related So Shs hydrogsn-asfic1mS binaries (Whitney, toksr & Claytoc 

1991).

2. Hyarngad-aafiotadS Carbon stars are epecSroecoe1oaiiy identical to ths RCB stars bitt
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ds ns’ ohsw ’he deep rnSnSma, nso ds ’tty have IR exoesses (Bldelmrn 1953, Wroneo 1967, 

Jsneo 1991).

3. Ext^rnt Hstlum teaos cos hr’, isw maoo (< 1 M©) isw goavSty scpeoglrnt stros (Hebeo 

1986, Jeifeoy & Htbeo 1992). Aii ’he EHt stros rpaero ’s be slngie (JeOtoy, DoSiiSng & 

Hebeo 1987) adsslbty dct ’s thelo pdstcirted fdomrtidn form odriesolng whlte dwroO binroles 

(Webblnk 1984). A ncmbto sO ’hese dbjeo’s hrvt bttn ’ht scbjeo’ sO saeoeodsodplo fine 

rnriyors (WsOO, Pltcohswskl & Wststtnoosf’ 1974; Sohonbeoneo & WslO 1974; KacOmann & 

SohSnbeoneo 1977; SohSnbeonto 1978; Wctkeo & SohSnbeoneo 1981 rnd Htbeo 1983).

4. Inesomsdlaes Hebcim otaoo rot simiiao’s nsomri B2 otaos bc’ with hSgh hebcm’s hy- 

dosgtn iSne stotng’hs (Wribson 1983). Thty rot yscng maooSve Pspcir’lsn I stros.

5. Hstium RSth SubtumSnsuo O seaos rot slmliro ’s ’ht EHt s’cos (Gotens’eln & Siogm’ 

1974; Hcngto 1975; Hcngto, Gocsohlnske, Kcdol’zkl & SSmdn 1981; SohSnbtoneo & Doiiilng 

1984) bc’ with r hlgheo scofaot goavsty.

6. Otheo stros octh ao Wstf-Rayet’s and osmt oentori s’aos sO pianttaoy ntbcirt aios ohsw 

hydosgtn deatt’lsn rnd heilcm enolohment.

Thtot otars aot ohswn Sn Figcrt 1.1.

1.2 Binary Stars

Then aot sniy Osco knswn bSnaoy otaos wi’h ex’oeme hydosgen deptetlsn, ’ht hydosgenldefiolent 

blnrry (HDB) otaoo, aUhscgh aii Aigsl-type otaoo ohdcid ohsw mUd hydodgenldefiolenoy (Picast

1986) . The HDBo aot chaoao’tolsed by o’osng He I iSneo and weak hydosgtn BaSmeo Unto; ’hey 

ohsw ncoosw Unto lndloa’lng isw goavl’lto. ThtSo oystemlo radlat veisol’ies lndlor’e clrociao srbl’s 

aoscnd ’he gaiao’lo ttn’ot and ’hey aot withln 200pt sO ’he gatao’lc piane. Thty ohsw enhanotd 

N/C a’nlstpheolo abcndanot oa’iso and o’osng H<c emlsslsn. Theot sbjeoto aot otir’lveiy yscng 

Pspcia’Ssn I o’aoo.

The Osco knswn HDBo aot aii olngtt-ilntd spto’osoosplo binaoleo (Jefftoy, Dolitlng & Htbeo

1987) - v Sgo (Campbeii 1899; WSiosn 1914), KS Peo (DrnzSgeo, Watttosttln & BShmiVS’enoe 1967; 

Drliilng & SohSnbeonto 1982), LSS 4300 (Jtfftoy, Doliilng & Hebto 1987; SohSnbeonto & Driiimg 

1984) and LSS 1922 (Dolttlng, Hebto & JeOtoy 1985).

Aii have oeia’lveiy isng dobRai peolsds sO bt’wttn ~ 28 dayo (LSS 4300) and nerdy a yero 

(KS Peo, e.g. MaogsnS, Stagm & Mammans 1988). Aii Osco poSmaoy osmpsnen’o roe knswn ’s 

pcioa’t (Sass & Jefftoy 1988), and odnois’ sO scptogiane poimaolto (T ~ 10,000 - 14,OOOK) ’ha’ aot 

vtoy olmiiar’s ’he EHt sears bc’ wi’h an tnhanctd nltodgen ’s oaobdn oa’id, ’he dapdsl’e ’s ’hr’
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Figure 1.1: The position of the hydrogen deficient stars in the logT — logf plane. Shown are the 

location of the extreme helium (EHe) stars, the hydrogen-deficient binaries (HDB), the sub-dwarf 

O (sdO, including the two hot examples BD-f-370 442 and BD+370 1977), the central stats of 

planetary nebulae (CPN), single (DA,DB,DO), and interacting binary (IBWD) white dwarfs, the 

R Coronae Borealis (RCB) and hydrogen-deficient carbon (HdC) stars. The hydrogen and helium 

main sequences (H-MS, He-MS) ate shown with masses (M©) indicated, i Sgt is plotted using 

the results from the fine analysis in Chapter 11. From Hill (1987).
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fouci in Shs EHs stars. Almost nothing is known about Shs secondary components excspS Stey 

are expscSsd So bs hotter and Shsra is tenSaSivs svidecos of Shsir deSecSion ic Shs UV (Duv1gceuu, 

Fr1sajung & Hack 1979; Ruo k Vsnugopai 1985a,b). Ttrss of tts stars show an IR sxcsse.

Csnsrai data on the HDB stars is given in Table 1.1.

1.3 Upsilon Sagittarii

1.3.1 Radial velocities

v tgr was determined to be a binary by Campbell (1899), with Shs first orbital determination by 

Wilson (1914) us1ng spectral radial vslnciSlas from Shs primary So determine the period (137.939 

days), the primary velocity umpllSuas (48.15kme-1) and She mass funcSlon (1.582 M©). A small 

but non-zero eccentricity was founa (0.087) alrhough Shs radial velocities were subjscS to large 

rsslauals. EubesquenS sv1dsnos for muss transfer within She system (Nurlal 1967b) 1cd1outss that 

ths use of hydrogen linss for some of W1leon’e meaeursmsnSe may have lead to thssa uncsrra1ctiss. 

The primary orbit of Wilsoc was confirmed by reyieS (1927). Eggsn, Kron k CrssnsSsln (1950) 

also founa a non-zsro sccentr1olSy while farther primary radial vsloclS1se were determined by Hack 

k Pae1nstt1 (1963), PartPasarathy, k Hack (1986) aci Jeffery, Drilling k Heber (1987).

Two farther velocities by Jeffery ars given in Dudiey k Jsftsry (1990). Ail of these radial veloo1slae 

agrse wish ths primary orbit determined by W1lend aci tsydsi.

The non-zsro eccentricity is puzzling in the light of ths obv1nus arnotcS of mass Sracefsr 

Shat has ncourrea in the system (sse later) which shoula tavs c1rcular1sea the orbit. Howsvsr the 

eccentricity of Kt Psr (0.3, Margonl, Stagm & Mammano 1988) is 1nd1seuSabiy noc-zero, while 

a similar evolutionary scenario must be presumea to have oocurrsa (but sss Eeot1oc 2.9 for a 

discussion).

1.3.2 Spectral class

Early rasaarohere ciaee1f1ei the primary component us B 8p (Cannon 1912) ani FO (PiaekstS 1928) 

although the latter was regarded as “uncertain” by Crsenets1n (1940).

Subsequent determination puS She primary at A2Iu (Schonberner k Driliicg 1983) conslstscS 

with Shs systemic velocity (Creenstein 1940) and the strength of the ictersSsllar linss (McLaughlin 

1939). The A2 claee1ficat1on is supported by Hack k Pae1nstt1 (1963) but consider FOIa also as a 

possibility.
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Table 1.1: Observational characteristics of the hydrogen-deficient binary stars. “P” and “S” denote 

the primary and secondary components. For v Sgr, the most observed of the four systems, different 

investigators determine different results, indicated by the spread in the tabulated values. A value 

in parentheses indicates that the result is not obtained from a positive observation but from a 

non-result, a dubious model or speculation. Section 1.3 should be consulted for details. A number 

in square brackets indicates the power of ten to which the preceding number should be raised.

v Sgr Ref. KS Per Ref. LSS 1933 Ref. LSS 4300 Hef.
GrbUal period 137.939 3 363.6 30 43-51, <136 91
Teff (P) 6,000.14,000 6,9,10,90 6,600.11,000 16,33,33 14,900 30 " 14,500 36.30
Teff (S) (30,000) 5 (30,000) 34
log » (P) 1.9-3.0 10 1.0-3.0 33,35,33 1.4 36
log g (S)
Pupation period (P) 30 3 5+31 31,19,33 5-14 31
Radial vel. (P) 46.19.49.1 3,7 46 30
Radial vel. (S) (CIO) 9
Matt function 1.56-1.67 3, 7 3.6.4.1 19,30
Eccentricity 0.09 3,7 0.30 30
inclination (“) (33),(47),66-84,90 1,4.9,11,15,36
w (») 16.36 3,7 377 30
Separation (Rq) (110.330) 1,15,37,39 330, (390) 30,33
Radiut ( Rq) (P) (30.130) 1,9,19,37,36
Radiut (Rq) (S) (3-60) 9,15,39
Matt (Mq) (P) (1-13) 1,5,19,37,36,39 (2) 30

Matt (Mq) (S) (3-11) (4.4-6) 30,33
Luminosity (Lq) (P) (iW).sWl) 1.6
Luminosity ( Lq) (S) (300-1 [41) 4,36

Me (P) (.3.0--7.6) 1,13, 16 (-3.3--6.5) 32,33 -4 -5 26
Me (S) (-3) 9
n(N)

nHe

30,10

3.5|-3].5[-4],5[-5]

6.17

6.16.17

1,000

l[-4l

16

16

30

0.003

36

36
eB- V 0,0-0.30 1.4,9,6 0.35 33 0.9 36
Diatancc (pc) 350,3700 9,13 3,000 m3,000 36,30
Eclipsing? (Yet) 1 No 33
Detected lecomdnry? (Yet) 1.5,37 (Yet) 33
IR cxceta? Yet 13, 14 Yet 6 Ye« 36

Ralaraacaa: It Rao te Venugopal (1985a). 3t Wilton (1914). 3; Malcolm tc Bell (1986). 4: Duvigneau, Friedjung te Hack (1979).

5: Partha.aratby, Cornachln te Hack (1966). 6: Drilling, SchOnberner, Heber te Lyaat-Gray (1966). 7: Seydel (1939). 6: Hack tc Pauinetti

(1963). 9: Hack, Flora te Santin (1960). 10: Leoahin te Topii’akaya (1964). 11: Gapoakkin (1949). 13: Greenatein (1940). 13: Lee te Nariai

(1967). 14: Hnmphreyt te Ney (1974a,b). 18: HelUaga, de Loote, Burger te Limeri (1961). 16: Drilling te Schonberner (1963). 17: Lcnahin te

ToplT'kaya (1966b). 16: WnUcTataln, Grccne te Tomley (1967). 19: Heard (1963). 30: Margoni, Stagni te Mammano (1966). 31; Morrison te

Willlngalc (1967). 33: Danaiger, WaUcrttein te Bohm-VUente (1967). 33: SchSnberner te Drilling (1963). 34: Parthaaarethy, Hack te Tektonali

(1990). 39; Nariai (1967b). 36: ScbOnberatr te DrilU.Bg (1964). 37: Schonberner te Drilling (1963). 26: Morrito® (1966). 39: Plavec (1966).

30: Heber te S^omber^r (1961). 31: Morriaon, Drilling, Heber, Hill te Jeffery (1966). 33: Bakot (1963). 33: Nariai (1967a).
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1.3.3 Temperature

10,500K wco deteomSnsd Oso ’he pnmaoy odmpdntn’ frsm ehsdOteloai o’siiao atmsopheoeo ao sariy 

ao 1940 (Goeenoteln 1940), at’hdcgh 7,000K hrd been poevldcsty Oscnd by opeotodphdtdmt’olo 

me’hsdo (Picket’ 1928). Hatk and PaoinettS (1963) Oscnd ’ha’ a ’ws ’empeoa’cre msdei wao 

needed wi’h 8,000K and 12,800K oegSsno ’s expiaSn ’he sboeoved vlocrt optotrcm. Form iUE da’a 

Hatk, Fisoa & SantSn (1980) agaSn dt’eomSned ’ha’ a ’ws eemaeoaecot msdei wao needed wi’h 

T=8 ,OOOK and T<11,000K. LecohSn & Tsplt’skaya (1984) find a oSngie eemaeoa’coe msdei wSii 

wsok bc’ aoe cndeolded between a 13,500K isw goavS’y sne so a 14,000K msdei with a oiSgh’ty 

hlghso goavSi^y. Hsweveo ’he eady ac’hsoo cotd ei’heo hydodgee nth msdti a’mdopheoeo so hydosgen 

psso sneo wheoe ’he hydosgen csnten’ tan be isweoed ’s sniy 5% so os. LecohSn & Tspli’skaya 

(1984) o’a’e ’ha’ ’hey coed hydodgenldefiolen’ msdei a’mdoaheoss (H <-0%).

1.3.4 Flux distribution

The flcx dSo’oSbc’Ssn So sne sO ’he majso isng s’andlng podbismo odnoeoned with v Sgo Ao de’aHed 

by Ptaveo (1986) ’he msdei atmsoaheoeo avrStabte a’ ’he dme weoe ns’ abie ’s oeaoddcce ’he 

sboeoved flcx diotoSbctSdn, eoaeolatty aoscnd ’ht Baimeo detoemen’ (~3800A) so ohsr’waod sO 

~2000A. ThSo posbiem sttcooed whe^eo hydosgenioSth so hydrogen-pdfo msdei atmsoahtrss 

weot coed. Thra So Sticstrated Sn FSgcoe 1.2 whSth ohswo a o’eea Baimeo detoemen’ Sn bs’h ’he 

msdei atmdophereo whSth So ns’ sboeoved Sn v Sgo. Bs’h msdeio rios OrH ’s rttdcnt Oso ’he aimso’ 

fla’ sboeoved flcx dSotoSbctidn Sn ’he 1200-3000 A oange.

ThSo posbiem, weii Siicotoaeed Sn ’he taot sO v Sgo, So oymptdmatSt sO ’he OaSicoe sO hydosgen- 

pdso mddtt a’mssahtreo ’s ma’th sboeoved flcxeo. The mam Oaitcre sO theoe msdeio So ’heSo 

SnabSiS’y ’s msdei veoy isw hydodgen abcndanteo; ’he hydrsgen-assr msdei ohswn Sn FSgcoe 1.2 

o’lii tsn’aSno 6% hydosgen (KHngieomith 1981). LecohSn & Tdali’okaya (1984) cot osme Osom sO 

hydrsgen-dtfitSent msdei atmdspheoto bc’ aoe o’fli cnabie ’s msdei ’he flcx dSo’ribctSdn a’ rH wtii 

Sn ’ht UV.

Ao Pirvet (1986) oryo

“What is most urgently needed most of all is modem model stellar atmospheres, with 

line blocking taken into account, for stars with various degrees of helium depletion, all 

the way to pure helium stars. ”
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Figure 1.2: The flux distribution of v Sgr and two moiel atmospheres imposed. Ths hydrogen rich 

atmosphere is from Kurucz (1979) with T=11,000K. Ths hyirogsn-poor model still contalcsd 6% 

hydrogen and has T=10,000K (Kllcglssmith 1981). Both moisls Pave log# — 2.5 uni Eb~v =

0.25. From P^vsc (1986).
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1.3.5 Eclipses, light variability, and inclination

CaposPkin (1945) ascsrSa1nsa Shat v tgr had a variable llghs curve from photographic data al- 

SPourP the minima wsrs shallow, 0.15m for primary minima ani 0.08m for the secondary minima. 

The light variations were sxucSly ut ths phases sxescSsd from the radial velocity curve for ons 

cnmpnnsdt to bs in fronS of the other. Ths primary is in front of the secondary at She despsr 

minimum aci so She secondary must have a higher surOucs brightness (acd thus Ssmpsruture) 

than She primary. An inclination of 47® was determined on She assumption shut Shs raill of both 

components were equal ut 150 R® (and maesss of 15 M© each). tuct u tenuous determination of 

the inclicuSion has been subsequently quotsd without comment {e.g. Hack, Flora & tanSin 1980).

Egged, Kron & Craenste1n (1950) observei v Sgr photoelactr1cuily determining two minima 

with half tts ampliSuiss of Caeoshk1n’s uni with ths Sims of primary minimum out by 7 days. 

These results thsn io not agree with Shs phases from radial velocity msaeursmanSs which urs 

beyocd doubt, uni indesi confirmed by Egged et al. tPsmeslvss. However, as polntei out by 

Malcolm & Bell (1986), half ot the Eggsn et al. observations ussi She variable star pl Sgr us a 

comparison.

Malcolm & Bsll (1986) aeSsrm1dei UBV light curves aci argusi Shat IncomcS rscSlficaSlon 

techniques ussd by CueosPk1d rendered his rseuite “extremely doubtful”. They determined a V 

curve amplitude of 0.15"* but with a eer1nd oO — 20 days aci conclude that ths system doae not 

show any of the attributes of a 0 Lyrae system as reported by Caeoshk1d (1945). No signs of 

scl1esss wsrs isSsctsd but could not be ruled out on ths basis of Shsir duSa. They ascribed the 

llghs variations to pulsation (Sato tC Jeffsry 1988).

While Shs svlisnce tor Shs istscSioc of scl1eeee in the visual is negligible a number of 

authors reporS UV eclipses (Duvlgneau, Fr1adjudr & Hack 1979, Hack, Flora & tanSin 1980, Ruo 

& Venugopal 1985a). None of thess reports urs conclusive acd ths question of scl1esss remains 

open.

1.3.6 Absolute magnitude and distance

v Sgr has ac apparent visual magnitude of 4.6 and a rough estimate of an absolute magnitude of 

-7 was made by McLaughlin (1939) based on the strengths of She interstellar K lins. CresnsSsln 

(1940) aatarmtdad M« = —7.6 acd d = 2.7kpc from She assumption v Sgr takes part in simple 

galactic rotation. However as 1di1cutsa by Dunzigsr, Wullsrstsin & B0Pm-Vitedea (1967) when Sts 

spectral Sices are greatly adPadcsi by low opacity the approximate spectral type caccoS bs ussi 

So icfer tts Ssmesrature or absolute magnitude with any accuracy. Ruo & Vsnugopal (1985a,b) 

obtain M„ = -3.9 - -6.2, with a best tit value of ~4.8±0.8. Hack, Flora & tacrln (1980) sxeacr
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v Sgo is be aaaodxSmaeeiy ’he oame dSo’ante away ao /3 Lyore Oosm ’he o’oengeh sO ’he Snteoo’eiiar 

iSneo, a dSo’rntt sO 350pt (Piavet, Weiland & DsbSro 1982). Theoe aaperro ’s be llt’le rgosemen’ 

sn eS’heo ’he dSo’rntt so ’he abod^e magnlecdt sO v Sgo.

1.3.7 Interstellar extinction

Ao ’he gataotSt iatSecde Oso v Sgo So hSgh GoetnoteSn (1940) oeasdnsd ^11’ ’he Sn’eoo’enao extinttSdn 

wscid be omaii, oeemSngty tsnfirmed by ’he vaict sO Eg_y < 0.1 deteomined Oosm ’ht MgII 

Sn’ers’eiiar dscbiet (DcvSgneac, Friedjcng & Hatk 1979). Nekei (1967) findo octh a isw ex’Sno’lsn 

Sn ’he dloeo’Ssn sO v Sgo sniy a’ dSotrntto itoo ’han 250pt; ’ss tisoe Oso v Sgo gSven ’ht sobleri 

dSmenoSsno and ’he addpted ’emaeratcot and abosic’e icmSndoi’y. CsnOrmatsoy oescito sO a vaict 

bt’wetn 0.0 and 0.15 have been oeado’ed (Prrthaoaoathy, CsonrthSn & Hatk 1986). From ’he 

oemsvai sO ’he 2200 A Oeatcoe. DcvSgneac, FoSedjcng & Hatk (1979) determSne 0.20 wi’h a cppso 

iSmS’ sO 0.30. Tht oame anaiyoSo by DriiiSng, Sthdnberneo, Hebeo & Lynas-Gory (1984) yietdo 0.12, 

a vaice deotoSbed ao “ns’ tsmaatSbte” by Ras & Vencgspai (1985a) with ’helr dbosrvr’ldno Oosm 

’he ANS or’eiiS’e whSth ySeid 0.12 ’s 0.20. Scth tsnflSttmg oeoclto aoettcde any tdntico^dno ao ’s 

’he ex’Snt’isn tswardo v Sgo.

1.3.8 Spectral analyses

Eaoiy anaiyoeo sO ’he vSocai spettrcm weoe tamed sc’ by Campbeii (1899), Piaoket’ (1927), Msogrn 

(1934, 1935) and GoeenoteSn (1940). The tatteo ns’ed ’he cncocaiiy Ugh nStrsgsn abcndante and 

’he o’reng’h sO ’he hehcm and Sosn iSneo. Hydosgen imeo weoe weak bc’ Ha ohdwsd smSooSdn ao 

dSd H/9 (FtemSng 1912). Ca and [Ca] emSooSsn wao aios detet’ed (MeoSii 1943, Weaveo 1943)

The Ha Unt So sften dloptaoed tdwrrdo ’he bice by osme 300 km o-1; ’hSo hao been a’- 

eoSbc’ed ’s ma’eoSat flswSng be’wten ’he ’ws tsmpsnen’o (Nanas 1967b, 1970). The dcoaeSdn sO 

’he abodoaeSdn So ~ 40 dayo bc’ So ns’ aiwryo aoeosn’.

Let & NariaS (1967) cndeotdsk ahs’smetoy sO v Sgo sn ’he IR and Oscnd ’ha’ a’ wavtitngtho 

sO goeateo ’han 1 /nn ’heot wao IR exteoo aoocmed ’s tsme Oosm tSrtcmsteitar mr’eolai (NaoSrS 

1967b).

UV anatystt (Goeeno’eSn 1940; Goeeno’eSn & Adamo 1947; DcvSgneac, FoSedjcng & Hatk 

1979; HeiiSngo, de Lssro, Bcogeo & Lameoo 1981; Hrtk, Fisoa & San’Sn 1980; Paothlloarathy, 

CsonathSn & Hatk 1986) dttermSned oSmSlro iSne otoengtho and abcndanteo ao eaoiSeo wsok sn 

s’heo optctoai oegSsno.

Ras & Vencgspai (1985a,b) sboeoved v Sgo Sn ’he 2 and 6tm ordSs reglsn.



Figure 1.3: Elemental abundances in the primary component of v Sgr in the form of mass fractions 

with the solar values (open circles, continuous line) for comparison. For v Sgr crosses are upper 

limits, triangles are results based on a single line and filled circles are values based on several lines. 

From Leushin & Topil’skaya (1988b).

1.3.9 Surface composition

A detailed abundance analysis using photographic spectra and curve of growth analysis deter

mined a surface composition for u Sgr but had to postulate a two temperature model (Hack & 

Pasinetti 1963). They determined a hydrogen to helium ratio of 0.025 but this has been disputed 

by Schonberner & Drilling (1983) who conclude a ratio of <0.0005 from a reinterpretation of Hack 

& Pasinetti’s results.

In a series of papers Leushin & Topil’skaya (1984, 1987, 1988a,b) discuss models and com

positions for the primary component of v Sgr. Photographic spectra were again used with the 

addition of model atmospheres. These models did not include line blanketing. Two “best fit” 

models were determined, one with 5% metals and the other with 30%. Both were helium rich with 

hydrogen as a trace element. Their determined abundances, from the 5% metals model, are given 

in Table 1.2 and Figure 1.3.
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Table 1.2: Elemental abundances in the primary component of v Sgr relative to the Sun. Both 

number fractions (left) and mass fractions are shown. From Leushin & Topil’skaya (1988b).

J* Element
— Ni !-!>■! N,)

© u Sgr e U -Sgr

1 H 0.05 3.3 -0.07 3.93
2 He 1.00 0.02 0.52 0.04
6 C 3.50 2.27+0.13 2.54 1.85
7 N 4.12 1.87+0.07 3.07 1.38
8 O 3.28 2.7 2.21 2.15

10 Ne 3.50 1.7 2.08 1.05 -
12 Mg 4.57 4 07+0.07 3.24 3.34
13 Al 5.65 4.75+0.25 4.34 3.48
14 Si 4.50 4.13+0.07 3.17 3.34
15 p 6.62 4.90+0.20 5.25 4.07
16 s 4.84 4.54+0.04 3.41 3.69
17 Cl 6.60 4.1 5.71 3.21
18' Ar 5.30 3.58+0.09 3.82 2.64
19 K 7.00 4.0 6.07 3.07
20 Ca 5.72 4.3 4.24 3.36
21 Sc 9.01 7.35+0.15 7.48 6.36
22 Ti 7.55 5.66+0.07 5.94 4.64
23 V 8.13 6.70+0.10 6.51 5.65
24 Cr 6.58 5.16+0.05 5.00 4.10-
25 Mn 7.17 5.55+0.05 5.55 4.47
26 Fe 4.50 3.33+0.10 2.87 2.24
28 Ni 5.42 4.78+0.09 3.77 3.67
30 Zn 7.63 5.6 5.69 4.42
38 Sr 9.23 8.0 7.41 6.72
39 Y 9.60 8.1 7.77 6.81
40 Zr 9.60 7.50+0.14 7.76 6.20-
42 Mo 10.00 7.3 7.90 5.98
56 Ba 10.15 7.0 7.89 5.52
57 La 10.60 5.35+0.25 8.58 3.87
58 Ce 10.40 7.27+0.07 8.37 5.8!
60 Nd 10.50 6.0 8.46 4.50-
62 Sm 11.00 7.0 8.70 5.48
63 Eu 11.30 8.3 9.00 6.78
64 Gd 10.90 6.6 8.82 5.06
7 t Ta 11.70 12.2 9.32 10.60
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1.3.10 Mass loss

Tts presencs of tts H<u emission indicates mass flowing between the two components (Nurlal 

1967b, 1970) while Shs IR sxcsse (Lss & Narlul 1967) iciicares maSSsr hae lsft ths system. Satais 

& Albano (1970) discuss the svidscce for an sdvsloee uroucd v tgr which is isiucai to contain 

graphite (Woolf 1973) ani observe an 11/im peak iue to silicates. This is ilsputsd by Humphreys 

& Nsy (1974a,b) who argue StaS it is due to u distant thlri body of T=2,500K with a mass of 

10-15 Mq, a radius of 860 R© acd ac orbiSul psriod of 4 years. The evidence tor Shis object is 

limited.

With the advent of UV observations aci, especially, She International Ultrav1olat Explorsr 

(SUE) satslliSe maee loss from v Sgr was obvious from the strong wind line profiles from a num

ber of highly 1od1ssa species, including CIV, SiIV and N V {e.g. Hack, Flora & Santin 1980; 

Parthaeurathy, Cnrdact1d & Hack 1986). AlStougt u number of She EHe stars have hai Shsir 

wind l1dse modelled using proflls fitting techniques this has never bsec applied to v Sgr. Rao & 

Vsnugoeal (1985a,b) ild determine a maes-loee rate of 5.4 x 10”7M© yr”1 from ruilo observations.

1.3.11 The secondary component

There is no reliable iaSu on Sts secondary cnmendSdS of v tgr.

Undoubtedly Shs spectrum of v tgr is unilks any othsr star aci current (usually hydrogsc- 

rict) moiel aSmnsetsras fall So model the flat flux distribution in ths UV. This has lead many 

investigators to assume ShaS u substantial portion of She UV flux must come from she secondary. 

On this basis it has been claes1t1si as 09V (Hack, Flora & tactic 1980), a ciaee1ficat1od accseSsd 

by Helllcgs, de Loore, Burgsr & Lamers (1981). The latSsr authors also determined a secondary 

tsmpsruturs of 20,000K from hydrogen-rlct moisl armoeePsrss. Duvigcsau, Fr1sajucr & Hack 

(1979) determine a spectral claes for Sts sscnniury of B0-B3 from Shs single N III line at 1183.7 A. 

Rao & Venugopal (1985a) determine a spectral type of B3 for She secondary wish the unusual flux 

distribution iue to She prasadca of an accretion ilsc with u colour similar to a B8-B9 star.

What otter information that has been “istermtdaa” for Sts secondary has ofSsc coms from 

models of Sts system SPuS make some large acd unjustified aaiumeSlodS especially about she maeeae 

of the two components.
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1.3.12 Models for the system

The veoy isw hydosgtn abcndante sO ’he arSmaoy So ns’ Sn qceo’ldn (Hatk & PaoSnet’S 1963, LecohSn 

Sc TspSi’okaya 1984) and ’he sniy way ’hSo tan be athSeved So ihoocgh taot BB miss ’ransOer (e.g. 

Deigads Sz Thsmao 1981). Hero ’he aoSmrry fiiio Sio Rsthe isbe dcoSng ’he oed glrnt phroe beOsoe 

(and adooSbiy dcoSng) tsoe heiScm SgnS’Ssn. ThSo tacoeo mateolal ’s be iso’ Oosm ’he aoimaoy, osme 

sO whSth may weii end cp sn ’he oetondaoy. Upsn htiScm lgnStSdn ’he otao tsntoat’o is withm S’o 

Rsthe isbe and maoo ’ranoOer/ldss o’opo. ThSo so troe B mroo eocnoOeo and tan sniy rodcte ’he 

atmdoaherlt hydrogen abcndantt ’o ~20% (Lauterboon 1970). Croe BB asocmeo ’hai ’he primroy 

agam fiiio S’o Rsthe isbe co S’ asoends ’he gSani boanth Oso ’he oetsnd iSme (rsymaeo’St gian’ 

boanth evolciSon). ThSo wSii aiiow ’he hydosgtn tontent ’o Oaii is aimso’ zeos. Upsn tsoe taobon 

SgnSiSon mcoo ioanoOeo wSii agaSn bt oedcted ao ’he prSmary withdiaws Oosm ihe Rsthe isbe.

To pc’ ’he dtiaSio oO ihSo msdei onio a ocoe OsdtSng ’ht mcooeo oO ihe iwo tomponento need 

io be deteomSned.

DcvSgneac, FoSedjcng Sc Hatk (1979) determSne ^1’ ihe oetdndary mco’ be ieoo ihrn hriO 

’ht mcoo sO ihe aolmaoy Oosm a ndn-meatcrement sO UV saettrai iSneo Sn CopeonStco and S2/68 

dair. They aios loseo’ ihc’ etiiaoeo weoe Oscnd cithdcgh ’ht daia cot poso.

Heiilngs, de Loooe, Bcogeo Sc Lcmeoo (1981) iook a’ a ncmbeo sO maoo tdmblnatSdno Oso ihe 

tdmaonsnto and tontlcde ’hr’ ’he arlmary hao a mcoo sO 13 M© rnd ihe oecondaoy 10 M©, a ssa- 

aoa’Ssn sO 320 R© and an oobSiai Sntiina’Son sO 74®. Theoe osoclts weoe based sn ’ht rooeriSdn ’ha’ 

ihe aoimaoy oadSco So 120 R© and ’he ostondary oadSco 3 R© Oosm ’he flcx dSo’rlbctlon msdeiiSng 

sO Hack, Fiora Sc SantSn (1980). AgaSn etiSaoes aoe aoocmed is sttco ’o heip ’Se down ’he 0^’^ 

paoameieoo.

Schdnbsrner St DniiSng (1983) deieomSne a modei Oso v Sgo baoed on ihe rsocmatSdno ^11’ 

Mv = -7 and ’ha’ sciSaoso 0^^. They aoopooe ’hi’ ’he oetondaoy So r B2Ib stir room ihe UV flcx 

dlt’oSbceSon, bc’ So 3-5 mlgnSecdso OaSntso ihan Si’s saettral iype Snditatso, io be tonsistent with 

’he non-de’ec’Son oO ’ht stro Sn oaeScai spectro. ThSs poobitm So tonvenSeniiy tiotcmnavSgaied by 

pos’ciaeSng ihai ’he stcondaoy So iow mass (and ’hcs iow icmSnooS’y) bc’ ’he optctocm So generaied 

co ihe sico “Ss no’ Sn eheomlt tqcSiSboScm” dct io mcoo ’ranoOto Ooom ’he aoSmloy. WhSie ’hero 

aaaelot ’o be no svldente foo a iiogt mcoo ’ransOeo oaie a’ ’he moment S’o poesente may iead 

io ihe r0rmleSon oO an lccre’Son dSot. Scth a dSot hio been postciaied ’o txailSn ihe UV flcx 

dSo’oSbc’Son (Rio St Vencgoact 1985a) withoc’ modeiiSng ihe distrSbc’Son SesttO. Theoe Ss no dSotti 

oboerva’lonct evSdente Ooo scth a dSst.

Aii ’he modeio potoented cn’Si now have been oaecclltSve and based on Snocrfitient evldence. 

To modti ihe v Sgo oysitm wha’ Ss needed mooe ihan cnyehSng Ss a definSit dt’tomSni’Son oO ihe
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maesss ot ths two components from railal velocities. As Sts flux distribution has cot bsec moasiiea 

by llce-blanksSsi tyirogec-deflcisct modsl atmospheres is is not possible to say what portion of 

She flux mmss from the secondary aci so cunnoS bs ussi to “determine” ths maee. A maes-loee 

rate is rsqulrsi to determine if v Sgr is in a low mass loss phase 1di1oat1va of core carbon burning. 

This can be confirmsi by an abundance analysis of the proiucSs of carbon burning.

1.3.13 The fate of v Sgr?

The question ot whut are She progenitors ot type Ib supernovas has been contestsi e1dca the t^rsS 

one was dersctsa (Bertola Sc Sussl 1965). UomoSo (1986) reviews what criteria ars cssdsd for a 

tN to be claesai as type Ib. Tters are Shrse possible progenitors

1. Wnif-Ruyst Stars.

2. Accretlcg wtlSs dwarfs.

3. Hydrogen deficient binaries.

The Wolf-RuysS candidates tavs been proposed by Bsgelmac Sc Sarazin (1986) ani sup

ported by Schasfer, Casse Sc Caten (1987). UomoSo (1986) arguss Stsrs ars problems wist a cors 

collapsed WR star fitting the observed light curve aci Ecsman Sc Wooslsy (1988) rule out WR 

progenitors on this basis.

Brucch Sc Nomoro (1986) propose that SN Syps Su aci Ib are similar with, in tts cuss of rts 

Ib event, a CO white iwarf accreting maee from a tsllum-scrlcpsd rsi glacS in a binary systsm. 

Whsc the bass of the accreted layer ignites tts resulting istonuSloc will tit ths obssrvsd properties 

of Ib events well. Harkness et ai. (1987) doubt it the muSct to tts light curve will be us good as 

claimed aci, significantly, point out thus it is i1fficu.lt So modclle Shis moisl with the association 

of EN Ib svscts to HII rsgiocs acd conssquenS indication of youth.

The HDB model of SN Ib events eosSularse that the primary component undergoes core 

collapse in a mechanism Shat is the same as a EN II event, an assertion strscgShsnsd by Sts 

observations of Ftl1ppanko (1988). However tts lack of hydrogen in the primary dus to mass 

transfer explains the luck of hydrogen in the observed SN spectra while ths stock wavs InSeracSicg 

with the ciroumetellur material previously loss in She mass transfer/loss explains She radio emission. 

The evolutionary scenario proposed for HDB’s explains atsir relative youth. Delgado Sc Thomas 

(1981) model case BB evolution and determine ttut She primary component scis iSs life as a 

CO whirs iwarf that undergoes core collapse uftsr cors iron exhaustion. The only problem wist 

applying this model to the HDB’s is thus the primary compocect csede So be ubouS 3 M© at tts 

onset of carbon core tgcitlon (the stage at which v Sgr is cow expscSed So bs ut). As Delgado Sc
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Thomas did not include mass loss from the system (rather than mass transfer) in their calculations 

it is not possible to determine whether v Sgr will end its life this way unless accurate masses and,

if necessary, mass-loss rates are determined for v Sgr.

1.4 The Aims of this Thesis

The aims of this thesis are

1. To determine the current state of the v Sgr system using modern techniques, numerical codes 

and atomic data to determine, for each component where appropriate:

(a) Velocity semi-amplitude.

(b) Mass.

(c) Orbital separation.

(d) Orbital inclination.

(e) Orbital eccentricity.

(f) Radius.

(g) Effective temperature.

(h) Surface gravity.

(i) Luminosity.

(j) Surface composition.

(k) Mass-loss rate.

(l) Interstellar extinction.

(m) Distance.

(n) Origin.

(0) Future evolution.

2. To apply the improved techniques and codes developed for v Sgr to related objects of inter

est. These include the Wolf-Rayet binary 7* Vel, the other HDBs (KS Per, LSS 1922 and 

LSS 4300) and a number of O, EHe and sdO stars.

As so little has been positively determined about the v Sgr system there are a large number 

of areas that required detailed investigation. Chapter 2 covers the key problem of determining the 

radial velocities for the secondary component using improved cross-correlation techniques. Using 

the determined masses and orbital separations it is possible to constrain the inclination of the 

orbit from the non-detection of eclipses and the presence of Ho emission. From the knowledge of
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ihe lntlina’lon ihe absoi^e mioses and ttalOleSon oO ihe tomponenis aoe detsomSnsd. Spetiioai 

detonvolutSon tan be coed ’o thetk ihe detsomSned viices oO ’he oldilt vslotS’lss rnd io ssplolts 

sasttrli Osa’crss Ooom ’he ’wo comaonsnts. GSven some itocma’lons on ’ht stlts oO ’he iwo 

comaoneneo iheSo oidSS tan cioo be dedcted. The icmSnosS’y oiiSo oO ihe iwo tomponsnto Sn ’he 

UV Ss deesrmlned Oiom ihe shape oO ’ht crooo-correlatSon OcnctSons.

In Chla’to 3 ’ht same iethnSqceo aoe aaailsd io ’ht WoiO-Raye’ bmaoy 71 Vei Sn an l’tsmp’ 

io de’eomlne ihe secondlry radSii vstocS’Sst. RescUo wtot pooo dce io ihe naicoe oO ihe sasctoli 

iSnes Ooo scth siaoo.

Chlptsoo 4 io 7 covso UV wSnd iSnt aooiSie fit’Sng io deteomSnt ihe mrss-ioso oltss oO 6 O 

oiros (Chapeeo 5) is a means oO ’eotSng ihe SEI tode and St’s Smaooved iecoi sqcaoeo Smpitmentation 

(Chaa’to 4). Then ihe tode So aaaiSsd io ihe wSndo oO 3 EHt and 2 odO stlro. The odO siios have 

neveo been cnaiysed beOooe csmg aroiSlt fit’Sng ’echnlqceo and in atturaie de’trmSnl’ion oO theio 

mass ioos oi’es So Smportani. Chapieo 7 toveoo ihe UV wSnd iSne inaiysSo oO v Sgo csmg a variety 

oO coocmpiSons no’ oniy io deteomSnt ihe mcos-ioso oatt bc’ io see how ’he bSncoy nl’crt oO ihe 

oyo’em affects ihe miss ioso Ooom ihe oystem. From ihe lnltyois Sndeptndtnt de’trmlna’Sono oO ihe 

Sn’ers’tiilr extSnt’Son eowlodo v Sgo aoe obiaSned io tomatemtn’ ’hoot room ihe Oicx dSotoSbc’Son 

inaiysSs.

The iong selndlng poobism oO ’he Oicx dSotrSbc’Son So soived Sn Chlpteo 8 csmg ’he iltest 

iSne-bianksied, hydrogen-deficient modei a’mssophsrs todso. Slmlilo modsiSng oO ’he othso ’hose 

known HDBs So cndsoiaken Sn Chapieo 9.

The redct’Son oO a CCD sthsiit oasttrcm oO v Sgo So gSven Sn Chapieo 10 aiong with ihe 

finai spsttocm and iSnt Sden’ificl’Sons.

Chlptso 11 csss thSs opettrcm Ooo an atmoopheric fins lnllyolo csSng ihe iltsot modei ai- 

moophsret and LTE (with otl’’srSng) Hne OoomltSon todso togsther with Smarovsd ltomSt da’a.

Chla’tr 12 gSves a scmmaoy oO ’ht oetcits de’ermSned Ooom thSo ’hesSs and ihe tonticoSons 

ihai may be dmwn SnticdSng a dSsccstSon oO ’ht fc’crt evolciSon oO ’ht v Sgo systsm. FSnaiiy an 

SndSta’Son oO ’ht Ocecre wook ehae needs io be done io Smpoove om knowiedgt oO ihe HDB cIiso oO 

siios Ss gSven.

1.4.1 A note on Appendices

A ncmbso oO lpasndSteo roe Snticded a’ ’he end oO ihSs ihsoSs Ooo dstlSto ’ha’ weoe no’ waooanisd Sn 

ihe mrSn body oO ihe ’ex’ dct, maSniy, io oeaoono oO isngih. Here cot hne tSots, detlSio oO preiSmSnlry 

anaiysso reqcSrtd Ooo ihe wook Sn ’ht body oO ihe ’hesSo and a coso gcSds Ooo some anaiy’Stai tods.
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As well as these results there are also appendices on useful methods that are not described in such 

detail elsewhere. There is one appendix on CCD echelle reduction and another on conducting a 

fine analysis. Both are in principle easy if the methods are known, but the methods are not widely 

reported in such detail that the student can actually duplicate them. The appendices are intended 

as a useful reference for methods, instructions and general data while the main body of the thesis 

contains the details of specific analyses of various objects.
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Chapter 2

The Mass of v Sgr From 

Ultraviolet Radial Velocities

Upsilon Sagittarii has its orbital period and phasing (as well as other parameters) well determined 

from the work of Wilson (1914) and others (e.g. Eggen, Kron & Greenstein 1950). In the orbit the 

only parameters that are unknown are the inclination and the semi-amplitude of the secondary, K2, 

with reports in the literature (e.g. Duvigneau, Friedjung & Hack 1979; Parthasarathy, Cornachin

Hack 1986) suggesting a value of less than lOkms-1 as being most the likely.

A number of authors have tried to determine the orbit of the secondary component using 

both direct (e.g. Duvigneau et al. ; Parthasarathy et al. ) and indirect methods (e.g. Hellings, de 

Loore, Burger & Lamers 1979; Schonberner & Drilling 1983) but with no success.

The secondary radial velocity curve is of vital importance as its determination give the 

minimum masses of the two components in absolute units. These are required to put the whole 

discussion about v Sgr, and by extension the other HDB’s, onto a secure footing. This will allow 

an objective judgement of the validity of the large number of speculative models that have been 

discussed for v Sgr.

2.1 Improved Cross-Correlation Methods

The problem is to determine the velocity of the secondary component with respect to that of the 

primary. The simplest way is to look for spectral lines of both components in a wavelength region 

where the secondary is visible. This region is expected to be in the UV; the secondary, being hotter 

than the primary, will have the greatest flux in this region. However the secondary is very faint,
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even Sn ehlo wavelength renes, and no imeo have been tonticoSvsiy ds’eomSnsd ’o tome Ooom ihe 

ostondlry. Plotheoloathy, CoonrthSn & Hatk (1986) expst’ ’he ostondlry oidSai veiotS’Seo io be 

isss ’han iOkics-1 beoed on ’ht non-dtietiSon oO oscondaoy iSneo.

W^h a iow osiltSve icmSnooi’y and omaii reil’lve vsiotity ihe poobiem bstomso 1x^10^,; 

sstondaoy oidSai veiocStSso Ooom spectoai iSnes domSnaisd by ihe arSmlry bc’ wSth some omeii 

oecondaoy tontoSbc’Son. The method chosen was ’ht o’andaod technSqce oO coo!ss-correlatSon (CC) 

wheoe one oasttocm So complied with ano’her io de’ermSne ihe shlOt be’wten ’he iwo. ThSo Ss 

cniSksiy io wook wi’h v Sgo as ’he aoSmlry tomaonen’ domSnriss and ’ht deieoird ohSO’s wSii be 

dce io ’he dSffsrSne poSmaoy rrdiri veiotS’Sss on ’ht ’wo spector.

The refinemen’ coed htoe Ss eempla’e ohaoaenSng wheosby aii ihe spectoa aot ohSO’ed by 

’ht expected veiocity oO ’ht sttondlry and co-addsd. ThSo s’rsne’hsno ’ht oecondaoy oSenai whsis 

omsaoSng ’he aolmloy toneoSbc’lon. Cooss torrelaiSne eeth spsttocm eeiSnsi ehlo ’emptlee ohocid 

gsve a smaii ohloa slenal Ooom ’he setondlry scpeoSmaoosd on a booad (omsaoed) oSgnai Ooom 

’he poSmlry. The dstsomlned setondaoy oidSai veiotS’seo can ’hen be cssd io de’eomsne a bstteo 

’smailts. ThSs arooedcoe oO tooss-correlatSon wi’h tsmaiatt shaopsnmg (CCTS) So osasltsd cntli 

tonveogsnte oO ihe ostondlry rldlli vsiotS’Sss ootcoo.

2.2 The Data

The UV dltl weoe rs’oSeved Oiom ’hr iUE aothSve Sn ’he PHOT and GPHOT formais scapiled by 

ihe iUE poojsci. Theos aoe 17 SWP and 15 LWR/LWR Oremss avaSiabis, obiaSned bstwssn 1978 

and 1985 oO whSth one Ooeme (SWP7165) was cncseabie. Theos dltl aoe gSven Sn Tabis 2.1.

The da’a weoe Ocotheo oedcted csSci ’he STARLINK package iUEDR (Rees & Glddlngo 1989). 

The olaais ooooeoeSono Ooo ’he SWP spectoa weoe tlltciatsd csSng a modSfisd vsroSon oO Baoker’s 

(1984) meihod; overilaalng rselons oO ’he sasctocm weoe meigsd wi’h weigh’s aooaoo’Sonai io ihe 

Snveoot rippis oooreo’lon Oloeoos.

2.3 Processing and Calibration

Smoe ’ht wavelength o^libriiSon oO iUE Ss no’ abooicis, ’ht wavelength ooiis wao adjcstsd io 

’Se known Snteos’eitlr Otatcoeo ’o iheSo ilbora’ooy (vatccm) wlvslsegths. Hsoe scth oasttrcm Ss 

shSO’ed so ’ht Sntsooeetiao Osatcres toSntSdt with ’hose oO a thooen oaettocm (SWP1398). They aoe 

’hen scmmsd io Ooom a oocgh ’smala’s end ihe SndSvidcci spector cooss-correlated lgcino’ ihSs 

etmptl’e oveo ihe wavelength oengs AA1248-1308A wheoe ’hsis aoe many stooeg Sntsostsiiar iSneo
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Table 2.1: EWP aci LWR/P SUE iaSa for u Sgr.
Epsottltm 3.D.

(.3440000)
id/mm/yy idi/yy Type Apcr^ute BMp^cr-s

(•eonaai)
ITFMAX THDA

EWP1398 aaat 33/04/73 113/73 PHOT EAP 3600 19633

EWP1344 3643 14/05/73 154/73 QPHOT LAP 300 19633

EWPtaea 3350 31/05/73 141/73 PHOT EAP 3300 19333

EWP1691 3333 03/03/73 153/73 OPHOT EAP 960 19633

awp^85a 3635 35/06/73 173/78 OPHOT EAP 3300 19633

EWP3136 3718 33/07/73 309/73 PHOT EAP 3600 19633

EWP3137 3719 39/07/73 310/73 PHOT EAP 4500 19633
awpeata 3737 07/08/73 313/73 QPHOT LAP 900 19633

swP349U 3757 05/09/73 343/73 QPHOT EAP 960 19333

EWP3473 4035 10/03/79 161/79 QPHOT EAP 1500 19fi33

EWPE399 4318 19/03/30 079/30 QPHOT LAP 1333 19633

EWP9110 4335 35/05/40 143/30 QPHOT LAP 3100 19333
EWP9113 4335 35/05/30 143/30 QPHOT LAP 1900 19333
EWPUU098 3333 05/06/35 153/35 PHOT LAP 540 19333 10.51
sw^r^;^«i^Q3 3333 03/03/35 157/35 PHOT LAP 900 19633 10.13
awP3aeat 3345 03/10/85 379/35 PHOT LAP 3400 19653

LWR1494 3643 14/05/78 135/73 QPHOT LAP 450 37330
LWR1E05 3645 18/05/73 137/73 QPHOT LAP 300 37330

LWRiaaa 3350 31/05/78 143/78 QPHOT EAP 300 30000
LWR1595 aeca 03/03/73 153/73 QPHOT EAP 1030 37330
LWRieie 3334 04/03/73 155/73 QPHOT EAP 300 37330

LWR1909 3713 33/07/78 309/73 QPHOT EAP 300 37330
LWR1910 3719 39/07/78 310/73 OPHOT EAP 1300 37330

LWR1994 3737 06/03/73 JU/IU QPHOT LAP 465 37330

LWRUU76 3557 05/09/73 343/73 QPHOT EAP 600 37330

LWR4749 4035 10/03/79 161/79 QPHOT EAP 900 37330

LWR47E4 4035 10/03/79 161/79 QPHOT EAP 840 37330

LWP61U7 3331 04/03/35 155/35 PHOT LAP 300 37330 10.51
LWP6133 6333 05/06/85 153/35 PHOT LAP 340 37330 10.51

LWP61E0 6333 08/06/35 157/35 PHOT LAP 310 37330 10.18

LWP6UE9 6345 03/10/85 379/85 PHOT LAP 340 37330 8.17

(Figure 2.1).

Tts new vslooiSlss from tts crose-correlatioc are ussi to form a bsSSsr template with tts 

intsrsrsllar linss at vacuum wavelengths. Ttsse shifts were checked So see if ttsy stowei acy phase 

dspacisnoy thus would icitcuta that She licee ussd originated in circumsteliar/sSellar material. 

Figure 2.2 stows a plot of She ictsrsrsliar lins stifas ara1ceS phase (from Eggsc et al. 1950) and

agalest dars.

Ttrss seSs of raiial vslocities wsrs determined for v tgr - the secondary from short wave

length SWP iata acd She primary from both longer wavelength EWP iaSa aci LWR/LWP data.

The UV spectrum of v tgr cnctatcs absorption IIcis from primary ani secondary compo

nents, from a stellar wind, acd from the interstellar medium. Figure 2.3 shows ths spectrum 1c 

the racge 1200 - 2800 A after da-raiieeing by Eb-v = 0.20 (CtapSer 7 and Figure 7.3). To max

imise She orbital information obtained by correlation requires StaS unwanted spectral information 

bs mtntmteea. The major interstellar linse were replaced by tctsrpolaSsi continuum values acd 

the stellar continuum was subtracted. Ic ahis study, care was taken to preserve ths wavelength 

information ic the interpolated regions so thaS She software usei ili not ucaereampis the crose- 

correlatioc functions (CCF’s). Strong wlci-lidss were excluded from the correlation by using only 

selected rsgions of spectrum ic the CCF measurements, a isvios which also tsipsi to minimize 

computational effort. The interstellar ltnee removed are given in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: A region of SWP spectrum rich in shaup interstellar lines (AA 1248 - 1308 A). The 

spectrum shown is that of SWP1398.
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Figure 2.2: A plot of the shifts required to bring the interstellar lines in the 16 SWP spectra to 

their laboratory wavelengths against Julian Date (upper) and phase (lower).
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SndSvSdult spectra lOtsr tsmptlte shlraenSng. The flcx So Sn absoicie cnito (ergs"1cm"2 A"1) co 

ihe toneSnccm-removed hSgh reoolc’Sou da’a was mapped onio ’he iow rssolctSon (Oicx caiSboaied)

spector. The oasctocm heo been ds-oeddsnsd by Eb-v = 0.20.
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Table 2.2: The tntsretallar IIcis removed from the sections of spectra ussi for the ornee-correlatioe 

analysis.

Wavelength 

Range ( A)

Wavelengths 

Removed ( A)

Iiantiflcatton

1230 - 1380 1250.1 - 1251.5 SII

1253.4 - 1254.3 EII

1259.3 - 1260.8 ESS

1276.0 - 1277.9 CS

1279.8 - 1280.7 CS

1301.9 - 1302.9 OI

1303.8 - 1305.0 ESS

1316.7- 1317.9 Ni II

1328.6 - 1329.6 CS

1334,1 - 1336.5 CII

1346.7 - 1347.9 Cl I

1358.4 - 1359.1 CS

1369.8 - 1370.5 Ni II

1562 - 1700 1607.8 - 1608.9 Fell

1656.1 - 1658.6 CS

1669.9 - 1671.4 A1II

1691.7 - 1693.2 Ni III

2300 - 2450 2342.5 - 2344.5 Fell

2372.0 - 2375.0 Fell

2381.0 - 2382.0 Fell
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The selected regions were AA1230-138QA (SWP) for the secondary and 2A1562-1700A 

(SWP) and 2A2200-2450A (LWR/LWP) for the primary. Finally, all wavelengths were trans

formed to a logarithmic scale. The spectral manipulation and cross-correlation described in this 

section was carried out almost entirely with the STARLINK package DIPSO (Howarth and Murray, 

1991).

2.4 Radial Velocity Determination

Initially the spectra were cross-correlated against a single spectrum. Phase-binning was then tried 

whereby spectra with a similar phase were co-added (no shifts). The results for the primary were in 

both cases reasonable, but very poor for the secondary even in the short wavelength range where 

the secondary was expected to be detected. See Figure 2.4. The individual spectra were then 

cross-correlated against the spectrum of the sub-dwarf O star HD 128220 which was expected to 

have a similar spectral type to that of the secondary. The results were poor, a sample CCF also 

being given in Figure 2.4.

Template sharpening was then applied to find both the primary and the secondary orbits. 

Initial velocity shifts and the phasing for the primary template sharpening (both SWP and LW 

spectra) were obtained from an circular orbit determined from eight Fe II lines visible on all SWP 

spectra. The known optical orbit could have been used, but the procedure adopted provided a 

check for internal consistency. Initial velocities for the secondary orbit were based on a circular 

orbit with a semi-amplitude of U-kms"1, as indicated by the preliminary results from the CHI 

21247A measurements in the phase binned spectra. The radial velocities determined from the 

Fell and CHI lines are given in Figure 2.5. The results of template sharpening are illustrated in 

Figure 2.6 for the case of the primary spectrum, the secondary spectrum is still too weak to be 

identified after sharpening except by correlation.

Determining the radial velocities for the primary from both SWP and LWP/LWR data 

was straightforward, once an initial velocity was determined, as the CCF’s were sharp and single

peaked, Figure 2.7.

The CCF measurements for the secondary were more difficult because the primary spectrum 

still contributes much of the power in the broad correlation peak. The weak secondary spectrum is 

registered as a sharp feature superimposed on this peak; its strength is variable and cannot always 

be distinguished from the broader feature. See Figure 2.8(a).

The velocities were determined by fitting a parabola to the peak of the CCF. When fitting 

the secondary peak the presence of the primary peak did not in most cases seriously affect the mea

surement of the secondary velocity. Using the derived velocities to redetermine the secondary orbit,
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Figure 2.4: Left: CCFs from two individual spectra (SWP1398 and SWP9110) cross-correlated 

against each other in the wavelength region 1230-1380 A (solid) and 1562-1700 A (dotted). The 

dashed line is the cross-correlation of SWP1398 against a single spectrum from the sdO star 

HD 128220. Right: CCFs from cross-correlating two phase-binned spectra, each consisting of 

three co-added spectra, in the wavelength ranges 1230-1380 A (solid) and 1562-1700 A (dotted).
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60

Figure 2.5: The data from the 8 Fell lines (open squares) and the CHI A1248A line (filled tri

angles). A semi-amplitude of <-^45 kms"1 is indicated for the primary and — 17kms_1 for the 

secondary. Note the very large error bars characteristic of orbits determined from line measure

ments. Only five secondary velocity points are given as phase-binned spectra were used. The 

phasing is from Wilson’s (1914) orbit with phase zero being time of periastron passage; his orbit 

is shown by the solid line.
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Wavelength (A)

Figure 2.6: A demonstration of template construction for the primary spectrum. A single spectrum 

(SWP26096) is compared with the sum of 16 spectra after template sharpening (lower). The line 

identifications and multiplet numbers are from Moore (1950, 1952), Wiese, Smith & Glennon 

(1966) and Wiese, Smith ic Miles (1969). Identifications for the most highly ionised lines may be

uncertain.
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(a) (b)

Relative velocity (km/s) Relative velocity (km/s)

Figure 2.7: CCFs and radial velocities after template sharpening on the primary component, (a)

from SWP spectra, (b) from LWR/LWP spectra. The phases are marked on the right, as is the 

measured radial velocity. The zero points of the CCF’s are 0.0, 0.5 and 1.5.
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Figure 2.8: CCFs for the secondary at three phases (marked on the right-hand side), (a) shows the 

CCF’s used to determine the velocities given in Table 2.3. (b) shows the CCF’s after deconvolution 

of the secondary spectra. The differences are within the measurement error (±5kms"i). (c) shows 

the CCF’s after deconvolution, where the template spectrum does not include the spectrum being

cross-correlated against it. See Section 2.8
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the template sharpening and velocity measurements were repeated five times until convergence, at 

which point the individual measurements were inspected.

In view of the variable strength of the secondary component in the CCF’s, a weighting 

procedure based on the CCF shape was adopted in which a measurement from a ‘good’ CCF 

was weighted 1.0, ‘fair’ 0.7 and ‘poor’ 0.3. Five measurements of the secondary velocity with 

residuals greater than three times the standard deviation were discarded. Two of these lay a long 

way from either primary or secondary velocity curves while one point lay exactly on the radial 

velocity curve for the primary, probably indicating a null contribution from the secondary to the 

CCF. Another two were close to the systemic velocity, indicating possible interference by a residual 

interstellar spectrum. The five discarded velocities were all measured from CCF’s rated ‘poor’, 

whilst nine of the remaining eleven were rated ‘fair’ or ‘good’. The velocity measurement and 

template sharpening iteration was repeated using the eleven retained spectra. The reduction in 

template spectrum S/N ratio was not critical since the discarded spectra showed the lowest S/N 

ratios.

The final radial velocities measured relative to the interstellar lines are shown in Table 2.3, 

along with details of the image numbers and dates of observation.

2.5 Orbit Analysis

The preliminary orbits for the UV template sharpening and the analyses of the final orbit have 

been carried out using the program RVORBIT by Dr G.Hill (1987, private communication).

The first step in the analysis of the final orbit was to determine the primary orbit from 

the 31 IUE radial velocities. This fixes the frame of reference of the IUE velocity system which, 

so far, is tied to the interstellar lines and provides basic data for the calculation of the secondary 

orbit. Fixing the period at 137.939 days (Wilson 1914) and the eccentricity to be zero, the primary 

orbit was solved for 7, Ki, and Tmar (time of maximum positive velocity). The semi-amplitude 

Ki=45.6kms_1 is satisfactorily close to Wilson’s original value of 48.2kms_1 given the phase 

distribution of the lUE observations. A small eccentricity in the lUE orbit had previously been 

shown to be spurious after application of the Lucy (1989) version of the first Bassett (1978) test 

(see Appendix A).

Retaining Ki, 7, and Tmo® from the primary orbit, Kg was determined from the lUE 

velocities for the secondary to be 29.7kms“i. The lUE orbital elements are listed in Table 2.4, 

where parentheses denote that 7 is relative to the interstellar lines. The orbits and lUE radial 

velocities are shown in Figure 2.9. Also shown is the radial velocity determined from the high 

resolution visual spectrum analysed in Chapter 10. This data point was not used when determining
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Table 2.3: The IUE spectra and radial velocity data for v Sgr.
Spectrum J.D.

(-2440000)

Primary Secondary
R.V.

(kms"l)

O-C Phase R.V.

(kms-1)

O-C Quality

SWP1398 3621 41 -4 0.87 -11 -5 Fair

SWP1544 3643 58 0 0.03 -17 -2 Good

SWP1592 3650 57 4 0.08 -13 -2 Fair

SWP1691 3662 36 -1 0.17 4 4 Poor

SWP1856 3685 -8 0 0.33 29 -1 Poor

SWP2136 3718 -27 -2 0.57 (-0.4) - Discarded

SWP2137 3719 -29 -5 0.58 (4.0) - Discarded

SWP2219 3727 -5 9 0.64 29 -6 Good

SWP2492 3757 41 -1 0.86 3 6 Fair

SWP5473 4035 51 6 0.87 (-99.0) - Discarded

SWP8299 4318 50 -4 0.92 (38.0) - Discarded

SWP9110 4385 -25 -2 0.41 40 0 Fair

SWP9118 4385 -21 2 0.41 42 3 Good

SWP26096 6222 6 -2 0.73 19 -1 Good

SWP26103 6223 7 -3 0.73 17 -1 Good
SWP26881 6345 -15 3 0.62 (-14.0) - Discarded

LWR1494 3643 61 1 0.02

LWR1505 3645 61 2 0.04

LWR1528 3650 65 10 0.08

LWR1595 3662 36 -3 0.16

LWR1616 3664 34 -1 0.18

LWR1909 3718 -29 -2 0.57

LWR1910 3719 -27 -2 0.58

LWR1994 3727 -10 6 0.63

LWR2276 3557 32 -10 0.85

LWR4749 4035 48 2 0.87

LWR4754 4035 51 5 0.87

LWP6127 6221 8 3 0.71

LWP6133 6222 4 -4 0.72

LWP6150 6223 6 -3 0.73

LWP6859 6345 -22 -3 0.61
Note: The phase® were determined by the ephemeris T = 2447916,16+ 137.943n.
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Table 2.4: Orbital solutions for v Sgr.
Source Period

(duy»)
Ki

(km/.)
• w

(degree.)
7

(km/.)
/(M)
(Mrt)

K 3 
(km/i)

T max 
(.3447900)

lUE dutu 1S7.939 43.6 0.0 - (14.8) 1.36 39.7 15.6

(fixed) ± 1.1 - ( 0.8) .10 lT 0.6

Wilton's tolation 137.039 45.3 0.037 38.6 13.1 1.58 - 1T.O

±017 - .016 3.3 - - 1.3

Wllson’t data - 137.045 47.4 0.0 - 7.0 1.61 14.4

new tolation ±.030 1.1 - - .8 .09 5.1

AU optical detn 137.953 43.0 0.0 35.4 7.4 1.61 - 17.9
±.005 1.0 0.0 16.3 .7 .11 0.9

lUE + optical data 137.044 47.3 0.0 - 7.4 1.52 23.7 16.3
(adopted) ±.004 .6 - (fixed) .08 l.T 0.5

the final orbital solution.

In addition to the radial velocities obtained from IUE, previous optical measurements of 

the primary radial velocity have been used in a complete re-analysis of the orbit, including a re

derivation of the orbital period. These data consists of 36 measurements by Wilson (1914), eleven 

by Hack & Pasinetti (1963), six by Jeffery, Drilling & Heber (1987) and two by Jeffery (reported in 

Dudley & Jeffery 1990). To check for consistency, Wilson’s data alone were first re-analysed using 

rvorbit. The comparison is made in the second and third entries in Table 2.4. The eccentricity 

demonstrated by Wilson’s data alone appears to be spurious following the application of the Lucy 

test. The eccentricity in the orbit determined after inclusion of more recent optical data (fourth 

entry) also is consistent, according to the Lucy test, with a circular orbit. This is also indicated 

by the lUE data alone. A spurious eccentricity may have been introduced into Wilson’s analysis 

by his reliance on hydrogen lines for some velocity measurements, and the concentration of most 

measurements in a single orbit. Gas streams indicated by hydrogen emission (Nariai 1967), and 

pulsations indicated from photometry (Malcolm Sc Bell 1986) could both have disturbed the original 

orbital measurement.

Until now the lUE radial velocities are tied to the motion of the interstellar medium as the 

interstellar lines are at their laboratory wavelengths. Thus the radial velocities need to be adjusted 

for their heliocentric radial velocity. Initially this velocity is unknown but can be eliminated by 

equating 7 for the lUE primary orbit to 7 from the new optical orbit, the lUE radial velocities are 

transformed to a heliocentric system. The optical data and lUE data were combined in a further 

determination of the primary orbit (entry 5 in Table 2.4) which, along with Kg from the lUE 

velocities, is adopted as the final set of orbital elements for v Sgr.

Using the orbit thus determined it was possible to deconvolve the primary and secondary 

spectra (next section). The deconvolved secondary spectrum was used as a template and cross- 

correlated with the original spectra, and also with the deconvolved individual spectra of the sec

ondary. A good CCF was obtained in about one third of the cases and the velocities determined 

were close to those determined previously. Fig 2.8 (b) shows three CCFs for the cross-correlation
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Phase

Figure 2.9: The primary and secondary radial velocity curves determined from IUE data. Trian

gles: secondary velocities (SWP), circles: primary velocities (SWP), squares: primary velocities 

(LWR/LWP), crosses: discarded secondary velocity points not used in the orbit determination. 

The error bars are the errors in fitting a parabola to the CCF peak and do not necessarily equal 

the error in the CCF. The open star shows the primary radial velocity from the high resolution 

optical spectrum analysed in Chapter 10. This velocity point was not used in the determination 

of the final orbital parameters. Inset: A clearer view of the orbit.
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of the secondary template against individual secondary spectra. While the results seem to confirm 

the validity of the velocities determined initially it must be remembered that the deconvolution 

process requires a pre-determined orbit and thus re-determining the orbit from the deconvolved 

spectra is not an independent check of the orbit. However the CCFs from the deconvolved spectra 

were sharp and thus indicated that the radial velocities so determined were correct.

2.6 Spectral Deconvolution

Once an orbit has been determined for both components of a binary system it should, in principle, 

be possible to deconvolve the composite spectrum into the individual spectra.

The full spectrum of an object is given by F, (A) where the index i runs from 1 to n, where n 

is the number of individual spectra available. Each of these spectra consists of the sum of a spectral 

component from the primary and one from the secondary (ignoring any interstellar component), 

*. e.

Fi{X) = Si{\) + pi(X) (2.1)

If the spectra are in turn shifted to the expected velocity of the primary and also the 

secondary then we obtain two sets of spectra:

Pi(<X)=I'(X + 6Xp<i)

Si(X^=Fi(X + 6X,,i)

(2.2)

(2.3)

where the sign of the <A terms are chosen to bring the radial velocity to zero with respect 

to the frame defined by the interstellar lines.

These sets of spectra are then summed to form two templates: one sharpened on the primary 

component (Tp) and the other on the secondary component (T«).

T, =

i=l

1
n:=i

(2-4)

(2-5)

This primary (secondary) template is then subtracted from the individual shifted primary 

(secondary) spectra to form a set of deconvolved secondary (primary) spectra S-(X) (/('(A)) , where

SKA( = A(A)-T,(A) 

('(A) = S,(A) - r,(A)

(2.6)

(2.7)
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These deconvolved primary (secondary) spectra are then shifted to the expected velocity of 

the primary (secondary) and summed to form a sharpened deconvolved template Ap(A) (Xa(A)).

(2.8)
n «=1

X(A) = + 5A>.<) (2.9)
n i=l

Note that because of the way they are constructed the mean value of the deconvolved 

spectra after summation over the wavelength range is zero. The continuum has been removed in 

the deconvolution process leaving spectral features distributed around the zero flux level. Wind 

features will also be mainly removed.

Spectral features should be distinguishable in the spectra but the interstellar lines will persist 

in both spectra. Their strength will depend on the relative velocities of the primary and secondary 

components and the distribution in phase of the spectra. Generally the interstellar lines profiles 

will be distorted with the central wavelength on the deconvolved spectra not agreeing with the 

vacuum wavelength.

2.6.1 Application to v Sgr

Sections of the deconvolved primary and secondary spectra are shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11. 

Both Figures show the primary deconvolved spectrum at the top and the secondary deconvolved 

spectrum at the bottom. The middle spectrum is the original template spectrum {i.e. with all the 

interstellar lines coincident) that has been smoothed and vertically scaled for ease of comparison. 

As smoothing and scaling has been done the relative strengths of the lines cannot be directly 

compared. Figure 2.10 shows a section of spectra in the wavelength region where the secondary 

may be expected to have a significant contribution. As can be seen the deconvolved primary 

spectrum consists mainly of weak metal lines with a few interstellar lines. The secondary spectrum 

however seems to show a number of features (notably the N V doublet and the C III line) that are 

not present in the primary. The reverse is true for Figure 2.11 where the deconvolved primary 

lines are strong but the secondary lines weak. Note, however, that there are still features in the 

secondary spectrum that are not in the primary (the 1668A line for example).
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Wavelength (A)

Figure 2.10: A section of both the deconvolved spectrum of the primary (upper) and secondary

(lower), 1230-1270 A. The continuum component has been removed from both spectra during the

deconvolution. The middle spectrum shows the template spectrum after smoothing and a vertical

scale multiplication of 2 for ease of comparison. A vertical offset of 0, 4 and 8 has been applied to 

the spectra.
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Waveeength (A)

Figure 2.11: As for Figure 2.10 except the template spectrum has a vertical scale multiplier of 5 

and a wavelength range 1640-1670A.
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Table 2.5: The minimum masses and orbital radii of the v Sgr system.

iue All

q = (Mp/M,) 0.65 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.01

Mp sin3 i ( M © ) 2.41 ± 0.18 2.52 ± 0.05

M, sin3 i ( M©) 3.69 ± 0.17 4.02 ± 0.10

ap sin i ( R©) 124 ± 3 129 ± 2

a, sin* (R©) 80.9 ± 4.7 80.9 ± 4.7

2,7 Discussion

2.7.1 Masses and orbital radii

The most significant result of this investigation is the first direct measurement of the orbit of the 

secondary component in v Sgr and hence of the mass ratio of the system. It is also the first mass 

determination of any of the known hydrogen-deficient binaries. The mass ratio, minimum masses 

and orbital radii are shown for the IUE and final orbits in Table 2.5.

Hack S Pasinetti (1963) found that 4 spectral lines were of a doublet nature at a certain phase 

(only) with a velocity separation of ~ 30 km s_1 between them. The phase of their observation 

was 0.89 on the ephemeris determined here where the expected velocity of the secondary with 

respect to the primary would be ~ 60 km s_1. It seems unlikely that this effect could be due to 

the secondary component; it was attributed to the gas jet between the two components by the 

authors.

It is notable that the mass ratio is twice that for the ‘consensus’ model of Schonberner

S Drilling (1983) and other authors, and is inconsistent with any other proposed models (e.3. 

Hellings, de Loore, Burger & Lamers 1981, Morrison 1988).

Even with no knowledge of the inclination of the orbit (i), the lUE results alone provide a 

minimum mass for the primary of 2.4 M@, although the adopted value of 2.5 M@ is more probable.
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2.7.2 Mass loss and transfer

Wilson's original period and time of maximum positive velocity are confirmed (within error bounds) 

using the lUE data and the substantially longer baseline, thus providing no evidence of a secular 

period change in the orbit.

Using P/P< 10~6yr-1 (as the maximum period change is 0.030 days in the interval 1912 to 

1985, taking into account the errors in the values of the period determination), we can obtain the 

maximum mass-loss rates supported by this data using the relationships:

= 3Mi My — Afg
Ml M2

if the mass transfer is fully conservative and

P _ -2Mi
P (Ml + M2)

(2.10)

(2.11)

if the mass loss is fully non-conservative.

This gives a mass-loss rate of Mi < 1.9 x 10“°M©yr~i (non-conservative) or M\ < 8.4 x 

10~6M©yr”i (conservative). This result only weakly constrains the mass-loss rate as Rao and 

Venugopal (1985) find an upper limit of 5 x 10“7M@yr”i from 2cm and 6cm radio observations. 

However the circularity of the orbit resolves the conflict between Wilson's moderately eccentric 

orbit, and the tendency for tidal force to circularise the orbits of binary systems such as v Sgr 

which have already undergone substantial mass transfer. See Chapter 7 for details of mass loss 

determination from UV wind line analysis for v Sgr.

2.7.3 Orbital inclination

Some relief from the orbital inclination uncertainty is available since Nariai (1967) documents 

substantial observations of a displaced Hot absorption component visible for the part of the orbit 

when the primary is most distant. Nariai attributes these to line absorption by material ejected 

from the surface of the primary into the Roche lobe surrounding the secondary.

For a circular orbit to produce the 40 day Ha eclipse would require the material flowing 

through the inner Lagrangian point to exit as a nozzle with a projected angular extent of 140°. 

However for the Roche geometry of a system such as v Sgr the angular width of the Roche lobe at 

the inner Lagrangian point is 114° (Kopal 1959).

The relationship between the Roche Lobe opening semi-angle /3, the projected Roche Lobe 

opening semi-angle, a, as viewed from 7° (= 90° — t) above the plane of the orbit is

o o „ tan2 a , »tani 7 — tani (3------- 5— (2. 12)
cosi 7
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Then for v Sgr where = 57°, a — x 180° (=52°) the inclination of the orbit

would be 63°. This assumes that the jet of material lies along the line of centres of the stars and 

completely fills the space inside the secondary Roche lobe adjacent to the Li point. For a smaller 

filling factor the inclination would be greater. Although Equation 2.12 is sensitive to the duration 

of the Ha eclipse, a duration of between 38 and 42 days would still constrain the inclination to be 

at least 56°and thus sin i to be at least 0.83.

However conventional jet models {e.g. Lubow & Shu 1975) predict that the jet of material 

flowing from the primary is more tightly focussed and that the material does not fill the Roche 

lobe on the secondary’s side adjacent to Li but forms an accretion disc. Thus conventional theory 

fails to predict the duration of the observed eclipses.

At phase 0.75 the primary should eclipse the secondary if the orbital inclination is large. 

No spectra are available for this phase but two are available for < = 0.73. Deconvolved secondary 

spectra were obtained and the presence of a visible secondary was proven by the fact that subse

quent cross correlation of this spectrum with the template yielded a very definite confirmation of 

the secondary’s radial velocity. One of these CCF’s is shown in Figure 2.8(b).

Given a primary radius of 60 R©, a secondary radius of 3R© (see next subsection) and a 

separation of 210 R© then the primary will totally eclipse the secondary if i > 75°. (A partial 

eclipse will occur for i > 74°.) From the CCF analysis the secondary is fully visible at </> — 

0.73, some 4 days before conjunction. From this it follows that i < 78°. From the rotational 

velocity, determined in Chapter 11, of 25±5kms-1 and a primary radius of 60 R© then assuming 

synchronous rotation the inclination is further constrained to i > 65°. Thus i must be between 

65° and 78° and so sin* is between 0.91 and 0.98. Thus the mass of the primary component of 

v Sgr must be 3.0±0.3M© and the secondary 4.8±0.5M©.

2.7.4 Evolutionary status

Since v Sgr is an H-deficient supergiant, its high luminosity is most probably provided by a helium

burning shell around a carbon-oxygen core. With a total mass exceeding the Chandrasekhar mass- 

limit for CO white dwarfs, its future evolution depends critically on the mass of the CO core and, 

if this is less than ~1.4 M©, the ability of the system to remove mass from the primary. Delgado & 

Thomas (1981) have already proposed that if Mp >2 — 3 M®, a type II supernova would occur. In 

the case of an H-deficient progenitor, there would be no H-lines in the supernova spectrum, which 

would then be classified type Ib. Uomoto (1986) has also proposed that sufficiently massive HDB’s 

would be potential SNIb progenitors, but evidence available to him indicated that the four known 

HDB primaries were of too low mass (>1.2 M©) to be candidates. The minimum mass determined 

above increases the likelihood that v Sgr will explode as a type Ib supernova. Given a luminosity
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of log Lp/ L®—4.6 (see below) and a helium envelope mass of >2 M®, the nuclear timescale of the 

primary is —4xl05yrs. A mass transfer rate substantially greater than the observed upper limit 

would be required for v Sgr to avoid a SN explosion. See Chapter 7 for a determination of the 

mass-loss rate of v Sgr.

These results could be carried further if evidence for eclipses could be used to constrain the 

orbital inclination angle. Unfortunately there is no evidence for eclipses at optical wavelengths 

(Malcolm & Bell 1986), and the UV data is at best ambiguous (Duvigneau, Friedjung & Hack 

1979, Rao & Venugopal 1985). However by assuming a high inclination angle and supposing 

the secondary to be a normal main-sequence star, an interesting consequence is obtained. With 

M-5M®, a zero-age main-sequence star (Hejlesen 1980, C02 model) would be of spectral type 

B4-B5, with Tf ^>1?8,OOOK, log L,/ L®—2.60 and R, "-3.2 R®. Given a separation of 210 R® and 

q=0.63, then the radius of the Roche-lobe filling primary becomes Rp —60 R® and the luminosity 

ratio of the two components becomes Lp/L, -65 since TegF —11 800K (Chapters 8 and 11). With 

MP=2.5M®, the surface gravity of the primary becomes log gp —1.28. These values are limits 

assuming the primary fills its Roche lobe. If it does not then the luminosity ratio will be lower and 

the surface gravity higher. (The corresponding values for a Terminal Age Main Sequence (TAMS) 

5M® star are spectral type B6, Tf —14 500K, log L,/L®—2.8, R, —5.7 R® and Lp/L, —50; 

again limiting values.) Given the relative radii of the stars and their orbital separation, an eclipse 

will occur for orbital inclinations greater than 72°.

2.8 Addendum - The Radial Velocities of v Sgr

With the exception of the CIII 1247 A line used to determine the approximate velocity semi

amplitude of the secondary no spectral lines within the composite spectrum have been identified 

as coming from the secondary. The velocity determinations rely heavily on picking up a weak signal 

from the secondary component within spectral lines via cross-correlation. Deconvolution was used 

to confirm the radial velocities but as the template also includes the spectrum cross-correlated 

against it there is a possibility that auto-correlation affected both the original and deconvolved 

radial velocities. Such a contribution would have been small as the secondary radial velocity 

semi-amplitude did not converge on the initial value of lOkms"1 but on the much larger value 

of 29.7 kms-1. The primary radial velocities would not be affected due to the much stronger 

correlation.

Two independent checks on the radial velocities were applied. Firstly for both the decon

volved secondary spectra and the composite spectra a template was constructed, one for each 

spectrum, that did not contain the spectrum that was cross-correlated against it. The previously 

determined radial velocities were used.
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For the deconvolved spectra some sample CCFs are shown in Figure 2.8c). The original peaks 

in Figures 2.8b) are mainly due to auto-correlation but smaller peaks do appear in roughly the 

correct positions. The exception is phase 0.73 where a strong peak is found due to the fact that two 

spectra were available at <f> = 0.73 taken in the same orbit. The spectra are almost identical giving 

rise to the sharp guas'-auto-correlation peak. For the composite spectra the original velocities were 

recovered.

Secondly a velocity semi-amplitude was assumed and no iterative scheme was used to de

termine the secondary radial velocities. After template construction and cross-correlation the 

velocities were inspected to see if the velocities from the original study had been recovered. The 

assumed semi-amplitudes were from 0-70kms”i in steps of lOkms"i. The results are given in 

Table 2.6. The measurement errors in the results are ''-lOkms”i larger than the errors in the orig

inal study due to the smaller peaks caused by the lack of an auto-correlation component, rvorbit 

was again used to fit the velocities. From Table 2.6 the original radial velocities are recovered 

irrespective of which semi-amplitude was assumed. A secondary radial velocity semi-amplitude of 

—27kms”i is indicated with a systemic velocity of — -12 kms“i (not tied to the interstellar lines).

These results confirm the validity of the results in the original study.

2.9 The Mass Ratio of KS Persei

Unlike v Sgr, which has been well observed at high resolution by IUE, KS Per has only one high 

resolution spectrum available for it (SWP32200). The primary orbit has been well determined 

using data over a number of decades (Margoni, Stagni ic Mammano 1988). Previous investigators 

failed to find lines that could be identified with the secondary (Heard 1962) although Drilling & 

Schonberner (1982) did detect excess UV flux which they attributed to the secondary component 

(see Chapter 9), in lUE low resolution data. No eclipses have been detected but violet shifted 

H<a absorption occurs when the primary is behind the secondary (Nariai 1972). This behaviour, 

similar to that for v Sgr, indicates that the inclination is not far from 90°.

The salient features of the primary's radial velocity curve is a period of — 360 days (although 

a period of half that is also plausible, Margoni et al. ), with a definite, and large, eccentricity of 0.3. 

The primary velocity semi-amplitude is 48kms~i, the separation a sini = 330 R®, and the mass 

function q = 3.6. Both Margoni, Mamanno & Stagni (1988) and Drilling & Schonberner (1982) 

use this mass ratio to suggest a 2 M® hydrogen-deficient supergiant primary and the secondary as 

a 6 M® B star.

The KS Per system is different from v Sgr as the eccentricity is non-zero at 0.30. Such 

an elliptical orbit is at odds with the substantial mass loss / transfer that must have occurred in
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Table 2.6: Independent radial velocity determination of v Sgr. For each secondary velocity semi

amplitude used the determined secondary velocity is given, for each of the 16 spectra. The second 

column gives the results obtained in the original study; those in brackets indicating that the data 

point was discarded in the original study. The bottom two rows give the systemic velocity and the 

determined velocity semi-amplitude (both kms-1) after the radial velocities had been analysed 

with rvorbit. Errors are in small type.
Spectrum

(SWP)

Prev.

Vel.

Secondary velocity semi-amplitude used (kms"1)

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

1398 -11 -17 -17 -17 -19 -17 -17 -18 -20

1544 -17 -37 -32 -30 -28 -25 -23 -21 -23

1592 -13 -25 -23 -18 -19 -25 -30 -32 -32

1691 4 8 9 9 11 11 11 14 18

1856 29 -19 -26 -30 -22 -19 -19 -22 -25

2136 (0) -15 -15 -11 -5 -4 -3 -2 -22

2137 (4) -10 -8 -5 -6 -9 -10 -12 -13

2219 29 17 17 25 34 38 41 29 24

2492 3 20 22 28 29 28 25 22 8

5473 (-99) -143 -134 -115 -120 -120 -130 -143 -145

8299 (38) -62 -61 -61 -63 -69 -70 -70 -70

9110 40 30 34 38 38 36 41 45 41

9118 42 44 42 38 37 35 40 46 47

26096 19 19 20 13 47 47 43 40 33

26103 17 8 5 5 5 7 12 17 15

26881 (-14) -33 -31 -34 -40 -46 -51 -50 -50

7o -14 -13 -11 -8 -9 -9 -10 -14

k2 28 26 24 26 26 29 30 28

13 13 it 13 13 14 13 14

I■i
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the system and which would have circularised the orbit and have lead to the hydrogen-deficiency 

observed in the primary (Wallerstein, Greene & Tomley 1967).

The 1230-1380 A section of SWP32200 was cross-correlated against both the composite and 

deconvolved secondary template spectra of v Sgr. The results were poor and no secondary radial 

velocity could be determined.

One explanation that could accommodate both the orbital eccentricity and the hydrogen 

depletion is to assume that the system is highly evolved. Here what is now the secondary (initially 

more massive) undergoes Case BB RLOF depositing matter on (what is now) the primary and 

becomes less massive in the process (i.e. becomes like v Sgr is currently). Then the secondary 

detonates as a type Ib supernova, leaving behind a compact remnant, and disrupting the orbit. 

The primary star continues to evolve until it leaves the main sequence, and begins to undergo 

Case B RLOF itself. This is then the current position, with a low mass primary just beginning to 

lose/transfer mass in a non-circular disrupted orbit. The primary is hydrogen-deficient in its surface 

layers due to the helium rich material deposited on it during mass transfer when the secondary was 

a red supergiant. Although this scenario is a logical extension of the HDB evolutionary scenario, 

and does explain all the main observational points it requires a supernova to have occurred in the 

system and that a compact object is the secondary. As the secondary has a mass of > 3.6 M© 

then it must be a black hole, and its progenitor must have been very massive when on the main 

sequence. This would mean the supernova would occur relatively early in the history of the binary 

star (10 million years for a 15M© star). 600 million years would pass before the ~2 M@ star 

began to evolve up the giant branch. The interval is sufficient to have removed all evidence for 

the original supernova explosion except for the black hole remnant. Interestingly KS Per has been 

previously suggested as having a black hole companion (Zeldovich & Guseinov 1965; Guseinov & 

Novruzova 1973). It was these investigations that prompted Margoni et al. to look further at KS 

Per although they subsequently accepted Drilling & Schonberner’s model. If a black hole were 

present then an X-ray flux should be present although the large separation of components (~ 1.5 

A.U.) would limit it.
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2.10 Summary

Using an improved cross-correlation technique and high resolution IUE spectra radial velocities for 

the secondary component ofv Sgr have been determined and the primary radial velocities confirmed. 

The primary has a velocity semi-amplitude of 4'lh‘ms~1 and the secondary 30kms~7 From the 

radial velocity orbit the revised ephemeris is T = 2447916.16 f l37.954n.

From these data an orbit was determined which fixes the minimum masses of the components 

at 2.5 and respectively (mass ratio 0.63), and a minimum separation of 210R.®.

These results constitute the first positive detection of the secondary, the first determination 

of the secondary radial velocity curve and by extension the first mass determinations for v Sgr and 

thus the first for any HDB.

The system does not show eclipses up to 4 days before conjunction but the long standing 

problem of whether eclipses occur at all cannot he answered by this study.

The inclination has been shown to lie in the range 78° < i < 65° from the geometry of the 

mass transfer between the two components. The masses of the two components are then 3.0±0.3Nl) 

and 4>3zO.5M.q for the primary and secondary respectively.

This determination of the absolute masses and sizes of the system puts v Sgr on a real obser

vational footing and allows detailed modelling of the system in terms of past and future evolution,

especially the problem of the final state of v Sgr - a 3N Ib or not?
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Chapter 3

The Wolf-Rayet Binary 7 

Velorum

3.1 Introduction

72 Vel is a double-lined binary consisting of a WC8 Wolf-Rayet (WR) primary of ~6M® orbiting 

a ~18 M@ 091 supergiant (Stickland k Lloyd 1990).

Wolf-Rayet stars are massive evolved objects1 whose evolution is thought to consist of phases 

of mass transfer within the binary system and mass loss from the system (binary stars) or massive 

stellar winds alone (single stars). The rapid mass loss is indicated by strong P Cygni profiles in the 

UV. (See Hillier (1990) for a discussion of WR emission line formation.) They are hydrogen poor 

and helium rich and show overabundances of carbon or nitrogen (the WC and WN classifications 

respectively). They are young, Population I, objects many, if not most, of which are now found in 

binary systems in orbit around a OB star (Cherepashchuk 1991). See Abbott k Conti (1987) and 

I.A.U. Symposium No. 143 (van der Hucht k Hidayat 1991) for reviews of WR stars.

Wolf-Rayet stars have been extensively studied over the years as there are still many unan

swered questions about their past, and subsequent, evolution including:

• What are their masses? Accurate determinations of masses have so far been few as radial 

velocities are difficult to determine.

• Mass-loss rates need to be determined to help determine the evolutionary status. (Section V

iNot everyone holds this view. Some evidence has been presented that WR stars are pre-Main Sequence objects 

of solar composition that have low mass-loss rates. See Underhill (1991).
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in van der Hucht k Hidayat 1991).

• The evolutionary history of these objects needs to be refined (Section VII in van der Hucht k

Hidayat 1991). Are the WC and WN series connected to main sequence stars by the sequence

Of => WN => WC? Are Wolf-Rayet stars connected with high mass X-ray binaries and how 

does mass loss and the binary nature of these stars affect the evolution of the individual 

components and the system as a whole?

• Are they possible progenitors of Type Ib supernovae (Nomoto 1991; Filippenko 1991).

The most fundamental of these problems is the lack of accurately determined masses. Good 

WR masses are needed to put other observations and theory (especially evolutionary calculations) 

on a sounder footing. As an offshoot, the analysis of WR systems should also lead to more accurate 

masses of OB stars, poorly known at present, further refining general evolutionary calculations.

In many ways WR-OB binary systems appear to be more massive counterparts to the 

HDBs, in that mass transfer seems to account for the peculiar spectra in both systems. However, 

everything in the WR-OB systems is more extreme than in the HDBs and mass transfer may have 

exposed processed CNO material (WN stars) or, at a later stage, 3a material (WC stars). Just 

as HDBs have been postulated as Type Ib supernova progenitors (Uomoto 1986) so have WR 

stars {e.g. Begelman k Sarazin 1986; Schaefer, Casse k Cahen 1987). Although some authors 

(Ensman k Woosley 1988) categorically rule out this possibility the question still appears to be 

open (Filippenko 1991).

It is difficult to determine radial velocities for WR stars because the absorption lines are 

difficult to find, being shallow and broad. Thus the prominent emission lines are often used to 

trace the orbital motion of the WR component. However it is not certain where in the massive 

stellar wind or extended photosphere the emission lines are formed or how they may be affected 

by the binary nature of the system.

Also, in the case of 72 Vel at least (Baade, Schmutz k Kerkwijk 1990), the primary is a 

non-radial pulsator leading to periodic line profile variations. However some WR spectra show 

similar variations that have not been attributed to any cause, further hampering accurate radial 

velocity determinations. (See van der Hucht k Hidayat 1991, Section III and especially Moffat k 

Robert 1991.) 7* Vel is the brightest WR in the sky and has thus been well studied, the orbit first 

being determined in 1968 (Ganesh k Bappu) with further investigations by Willis (1975); Niemela 

k Sahade (1980); Pike, Stickland k Willis (1983); Moffat, Vogt, Faquin, Lamontagne k Barrera 

(1986), and Stickland k Lloyd (1990).

The most recent orbital determination, by Stickland & Lloyd, used data from the IUE archive 

and absorption lines from both objects to determine an orbit. Their results are in approximate
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Figure 3.1: The orbit of 72 Vel determined by Stickland & Lloyd (1990) from IUE spectra. Filled 

circles are the WR star, open circles the O supergiant. Error bars are typically 25kms_1.

agreement with the previous orbits although they must still suffer from the line profile variability 

problem.

Stickland & Lloyd get a good spread of possible orbits just using their data depending on 

whether they chose to solve for a single or double-lined orbit. Eventually they fix the period and 

eccentricity to obtain a final orbit. This orbit is shown in Figure 3.1, and shows considerable 

scatter in the data.

The largest problem with their analysis was that only 6 lines were used to determine the 

orbit of the O star and 10 more for the WR component. Considering the line profile variation and 

the low number of lines it was to be expected that the derived radial velocities had large errors.

A further radial velocity study of 72 Vel to try to determine more accurate masses was 

deemed appropriate, using the techniques developed for v Sgr for a number of reasons.

• Masses of WR and O stars are so important that any new means of investigation should be 

employed.

• To test the template sharpening and cross-correlation (TS-CC) method on data that had 

already been analysed to determine radial velocities using a different, and more conventional, 

technique.

• To confirm or reject Stickland & Lloyd’s results and by comparison to determine the validity 

of using emission lines to obtain orbital radial velocities in a binary system.

• The 72 Vel IUE data was readily available, was plentiful and had good signal-to-noise. The 

system also fulfilled the requirements that the period and phasing of the orbit is well known
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Table 3.1: IUE SWP spectral data for 72 Vel.
Spectrum J.D.

(-3440000)
dd/ram/yy ddd/yy Type Apert are Bxpotute

(tecoadi)
ITFMAX THDA

SWP15S8 3813 14/04/78 104/78 QPHOT SAP 3 19953

SWP1359 3813 14/04/78 104/78 GPHOT SAP 8 19983

SWP141S 3834 35/04/78 115/78 QPHOT SAP 5 19983

sWPHas 3636 37/04/76 117/78 QPHOT SAP 5 19983

SWP154S 3645 15/05/78 138/78 QPHOT SAP 5 19983

SWP1S46 3845 15/05/78 136/78 GPHOT SAP 8 19983

SWP1605 3653 33/05/78 144/78 GPHOT SAP 5 19983
swpi<^o« 3653 33/05/78 144/78 GPHOT SAP 5 19983

SWP1717 3884 04/08/78 155/78 GPHOT SAP 1 19833
SWP1713 5884 04/08/78 155/78 GPHOT SAP 3 19633

SWP1719 3884 04/08/78 155/78 GPHOT SAP 5 19633

SWP1811 3679 19/08/78 170/78 GPHOT SAP 5 19033
SWP3070 3711 31/07/78 303/78 QPHOT SAP 4 19833
SWP3390 3735 14/08/78 338/78 GPHOT SAP 5 19633
SWP3391 3736 14/08/78 338/78 GPHOT SAP 3 19833
SWP339S 3735 14/08/78 338/78 GPHOT SAP 3 19633
SWP333S 3745 34/08/78 336/78 PHOT SAP 6 19633

SWP3889 3745 34/08/78 338/78 QPHOT SAP 13 19633
SWP3S04 3758 08/09/78 349/78 GPHOT SAP 8 19833
SWP3314 3759 07/09/78 350/78 QPHOT SAP 5 19833

SWP3383 3770 18/09/78 381/87 QPHOT SAP 8 19633

SWP3817 3783 01/10/78 374/78 GPHOT SAP 6 19633
SWP3984 3795 13/10/78 386/78 GPHOT SAP 4 19633
SWP3139 3807 35/10/78 398/78 GPHOT SAP 4 19633
SWP3371 3831 08/11/78 313/78 QPHOT SAP 8 19633

SWP3377 3831 18/11/78 333/78 GPHOT SAP 3 19633
SWP3378 3831 18/11/78 333/78 QPHOT SAP 3 19633
SWP3379 3831 18/11/78 333/78 QPHOT SAP 4 19833

SWP3386 3833 19/11/78 333/78 GPHOT SAP 3 19633

SWP3498 3844 01/13/78 335/78 GPHOT SAP 3 19833

SWP3S73 3855 13/13/78 346/78 QPHOT SAP 3 19633
SWP3677 3868 33/13/78 357/78 GPHOT SAP 3 19833
SWP393S 3893 18/01/79 018/79 GPHOT SAP 3 19633

SWP4636 3948 15/03/79 074/79 GPHOT SAP 3 19633
SWP4719 3954 31/03/78 080/79 GPHOT SAP 3 19633
SWPS480 4035 10/06/79 161/79 GPHOT SAP 5 19633
SWP8173 4099 13/08/79 335/79 GPHOT SAP 3 19633
SWP8351 4118 01/09/79 344/79 GPHOT SAP 5 19633
SWP6833 4133 18/09/79 359/79 GPHOT SAP 3 19633
SWP6873 4148 39/09/79 373/79 GPHOT SAP 6 19633
SWP6673 4146 39/09/79 373/79 GPHOT SAP 6 19633
SWP8674 4146 39/09/79 373/79 GPHOT SAP 6 19633
SWP6675 4146 39/09/79 373/79 GPHOT SAP 6 19633 5.81
SWP6676 4146 39/09/79 373/79 GPHOT SAP 6 19633 5.81
SWP7300 4300 33/11/79 336/79 GPHOT SAP 3 19833 -
SWP7980 4388 18/03/80 049/80 GPHOT SAP 3 19833 -

so that that the template sharpening method should have a reasonable chance of success.

3.2 The Data

The high resolution lUE data for 72 Vel consists of 47 SWP spectra and 36 LWP ones of which 46 

and 33 respectively were available from the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) at the time 

of analysis. The unobtainable spectra were LWR1691, LWR2511, LWR2512 and SWP1761. Data 

for both the LWR and SWP spectra are given in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The frames were processed

in exactly the same way as was described for v Sgr.
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Wavelength (A)

Figure 3.2: Two sections of LWR lUE spectra of 72 Vel. Lower - LWR1315 showing a P Cygni 

profile at ~2300 A. Upper - LWR1497 showing only an emission peak. A vertical offset of 8 units 

has been applied to the upper spectrum.
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Table 3.2: lUE LWR spectral data for 72 Vel.
Spectrum J.D.

(-3440000)
dd/mm/yy ddd/yy Type Aperture Exposure

(seconds)
1TPMAX THDA

LWRISIS 3613 14/04/78 104/76 QPHOT SAP 5 30000

LWR1318 3613 14/04/78 104/78 QPHOT SAP 8 30000

LWR1396 3636 37/04/78 117/78 QPHOT SAP 7 30000

LWR1497 3645 15/05/78 136/78 OPHOT SAP T 37330

LWR149S 3645 15/05/78 138/78 QPHOT SAP 8 37330

LWR1543 3653 33/05/78 114/78 QPHOT SAP T 30000

LWR1619 3666 06/06/78 157/78 QPHOT SAP 4 37330

LWR16S1 3670 10/06/78 161/78 GPHOT SAP 7 30000

LWRHS9 3711 31/07/78 303/78 GPHOT SAP 4 37330

LWR30T3 3735 14/08/78 336/78 GPHOT SAP 13 37330

LWR30T4 3735 14/08/78 336/78 QPHOT SAP 4 37330

LWR3076 3733 14/08/78 336/78 GPHOT SAP 3 37330

LWR3187 3743 34/08/78 336/78 GPHOT SAP 3 37330

LWR3398 3759 07/09/78 350/78 GPHOT SAP 4 37330

LWR3896 3796 14/10/78 387/78 QPHOT SAP 3 37330

LWR370B 3808 35/10/78 398/78 OPHOT SAP 3 37330

LWR3683 3833 08/11/78 313/78 OPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWR3983 3831 18/11/78 333/78 QPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWR3964 3631 18/11/78 333/78 OPHOT SAP 4 37330

LWR397S 3833 19/11/78 333/78 OPHOT SAP 3 37330

LWR307S 3844 31/11/78 335/78 GPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWR3145 3855 13/13/78 346/78 GPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWR3340 3866 33/13/78 357/78 QPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWR3S10 3893 18/01/79 018/79 QPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWR4036 3948 15/03/79 074/79 GPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWR4034 3954 31/03/79 080/79 GPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWR4783 4035 10/06/79 161/79 GPHOT SAP 4 37330
LWR5340 4099 13/08/79 335/79 GPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWR5486 4118 01/09/79 344/79 GPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWRS601 4133 16/09/79 359/79 QPHOT SAP 3 37330

LWR5717 4146 39/09/79 373/79 GPHOT SAP 4 37330
LWR8310 4300 33/11/79 336/79 QPHOT SAP 3 37330
LWR69S3 4368 18/03/80 049/80 GPHOT SAP 3 37330

3.3 Radial Velocity Determination

A number of subsets of the available data were used for the TS-CC and are catalogued below. In 

general all features that were not photospheric absorption lines were removed and the continuum 

subtracted just as in the analysis of v Sgr. Figure 3.2 shows two spectra of 72 Vel. The P Cygni 

profiles characteristic of rapid mass loss in WR stars are evident in one spectrum but only an 

emission peak is visible in the other.

1. SWP 1248-1308 A, direct summation of all the images to form the initial template. Results 

poor, getting poorer on TS-CC.

2. SWP 1248-1308 A, initial template constructed by shifting to published (Stickland & Lloyd 

1990) WR velocities. Results reasonable but Kwr smaller than the published value, e in 

agreement with their single-lined WR solution (0.59), but not their final double-lined solution.

3. SWP 1248-1308 A, direct summation of 9 spectra having approximately the same phase 

(SWP3377-3379, SWP6672-6676) to overcome the possibility the the period was not the 2 78 

days reported. Results promising but after TS-CC e drops to 0.1 and Kwr = 29kms_1. All 

CCF’s are “poor”, possibly due to the reduced S/N in the template (formed from only 9 

spectra). After removing all velocity points that were clustered around the systemic velocity,
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e = 0.64 and Kivb = 35 km s-1.

4. SWP 1248-1308 A, phase binning the spectra into 11 groups having a similar phase, a mean 

phase being calculated for each group by weighting the phases of the individual spectra by 

the length of their exposure. A reasonable orbit resulted.

5. LWR 2543-2580 A, direct summation of all data. Results poor.

6. LWR 2543-2580 A, initial template from sharpening on the published (Stickland & Lloyd 

1990) velocities of the O star. Results poor.

7. LWR 2543-2580 A, as above, sharpening on the WR published orbit. Results poor.

8. LWR 2543-2580 A, using a single spectrum (LWR1497) as a template. Results poor.

9. LWR 2600-2660 A, initial template sharpened on published O star orbit. Results poor.

From the analysis nothing could be obtained from the LWR data except that the TS-CC 

results did not reproduce Stickland & Lloyd’s results for either component.

The SWF analysis produced better results, although each analysis produced a significantly 

different orbit. These results are shown in Table 3.3 and three of the determined radial velocity 

curves (1,2 and 4 in the above list) are shown in Figure 3.3.

3.4 Discussion

Template sharpening and cross-correlation gave quite poor results in the case of 71 Vel. The reason 

for this is that once the wind, interstellar and emission lines have been removed there were very few 

features left from which to determine an orbit. The lines that were there were shallow and broad 

and thus sharp CCF peak are not recorded; all the peaks were broad and thus all the velocities 

are subject to large error. Together with the line profile variability which also distorts the CCF 

the low quality of the results is perhaps not surprising. A section of sharpened template is shown 

in Figure 3.4; however as no orbit could be said to be the definitive one the sharpened template 

also cannot be taken to be exactly correct. As can be seen the photospheric lines that appear to 

be present are weak and broad.

A number of points arise from this analysis. Firstly when sharpening on the velocities 

determined by Stickland & Lloyd (1990) their results were not reproduced exactly. However the 

eccentricity found was almost the same as quoted by them for their single-lined WR solution which 

suggests that the TS-CC technique was picking up the WR star with little difficulty. However the 

velocity semi-amplitude determined is much less than they quoted. The results presented here are 

too poor to say that Stickland & Lloyd’s orbit is incorrect only that the results are not consistent
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Figure 3.3: Three radial velocity curves for 7* Vel, all using the SWP spectra in the region 1248

1308 A only. Upper - The template constructed from a direct summation of all the spectra. Lower 

left - The template constructed by shifting all the spectra to Stickland & Lloyd’s published WR 

velocities. Lower right - The spectra binned into 11 groups each containing spectra of approximately 

the same phase. The size of the symbols is indicative of the number of spectra in the group. For 

the final orbit two data points (triangles) were discarded and the other data points were weighted 

according to the number of spectra they contained.
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Table 3.3: Summary of results from SWP analysis of 7 * Vel. The final orbit and single-lined WR

solutions from Stickland & Lloyd are given for comparison.

Ref. Ktva Ko P Vo w e T*nax

(1) 118.6 40.8 78.519 -18 221 0.53 597.5

f.a 5.1 3.7 6 0.03 o.g

(2) 121.1 - 78.519 -18 43 0.59 597.6

5.5 8.7 7 0.03 0.8

(3) 25.4 - 78.160 -7.9 249 0.74 629.1

4.3 0.316 1.7 12 0.05 9.5

(4) 52.3 - 78.843 11.36 17 0.60 597.3

16.9 0.266 3.3 13 0.1a 10.3

(5) 29.0 - 78.519 -46 145 0.16 577.8

9.7 6.4 114 0.33 24.6

(6) 46.5 - 78.519 50.6 243 0.10 570.4

5.1 3.9 70 0.10 14.5

(7) 97.9 - 78.519 -73.7 45 0.68 570.4

36.7 4.7 11 0.10 0.7

Notes

(1) - Stickland & Lloyd’s final double-lined orbit.

(a) - Stickland C Lloyd'* single-lined WR orbit.

(3) - Template from direct summation (#1 in list above).

(4) - Sharpening on Stickland Lloyd's pnblished WR orbit (# 2).

(5) • 9 co-added spectra of similar phase, first pass (#3)-

(0) - 9 co-added spectra of similar phase, later pass after removing systemic velocity points (#3).

(7) - Phaee binned orbit (#4).

Small figures are errors.

Italics denote an adopted (not derived) value.

Tntax is days after J.D. 9443000.

The systemic velocities (Vo) have no abeolute signl<lcancs.
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Figure 3.4: A section of the sharpened spectrum of 72 Vel showing the shallow broad lines
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with theirs. The results are not of sufficient quality to replace theirs - they only weakly indicate 

that they may be wrong.

As the lines in the spectra of both stars will be weak and broad there will be a tendency for 

the lines of one star to “pull” the lines of the other towards it (as far as TS-CC is concerned) simply 

due to the merging of the two lines. This is especially true for stars with similar temperatures 

and chemical compositions where most lines will have a component from both stars. This is true 

of 7* Vel and thus it may be expected that the velocity semi-amplitudes determined from the 

template sharpening and cross-correlation method will be too small. This seems to be the case; 

although whether this is the whole explanation for the discrepancy between the results here and 

Stickland & Lloyd’s is still an open question.
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3.5 Summary

The cross-correlation with template sharpening technique described in Chapter 2 have been applied 

with less success to the Wolf-Rayet binary 72 Vel.

The results are poor for both the analysis in the SWP and LWR regions of spectra despite 

the large amount of good quality data. The results do not confirm or reject previous orbits published

for 72 Vel.

Despite failing in this application, the analysis of 72 Vel has allowed some of the limitations 

of the template sharpening and cross-correla-tion method to he brought to light. Principally that 

sharp lined objects or those with very high relative radial velocities are required.
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Chapter 4

UV Wind Line Analysis

4.1 Introduction

Many hot stars show the effects of stellar winds and mass loss in the UV part of the spectrum (e.g.

Pauldrach, Kudritzki, Puls & Butler 1990, hereafter PKPB). The types of profiles include:

• Emission line profiles. (Wolf-Rayet stars.)

• P Cygni profiles. (OB supergiants.)

• Absorption lines with extended violet wings. (OB main sequence stars.)

The analysis of wind line profile can kad to an accuse determinatlon of the etructute of 

the wind, including the composition, velocity, temperature, ionisation, and density.

These results can then be used, in principle, to estimate the mass loss from the star. However 

the results are usually for a single ion of a single element. To get details of the mass loss, density 

etc for a given element requires the ionisation fraction of the element to be known. To determine 

the ionisation fraction requires NLTE codes and a knowledge of the temperature structure of the 

wind. Current indications are that the “superionised” winds once invoked to explain the ionisation 

structure in winds (e.^. Hamann, Schonberner & Heber 1982) are no longer required if the NLTE 

analysis is sufficiently detailed; a “cool wind” model will then explain the very high ionisation 

states (see Kudritzki 1988 for a review and PKPB).

There are three methods available for modelling wind line profiles, all of which have their 

advantages and disadvantages. They are the co-moving frame method, the Sobolev approximation 

and the improved NLTE method. See Kudritzki (1988) for a review of all these methods.
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The Sobolev method (Sobolev 1947, 1957; Rybicki k Hummer 1978; Olson 1982 and Lamers, 

Cerruti-Sola k Perinotto 1987) uses the Sobolev approximation to enable the solution of the radia

tive transfer and scattering equations to be computed more simply. The Sobolev approximation is 

that the photons from the atmosphere interact with the wind over a very small interaction region 

over which the wind parameters (density, temperature, radiation intensity etc ) vary little. Thus 

large velocity gradients in the wind are required to keep the interaction region small. This method 

begins to break down at the line centers and where the turbulent velocity in the wind is greater 

than ~5% of the terminal velocity.

The co-moving frame method (Mihalas, Kunasz k Hummer 1975; Hamann 1980, 1981) has 

the advantage that it is very accurate and can be used for stellar atmospheres with small velocity 

gradients, overcoming the problems with the Sobolev approximation. It avoids the large number 

of lines of sight and frequency points associated with determining the intensity at the observer. 

The co-moving frame method solves the equation of transfer, not in the observers (fixed) frame 

of reference, but in the frame of reference seen by a moving volume element in the wind. For a 

choice between the co-moving frame and Sobolev methods the co-moving frame method is clearly 

indicated.

However, Lamers, Cerruti-Sola k Perinotto (1987) extended the Sobolev method by solving 

the scattering integral using the Sobolev approximation and using a two level atom source function 

in the wind, followed by the exact integration of the radiative transfer equation. Like the other 

investigators they calculated the source function by using the escape probability method (e.g. 

Olson 1982). Their improved method was named “SEi” for “Sobolev with Exact Integration”. 

Compared with the co-moving frame method the improved Sobolev method has the advantages of 

being very fast and has only small differences between it and the co-moving frame method itself 

(Lamers ei al. , Hamann 1980, 1981, Pauldrach, Puls & Kudritzki 1986).

The third method of determining wind line profiles is not to fit empirical profiles to the 

observed profiles by determining such parameters as the optical depth and velocity laws by trial 

and error but to use improved NLTE atmosphere codes to generate the profiles, requiring only 

basic stellar parameters as input. They are based on the Castor, Abbott k Klein (1975) theory of 

radiatively driven winds, as modified by Abbott (1982) incorporating the crucial “finite cone angle 

correction” (Pauldrach, Puls k Kudritzki 1986) and using complex multi-level atoms with over 

100,000 lines being accounted for. Currently these methods still use the core-halo approach of wind 

line analysis (e.g. PKPB) whereby the emergent flux from the stellar atmosphere is determined 

and then used as a lower boundary condition to the flux in the wind. Thus there is no coupling 

between the wind and the atmosphere. This may be an adequate (although obviously not physical) 

approximation for optically thin winds but for optically thick winds (e.g. in Wolf-Rayet stars) the 

coupling between the wind and the atmosphere will be significant. So far the improved NLTE 

methods have been used with the co-moving frame method to determine stellar wind parameters
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and to solve a number of outstanding problems. The “Unified Model Atmospheres” approach 

has been developed (Gabler, Gabier, Kudritzki, Puls k. Pauldrach 1989), principally at Munich, 

and is the most accurate method for modelling hot star winds as it is self-coIisisttet, using only 

stellar parameters (mass, luminosity etc ), rather than the variety of free parameters that are used 

currently (Kudritzki 1988).

The primary objective here is to analyse the stellar wind of v Sgr. For this purpose the 

SEI program is adapted and automated. This chapter discusses some numerical procedures, sub

sequently applied to six O stars already studied by Groeeewegen k Lamers (1989) (GL89), to a 

number of EHe and sdO stars, and finally to v Sgr. A User Guide to the SEILS codes described in 

this Chapter are given in Appendix C with a checklist for wind line analysis in Appendix D.

4.2 The SEI Method

4.2.1 Assumptions

SEI uses the Sobolev approximation to the source function and integrates the equation of transfer 

exactly. The Sobolev approximation is that the natural velocity width for absorption in a hne is 

small compared to the velocity gradient. Put simply, this means that a given transition occurs at 
a single frequency only.

SEI makes a number of other assumptions:

1. Wind line formation occurs in a spherically symmetric expanding stellar wind.

2. All non-smooth velocity variations (thermal effects, shocks etc ) are approximated by a 

“turbulent” velocity in the wind.

3. The turbulent profile is isotropic and Gaussian in shape.

4. A velocity law (of the form given in Equation 4.3) is assumed.

5. An optical depth law (of the form given in Equation 4.4) is assumed.

6. The underlying photospheric lines, if present, are Gaussian in shape.

4.2.2 Theory

Full details of the method (including full details of the solution schemes) are given in Lamers et al. 

(1987); only a brief resume of the important equations needed to understand subsequent sections

is given here.
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In all cases velocities are normalised to the terminal velocity of the wind, Uoo, 2'-e-

/ \ u(r) w(r) = —i-i-
Voo

(4.1)

and distances, r, are normalised to the photospheric radius of the star, R*

rx — (4-2)

A velocity law for the wind is adopted of the form

w(x) = wq + (1 — wq) (1 — — y3 (4.3)

where wo is the normalised photospheric velocity and fi (also known as 7) is a constant (for 

a given star) that describes the gradient of the velocity law.

The optical depth law is given by:1

’■(«’)= (t) (s?)”'I1-fe)*} “Swi

r(w) = 0 w > wi

(4.4)

(4-5)

Here wi is the extent of the blue wing of the wind profile (normalised to Voo), and 

\ P 0(3
dw

T = Z r(w) dw 
Jwq

The source function of a two level atom is given by

(4.6)

(4-7)

o _ !A(g) + €' BAX)]
------------59+75-------- (4-8)

(4.9)

For other atoms, an equivalent two level atom approximation can be used to yield the source 

function
c _ t&(g) % + (g/ + e) W]

1 This is the formulation given by GL89 in the paper. However when using SEI to model the winds of the O stars 

they used a slightly different formulation of the optical depth law - the same as given in Equations 4.4 and 4.6 but 

without the term. For the work reported in this thesis the formulation given here will be used unless specifically 

stated otherwise. The O star analysis (Chapter 5) uses the formulation without the term while Chapter 6 on the 

winds of the EHe stars uses both formulations. The analysis of the winds of u Sgr (Chapter 7) also only uses the 

formulation without the 4 term.
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where i) and 6 allow for coupling to other levels (see Mihalas 1978). In Equations 4.8 and 4.9 

/? and /3c are escape probabilities and

e' = (4.10)
•■ul

is the ratio of collisional to radiative de-excitation (i.e. transitions from the upper (u) to 

the lower (/) level of a two level, or equivalent two level, atom). Iu is the continuum intensity and 

B„ the Planck Function of the wind and is parameterised by

~ i e(_°r (‘"-’"o))Ic)0

where the subscript “0” denotes the value at x = 1 and w = wq.

(4.11)

a? parameterises the form of the Planck Function in the wind:

Oy < 0 Bt

ay = 0

ay > 0 Bt

increases outward in the wind, 

is constant; isothermal wind,

decreases outward in the wind.

The equation of transfer is then solved exactly with the photosphere acting as the lower 

boundary condition. The photospheric spectrum is a continuum with the option of a photospheric 

absorption line at the rest frequency.

For singlet lines the underlying photospheric intensity is given by

-( ——yZ = e~^ph»te v Pkot/

while for doublet lines the intensity is

(4.12)

(4.13)

where 6 is the doublet separation in velocity units normalised to the terminal velocity, given by

c / Afl - Afl A 
tfoo \ Afi /

6 = (4.14)

Limb-darkening is not accounted for as the effect is small (Castor k Lamers 1979). The 

effects described by GL89 are spurious, being accounted for by an error in programming (Lamers, 

private communication 1991; and Groenewegen & Lamers 1991).

It should be noted that the coefficients /? (from the velocity law, Equation 4.3), Voo and wff 

are the same for all the wind lines of a given star.
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4.3 The SEI Programs

Two programs sEiDC>UB3 and SEISING3, obtained from Dr. Henny Lamers via CCP7, were used for 

modtiiles doublet and singlet iiets respectively. Details of seidoub3 are presented here as it was 

mainly resonance doublets that were of interest in this study. Some analyses of singlet lines were 

undertaken and differences between SEISING3 and SEIDOUB3 are indicated.

4.3.1 Solution method

SEIDOUB3 proceeds as follows:

1. Calculate a pre-specified distance grid and a pre-specified grid of impact parameters for the 

lines of sight along which the equation of transfer is to be solved, also pre-specified.

2. Calculate the Gaussian turbulent profile, and its integral (the “error function”) at pre

specified wavelength points.

3. Calculate the blue component of the source function directly from escape probabilities, in 

the pre-specified distance grid.

4. Calculate the red component of the source function taking into account radiatively coupled

points.

5. Solve the equation of transfer for each wavelength point along each line of sight.

6. Calculate the emergent flux from the contributions along the different lines of sight.

4.3.2 Radiative coupling

Radiative coupling is whereby a photon scattered or emitted by one component may subsequently, 

at another point in the wind, be absorbed by the other component. For the given symmetry and 

velocity law (Equation 4.3) this means that a photon emitted or scattered by the blue component 

can subsequently be absorbed elsewhere in the wind by the red component if the relative velocities 

of the emitter and absorber correspond to the doublet wavelength separation. Note that red 

photons cannot subsequently be absorbed by the blue component.

4.3.3 Inputs
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Table 4.1: The inputs of SEIDOUB3 and SEISING3. Those inputs not required for SEISING3 are 
indicated by a t__________________________________________________________

Variable Function / Description

P Gradient of the velocity law, Equation (4.3).

Tb Optical depth of the blue component.
tR Optical depth of the red component.

Oi Parameter of the optical depth law, Equation (4.4).

o2 Parameter of the optical depth law, Equation (4.4).

W Turbulent velocity as a fraction of Uqq.

Wo Normalised photospheric velocity, Equation (4.3).

Doublet separation, Equation (4.14).

Wi Extent of violet wings, in terms of Voo

fa Collisional parameter. Equation (4.10).
cat Collisional parameter, Equation (4.10).
W) Planck Function in the wind. Equation (4.11).

a? Parameter governing the radial behaviour of B „.

■■phots Optical depth of the blue photospheric line.

Wphots FWHM of the blue photospheric line.

■phots Optical depth of the red photospheric line.
f

Wphots FWHM of the red photospheric line.

IGMAX Number of points in the turbulent profile

used in the integration of the source function.

PRSTART Starting wavelength of profile in terms of

PREND Finishing wavelength of profile in terms of v -

PRSTEP Wavelength interval in terms of Vxj •
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The required input to SEID0UB3 and SEISING3 are given in Table 4.1. Not all of these 

parameters are of equal importance and a number, once fixed, does not affect the shape of the

profile.

PR3TART, PREND, PR3TEP are initially fixed to values reflecting the required wavelength cov

erage and the resolution of the wavelength grid. IGMAX is initially fixed at 15 (Lamers et al. 1987) 

and Wo is fixed, usually at 0.01. Varying these does not change the resultant profiles significantly 

(but see Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2).

Also, when dealing with singlets and resonance doublets the following can be assumed, 

except in the case of wind-line profiles in Wolf-Rayet stars.

(H = 1 Photospheric continuum is the Planck Function.

aT = 0 Isothermal wind.

^B, £R = 0 Collisional de-excitation is unimportant.

Wi = 1 Violet wings reach Vo.

Tr — Tm— 2 For resonance doublets.

For strong lines (e.g. resonance doublets) the equivalent widths of the underlying photo

spheric lines are small in comparison to the equivalent widths of the wind lines; however they 

cannot be ignored (set to zero) for the purposes of profile fitting as they play an important role 

and can alter the determined parameters significantly if good approximations are not used. See 

Section 4.6 for details of initial photospheric line determination.

Thus only six parameters are actually “free” and require determination: /?, To, «i, «2» Wg 

and Vo •

Then for resonance doublets in stars other than Wolf-Rayets the problem of wind -line fitting 

with 3EIDOUB3 and 3EI3ING3 reduces to a problem with six free parameters.

In broad terms /? governs the position of the emission peak, if present, with a higher (3 

moving the emission peak further redwards. The turbulent velocity, Wg determines the steepness 

of the blueward edge of the profile and can push the blue edge to shorter wavelengths than would 

be expected from Voo itself. Conversely, ignoring Wg leads to an overestimate of v» • The lower the 

turbulent velocity the steeper the blue edge. The optical depth law parameters ai and 02 govern 

the shape of the profile while the optical depth Tb governs the depth of the profile. However all 

these parameters are interlinked and depending on the values of the other parameters, altering one 

may not have the expected, or desired, effect.
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4.4 “SEILS” - A Suite of Automated Profile Fitting Pro

grams

Initially it was thought that wind-line profile fitting would be a simple interactive task. However 

the six free parameters afect the profile in subtle and unpredictable ways. Thus once a profile 

is obtained it was not obvious which parameters needed to be changed to improve the fit to the 

observed data. Test profiles were interactively fitted to the CIV 1548 A. doublet in the composite 

high resolution IUE spectra of v Sgr. Over 100 interactive profiles were generated and the “final” 

profile was no more than “reasonable” and poorer than the quality of fits published (for other 

objects) by GL89. The greatest problem was that the same quality of results could be achieved 

with widely different sets of input parameters.

It was necessary to develop an automatic routine that would produce a good profile that was 

(hopefully) a singular solution. A least squares procedure was adopted as being the most suitable. 

Full details of the algorithms and the error analysis are given in Appendix B. A similar method 

was adopted by GL89 for finding initial profiles, but their code was not released.

The program seils - SEI fitting by Least Squares, was not intended to be a “black box” 

producing perfect profiles but a method of producing a good profile that could be fine-tuned by 

hand if necessary. Three versions of SEILS were written altogether, ‘he one described here is SEILS 1 

for fitting single star profiles. SEiLs2 and seils3 for fitting wind profiles from binary stars are 

discussed in Chapter 7 on the winds of v Sgr. Differences between the program inputs and their 

use are in Appendix C. SEILS is the generic name for all three programs.

4.4.1 Major changes in SEILS over SEI

1. SEILS determines the best fit parameters, within the SEI implementation, using a non-linear 

least squares algorithm (Appendix B). It allows any, or all, of the six parameters to be fixed.

2. Singlet and doublet lines are all solved within a single code.

3. The fit can be constrained between upper and lower velocity limits without altering the 

photospheric velocity. This is very useful for modelling only part of a given profile, something 

that is needed for modelling binary star winds.

4. seils allows photospheric lines to be Gaussian, as in SEI, or to read in a file containing an 

arbitrary photospheric profile. This allows non-Gaussian photospheric lines to be used if a 

reliable way of generating them is available.

5. Non-resonance doublets can be modelled, e.g. the Oil doublet that has Tb = rather

than Tr = :
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6. It allows the optical depth laws both with and without the j term to be used, without

modification of the code.

7. The determined fits are converted into dipso format for immediate display.

4.4.2 Using SEILS

SEILS is a batch program taking its input from two data files containing all the necessary informa

tion. Appendix C gives a sample data file to indicate the structure and includes information on 

the default values of those parameters that are fixed before execution.

To analyse a wind line profile a number of steps must be executed:

1. Continuum subtraction. For some lines the continuum slopes greatly in the vicinity of the 

line. This general trend must first be removed to obtain a flat continuum. For the NV 

doublet the contribution from interstellar Lyman-o must also be removed.

2. Continuum level determination. The level of the continuum must be set to 1; when deter

mining the continuum level only the flux very close to (within a few A of) the wind line 

should be considered as it is this flux that goes into the line, the behaviour of the continuum 

further away is of no importance. Generally the the continuum level was set to be at 90 - 

95% of the level of the the top of the peaks in the surrounding IUE high-resolution spectrum.

3. Re-binning. If the spectra shows much noise (as in a single lUE spectrum for example) then 

re-binning allows a much more accurate determination of the flux levels. In all wind line 

studies reported here the high-resolution IUE data was re-binned from 0.04 A onto a 0.2 A 
grid. Re-binning rather than smoothing was used so as to preserve the independence of the 

data.

4. Data point selection. SEILS does not fit the calculated profile to the whole of the observed 

profile as this would have far too many points and would take too long. Also it is the gross, 

rather than fine, structure for which modelling is attempted. To this end a number of data 

points are selected, by hand, across the profile; it is these flux-wavelength pairs that are 

fitted by SEILS. As can be seen from Appendix C, each data pair can be given a weight 

which affects the fitting depending on which mode of weighting is selected (see Appendix B 

for details of the weighting schemes possible). In this study uniform weighting was used with 

the weighting of different parts of the profile being achieved by selecting more data points in 

the critical parts of the profile {e.g. the blue edge). In the analysis presented here some 25 

- 35 data points were usually chosen for doublet lines and 15 - 20 for singlets.

5. Input file preparation. Having selected the data points, starting values for the six free 

parameters are chosen. Also specified is a value, Aa, that controls how far away from the
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Figure 4.1: An IUE CIV wind line profile showing the adopted continuum level and representative

data points.

parameter value, a, the program looks when searching for the global minimum for x2. (This 

value only determines the initial baseline over which the gradient of x2 is determined with 

respect to the parameter; it does not stop the final value of the parameter being further away 

from the initial value than Aa.)

Figure 4.1 shows a CIV line with the continuum indicated as well as a representative choice 

of data points to illustrate the principles involved.

As the six free parameters are treated as numerical (rather than physical) parameters it is 

possible that 3EIL3 will determine that the best fit profile will include one or more parameters that 

are unphysical (e.y. a negative optical depth, or a negative (3 which would allow the velocity in 

the wind to be greater than the terminal velocity). To avoid this, if the parameters Tg, voo, Wg 

or /3 become negative then the value of x2 is set very large (5) to ensure that the fit is forced back 

into an area of parameter space that is physical.
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4.5 Testing the Assumptions

In Sobolev theory, the interpretation of Lamers, Cerruti-Sola & Perinotto (1987) In coding it in 

the form of SEI, and in the development of SEILS, a number of assumptions have been made about 

some of the input parameters. Also a number of the steps in SEILS require subjective evaluation. It 

is important to determine just what efect these assumptions and judgements, of which four have 

been tested, have on ‘he final profiles.

1. The wind line profiles are not greatly affected when the value of the photospheric velocity,

Wo, is varied around its assumed value of 0.01 (normalised to u» as usual). i»o = 0.01 

corresponds to ~ lOkms-1, the sonic velocity at the photosphere.

2. Setting the number of points within the Gaussian turbulent profile (iGmAX) to more than 15 

does not affect the profile unless wg is large.

3. The wind line profile parameters are not dependent on small changes in the choice of contin

uum level.

4. The wind line profile parameters are not changed greatly when diferent sets of data points 

are chosen.

4.5.1 Photospheric velocity

GL89 assert that the value of wq = 0.01 is “representative” and tested it with a value of 0.001 

and 0.03 but did not publish their profiles. To find the extent of the errors involved profiles were 

generated for 4 values of wo, namely 0.001, 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05. ipo, being the lower boundary 

condition of the integration of the equation of transfer, will affect the shape of the profile most 

greatly when the majority of absorbing material is in the lower reaches of the atmosphere. From 

the optical depth law (Equation 4.4) this condition will occur most greatly when ai is large and 

negative. plays a much smaller role close to the stellar surface, but will also have the greatest 

efect when large and negative. Thus for this test = Q2 = —2 and the optical depth was chosen 

to be large (Tg = 10) to accentuate any effect. The results are shown in the upper diagram of 

Figure 4.2.

As can be seen the photospheric velocity is a very important parameter when ai is large and 

negative. A similar test was done with ai = 02 = —3 where the results were more extreme; the 

flux reaching to over 55 for wo = 0.001. For ai = »2 = 0 the results showed only an imperceptible 

difference between profiles.

Thus the photospheric velocity is an important parameter but only when the emission peaks
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are very large (e.g. in Wolf-Rayet stars). When fitting profiles to wind lines without large emission 

profiles then the photospheric velocity is not important,

4.5.2 Turbulent profile

Lamers & Jeffery (1991) state that a value of the number of wavelength points within the Gaussian 

turbulent profile, IGMAX, should be set to 15 for good results as long as Wg < 0.3. Figure 4.2 shows 

the results, on a typical CIV profile, of having iGmax take the values 9, 15, 19 and 25. The 

differences are very minor, but a larger value of itmax should be used, as a precaution, if Wg is, 

or is expected to be, large.

4.5.3 Data point selection

To see if the subjective choice of data points had any major bearing on the fitted profile when 

using SEILS (an effect that would also affect the results of GL89) three sets of data points were 

chosen. The three data sets were selected so that they had roughly the same number of points and 

that the distribution of the points within the profile were roughly similar. The results are shown 

in Figure 4.3, along with the associated parameter values.

From the profiles it is seen that the choice of data points makes little difference to the 

goodness of fit of the profile to the data and has little effect on the determined values of the six

free parameters.

4.5.4 Continuum level

One of the most problematic of the subjective judgements facing GL89 in their study, and also 

when using seils, is the selection of the continuum level.

Using seils and a standard input file, profile fitting was done on a wind line using a contin

uum level set at 90%, 100% and 110% of the judged “best” value. The same wavelength-fiux data 

pairs were used for each profile with only small modifications to the flux in some instances. The 

results are shown in Figure 4.4 and the corresponding parameters in the table. From this it can 

be seen that continuum selection can change the derived parameters and fits significantly, much 

more so than the selection of data points.
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Figure 4.2: The effect of varying wo (upper) and IGMAX (lower) on line profiles. The parameters 

used were /3 = 0.7, Tb = 10, wg ~ 0.1 and = 2300 kms-1 for both diagrams. For the upper

diagram aj, = a2 = —2, while for the lower one ai = = 0. For wo = 0.001 the emission peak

reaches a flux value of 46,
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Wavelength (A)

Par am. Pl P2 P3

Value <T Value <7 Value <7

1.10 1.01 0.75 0.36 1.00 0.09

Tb 16.1 36.0 10.3 3.9 9.99 1.49

-0.20 1.61 0.01 0.35 -0.27 0.03

«2 0.51 a.ss 0.32 0.46 0.45 0.14

0.12 0.14 0.10 0.03 0.14 0.01

Vqo 2410 •90 2470 130 2510 50

X2 0.86 0.70 0.93

Figure 4.3: The effect of data point selection on line profiles is illustrated with 3 sets of data points 

Pl, P2 and P3 and the fitted profiles. A standard input to SEILS was used. The table gives the 

derived parameters for the fits.
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Param. 90% 100 % 110 %

Value O Value a Value <T

/? 0.69 0.66 1.10 1.01 1.15 0.65

Tb 27.1 28.9 16.1 36.0 10.9 6.9

at -0.36 0.10 - 0.20 1.61 0.30 1.06

«2 -0.67 1.31 0.51 3.63 -0.15 l.OT

Wg 0.19 0.04 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.06

Voo 1960 390 2410 660 2210 610

X» 0.44 0.86 0.40

Figure 4.4: The effect of continuum level on line profiles is illustrated with the continuum set at 

100%, 110% and 90% of the judged “best” value. A standard input to SEILS was used. The table 

gives the derived parameters for the fits.
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4,5.5 Conclusions

From the tests applied to SEILS a number of conclusions can be drawn.

1. SEILS and the SEI method should not be used on Wolf-Rayet wind line profiles or others that

show large emission peaks.

2. For stars other than Wolf-Rayet’s then a photospheric velocity of wq = 0.01 is adequate.

3. IGMAX should be set at 15 unless Wg > 0.3.

4. Due to problems of data point selection and continuum placement, errors of at least 10% will 

occur on all parameters other than Qi and ag. For these, an error of ±0.5 at least should be 

attributed.

5. In general the best fit must be selected by eye from the possibilities generated. Using Fig

ure 4.4 as an example, there are a number of points to bear in mind when selecting the best 

fit. The most problematic point concerns the continuum level and the emission peak. It is 

possible that line absorption across the whole spectral range under scrutiny will lower the 

continuum as a whole. This effect will be negated by selecting the continuum level at the 

level of flux going into the line (i.e. the 100% level given in Figure 4.4). If this is done then 

the fit to the emission peak should also take into account the underlying line absorptions and 

the fit to the peak should be equally good. This does not seem to be the case, the fit to the 

blueward edge of the peak being good, but the fit to the redward side being much poorer.

6. Good fits are non-singular when dealing with just a single line. However all the lines of a 

given star can be combined to determine more accurate values for the three parameters (3, 

Wg and Vo.) that are the same for all wind lines of a given star.

4.6 Photospheric Lines

Within the SEI implementation the lower boundary condition for the solution of the transfer equa

tion in the wind is a continuum with (optional) photospheric lines superimposed (the “core-halo” 

approach). The lines are described by the parameters Aphot and Wphot where the former is linked 

to the depth of the line (Aphot = — ln(/lux)) and the later represents the FWHM of the line, which 

is modelled by a Gaussian (seils1, SEILS3) or by an arbitrary profile read in from an external data 

file (seils2).

From a modeling standpoint it is important to know if good values of the photospheric line 

depths and widths need to be known before a solution is attempted or whether they can be omitted 

in the first instance and later added as fine tuning for an already good fit.
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Figure 4.5 shows the effects of using SEILS with four sets of photospheric line depths. As can 

be seen the values of the parameters determined (especially p) are quite different depending on 

the value of the photospheric depth used. The quality of the fits also varies enormously depending 

on the value of the photospheric lines. From viewing Figure 4.5 the fit with no photospheric line is 

much better than the other three even though all lines have been optimised with SEILS. Increasing 

the values of the wind optical depth has very little effect on the profile with a line photospheric 

depth of 5.0. Another very important point is that the effect of including a photospheric line can 

give counter-intuitive results. If a photospheric depth of 1.0 was used (dashed line) then it may be 

assumed that a greater line optical depth would depress the continuum on the redward side to give 

a better fit. However doing this results in an even poorer fit. Thus judging the photospheric depth 

required by eye is not a fool-proof method of obtaining a better fit. Contrary to the comments of 

GL89, photospheric lines cannot be ignored if the wind line profile is saturated as a photospheric 

line can still change the profile substantially.

Thus it is important to determine reasonably good values for the photospheric line depths 

and widths before determining an initial solution. These initial values can be determined in three 

ways:

1. Use published values.

2. Use a model atmosphere and line formation program to determine the photospheric lines.

This procedure requires knowledge of

(a) Atomic data such as oscillator strengths, and electron damping constants and collisional 

cross-sections. These may only be poorly known for highly excited UV lines.

(b) The temperature and composition of the star needs to be known. In the current study 

of hydrogen-deficient stars these data may only be poorly known.

(c) NLTE model atmospheres may need to be used; these are not always available especially 

when combined with the study of highly excited lines in hydrogen-deficient stars.

3. From studies of similar objects take an estimate then after the initial solution be prepared 

to change the values quite considerably to obtain the best fit.

GL89 make the reasonable assumption that wphotB — uphotR while they use ApkotB — 

2 A-photR as the oscillator strengths differ by a factor of ~2 between the lines of the doublet. The 

fact that this latter assumption is not justified is illustrated in Figure 4.6. Here the program 

spectrum (written by Prof. P. Dufton, Belfast) was used to generate line profiles based on the 

line-blanketed LTE model atmospheres code STERNE developed at Kiel. The example is of a 

unsaturated NV doublet from a 30,000K, loggr = 3.5 model with a microturbulent velocity of 

lOkms-1 and an abundance ratio of = 8.5 x 10-5. The profiles are nearly identical in both 

central depth and equivalent width despite the different oscillator strengths (which cause the two
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Param. 0.0 1.0 2.0 5.0

Value cr Value cr Value or Value <T

P 1.03 o.or 0.99 0.37 0.97 0.04 0.68 0.33

Tb 19.8 3.6 16.1 6.T 16.5 0.6 12.2 1.6

<*i -0.52 0.10 -0.55 0.13 -0.75 o.oi -0.78 0.03

«2 -0.53 0.14 0.06 0.43 -0.06 0.06 0.05 0.14

Wg, 0.149 0.005 0.105 0.033 0.094 0.003 0.096 0.010

Wo 2100 40 2420 130 2460 10 2510 30

X* 0.442 0.917 1.149 1.738

Figure 4.5: The effect of photospheric line depths on line profiles is illustrated with optical depths 

in the blue component of the doublet of 0.0, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0. A standard input to SEILS was used. 

The table gives the derived parameters for the fits.
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Figure 4.6: Calculated LTE N V doublet profiles. The model used was Te// = 30000K, log g = 3.5, 

= 8.5 x 10“® and a micro-turbulent velocity of 10 kms_1. The corresponding values for Aphotg

and Aphoj are 0.88 and 0.82.

lines to be formed in diferent regions of the atmosphere). The corresponding values for Aphot 

are 0.88 and 0.82. This efect arises as both lines lie on the flat part of the curve of growth 

when this abundance is adopted. For very low or high abundances then the differences in the 

equivalent widths, and thus line depths, would be more apparent. Very high abundances could not 

be modelled with SPECTRUM as it does not include all the line broadening mechanisms, especially 

the important Stark broadening mechanism which cause line profiles to deviate substantially from 

a Gaussian profile. Neither SEI or SPECTRUM accounts for this so the differences cannot be judgedi.

For a first approximation, the generation of photospheric line profiles using LTE model 

atmospheres can be used to obtain Aphot and Wpho> The approximation of WphotB — AphotR is a 

good one but also the approximation AphotB ~ AphotR should be used.

4.7 Correction for Lyman a - the N V Doublet

The analysis of the N V doublet requires correction for the lowering of the continuum by interstellar 

Lyman a.

Due to the 1215.67 A line of interstellar Lyman a the continuum in the region of the N V 

doublet (AA 1238.81,1242.80 A) is depressed. Before modelling the wind line profile this interstellar 

contribution must be removed.

The variation of optical depth with wavelength from the center of the La profile is given by 

Nhr(A) = 7.0562 x 10“11- (4.15)1 + 1.6574 X 109(AA)2

where iVjy is the column density of hydrogen (cm-2) in the direction of the object and AA ( A) is

2SEDL>2 can account for this but only if good Stark broadened profiles can be determined.
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the wavelength difference between the wavelength under consideration and the wavelength of La

(1215.67A).

After subtraction of the gross continuum each wavelength point in the spectrum is multiplied 

by erW until the continuum at the blue side of the NV profile matches that at the red side. 

Similarly, after determination of the subsequent profiles, these profiles are multiplied by e~T^ to 

allow plotting of the derived profiles on the original spectrum.

A checklist for the analysis of a N V doublet is as follows

1. Remove the continuum through ~200A. around the NV doublet, setting the level of the 

residual continuum on the redward side of the doublet to 90 — 95% of the height of the peaks 

in the continuum.

2. Remove the La contribution by selection of an appropriate column density until the contin

uum at the blueward side of the doublet matched the redward side as far as is possible.

3. Select data points on the original spectrum {i.e. that determined after step 1.)

4. Correct these data points for the La contribution. Small flux errors in the selection of data 

points on the blueward side of the doublet may become very large errors after the correction 

for the La contribution, so set any blueward flux values that are greater than 1 to 1.

5. Determine a solution using SEILS.

6. Correct the resultant theoretical profiles for the La contribution.

4.8 Mass Loss

If stellar parameters are known then it is possible to determine mass-loss rates (MLR) from the

parameters of the theoretical wind line profiles.

The radial optical depth is defined by

'«■(&)
where Ao is the rest wavelength of the transition from the lower (/) to the upper (u) level of 

a two level, or equivalent two level, atom, g is the statistical weight of the level, f the oscillator 

strength and n the number density of the ion. m is the electron mass, c the speed of light and e

the electronic charge.
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For a symmetrical wind with steady mass loss then in time d< a shell of radius r expands 

by an amount dr giving an increase in shell volume of 4Trr2dr. The mass within this shell is then 

just M dt where M is the total MLR for the star. The density of the material in the wind is then

-
4irr2 dr

dt—0
4?rr2v (4.17)

Using this expression for density the mass continuity equation can be written

,4.1s,

Here ni/nE (= 5, ) is the ionisation fraction of ion i of element E. he/uh (= Ae) is the abundance 

relative to hydrogen and njy/p is the number of hydrogen atoms per gram of material in the wind 

of the star under consideration.

For a resonance transition where nu n, Equation (4.16) becomes

r(v) = ——_ y^o ni 1^ 
me dr (4.19)

Now, from Equations (4.1) and (4.2) we have

and

dr
dr

du
dT Vc0

du _ du da
dr dz dr

Making these substitutions to obtain

du 1 
dz JR*

(4.20)

(4.21)

Now, noting

Mgi(tu) = ttt (/ Ao)"1 47tz2R* w — r(u)
Te nuA^E

(4.22)

P
nE

-l

V mEJ
mE mH 

Ye
(4.23)

where Ao is Avagadro's Number, mg the atomic mass number (in a.m.u.) of element E and mg 

is the atomic mass of hydrogen (in grams). YE is the fractional abundance of helium by mass.

Thus obtaining the MLR in the form

• , . 4mc ! xr* o aw , . .
Mqi(w) = ~i~mH mg (/Ao) _ — ~-x*wt(w)

(1) (2)
Ye dz 
(3) (4)

(4.24)

where (1) is a constant, (2) depends on the line being modelled, (3) depends on the physical 

parameters of the star, while (4) depends on the determined line fit parameters and where in the 

wind the product of MLR and ionisation fraction is being calculated.
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With M in M© yr“i, R* in R©, Vo in kms i and Ao in A, (4.24) becomes

Mqi(w) — 8.70 x 10-i® 1- v^ ~ x2 w r(w) (4.25)

and since by definition ==

• , . 8.70 x 10-19 _ 2 ,, . . . i dw 2Mqi(w) = ------ —RjV2 r(u) (4.26)

where X is the mass fraction of hydrogen.

Equations (4.25) and (4.26) are general for all stars no matter what the surface composition. 

(4.25) requires the mass fractions of the elements while (4.26) requires number densities relative to 

hydrogen and the mass fraction of hydrogen. In general the formulation in Equation (4.25) will be 

the most appropriate. For a Population I mixture, X = 0.78 and the constant in (4.26) becomes 

1.115 X 10-1®, the small difference between this and the GL89 constant lies in the different values 

of the numerical constants used.

For hydrogen-deficient stars where X and Ag may be poorly known or have large errors the 

formulation in (4.25) is more accurate.

For non-resonance transitions the the left hand sides of both (4.25) and (4.26) are multiplied 

by JE,y the excitation fraction of ion i.

Thus the product of MLR and ionisation fraction can be determined at any point in the 

wind. The centre of the velocity profile, at u = 0.5, is an appropriate place to measure the MLR. 

To determine r(u) in those equations a 50 point numerical integration was performed to obtain I 

(in Equation (4.6)). The value of T used is Tg, giving an integration constant of £&.

To determine the MLR requires a knowledge of the ionisation fraction; this is not usually 

available with any accuracy. However as mass is conserved then the maximum value for the 

product of MLR and ionisation fraction (which may occur anywhere in the wind depending on 

the optical depth law) will be a minimum value for the MLR. Where only one ion is available for 

a given element, and this ion is a highly ionised species (e.g. N V) then the minimum mass loss 

determined may be a very low estimate. However if many ionisation stages of a given element are 

available (e.g. CII, CIII, CIV) then the minimum mass loss may give a good approximation, as 

at some point in the wind a sizeable fraction of that element may be in a given ionisation stage.

The value of has a dramatic efect on the shape on the wind-line profiles although the 

efect on the MLR is much less. For the /1-independent optical depth law the factor x2 w “ in 

Equations (4.25) and (4.26) is the only one to depend on /3. As shown in Figure 4.7 this factor 

has an almost constant value of ~ 0.5 for 0.5< 3 < 1, increasing slowly for larger /3. However for 

/? < 0.5, and especially /? < 0.15, the efect is substantially larger and thus small errors in 0 can 

lead to large errors in the MLR.
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Of the stars analysed in this study only BD +10° 2179 had a very low value of /?. Here the 

MLR cannot be evaluated at w — 0.5 as the low value of P confines much of the velocity profile to 

the surface of the star where z = 1 and the MLR formula breaks down. In such cases the MLR is 

evaluated further out in the wind (e.^. w = 0.9) where ~ is smaller.

Figure 4.7: The effect of P on the mass-loss rate. The variation of z2 w with P is shown at two

different values of to; namely 0.5 and 0.9.
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4.9 Summary

The improved Sobolev method incorporated into SEI has been described and tested. An automated 

wind-line fitting suite of programs, SEILS, has been developed and its operation described and a 

number of tests applied to determine the accuracy of the solutions. The importance, and valid

ity, of some of the underlying assumptions has also been investigated. Equations and methods of 

determining the mass-loss rates from the determined parameters have been given

SEILS, given the inherent limitations of the improved Sobolev method, should be a powerful 

tool for fast and accurate determinations of minimum mass loss rates. This, coupled with the an

ticipated publication of ionisation fractions for stellar winds from the improved NLTE, and possibly 

Unified Model Atmospheres, methods, should allow very accurate determinations of the actual MLR

without the need to invoke “superioniaation”.
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Chapter 5

Mass Loss from O Stars

5.1 Introduction

O stars undergo substantial mass loss, shown most prominently in the line profiles of strong reso

nance lines, found mainly in the UV. Although P Cygni profiles, indicating high mass-loss rates, 

were detected in the UV from early rocket experiments (Morton 1967) and by Copernicus (e.g. 

Snow k Morton 1976), it was the launch of lUE that enabled systematic investigations of mass 

loss for early type stars (e.g. Kondo 1987).

UV spectra provide a useful means of mass-loss rate determination, procedures using visual 

(e.1. Hutchings 1976, Conti k Frost 1977, Klein k Castor 1978, Olson k Ebbets 1981), IR (e.g. 

Barlow k Cohen 1977) and radio data (e.g. Abbott, Bieging, Churchwell k Cassinelli 1980) have 

all complemented the UV results. There are often discrepancies amongst the results from these 

diferent methods, especially the radio data, (e.g. Abbott et al. 1980).

The line radiation driven wind theory of Castor, Abbott k Klein (CAK) (1975) has been 

used to explain the mass loss and the dependence of mass-loss rate on luminosity, although this 

latter result has been modified somewhat with new NLTE models (Pauldrach, Kudritzki, Puls 

& Butler 1990, hereafter PKPB). A major prediction of the CAK theory, after refinement by 

Friend & Castor (1983) and Friend k Abbott (1986), is that /?, the gradient of the velocity law 

(Equation 4.3), should be approximately constant at — 0.8. Most early investigators fixed this 

gradient at 0.5, 1.0 or other convenient value. Recently investigators have tried to determine p 

from UV data (e.g. Groenewegen k Lamers 1989, hereafter GL89) although similar work has been 

done in the IR (Bertout, Leitherer, Stahl k Wolf 1985). These two sets of results differ in that 

the IR data seem to show that p increases with decreasing Tf while the UV results do not, thus 

supporting the CAK theory.
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A problem with determining mass-loss rates is the lack of knowledge of ionisation fractions. 

Some authors have tried to determine these and thus minimum values of the actual mass-loss rate 

by means of a “superionised” wind and the “corona” or “warm wind” models {e.g. Hamann 1980; 

Hamann, Schonberner k Heber 1982). Recently, work done at Munich (see Kudritzki 1988 for a 

review and PKPB) using improved NLTE model atmospheres have shown that “superionisation” 

is not required if the physics of the winds are modelled in sufficient detail. Some authors, noting 

the deficiency of the “superionised” wind models, simply quote the product of ionisation fraction 

and mass-loss rate (e.^. GL89). This is of little use, except as a lower limit, to the study of actual 

mass loss rates. Using the new NLTE code PKPB have published grids of theoretical models for 

O stars and their associated ionisation fractions. These allow the study of O star winds using less 

sophisticated methods to be taken a step further.

Before using the Sobolev approximation, in the form of SEILS, on objects that have not 

had their wind lines analysed and mass-loss rates determined it is necessary to test the code, the 

reduction and analysis procedures and to gain familiarity with their use. O stars provide a good 

basis for these tests as they show signs of high mass loss, distinctly non-photospheric absorption 

profiles and have the advantage that much previous work has been done on them. There are many 

O star mass-loss rate determinations in the literature against which the results using SEILS can be 

compared {e.g. Howaarth k Prinja 1989). An additional advantage is that many O stars have been 

analysed with the SEI method itself, although using a different least squares procedure (GL89), 

allowing direct comparisons to be made. Success at this stage will allow greater confidence in the 

results when SEILS is applied to those objects that have not been analysed using the improved 

Sobolev approximation i.e. the EHe and HDB stars.

5.2 The Data

A sample of 6 O stars of differing spectral subtypes and luminosity classes were chosen to give 

a wide range of profiles to model. They include HD 14947 and ( Puppis (HD 66811) that have 

had their mass-loss rates analysed with some of the other techniques available (Section 5.6) and so

provide good comparisons for the results determined here. The stellar data for the 6 chosen stars

are given in Table 5.1 and are the same values as used by GL89.

The atomic data for the lines analysed here and in objects described in following chapters

are given in Table 5.2 (from Snow k Morton 1976 and Danckwort k Trefftz 1978).
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Table 5.1: Stellar data for the 6 O stars. (HD 66811 is C Puppis.) The data are those used by 

GL89. The hydrogen column depth is given where required.

Star

HD

Sp. Type SWP # Eb-v Teff

(K)

log L

(L@)

R

(Re)

M

(M®)

iogf

(c.g.s.)

log Nh

(c.g.s.)

14947 05 Iff 10724 0.76 40,000 5.85 17.4 55 3.70 -

24912 07.5 Illnf 20606 0.35 37,000 5.32 11.0 32 3.86 21.08

30614 09.5 la 2542 0.28 31,000 5.95 33.1 51 3.11 21.04

37043 09 III 26567 0.06 34,000 5.58 17.8 39 3.53 20.18

46150 05 Vf 10758 0.46 44,000 5.72 12.3 52 3.98 21.32

66811 04 Inf 36151 0.03 42,000 5.87 15.8 59 3.81 -

Table 5.2: Atomic data for the wind lines. Ao is the rest wavelength (A), giower is the statistical 

weight of the lower level of the transition and / the oscillator strength. Xexc is the excitation 

potential of the lower level of the transition above the ground level. The final column give the 

abundance ratios for a Population I gas. Data from Snow & Morton (1976) except the CII data 

(from Danckwort & Trefftz 1978; tabulated in Heber 1983).

Ion A>(A) 9lower f Xe»c (eV)

CIV 1548.19 2 0.194 0.00 3.2 xl0“4

1550.76 2 0.097 0.00

NV 1238.81 2 0.152 0.00 7.9 xlO"5

1242.80 2 0.076 0.00

Si IV 1393.76 2 0.528 0.00 4.0 xlO-5

1402.77 2 0.262 0.00

cm 1175.66 9 0.257 6.50 3.2 xlO"4

CII 1334.53 6 0.043 0.00 3.2 xl0“4

1335.71 6 0.077 0.01

NIV 1718.55 3 0.179 16.21 7.9 xlO"5
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5.3 Analysis

To allow a good comparison with the results of GL89, the spectra were reduced as described in 

Chapter 4. The N V doublet was corrected for the Lyman-<a absorption, if necessary, using the 

same column densities as GL89, without re-determination. One exception was 1 Puppis where a 

normalised spectrum was obtained from Dr. R.K. Prinja (Imperial College, London). Here the 

Lyman-a contribution had already been removed from the spectrum.

The photospheric lines profiles used were those of GL89 where for a doublet line the optical 

depth of the red component (Apho<R) was half that of the blue component (Ap/iote)- This has 

been shown to be incorrect in Chapter 4 but has been retained to allow direct comparison with 

the GL89 results. The same optical depth law (/1-independent) was used and wi = 1 for all lines 

analysed here. GL89 adopted a procedure of lowering Wi for a few of the singlet lines to obtain 

a better fit; only one of these appears in this study (the NIV line of HD 41650). In this analysis 

wi = 1 was used as the fit was poor and did not influence the final mass-loss rates.

Data points were selected and initial input files generated for each line before submission to 

2EIL2. The line parameters for each star were combined to fix the values of /?, Wg and Voo before 

generating the final profiles. These final parameters are given in Table 5.3 and shown in Figure 5.1. 

Appendix F contains the profiles and the line fitting parameters for the individual line fits.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 The line fits

From the fits given in Figure 5.1 the agreement between the theoretical profiles and observation is 

in most cases very good. It is not possible to give a direct comparison between the fits from this 

study and the ones given in GL89 due to a number of causes:

1. GL89 used an incorrectly programmed limb-darkening correction in most of their profiles 

which can give rise to significant changes in the profiles. See Figure 1 of GL89, and Groe-

mugm & Lamers (1991).

2. GL89 used the lUESIPS data extraction and ripple correction programs while this study 

used the more accurate lUEDR (Rees k Giddings 1989) program to re-extract the data. 

The differences in the extraction can lead to subtle differences in the determined spectra and 

thus the profile to be fitted.
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Table 5.3: Final fits for the 6 O stars.
Star Ion P Voo «1 «2 Tb ■AphotB WpPotB
HD14947 CIV 1.1 2100 0.13 0.2 -0.7 13.0 3.6 0.04
OS H+ 0.3 100 0.03 1.0 1.0 3

Si IV 1.1 2100 0.13 -1.2 -0.7 4.7 0.0 0.00
0.3 300 0.03 0.8 0.8 3

HD24912 CIV 0.9 2200 0.25 0.2 -0.1 5.5 0.0 0.00
OT.SIIInf 0.1 100 0.03 0.5 0.5 3

NV 0.9 2200 0.25 0.5 0.1 6.2 0.0 0.00
0.4 300 0.05 0.7 0.7 4

NIV 0.9 2200 0.25 -0.5 1.0 0.36 0.9 0.04
0.4 500 0.10 4.7 5.3 1.3

HD30614 CIV 1.8 1400 0.18 -0.7 -0.7 13.3 0.0 0.00
09.5 U 0.5 100 0.05 0.5 0.5 3

NV 1.8 1400 0.18 -1.5 -1.2 6.6 0.0 0.00
1.O 500 0.15 1.0 1.0 5

Si IV 1.8 1400 0.18 -1.5 -0.9 8.8 0.0 0.00
0.5 100 0.05 0.5 0.5 3

HD37043 CIV 1.2 2500 0.01 0.1 0.7 2.3 2.0 0.15
09 111 0.5 300 0.05 0.5 0.5 1

NV 1.2 2500 0.01 -1.5 0.2 12.6 0.8 0.08
0.5 500 0.05 0.5 0.5 6

cm 1.2 2500 0.01 -1.7 3.3 9.9 3.5 0.09
0.5 500 0.06 0.5 0.5 8

HD41650 CIV 0.75 3100 0.035 -0.6 0.0 2.9 2.0 0.07
05 Vi 0.1 300 0.01 0.5 0.5 1

NV 0.75 3100 0.035 -1.4 -0.8 8.7 2.0 0.03
0.1 300 0.10 0.5 0.5 1

NIV 0.75 3100 0.035 -1.0 -0.9 0.2 0.8 0.04
0.1 300 0.01 0.5 0.5 1

HD66811 CIV 0.9 2300 0.1 -0.7 -0.8 13.7 0.0 0.00
< Puppis 0.3 350 0.03 0.5 0.5 5.0

04 laf NV 0.9 2300 0.1 -0.3 -0.4 13.9 0.7 0.10
0.3 350 0.03 0.5 0.5 1.0

NIV 0.9 2300 0.1 -1.0 0.8 3.9 0.0 0.00
0.3 900 0.03 0.9 0.5 3.0

Si IV 0.9 2300 0.1 -0.7 -0.3 2.6 1.0 0.10
0.3 300 0.03 0.5 0.5 1.0
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Figure 5.1: The final fits for the 6 O stars. The terminal velocity, relative to the blue component, 

is marked with a vertical line. The underlying photospheric profiles are shown by the dashed lines.
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Figure 5.1: continued
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3. GL89 did not give details of their continuum selection procedure in sufficient detail to allow 

duplication.

5.4.2 The singlet lines

The singlet lines show little deviation from a photospheric profile and thus do not strongly indicate 

a particular value of ft, wg or Vqo- Uncertainties in the adopted photospheric profiles lead to 

substantial uncertainties in these values. Specifically the absence of an appreciable emission peak 

leads to a poorly determined value of /? and the lack of a steep blue edge an uncertain value of Voo •

5.4.3 The doublet lines

The CIV theoretical profiles provide very good fits to the observed wind line profiles. The steep 

blue edges, unaffected by blends with other lines, give a good indication of Voo (from its position) 

and Wg (from its gradient). The presence of a strong emission peak helps to constrain /?.

The fits to the Si IV lines are good although the presence of blends and the fact that the 

observed profiles have a more photospheric-like profile leads to larger uncertainties in the determi

nation of the three fixed parameters.

N V is especially poor for the determination of these fixed parameters. The poorer response 

of the IUE detector at this wavelength leads to a smaller signal to noise ratio. The presence of 

the La wing and numerous weak blending lines weakens the actual NV profile hampering the 

modelling and reducing the value of the results determined from this line.

5.4.4 The photospheric lines

The photospheric lines used in the final fit determination were the ones used by GL89. They 

used these parameters as another way of improving the fit and made no attempt at a scientific 

determination of the line depths. As the analysis of the O stars was primarily for testing the 

methods used, rather than for obtaining better parameters for the stars themselves, the values 

were not changed for this study.

A comparison of the depths and widths of photospheric lines given by GL89 and those 

determined from LTE model atmospheres for two stars is given in Table 5.4. Note that GL89 used 

no photospheric line when the wind line was deemed to be saturated. Elsewhere their lines are ~ 3 

times broader than determined from SPECTRUM but increasing the FWHM of a Gaussian profile 

is one approximate way of modelling a Stark-broadened profile.
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Table 5.4: A comparison of photospheric line profiles from parameter fitting and model atmo

spheres.

HD30614 HD37043

SPECTRUM GL89 SPECTRUM GL89

Ion A A) Wphot ■phot Wphot ■phot Wphot ■phot Wphot

CIV 1548.19 2.2 0.06 0.0 0.00 2.0 0.04 2.0 0.15

1550.76 2,2 0.06 0.0 0.00 2.0 0.04 1.0 0.15

cm 1175.66 - - - - 2.8 0.03 3.5 0.09

NV 1238.81 0.7 0.04 0.0 0.00 0.9 0.03 0.8 0.08

1242.80 0.6 0.04 0.0 0.00 0.8 0.03 0.4 0.08

Si IV 1393.76 2.4 0.05 0.0 0.00

1402.77 2.4 0.05 0.0 0.00

From Figure 5.1 it can be seen, especially in the CIV lines of HD 14947 and HD 41650, that 

the underlying photospheric lines are still visible in the observed profiles.

5.4.5 Line parameters

In determining the final parameters for each star the results from the CIV line were given greater 

weighting than the other lines. The singlet and N V lines were given very little weight. Full details 

are given in Appendix F.

For the 6 stars analysed the line parameters determined with seils and those determined 

from a similar method by GL89 are in good agreement; Table 5.5.

The results for the terminal velocities are very good; agreement is in all cases within the 

error bounds and the results from SEILS do not seem to systematically differ from those of GL89.

The results for are not in such good agreement even after 0.2 is added to the published 

values to take into account the effects of the limb-darkening error in the GL89 analysis (Groenewe

gen & Lamers 1991). In all cases except HD 41650 and HD 66811 the values of P determined with 

this study are greater than those published although for all but one of the stars the results just 

agree within the error bounds. The exception is HD 30614, the coolest of the five stars analysed, 

where the determined value of 1.8 is substantially above the published (and corrected) value of 

0.9. However the associated uncertainty is large at 0.5.

The turbulent velocity is the most difficult parameter to determine accurately and uncer

tainties of dklOO kms-1 on both the seils and published results are typical. For four of the six stars 

the results agree within error bounds, for the other 2 the discrepancy is much larger. HD 24912
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Table 5.5: A comparison of the derived parameters for the wind lines of the O stars from SEILS and 

Groenewegen Ic Lamers (GL89). To allow meaningful comparison the turbulent velocity (u5) is 

given in kms”1 after multiplication by the terminal velocity. The published values of P have been 

corrected for the limb-darkening error (Groenewegen & Lamers 1991). The errors shown for seils 

are the smallest values of the error for the quantity, determined for individual lines, in Table 5.3

Star Voo V9
SEILS GL89 SEILS GL89 SEILS GL89

HD 14947 1.1 0.9 2100 2300 270 230

±0.3 ± 0.1 ±100 ±70 ±40 ±100

HD 24912 0.9 0.7 2200 2400 550 290

±0.1 ±0.15 ±100 ±100 ±45 ±130

HD 30614 1.8 0.9 1400 1550 250 190

±0.5 ± 0.1 ±100 ±60 ±70 ±60

HD 37043 1.2 0.8 2500 2450 25 370

± 0.1 ± 0.1 ±300 ±150 ±135 ±70

HD 41650 0.75 0.9 3100 2900 110 200

± 0.1 ± 0.1 ±300 ±300 ±50 ±90

HD 66811 0.9 0.9 2300 2200 230 290

±0.3 ± 0.1 ±300 ±60 ±45 ±70

has twice the published turbulent velocity while HD30743 has a turbulence less than one tenth the 

published value; although with the largest error this discrepancy would be a factor of two.

In general these results are very encouraging; the agreement for Voo is excellent and that for 

P very good. The rather poorer results for vg (~ wg Vo), for some stars is due to the difficulty in 

determining this parameter in line profiles that suffer from blending, especially at the blue edge. 

It is the hardest of the three main parameters to determine accurately.

5.4.6 Errors

The individual fits are, in some cases, poor and do not agree well with other lines of the same star, 

although some of these discrepancies are numerical rather than physical in origin. When choosing 

values of /?, wg and Uoo, the spread of possible values amongst the individual fits is sometimes 

large and so the final adopted values must have large associated errors. CIV gives the best results 

for the determination of t>oo and Wy, but if it is saturated then Tb is only a lower limit and the 

determined mass-loss rate also loses some accuracy. The errors given for the final fits (Table 5.3) 

are not formally derived but are estimates based on the quality of the individual fits and of the 

spread of values between the individual line fits. They are thus only guidelines to the quality of
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the stated parameter. The errors given in the table are much larger than the errors quoted by 

GL89 for their final fits because to determine an error on a parameter they took the original fit and 

perturbed a single parameter until the fit became noticeably poorer. A much more accurate way 

would be to alter one parameter and then minimise the fit by altering the other parameters using 

a least squares method. This would give much larger errors as a large change in one parameter 

may be compensated (to some degree) by changing others. It was not possible to implement this 

method due to the large amounts of time that would be required.

5.5 Mass-Loss Rates and Ionisation Fractions

FTom the final line-fitting parameters given in Table 5.3, and from Equations 4.26 and 4.25 the 

mass-loss rates can be determined and are given in Table 5.6 along with the results of GL89 and 

the difference between the two. To give results that could be compared with those of GL89 the 

product of mass loss rate and ionisation fraction was evaluated at it? = 0.5.

The uncertainties given in Table 5.6 were calculated as follows. First the formal errors were 

determined by varying each parameter by the error given in the final fit (Table 5.3) and calculating 

the change in the mass-loss rate. This generally gives low errors. Then the change of the product 

of the ionisation fraction and mass-loss rate through the wind was taken into account. The mass- 

loss rate is constant throughout the wind but the ionisation fraction will change due to the radial 

change of temperature and electron density in the wind. This factor, in general, produces larger 

errors and it is these that are quoted in Table 5.6. The error bounds were determined at tu = 0.2 

and to = 0.8 to eliminate “end effects” due to the parameterisation of the optical depth law used 

in the sei method. The run of optical depth with velocity was also checked by eye to avoid errors 

where the difference between the values of ionisation fraction and mass-loss rate was small at 

w = 0.2,0.5,0.8 but significant deviations occurred between these values.

The products of mass-loss rate and ionisation fraction determined by this study and the 

corrected values of GL89 are in good agreement. 10 out of the 18 lines agree with the GL89 results 

to within the errors given and most of the other lines have differences that are a factor of 3 (0.5 

dex) or less. Only one line differs from the GL89 value by a factor of 10 or more. There appears to 

be no systematic difference between the GL89 and SEILS results; 10 lines have positive differences 

and 8 have zero or negative differences.

There are a number of sources of error, both inherent in the fitting process {e.g. continuum 

selection) and also in the way that GL89 chose to do their analysis {e.g. variable toi and limb 

darkening). The values and associated errors of the GL89 mass-loss rates may be questioned. The 

errors on the results determined from this study are more realistic but are also, in some cases, quite 

large. The adoption of the GL89 photospheric line profiles cast some doubt on the accuracy of the
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Table 5.6: The product of mass-loss rate and ionisation fraction for the 6 stars, determined at 

w — 0.5. The errors from the results of this study are determined by varying each of the 6 free 

parameters by the errors given in Table 5.3 to get the error in the mass-loss rate. This formal 

error is then compared with the range of mass loss rates with velocity in the range w = 0.2 to 

0.8 and the larger value used. The GL89 results have been corrected for the limb-darkening error 

(Groenewegen & Lamers 1991).

SEILS GL89 Difference

Star Ion Mqi Error Mqt Error seils - GL89

HD14947 CIV -8.4 +0.5
-0.7 >-8.4 < 0.0 ±0.7

SiIV -8.3 ±0.2 -7.4 ±0.2 -0.9 ±0.3

HD24912 CIV -8.7 +0.3
-0.5 >-8.0 < -0.7 ±o.i

NV -7.6 +0.2
-0.5 >7.0 ±0.4 < -0.6 ±o,6

Nivt -9.3 +0.1
-0.4 -9.6 ±0.1 0.3 ±o.4

HD30614 CIV -8.3 +0.4
-0.5 >-8.3 <0.0 ±0.5

NV -8.8 +0.4
-0.3 -7.7 ±0.2 -1.1 ±0.4

SiIV -8.2 +0.3
-0.2 >-7.3 < -0.9 ±o.2

HD37043 CIV -8.7 +0.1
-0.3 -8.5 ±0.2 0.2 ±0.4

NV -8.0 ±0.2 -8.2 ±0.1 0.2 ±0.2
cnit -10.2 + 1.0 

-1.4 -9.9 ±0.1 -0.3 ±L4

HD41650 CIV -8.8 ±0.1 -9.2 ±0.1 0.4 ±0.1

NV -7.8 +0.0
-0.2 -8.0 ±0.1 0.2 ±o.2

Nivt -9.4 +0.3
-0.1 -10.2 ±0.1 o.s ±8:?

HD66811 CIV -8.4 ±0.3 > -8.5 < 0.1 ±0.3

NV -7.2 ±0.3 > -7.8 < 0.6 ±0.3

NIV -8.5 +0.2
-0.4 -8.7 ±0.1 0.2 ±o'.5

SiIV -8.2 ±0.3 -8.5 ±0.1 0.3 ±0.4
t For non-resonance lines the value given is for log M qi Ei where Ei is the excitation fraction of 

ion i.
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Table 5.7: Theoretical models for the 6 O stars. Theoretical values of the stellar parameters can 

be compared with the observed values in Table 5.1. The models and theoretical data are from 

Pauldrach, Kudritzki, Puls & Butler (1990). The observed Mq values are from the SEILS analysis 

of this Chapter, the mass-loss rates are then determined from the ionisation fractions (see text 

and Table 5.9). A “C” model is for 60 M©, a “D” model is 40 M©. The arabic numerals give the 

stage of evolution with 1 being the ZAMS. Terminal velocities are in kms"1, mass-loss rates in 

M© yr-1.
Observed Theoretical Model

Star Voo log Mq log Af Model T«// R(R©) Iog(L/ L©) Voo log M

HD 14947 2100 -8.4 -4.6 ±0.2 
+0.2

C5 38,000 22.7 6.0 2120 -5.4

HD 24912 2200 -7.6 -6.1 -0.6 
+0.3

C5 38,000 22.7 6.0 2120 -5.4

HD 30614 1400 -8.2 -4.8 -0.2 C6 35,000 27.6 6.0 1420 -5.4

HD 37043 2500 •8.0 -7.0 ±1.0 C3 35,000 23.9 5.9 2650 -5.8

HD 46150 3100 -7.8 -5.5 ±0.1 D1 41,000 11.2 5.5 3650 -6.3

HD 66811 2300 -8.3 -5.8 ±1.0 C5 38,000 22.7 6.0 2120 -5.4

results presented here but with large (and realistic) errors the extra uncertainty introduced from 

the photospheric lines is likely to be small. From a similar study using SEI on the central stars of 

planetary nebulae, Perinotto, Cerruti-Sola & Lamers (1989) conclude that errors in the mass-loss 

rate determination of up to one dex can arise by using either different methods or different values 

of stellar parameters, which are often only poorly known. From this study, where the method and 

the stellar parameters are the same as used by GL89, it seems as if errors of a factor of 3 or so can 

be expected solely from a different interpretation of the “best fit”.

5.5.1 Application of improved NLTE results

It is only possible to determine true mass-loss rates if the ionisation fractions are known. From the 

previous discussion, the methods of LTE analysis or superionised winds (e.g. Hamann, Schonberner 

& Heber 1982) are not valid and only unified model atmospheres will give the correct results. Such 

codes have not been released and so such ionisation ratios cannot be generated to fit the stars 

analysed here. However PKPB use an improved NLTE wind line formation code to determine the 

wind lines and ionisation ratios for O stars of masses 40, 60, 85 and 120 M©. For these stars they 

calculated wind line profiles, ionisation ratios, mass-loss rates and terminal velocities, at different 

stages of the stars evolution.

For the 6 O stars it is not possible to tie the nearest model used with those stars analysed 

here by looking at the usual stellar parameters (i.e. mass, temperature, luminosity) as these are 

only poorly known for the observed stars; large errors in the data in Table 5.1 are very likely. 

However the terminal velocity of the stars in this sample can be determined without the need for 

such stellar parameters. These can be compared with the theoretical values given by PKPB. The 

closest matches between theory and observation are given in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.8: Ionisation fractions for ions used in the O star analysis, taken from PKPB. Values 

greater than 1.00 are due to the slightly different number fractions used by PKPB and those given 

in Table 5.2. These values were reduced by 23% before application to Table 5.9.

Ion Model

Cl C3 C5 C6 Dl

cm <3.0 xlO_6 4.4 xlO-5 1.3 xlO-4 2.8 xlO~4 <3.0 xlO-6

CIV 1.6 xlO~3 0.95 0.88 1.15 0.001

NIV 0.013 1.15 1.14 1.23 0.14

NV 1.14 0.080 0.042 0.014 1.10

Si IV <2.5 xlO-5 1.5 xlO~4 2.8 xlO~4 5.0 xlO-4 <2.5 xlO~5

Due to the fact that there are only two theoretical models in the required mass range and 

that for the 40 M® star there is only one model published (a main sequence model, “DI”) means 

that the models given in Table 5.7 can only be approximations to the observed stars. Also in the 

sequence of 7 stars of 60 M® (“Cl” to “C7”) the terminal velocity does not decrease monotonically 

with increasing age but starts high (“C1”), falls (“C3”) and then rises again (“C4”) before falling 

away. Thus for a given terminal velocity two theoretical models may be applicable. In these cases 

(HD 37043 and HD 46150) the observationally determined luminosity classes were compared with 

the theoretical ones to determine the better option. For HD 46150 the “DI” model was preferred 

due to the high temperature and terminal velocity (model “01” may also be applicable). For ( 

Puppis only a rough approximation was available in the form of the “05” model. This model 

accounts for the star’s high mass and moderate terminal velocity and supergiant classification but 

predicts a radius twice that given by GL89.

Using the published ionisation ratios relative to hydrogen (PKPB) and the elemental abun

dances (Table 5.2) the ionisation fractions in the wind were determined for the models used. 

Table 5.8.

From these ionisation fractions the actual mass-loss rates can be determined. The fact 

that some ionisation fractions are greater than one is due to the different values of the elemental 

abundances given in PKPB and in Table 5.2. As PKPB do not give the abundances used we 

assume that the largest tabulated ionisation fraction (1.23 for NIV) actually correspond to full 

ionisation and furthermore that as well as the nitrogen ionisation fractions being 23% too high the 

carbon and silicon abundances are too high by the same factor. This correction is made to the 

ionisation fractions before calculating the mass-loss rates given in Table 5.9.

The mass-loss rates for all ions should be the same; however a number of complications 

confound the agreement. Firstly some lines have better fits and thus smaller errors than other 

lines. More importantly some lines (notably CIV) are saturated and thus only a minimum mass- 

loss rate can be determined (due to the lower limit placed on the optical depth) even when the
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Table 5.9: Mass-loss rates for the 6 O stars in log M ( M® yr_1). Where two figures are given the 

first is for the “Cl” model, the second for the “Dl” model. The final mass loss rates are echoed in 

Table 5.6

Star Ion

log M

Ion Final

HD 14947 CIV -8.1 -4.6 ±0.2

Si IV -4.6

HD 24912 CIV -8.5 +0.2-6.1 ±8.1

NIV -9.4

NV -6.1

HD 30614 CIV -8.3 A ° +0'3-4.8 -8.2

NV -6.8

Si IV -4.8

HD 37043 cm -5.7 -7.0 ±1.0

CIV -8.6

NV -6.7

HD 41650 CIV -5.6, -5.4 -5.6 ±0.1, -5.4 ±0.1

NIV -7.4, -8.4

NV -7.7, -7.7

C Puppis CIV -5.6 -5.8 ±0.5

NV -7.2

NIV -6.6

Si IV -3.6

ionisation fraction is known. Si IV appears to be the best line for determining mass loss rates for 

O stars as it has a good wind line profile but is not saturated. For stars with a Si IV wind line the 

final adopted mass-loss rate is that given by the Si IV ion. For those three stars that do not have 

a SiIV wind line profile other lines must be used with caution. For HD 46150 the CIV line gives 

the largest mass-loss rates; this line is only just saturated at the terminal velocity and thus should 

give a good mass-loss rate. For HD 37043 none of the three lines are saturated and thus all lines 

should give the same result to within the errors quoted. There appears to be nothing to choose 

between the three lines and thus a mean value of -7.0 has been quoted, with a large uncertainty. 

For HD 24912 the NV line gives the highest mass-loss rate. The CIV line is saturated and the 

NIV line has a very poor fit of the theoretical to the observed profile; thus the value from the N V 

line is used. For C Puppis the Si IV line is present but the fit is not excellent; the CIV line gives 

a much better fit although the theoretical profile has a greater optical depth then is indicated by 

the observed profile. The final mass-loss rate for this star is thus the mean values of the Si IV and 

CIV values with a correspondingly large uncertainty.
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5.5.2 Conclusions

The agreement between the theoretical results and those from SEILS appear to be reasonable 

although the difference in mass-loss rates is greater than the errors on them. There are a number 

of reasons for this. Firstly the errors given assume that the SEI method works exactly and that the 

errors are solely determined from the accuracy in which the sei method fits the observed profiles. 

Of course there will be errors in the sei method itself, in the assumed physics and especially the 

parameterisation of the optical depth and velocity laws. Secondly the poor agreement between the 

theoretical models and the observed stars means that direct comparisons of mass-loss rates is not 

applicable. Specifically most of the observed stars are of lower mass than the theoretical models; 

thus the mass-loss rates for the observed stars would be expected to be lower than predicted 

for the higher mass theoretical models. Additionally, these theoretical mass-loss rates may not be 

correct, may not be applicable to all stars and have (unknown) errors associated with them. Indeed 

Howarth & Prinja (1989) find that for a given luminosity a scatter of 1 dex in observed mass-loss 

rates are found. If this level of error is applicable in this study then the observed and theoretical 

mass-loss rates are in good agreement. There seems to be no systematic variation between the 

theoretical mass-loss rates of PKPB and those found in this study.

5.6 ( Puppis and HD 14947: A Comparison of Different

Studies.

Of the 6 stars used in this program two, HD14947 and HD66811 (£ Puppis) have been analysed 

by a number of workers, in addition to this study. The results from these studies are given in 

Table 5.10, although note that not all are truly independent and some use poor data or a priori 

assumptions that may not be valid.

Those methods that determine the mass-loss rate directly give consistent results in general. 

In general UV wind line analyses only provide the product of mass-loss rate and ionisation frac

tion reliably. Determination of an accurate ionisation fraction is not possible without the use of 

improved NLTE or unified model atmospheres. The ionisation fractions used from the models of 

PKPB can only be approximate for the actual stars under investigation here. However, mass-loss 

rates of log AT = —4.6 and -5.8 (M© yr-1) are obtained for HD 14947 and ( Puppis respectively. 

These results are a factor of 3 (0.5 dex) too high (HD 14947) or too low (£ Puppis). The associated 

errors on all the values in the table will amount to ±0.2 dex or more. However a number of these 

published results use poor data (e.g. Abbott, Bieging, Churchwell & Cassinelli 1980) or techniques 

that appear to be wrong (e.g. the “warm wind model” of Hamann, 1980) At best the actual errors 

on the published results will be substantially higher.
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Table 5.10: Mass loss determinations for HD14947 and C Puppis from the literature. The method 

of determination is indicated.
Technique log M Reference

HD14947 C Puppis

Ha -5.08 -5.04 (1)
Ha -5.04 -5.05 (2)
Ha -5.11 (3)
Ha -5.22 (4)
Ht -5.22 -5.30 (5)
IR -5.62 -5.46 (6)

Radio < -4.621 -5.46 (7)
UV > -5.24 > -5.7 (8)
uvt < -7.4 -7.8 (9)
UV1 -5.23 (10)
UV -5.5 -5.3 (11)
uv§ -5.4 (12)
UV -5.14 (13)

UV + NLTE < -4.6 -5.8 This study
n.af«r«aaMi (1): Conti tc From 1977. (3)t Klein if Camor 197*. (3)i Peppel 1994. (4)i OUon te Ebbett 19*1. (5): Hutching* 1976. (a): Barlow 
te Cohen 1977. (7): Abbott, Bteging, Churchwell te Casalnelti 1980. (8)i Qarmany, OUon, Conti te Van Steeuberg 1981. (9): Oroenewegen it 

Lamera 1989. (10); Hamann 1980. (11): Howarth it Prinja 1989. (13): Pula 1987. (13): Lamera it Morton 1976.

N'ol.s.

t To determine thia value an ecroneonaly high terminal velocity of 3500 km »“ 1 was naed (determined from low reaolutlon lUE apectra).

t Thete values are the product of the mata-loaa rate and the ionisation fraction of the Si IV line - the one that gives the highest value. 

Without knowledge of the ionisation fractions these values cannot be compared with the others in the table.

t The ionisation fractions used were determined from the incorrect 'warm wind model".

S Some a priori assumptions were made about the mas* loss so thia Is not a totally independent determination.

Ha, Hyi Mass loss determination from the measurement of the equivalent widths of Ha and Hy.

IH: From the measurement of infra-red excesses.

Radio: From radio emission.

UVi From the analysis of UV profiles using SBl or the co-moving frame method.

UV + NLTE: As above but using Ionisation fractions from improved KLTB wind line formation codes to determine actual masa-losa 

rate*.
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The results of this study have large associated errors as the mass-loss rates from the indi

vidual lines do not agree well with each other. Although there are good reasons for accepting one 

value over another, the errors in the final mass-loss rates from this study must amount to at least 

one dex. The use of the NLTE ionisation fractions can only be regarded as an approximation due 

to the differences between the NLTE stellar models parameters and those of the study sample.

A final agreement within a factor of three for the mass-loss rates can be regarded as very

good.

5.7 Parameter Variation with Temperature

One major unsolved problem in stellar wind analysis is whether the value of the gradient of the 

velocity law, P, is temperature dependent. Bertout, Leitherer, Stahl k. Wolf (1985) found from 

looking at mass-loss rates in the infra-red determined from the continuum flux that there is a 

variation with P with temperature and that P is greater for lower temperatures. GL89 could find 

no such variation in their analysis.

The results presented in this study, although consisting of only 6 points, do seem to indicate 

that Bertout et al. may be correct with a higher value of P being indicated for stars with lower 

effective temperatures. However this conclusion can only be tentative as the result relies on the 

high P of the coolest star; the only point that deviates significantly from P ~ 0.8. From the profiles 

in Figure 5.1, the results for this star (HD 36014) are seen to be fair, with a spread of P values in 

the individual fits (Appendix F). The presence of the blend in the CIV emission peak and the less 

than perfect fit for the Si IV emission peak also make the values of P uncertain for this star.

The apparent systematic shift of A/? = 0.5 between the values presented here and those 

of Bertout et al. for the higher temperature stars may not be significant due to the completely 

different methods of determining P (IR flux distribution and detailed UV wind line modelling). 

However with only a test sample of 6 stars it is not possible to conclude with any certainty; 

especially as p is a parameter that has large errors. Figure 5.2 shows the data of GL89 and 

Bertout et al. with the results of this study superimposed.
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Figure 5.2: The variation of ft with effective temperature for O stars. The results of Groenewegen 

k Lamers (1989) (open squares) and Bertout ei al. (1985) (open triangles) are shown with those

of this study superimposed (solid circles). Points with no error bars are upper limits.
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5.8 Summary

Results from a SEILS analysis of six O stars are very encouraging, in that the parameters determined

in this study lead to theoretical profiles which fit the observed profiles as well as those published 

previously.

From the fits performed for each star Vqq and Wg seem to be consistent in each individual 

fit while the values of P show more scatter. However the values of p obtained do seem to show 

tentative agreement with those values determined by Bertout et al. (1985) lending some support 

to these results and indicating that p may increase with decreasing temperature. Further studies 

need to be implemented to solve the problem conclusively.

The determined products of mass-loss rate and ionisation fraction are in good agreement 

with those published by GL89. Using ionisation fractions from accurate improved NLTE codes 

the actual mass-loss rates have been determined for the stars. These are in good agreement with 

previously published results.

The purpose of the O star study - to gain familiarity with the method and to test the results of 

GL89 - has been fully successful. The extensive testing and analysis undertaken gives good reason 

to believe that a wind line analysis of the EHe and sdO stars as well as the hydrogen-deficient 

binary v Sgr can be undertaken and the results given considerable weight.
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Chapter 6

The Winds of the Extreme 

Helium Stars

6.1 Introduction

Mass loss from O stars is well documented, but mass loss from the much smaller and less massive 

sdO stars has not been investigated in such depth. The EHe stars also show signs of mass loss 

but with much lower terminal velocities than the sdO stars. Accurate mass-loss rates (MLR) from 

these stars are necessary to determine how their future evolution will proceed and to determine 

the mechanism for the mass loss and whether their peculiar chemical composition and late stage 

of evolution affects the MLR.

The SEILS code was applied to all EHe stars that have high resolution IUE SWP spectra 

available for them. Of the 27 stars catalogued as EHe or possible EHe stars by Drilling & Hill (1986) 

there are 7 that are EHe stars or related objects (Landolt 1986) and have the required spectra 

available. The true EHe stars are HD 168476, HD 160641, BD 4-10° 2179 and BD -9“ 4395. The 

other 3 stars (BD 4-37® 442, BD 4-37® 1977 and BD +13® 3224) appear to be in some ways between 

the EHe stars and the related sdO stars. See Figure 1.1, page 3.

Little previous analysis has been done on the winds of the EHe stars; and none with the sei 

method. However three of these objects (HD 160641, BD -9® 4395 and BD 4-10° 2179) have already 

had their wind lines analysed with the co-moving frame method (Hamann, Schonberner k Heber 

1982, hereafter HSH). With this method the final results for the MLR still have errors of between 

30% and 100%. Their continuum determinations (especially in the case of BD -9® 4395) are open 

to question and so their final wind line parameters can also be questioned. Their final MLR appear
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Table 6.1: SWP IUE spectra for EHe stars.
Star Spectrum J.D.

(.2440000)
dd/mm/yy ddd/yy Type Ap. Exp.

(•««.)
ITFMAX

HD 164476 SWP5767 4066 11/07/79 192/79 OPHOT LAP 16160 19633

BD +10° 2179 SWP7675 4356 17/01/40 017/40 QPHOT LAP 6700

BD -9° 4395 SWP13426 4723 12/04/41 114/41 QPHOT LAP 39600
SWP30797 6903 17/04/47 107/47 QPHOT LAP 40400
SWP30404 6905 19/04/47 109/57 QPHOT LAP 39300

SWP30414 6906 20/04/47 110/47 QPHOT LAP 34100
SWP30414 6907 21/04/47 111/47 QPHOT LAP 35900

BD 4-13° 3224 SWP19441 5453 24/04/43 114/43 GPHOT LAP 21000
SWP19966 5466 12/05/43 133/43 QPHOT LAP 36000

HD 160641 SWP9742 4460 04/04/40 221/40 QPHOT LAP 14400
BD +37° 1977 SWP724«t 7439 24/11/49 332/49 QPHOT LAP 2643
BD +37° 442 SWP5764 4153 05/10/79 274/79 QPHOT LAP 3600

t SWP7348 would not re-extract bo the spectre extracted using lUESIPS, provided by the IUE project, was used.

to be invalid due to the use of the apparently incorrect “warm wind” model (Pauldrach, Kudritzki, 

Puls & Butler 1990).

It is appropriate to analyse the winds of all suitably observed EHe stars using the SEILS 

method, including the EHe/sdO stars BD +37° 1977 and BD +37°442 which have not been fully 

analysed before, and to compare the results with those from the co-moving frame method, which 

may be more appropriate for the low terminal velocity EHe stars where the Sobolev approxi

mation may break down. The results of Lamers, Cerruti-Sola & Perinotto (1987) indicate that 

the improved Sobolev method (incorporated in SEILS) give comparable results to those from the 

co-moving frame method for high terminal velocity stars. If the Sobolev method will also give 

comparable results for these lower terminal velocity stars then SEILS will be a powerful tool for the 

determination of MLR from all stars rather than just those with high terminal velocities.

6.2 The Data

The IUE spectra analysed are listed in Table 6.1 along with dates, exposure times and ancillary 

data. In all but one case the spectra were re-extracted using lUEDR (Rees & Giddings 1989) and 

Barker’s (1984) ripple correction method. Where a number of spectra were available these were 

co-added, with weights proportional to exposure time, to form a higher signal to noise template. 

The spectra were then corrected for the heliocentric radial velocities of the stars to bring all the 

stellar lines to their laboratory wavelengths. Radial velocity and other physical data for the stars 

are given in Table 6.2.

The spectra were normalised, correction for Lyman-a made if necessary and the data points 

selected. Photospheric line profiles were determined and an initial solution obtained using a stan

dard input file. Full details of the procedures for each individual star are given in Section 6.6, 

along with a discussion of the results.
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Table 6.2: Physical data for the hydrogen-deficient stars. The abundances are logarithms of mass 

fractions, which have been extracted from number fractions or values relative to the Sun, taken from 

the references. The luminosities, L, are relative to BD +13° 3224. Typical masses of 0.8 M© are 

assumed (Hamann, Schonberner & Heber 1982) for all stars to obtain the radii, R, and luminosities.

Star
Abundances

C N Si H He

HD 169476

BD +10° 2179
BD -9° 4395

BD +13° 3224
HD 160641
BD +37° 1977
BD +37° 442

-1.7<6)
-1.5(6)
-1.9(g)

-2.4(4)

-1.6
-1.6(")

-2.1(g)
-2.9(g)
-2.9(g)
-1.4(g)
-3.0(4)

-2.5
-2.5(i2)

-3.0(g)
-3.4(g)
-2.3(g)

-2.3(3)
-3.2(4)

<-4.4(6)

-3.7(g)
-4.0(g)
-1.3(g)

-0.1(g)
-0.1(g)
-0.1(g)
-0.1(g)

Star Rad. Vei. Teff iog 5 L R

( kms-1) (K) (cm s-1) (R@)

HD 169476 -172(“) 12400<i> 1.3(7) 9.5 33.0
BD +10° 2179 +155(8) 16900(4) 2.6(4) 1.6 7.4
BD -9° 4395 -59(4) 24000^) 2.4(G) 6.7 9.3
BD +13° 3224 +3IG 2901(JOG) 3.7(G) 1.0 2.1
HD 160641 +78(n) 35000(4) 3.5(4) 6.9 2.6
BD +37’ 1977 -59d) 50000(4) 4.0 37.0 1.5
BD +37° 442 - 94C) 60000(42) 4.0(42) 54.1 1.5

ltafarancoet (Unreferenced valnei are

(1)< Darina, Oiddlng. te WUaoa (1979). (3): Wolff, Pilachoweki te WoUtanctoft (1974). (3): JelUty, Heber tc Hilt (1996). (4): Hamann,

Schonberner te Habar (1993). (3): Jaffery te Haber (1993). (6): Hebar (1999). (7): Walker te Schonberner (1981). (9): Kiemoia (1*81).

(9)! Drilling k Heber (1999). (10): Jeffery k HUI (1999). (11): DrUling k Heber (1999). (13): Hnrfeid (1999).
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Table 6.3: Models used to determine the photospheric lines for the EHe stars. Where no model 

is given there was no model available and so estimates had to be used. The models are shown in 

the format “TttGggXxxyy” where tt is the effective temperature in thousands of Kelvin, gg is ten 

times the logarithm of the surface gravity (cgs) . xx is the percentage abundance of hydrogen and 

yy that of helium (by number). (Thus a model T24G40X0099 represents a star with an effective 

temperature of 24,OOOK, a logarithm of surface gravity 4.0 and a zero hydrogen abundance and 

99% helium by number.)

Star Model

HD 168476 T14G15X0099

BD +10“ 2179 T16G25X0099

BD -9“ 4395 T24G25X0099

BD +13“ 3224 T28G35X0099

HD 160641 T28G35X0099

BD +37“ 1977 Estimated

BD +37“ 442 Estimated

6.3 Photospheric Lines

The underlying photospheric lines for the stars were calculated from hydrogen-deficient model 

atmospheres (without line-blanketing) using the SPECTRUM line synthesis code together with the 

abundances given in Table 6.2. spectrum does not include all broadening mechanisms and so the 

synthetic line profiles are only an initial approximation.

The derived photospheric depths were retained, with the same depth being used for both 

components of a doublet. The widths were initially calculated with SPECTRUM using a rough 

estimate of the terminal velocity to obtain wphot • The widths obtained were then broadened by a 

factor of roughly three based on the experience with O star wind lines (Chapter 5) and comparison 

with Stark broadened line profiles calculated in HSH for BD -9° 4395 and HD 160641. These, 

non-Gaussian, profiles were then matched as far as possible with Gaussian photospheric profiles 

within SEILS. The final photospheric profiles adopted are shown in Table 6.4. The photospheric 

line parameters were used in part as free parameters to improve the fit, being adjusted as necessary 

and did not always correspond to those determined by spectrum and then broadened.

The model atmosphere used for each star was the closest model that was available at the 

time; given in Table 6.3. No models were available for BD +37“ 442 and BD +37“ 1977 as these 

stars are much hotter than the hottest model available and for such stars an LTE model atmosphere 

would not be appropriate (Kudritzki 1988) even though they are high gravity objects.
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6.4 The Line Profiles

Of the seven stars that fulfil the criteria for seils analysis two of them (HD 168476 and BD +13° 3224) 

do not show sufficiently large line profile asymmetries to allow wind line modelling given the uncer

tainty in the photospheric line profiles. If such small asymmetries are indicative of a low terminal 

velocity then the Sobolev approximation would break down and seils could not be used to model

these lines.

For HD 168476, despite being quite luminous, it is too cool (Teff = 12,400K) for resonance 

wind lines in the UV; none were found in an inspection of the spectrum. No modelling of this star 

was undertaken although in principle lower limits to the MLR could be determined if accurate 

Stark broadened photospheric line profiles were available.

6.5 The Models

From the analysis of the 6 O stars (Chapter 5) and from a discussion of the theory of wind lines 

as well as the mechanics of the numerical solution it is uncertain whether the /^-independent or /in

dependent optical depth laws should be used. The /3-dependent optical depth law was recommended 

by Groenewegen & Lamers (1989) from assumptions made about the behaviour of the ionisation 

fraction within the wind.

The results with the /3-independent optical depth law on O stars (Chapter 5) were very good 

indicating that the /3-independent form may be the more applicable. It also has the advantage that 

the parameters /3 and ag are fully independent of each other and this form of the optical depth 

law should be favoured from the stand point of a numerical solution.

Furthermore, there is the question of whether a fixed value of /3=1 will give similar results 

to those when /3 is allowed to be free. This is important to determine whether /3 ~ 1, as predicted 

by the Castor, Abbott & Klein (1975) wind line theory, is consistent with the observed wind line 

profiles.

When analysing the winds of the EHe stars both the /3-dependent and the /3-independent 

optical depth laws were used to enable comparisons to be made and to determine which law gives 

the most accurate results. Following these analyses the wind-line profiles were re-determined with 

(3 = 1 to allow further comparisons. Each analysis is discussed separately below.

The errors shown in the tables of initial line fit parameters are those errors generated by 

seils. The errors in the tables of final line fit parameters are a combination of the errors. For the 

three main parameters (/3, wg and vM) the errors determined by SEILS are modified by taking into
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account the spread of values between the different lines of a given star determined in the initial 

fits. For <*i and ag the errors from SEILS are used unless these are less than 0.5, in which case a 

value of 0.5 is given to take into account inherent uncertainties in the fitting (Section 4.5.5).

The same photospheric profiles were used in all the solutions and full discussions of all the 

results are given in Section 6.8. The parameters and profile fits for the initial fitting of the lines 

for all three analyses are grouped together in Appendix F.

6.5.1 The /—dependent optical depth law

The results from the initial fitting of the wind line profiles are given in Table F.2 with the profiles 

themselves in Figure F.2. The final results are in Table 6.4 and the final profiles are shown in
Figure 6.1.

6.5.2 The /—independent optical depth law

The initial and final fit parameters are tabulated in Tables F.3 and 6.5 respectively with the initial 

and final profiles shown in Figures F.3 and 6.2.

6.5.3 The /3 = 1 solution.

The initial and final results are tabulated in Tables F.4 and 6.6 respectively with the initial and 

final profiles shown in Figure F.4 and 6.3.
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Table 6.4: Final fits for the EHe stars, using the /0-dependent form of the optical depth law. Errors 

are in small type.
Star Ion 0 Uoo W «1 «2 Tb ••phot Wphot
BD +10° 2179 CIV 0.10 350 0.39 -0.3 -0.3 1.8 0.85 0.05

0.03 TO 0.03 0.5 0.5 0.33

BD -9° 4395 CII 1.0 400 0.40 9.4 6.4 2.6 1.29 0.30
0.4 50 O.l 3.0 3.0 1.0

CIV 1.0 400 0.40 2.9 0.1 11.2 1.62 0.30
0.4 100 0.3 3.0 0.3 4.0

Si IV 1.0 400 0.40 -1.0 0.1 23.1 1.09 0.60
+3.0 
—O.T 80 0.1 3.0 3.0 30

HD 160641 CII 3.5 600 0.2 1.7 8.9 5.5 1.40 0.05
0.3 300 0.02 1.0 3.0 1.0

CIV 3.5 600 0.2 1.6 -0.4 63 1.43 0.25
+2.0
-0.5 100 0.05 3.0 3.0 so

NV 3.5 600 0.2 3.5 0.6 1.0 0.07 0.30
+3.0
-o.s 300 0.05 0.5 0.5 0.5

Si IV 3.5 600 0.2 0,6 0.0 12.5 1.11 0.40
+4.0-0.5 150 0.05 0.5 3.0 5

BD +37° 1977 CIV 0.17 1930 0.06 2.7 5.6 143 1.0 0.10
0.03 300 0.01 10 10 100

NIV 0.17 1930 0.06 -1.9 -0.4 0.1 0.50 0.02
0.08 400 0.04 3.0 4.0

+0.3
-0 .05

NV 0.17 1930 0.06 1.0 3.7 51 1.0 0.12
0.03 300 0.03 3.0 2.0 40

BD +37° 442 CIV 1.0 2200 0.03 2.0 2.4 11.8 1.0 0.1
0.3 100

+0.30
-.0.03 0.5 0.5 3.0

NIV 1.0 2200 0.03 -0.9 3.0 0.4 0.60 0.01
0.8 400

+0.10
-0.01 4.0 5.0

+ 1.0 
— 0.3

NV 1.0 2200 0.03 0.4 1.4 2.0 2.0 0.1
0.8 400

+0.30
-0.03 3.0 3.0

+ 4.0 
-1.5
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Figure 6.1: Final profiles for the EHe stars using the /3-dependent optical depth law. The heavy

lines are the final profiles, the dotted lines the photospheric profiles.
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Figure 6.1: continued.
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Figure 6.1: continued.
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Table 6.5: Final fits for the EHe stars, using the /^-independent optical depth law. Errors are in 

small type.
Star Ion Voo <*1 Tb ■A-phot VJp/iot
BD +10° 2179 CIV 0.004 380 0.133 -1.1 -0.7 0.7 0.85 0.05

+0.030
-0.003 70 0.05 0.5 0.5 0.2

BD -9° 4395 CII 10.0 450 0.25 -1.0 -0.1 3.8 1.29 0.30
+ 7.0 -3.0 150 0.15 0.5 1.0 0.5

CIV 10.0 450 0.25 -0.8 -1.1 1.9 1.62 0.30
+7.0
-3.0 150 0.10 0.5 0.5 0.5

SiIV 10.0 450 0.25 -0.7 0.0 8.1 1.09 0.60
+7.0
-3.0 200 0.15 0.5 0.5 0.5

HD 160641 CII 4.0 480 0.35 -1.0 0.5 5.4 1.40 0.05
2.0 150 0.05 0.5 0.5 0.5

CIV 4.0 480 0.35 -3.7 -3.1 6.4 1.43 0.25
2.0 50 0.05 0.5 0.5 0.5

NV 4.0 480 0.35 -0.9 -1.0 0.3 0.07 0.30
2.0 100 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07

siiv 4.0 480 0.35 -2.0 -1.8 0.9 1.11 0.40
2.0 50 0.05 0.5 0.5 0.2

BD +37° 1977 CIV 0.10 1700 0.06 0.6 -0.5 10.9 1.00 0.10
0.02 200 0.01 2.4 1.0 26

NIV 0.10 1700 0.06 -1.3 -0.6 0.03 0.50 0.003
+0.30
-0.05 1000 0.02 0.5 0.5 0.00

NV 0.10 1700 0.06 0.7 0.1 67.4 1.00 0.12
0.02 500 0.04 3.0 1.1 150

BD 4-37° 442 CIV 1.0 2240 0.02 0.2 1.9 37.3 1.00 0.10
0.2 100 0.005 2.5 3.0

+ 30.0 
-15.0

NIV 1.0 2240 0.02 -0.7 5.2 0.3 0.60 0.002
0.1 300 0.005 1.3 5.0 0.03

NV 1.0 2240 0.02 0.0 1.2 2.6 2.00 0.10
O.l 100 0.10 3.5 1.7

+ 12.0 
-3.0
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Figure 6.2: Final profiles for the EHe stars using the /^-independent optical depth law. The heavy

lines are the final profiles, the dotted lines the photospheric profiles.
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Figure 6.2: continued.
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Figure 6.2: continued.
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Table 6.6: Final fits for the EHe stars, using the /3-independent optical depth law and /3 = 1 

Errors are in small type.
Star Ion P Uoo *2 tb ■Aphot Wphot
BD +10° 2179 CIV 1.0 190 0.105 -2.9 -1.8 8.4 0.85 0.05

10 0.01 0.5 0.5 1.4

BD -9° 4395 CII 1.0 320 0.30 -0.4 -0.2 7.7 1.29 0.30
30 0.1 0.5 0.5 3.7

CIV 1.0 320 0.30 0.9 -1.1 8.6 1.62 0.30
40 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.1

Si IV 1.0 320 0.30 -2.2 -1.4 37.1 1.09 0.60
60 0.1 1.0 0.3 37.0

HD 160641 CII 1.0 500 0.30 -0.8 1.9 7.4 1.40 0.05
300 0.3 0.5 5.0 0.5

CIV 1.0 500 0.30 0.7 -1.2 22.9 1.43 0.25
50 0.3 1.4 0.5

NV 1.0 500 0.30 2.4 -0.4 0.7 0.07 0.30
30 0.05 5.4 1.6 1.1

Si IV 1.0 500 0.30 1.4 -0.5 8.7 1.11 0.40
30 0.1 5.0 1.6 17.3

BD +37° 1977 CIV 1.0 1700 0.20 -1.0 0.1 25.0 1.00 0.10
300 0.1 1.0 1.8 36

NIV 1.0 1700 0.20 -2,0 -1.1 0.12 0.50 0.003
300 0.1 3.0 1.7 0.00

NV 1.0 1700 0.20 -0.5 -0.2 4.2 1.00 0.12
300 0.1 0.6 0.5 150

BD +37° 442 CIV 1.0 2300 0.010 1.6 2.8 23.7 1.00 0.100
30 0.003 13.0 5.1 300

NIV 1.0 2300 0.010 -1.1 4.6 0.4 0.60 0.002
300 0.010 6.7 47.3 3.3

NV 1.0 2300 0.010 -1.5 0.0 12.4 2.00 0.10
300 0.005 3.5 1.3 73
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Figure 6.3: Final profiles for the EHe stars using the /^-independent optical depth law with fixed

at 1.0. The heavy lines are the final profiles, the dotted lines the photospheric profiles.
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Figure 6.3: continued.
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6.6 Results

6.6.1 BD +10° 2179

Only CIV is present as a wind line profile in BD +10° 2179. A small emission peak may be

present depending on the adopted continuum level. Unusually, the CIV profile shows a true 

doublet structure indicating that Voo may be low or that most of the absorbing material is close 

to the star. A steep blue edge is noticeable along with a terminal dip at ~ 1546 A; the blue edge 

of this dip is not sharply inclined and may indicate a high turbulence. The line is not saturated. 

As only one line is available to model it is not possible to determine consensus values for the three 

main wind line parameters; thus they have large uncertainties associated with them.

6.6.1.1 /9-dependent optical depth law

Using the /?-ilepen<ie3nt optical depth law the initial fit for the line, using a standard input file, 

was poor (x2 — 2.131 2). A high /9 (1.25) and Uoo (760kms_1) were indicated along with a low 

turbulence (wg = 0.06).

As a check, the values published by HSH (/9 = 1.0, Wg = 0.15 and «oo = 400kms~i) were 

fixed and SEILS run to maximise the fit. The results were still poor (%1 = 1.5), but better than 

the original fiti.

The photospheric lines were increased in depth from those of spectrum (Aphot — 0.35) after 

comparison with those shown by HSH (Aphot — 0.85) but the fit did not improve when fixing the 

three main parameters at HSH’s values.

The deeper photospheric lines were then used for an all parameters free fit, using an input 

file with HSH’s results as starting values. A better fit (x* = 0.6) was obtained. /9 and Uoo were now 

small (0.05 and 290 kms”i respectively) and the turbulence was high (Wg = 0.41) The fit still looked 

poor however with the blue edge not fitted well (t. e. Uqo too small) and the lower absorption features 

not filled. The terminal velocity was increased to 350 km s“i, fixed, and the other parameters left 

free. This resulted in a slightly poorer fit (%2 = 0.8) but with the profile looking better than the 

others. This profile was adopted as the final profile but it must be recognised that with such a poor 

fit most of the parameters must be regarded as undefined. It should be noted that when using the 

parameterisation of Groenewegen & Lamers’ (1989) optical depth law it is possible to get results

1 These values of x* can only be compared to other values from the same line of the same star. Inter-line and 

inter-star comparisons are not valid.
2This highlights the fact that SEILS does not always And the very best solution but the best solution in the 

neighbourhood of the starting solution. Thus SEILS output was never taken as the answer before the profiles had 

been displayed and checked.
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three times better than using HSH’s parameters. The results still seem to be poorer than those 

obtained by HSH using the co-moving frame method.

6.6.1.2 /3-independent optical depth law

With the /3-independent optical depth law the fit was much better (x2 = 0.3) with a good fit to 

the blue and red edges and the central “peak” between the two absorption dips. However although 

the profile was good in these regions it did not fit the depth of the profile well; worse even than 

the /3-dependent results in this aspect even though better in the others.

6.6.1.3 /- = 1.0

A very poor fit with no parts of the observed profile being well fitted. The theoretical profile 

consists of 4 narrow discrete absorption profiles. Although the redward edge of the profile is well 

fitted the blue edge is not; the theoretical profile coming nowhere near the edge.

6.6.1.4 Conclusions

Both the /3-independent and the /3-dependent fits are of a similar “fair” quality. The /3=1.0 fit is 

very poor; it seems certain that /3 2 1 for this star. The best result is given by the /3-independent 

law, marginally.

6.6.2 BD -9° 4395

BD -9° 4395 has three lines that show mass loss. The CII line shows only absorption while the 

CIV line has a substantial emission peak. The Si IV line may have a small residual emission peak 

between the two absorption components.

6.6.2.1 /3-dependent optical depth law

Using the /3-dependent optical depth law, the initial fits with all parameters free gave a large 

scatter in /3 but with reasonable agreement for v and Wg. The latter two values were then fixed 

from the values determined from the CIV fit and seils re-run to determine the values of /3 for each 

line. The results were again poor. The fit to Si IV was just as good with /3 = 1. as it was with the 

determined value of 0.4. The same was true for CIV whether 1.0 was used or the determined value 

of 25. Thus /3 must be regarded as undefined for this star. After looking at the initial fits and
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those with vk and Wg fixed, /3 was fixed at 1.0 and 0 and Wg at 400 km s”1 and 0.4 respectively. 

The final fits are shown in Figure 6.1. The final profiles show good fits to the position and slope 

of the blue edge and are generally very good. A small, unobserved, emission peak is predicted for 

the CII doublet while the fit to the CIV emission peak is very poor indeed.

It should be noted that when fitting the Si IV profiles using narrow photospheric lines and 

a large turbulence the results are excellent, including the fitting of the shoulder absorption dips. 

This is shown in Figure 6.4. However narrow photospheric lines are not justified by comparison 

with those determined by HSH.

6.6.2.2 /^-independent optical depth law

The analysis with the ^-independent optical depth law gives a large scatter in (3 and vx. Final 

values for /9, and Wg were fixed at 10, 450 kms”i and 0.25 respectively with only the terminal 

velocity being regarded as secure. The resultant profiles are very similar to those determined with 

the /9-dependent optical depth law. Again the CIV emission peak is not fitted at all well and a 

small emission peak is predicted for the CII line. The Si IV line fit is slightly poorer than with the 

other optical depth law but still adequate.

6.6.2.3 (3 = 1.0

An excellent fit to the CII profile with reasonable fits to CIV and SiIV although the emission 

peak of CIV is not fitted well. The CIV line is saturated in this fit, which is not what is observed 

in the actual profile. The emission peak is fitted better as regards position, and of similar quality 

in intensity. The Si IV fit is good with the shoulder “humps” not fitted but getting a good fit to 

the redward edge of the red profile - something also achieved with the /9-independent law but not 

with the /^-dependent one.

6.6.2.4 Conclusions

All the profiles from the three methods are similar but the /^-independent law gives slightly better 

results, but the other two laws are not discounted.

6.6.3 HD 160641

For HD 160641 there are 4 lines that show wind line features. The N V doublet was not corrected 

for the Lyman-o contribution as the N V lines did not extend far enough towards La to be affected.
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Broadened photospheric lines from SPECTRUM were used initially.

6.6.3.1 /--dependent optical depth law

The initial results, using the /3-dependent optical depth law, were good for all 4 lines, although a 

large scatter was found in /3 and w^, with the terminal velocity around 800 km s"1.

The CIV profile is the most accurate and a set of profiles was run for all lines with the 

three main parameters fixed close to the CIV values (/? = 3.5, Voo = 800 km s"i and Wg ~ 0.14). 

The results were very good, especially for Si IV and N V although in the former case the redward 

part of the two absorptions were not filled completely. CII and CIV were adequate, but the CIV 

emission was not modelled well at all. The blue edges were all fitted well indicating that the 

terminal velocity and turbulent velocity were almost correct.

However, the photospheric lines were compared to those given by HSH and altered. The 

lines were re-analysed. These results are given in Table F.2. SiIV was fitted better as was CIV 

except the emission peak was too redward. NV converged on a slightly different (and worse) 

solution due to a slightly different input file, even though the photospheric lines were not changed. 

(The previous, better solution, is the one given in Table F.2.)

In an attempt to model the emission peak of the CIV doublet the value of /3 was reduced 

to 1, the terminal velocity to 600 km s“i and the turbulence to 0.12. The values were fixed and 

final profiles run. The CIV emission was fitted well, but the blue edge was too steep (increasing 

the turbulence had no effect). SiIV was modelled very well while CII and N V were poor. These 

results were adopted as the final results, and are given in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.1. However they 

are not very good, and it must be concluded that fitting HD 160641 using sei is not possible with 

great accuracy.

HSH’s results were also used (/3 = 0.5, v = 550kms"i and Wg — 0.18) but the fits were 

no better than found in the previous trial. HSH’s results when using the co-moving frame method 

were not very good, especially the fit to the blue edge of the CIV doublet. To model the CII 

doublet they had to fine tune their optical depth law (which is not possible in sei) and use a 

different turbulence to that used to fit the other lines. Also when a wind line was saturated they 

then ignored the underlying photospheric line; fine for the center of the line but grossly wrong for 

the wings of the photospheric line where the wind line is not saturated.

The final profiles are of variable quality. The CII doublet is very poorly fitted except for 

the small emission peak. The depth of the CIV line is well fitted and the emission peak, although 

slightly displaced, is well fitted. However the blue edge is only poorly fitted, especially in the slope. 

This is partly due to a line at 1543 A that distorts the blue edge. The N V profile is well fitted in
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all respects except that the sharp absorptions are slightly displaced to the blue. The Si IV doublet

is fitted excellently including the small emission peaks.

6.6.3.2 /9-independent optical depth law

Using the optical depth law the initial fits gave excellent agreement on the turbulent

velocity and good agreement on the terminal velocity. There was some scatter on the value of /9, 

but a high value was indicated. The final profiles were very good especially the Si IV doublet that 

was fitted as well as with the other optical depth law. The N V fit was much improved with the 

theoretical absorptions fitting the observed ones perfectly. Both the CII and CIV profiles were 

quite poor; the C,II being poorer than the previous fit and the CIV being slightly different, still 

poor, but with the emission peak fitted more accurately.

6.6.3.3 (9 = 1.0

Poor fits to the CII line where the structure of the observed profile is not matched by that of the 

theoretical one. However the emission peak is well fitted. The CIV fit is good, very similar in 

profile to the /9-independent result, while the N V and Si IV fits are almost perfect.

6.6.3.4 Conclusions

Good fits to SiIV and NV for all three methods; poorer fits to the other lines. No one method 

seems better than the others.

6.6.4 BD +37“ 1977

By removing the lowering of the continuum in the region of the N V doublet due to the absorption 

of La a neutral hydrogen column depth of log Nh = 20.3 ± 0.3 was determined although this value 

was not critical as the lowering of the continuum around N V was small.

The profiles of the photospheric lines for BD +37° 1977 had to be guessed. However the 

terminal velocity of the wind is so large that the photospheric profiles only affect a small region of 

the wind line profile and so the actual shape of the photospheric line is not crucial.
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6.6.4.1 /^-dependent optical depth law

Initial fits (given in Table F.2), using the /3-dependent optical depth law were quite good; especially 

for the CIV doublet. In all three cases (3 was very low, some agreement between the terminal 

velocities was found for NIV and N V however the quality of the CIV was so good that its values 

were fixed for the final solution. Slight adjustments to the photospheric lines were made before 

the final fits were run. The final results are given in Table 6.4 and shown in Figure 6.1. The final 

CIV profile was excellent with even the small emission peak being fitted exactly. The NIV line 

was mainly photospheric with only a small wind feature; this was not fitted well at all due to the 

low value of /3. The N V profile gave a good fit especially to the blue edge. The red edge and the 

emission peak were fitted well if not perfectly.

6.6.4.2 /3-independent optical depth law

Using the /3-independent optical depth law again a low value of (3 was found. The fits were very 

similar to those determined previously with an excellent fit to the CIV doublet. However both the 

NIV and N V fits were improved with this optical depth law. The improvement was only slight for 

the NIV singlet but was significant for the N V doublet, with an improvement in the fit to both 

the red edge and the emission peak.

6.6.4.3 /3 = 1.0

The CIV line has an excellent fit but the NV fit is poor. The blue edge is well fitted but the 

redward edge is not; possibly indicating that larger photospheric lines are required. The NIV line

is good considering the difficulties found in fitting singlet lines.

6.6.4.4 Conclusions

Similar quality of fits for all three methods, none being preferable over the others.

6.6.5 BD +37° 442

By removing the lowering of the continuum in the region of the N V doublet due to the absorption 

of L<a a neutral hydrogen column depth of log Nh = 20.5 ± 0.5 was determined.

The profiles of the photospheric lines for BD +37° 442 had to be guessed as no SPECTRUM 

model was available to model them. However the terminal velocity of the wind is so large that the
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photospheric profiles only affect a small region of the wind line profile and so the actual shape of 

the photospheric line is not crucial.

The profiles show quite a similarity to those of the other hot star, BD +37“ 1977 except 

there is a broad line at 1228 A which is not present in the other star. It appears to be far too broad 

to be an interstellar line and yet if it were a photospheric line it could be expected to be found in 

BD +37“ 1977. The logical conclusion is that it is part of the wind line profile3 . Similar, large, 

terminal dips have been found when modelling other stars {e.g. the Vo = 760kms"1 model of 

BD +10“ 2179 showed the same thing; the fit was discarded as the observed profile did not have 

such a dip.). However for this to occur in this star the wind line would have to extend to 1226 A 
which would imply a terminal velocity of 4000 km s"i or so. This is twice the value determined for 

the CIV doublet which gives an excellent fit to the blue edge.

6.6.5.1 /9-dependent optical depth law

With the /9-dependent optical depth law the initial fits were very good, especially for the CIV 

line. The NV solution did not fit the 1228A dip, even though the (high) terminal velocity of 

3000 km s“i was found. As the 1228 A dip was not fitted in the individual fits the 5 points which 

lie in the dip were weighted one tenth of that of the other points for the final fit. Here /9, Voo 

and Wg were taken from the initial CIV profile fit (t.e. 1.0, 2200kms“i and 0.03 respectively), as 

this fit was excellent. The final fits were very good; given in Table 6.4 and shown in Figure 6.1. 

The CIV line gives an excellent fit to the blue edge and only slightly overestimates the emission 

peak. Likewise the N V fit, always one of the poorer fits due to low signal and the removal of the 

Lyman-o contribution, gives a good final profile that well models the small emission peak. Due to 

the 1228 A dip most of the expected blue edge is not present. However the profile fits the lower 

part of the profile, and the blue edge, reasonably well. The fit to the NIV singlet is adequate given 

that most of the profile is photospheric in origin.

6.6.5.2 /9-independent optical depth law

With the /^independent optical depth law, the initial fit of the CIV line was again excellent, and 

with good agreement between the terminal velocities from the N V and CIV lines. Both N V and 

NIV indicated a value of /9 around 0.3 but the fits were not exceptional. The final values of the 

three major parameters were those found from the CIV line; the fit being so much better than 

the others. The final profiles for the CIV and NIV are almost identical to those found from the 

optical depth law. The N V profile has changed significantly with the emission peak

3Another possibility is that it is an error in the image due to microphonics. When the image was displayed there 

do appear to be some faults in the image at the short wavelength end, presumably due to microphonics or other 

problems. It was not possible to determine if any of these faults lay at 1228 A but it was certainly possible.
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being fitted better, but a poorer fit to the blue edge (with the 1228 A dip ignored). Overall the 

quality of the fits between the two optical depth laws is similar.

6.6.5.3 = 1.0

A good CIV fit with the emission peak only slightly overestimated by the theoretical profile. Both

N V and NIV are good.

6.6.5.4 Conclusions

As /3=1 is determined for both the /3-ii^<d^]p^i^^e:^it and /3-dependent laws and is a pre-requisite for 

the /?=1 solution it is not surprising that all the methods give a similar quality of fit.

Although the CIV profiles of both BD +37 stars are similar, and the fits equally good, the 

values of f3 determined are different with 1.0 in the case of BD +37“ 442 but 0.17 for BD +37“ 1377. 

This results in a good fit to the CIV emission peak in the case of BD +37“ 1377 but a slightly 

higher peak for BD +37“ 442. However lowering /3 for BD +37“ 442 results in an emission peak 

that is of a more appropriate height, but is displaced to the redward side significantly. Also the 

whole of the redward side of the absorption profile is fitted less accurately; although the fit could 

still be described as “good”.

6.6.6 Optical depth laws

From this study there is little to choose between the three optical depth laws under test except 

to say that for BD +10“2173 the /3=1 fit is very poor. The //Mndeependent optical depth law is 

favoured from numerical considerations.

6.7 Mass Loss Rates

Mass-loss rates were determined using the method given in Section 4.8 and equations 4.25 and 4.26. 

The results are given in Table 6.7 for the /3-dependent, and /3 = 1.0 optical depth
laws.

The MLR are determined at the w = 0.5 point and then formal errors determined by varying 

each parameter by the error given in the tables of final parameters (6.4, 6.5 and 6.6). In many cases 

these formal errors at the w = 0.5 point were smaller than the corresponding variation of the MLR
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Table 6.7: The product of ionisation and mass loss rates for the EHe stars compared with those 

of Hamann, Schonberner & Heber (1982). Results for the /3-dependent, /3-independent and (3—1 

optical depth laws are given, in log M@ yr“i. For the non-resonance lines (CII, NIV) the value 

given is the product of ionisation fraction, MLR and excitation fraction. An error of +? indicates 

the value is a lower limit. In any case the values are all lower limits to the true MLR.

Star Ion

SEILS HSH

/3-dep /3-indep 0=l HSH

BD+10“ 2179 CIV -10.5±o.2 •10.5t ± 2.0 •14.418:3 -11.4lo:3

BD -9“ 4395 CII -10.4-o!:2 •10.2+0.2 -lo.6t°:3 -10.6+0.5

CIV -10.9+0.2 •10.9+0.2 •11.6+0.9 -10.5+0.3

Si IV .9.9+81 . c+0.2•9.3-o.i -1O.9±o.o -9.9+0.5

HD 160641 CII -14.4±3.4 •10.5+0.2 -10.81o.7 -10.6+1.0

CIV •9.3+S1 -13.8±o.2 -10.8±?1 +7-9.7 -o.s

NV .10.6-U -11.2 to .2 -n.2i?1 -10.0+0.3

Si IV -9.2+88 -11.7+0.2 •uu+tl +7-9.4 -o.3

BD +37“ 1977 CIV .6.7±83 •8.9^5 •lotS:?

NIV -12.2±o4 -10.91(14

NV •9.718:3 -6.7±o:i -9.81o.3

BD +37“ 442 CIV •10.1+0.1 -10.0+0.2 -9.7i8:4

NIV -11.71o.4 •i2.2i8:8 •i2.3±?:8

NV -9. sU'.l •9.718:2 •Mioi
f Evaluated at w — 0.97, see text.

evaluated at to = 0.3 or w = 0.7. In these cases the final errors (shown in the tables) were taken 

from this variation of MLR around the w = 0.5 point. Alternatively an integral method could have 

been used to determine the mean MLR over a given range of velocity (Perinotto, Cerruti-Sola & 

Lamers 1989). The MLR are determined at a given velocity rather than at a given radius from the 

star as the velocity translates well onto the final profile in a way that looking at radial distance 

does not. is = 0.0 corresponds to the stellar surface and the red edge of the profile while ts = 1.0 

roughly corresponds to the blue edge of the profile (actually slightly redward of the blue edge as 

turbulence extends the blue edge). The fractional velocity w = 0.5 corresponds to the middle of 

the profile, and as most profiles are doublets the point w — 0.5 occurs twice in the profile, once for 

each component. Measuring the MLR at u; = 0.5 should, if the profiles are fitted well, give accurate 

values for the MLR. Plots of the optical depth laws (and thus MLR) are given in Figure 6.5 for 

both optical depth laws and for /9 fixed at 1.0.
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6.7.1 Individual lines

Although there is little to choose between the final theoretical profiles, the variation of optical 

depth with velocity is very different for the different optical depth laws. Very rarely do optical 

depths for a given line agree for both laws. Due to the parameterisation used, the values close 

to w = 0.0 and it = 1.0 are often unphysical, but the effect of turbulence will reduce this effect 

somewhat. The important part of the run of optical depth with velocity is from it = 0.2 to ti» = 0.8. 

Even ignoring these “edge effects” the match between the two optical depth laws for most lines is 

very poor. This lack of agreement leads to different MLR as shown in Table 6.7.

The results for BD+10“ 2173 agree well for the /3-mdependent and /3dependent laws but 

not for /3=1. The errors from the /3-mdependent optical depth law are huge due to the rapid fall-off 

of the optical depth with velocity. Due to the very low value of /3 determined for this star with 

the /3-mdee>endent optical depth law no values of mass loss can be determined at velocities below 

w = 0.34 as all these velocities correspond to the surface of the star where the MLR formula breaks 

down. The mass loss variation with velocity for both optical depth laws (shown in Figure 6.5) show 

a very similar trend; a rapid falling of the optical depth with increasing velocity. However there is 

a large velocity shift between them.

The BD -3“ 4335 results show very good agreement between the MLR of the two optical 

depth formulae. The run of optical depth with velocity for the 3 lines for all the optical depth 

formulae show fair agreement. The jd—l results systematically show slightly decreased mass loss 

rates.

For HD160641 the MLR from the three laws show little agreement although the run of 

optical depth with velocity show similar trends, at least in the important region around w = 0.5.

For BD +37“ 1377 the MLR do not agree well at all with a huge mass loss indicated from 

the N V line and a small value from the CIV line, with the /3-dependent, and /3=1, optical depth 

laws. With the /3-mdependent optical depth law the situation is reversed. The run of MLR with 

velocity shows some agreement in terms of the trends of the profiles.

BD +37“ 442 shows very good agreement with MLR between all three formulations and an 

exceptionally good agreement between the run of optical depth with velocity. However this is just 

what would be expected as with /3 = 1.0 in the /3-dependent optical depth law all formulations of

the optical depth law become equivalent.
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6.8 Discussion

The final profiles indicate that there is little to choose between the three optical depth laws as far 

as the quality of the theoretical fits to the observed data is concerned. However the ^-independent 

law is preferred on the basis of the good results obtained from modelling O star winds. Also the 

de-coupling of /? and «2 leads to more independent results for the final profiles and their associated

parameters.

Of the three main parameters, Vqq gives very good agreement, to within the quoted uncer

tainty, between the three optical depth laws for all stars.

For the /^-independent optical depth law there is a much greater spread in the final values 

of (3 between the stars. For the /^-dependent law the values of (3 range from 0.1 to 1.0 but for the 

law the spread is 0.004 to 10.0. The coupling of the velocity law to the optical depth 

law forces more moderate values of /9 (i.e. towards = 1.0). When the velocity and optical depth 

laws are de-coupled /9 can take more extreme values without directly affecting the optical depth 

law, and thus the profile. For the two stars that have /9 = 1.0 for the /3-dependent optical depth 

law it may be expected that very similar results would be obtained from both optical depth laws. 

This is the case with BD +37“ 442 where excellent agreement is achieved for all of the parameters 

of all the lines with the exception of Tb for the CIV line. Even here the uncertainty on Tb is 

large enough to overlap the value determined from the /9-independent solution. For HD 160641 

very different values for all parameters are determined from both optical depth laws even though 

a final value of /9 = 1.0 was found for the /9-dependent law. This discrepancy is due to the way 

the parameters for the final fit are selected. Each line has its parameters determined individually, 

resulting in 0 1.0 for most lines. A compromise between the values of the parameters for all the

lines in a given star is then found, fixing values of 3 and Voo and Wg. Thus the final values of Wg 

and Voo used are a compromise of values that were determined from individual line fits that did not 

have, in most cases, 3 — 1.0. If /9 were fixed at 1.0 and then individual solutions determined for 

Voo and Wg and compromise values fixed and then solutions determined for the other parameters 

the discrepancy would then disappear. This subtle effect, plus the similarity of the final profiles,

indicates that the /^dependent optical depth law probably should not be used.

Wg shows substantial variation between the same stars using the two optical depth laws. 

This parameter has little overall effect on the shape of the final profile except for a small change in 

the determined terminal velocity and the slope of the blue edge of the profile. Apart from insofar as 

it affects the other parameters in the fit Wg is not involved in the determination of MLR. Being the 

hardest parameter to determine, its relative unimportance, and since the values of vm give good 

agreement between the two optical depth laws even when Wg varies significantly, this parameter 

can be regarded as essentially undefined. Profile fitting is not a good method of determining Wg. 

Except for obviously extreme cases it appears that Wg could be fixed between ~ 60 — 200 kms~i
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Table 6.8: A comparison, for the EHe stars, of the results from seils and the co-moving frame 

method (from Hamann, Schonberner & Heber 1382). Three values are given in the SEILS column 

the lefthand number is for the /3-dependent law, the centre for the /3-mdependent and the righthand 

one for the /3=1 optical depth law. To allow direct comparison the turbulent velocity is given in 

kms_1 (vg = Wg X Uqo)* For BD+10“2173 the j3=l results are not given as the fit was so poor.
Stax Voo 0 ~9

Mil* HSH Mil* HSH sell* HSH

BD +10° 3179 350 360 - 400 0.1 0.004 - 1.0 140 50 - 60

BD -9° 4395 400 450 330 600 1.0 10.0 1.0 “Tailox.d" 160 110 100 60
HD 160641 600 460 500 550 1.0 4.0 1.0 0.5 70 170 150 60-100

without a noticeable degradation of accuracy.

The results from seils agree reasonably well with those from the co-moving frame analysis 

(Hamann, Schonberner & Heber 1382); a comparison of resulting parameters is given in Table 6.8, 

with the comparison of MLR in Table 6.7.

The final profiles of HSH are slightly better then those from SEILS. For BD +10“ 2173 the 

co-moving profiles fit the full depth of the absorption troughs while the SEILS profile does not get 

the correct depth. For BD -3“ 4335 the seils profiles give a much better fit to the observations for 

the CII line, a slightly poorer fit for the Si IV line and a substantially worse fit for the CIV line 

where seils fmls to fit the observed emission peak at all, although the rest of the profile is a good 

fit to observations. To obtain such good results HSH used a “tailored” velocity field rather than 

using the power law field. This was not possible with seils. However the results seem comparable 

for the two stars that didn’t use the tailored velocity field. For HD 160641 neither seils nor the co

moving frame method fit the CII profile well; both are unable to match the depth of the observed 

profile. For the CIV line both fits are also quite poor with neither seils nor the co-moving frame 

method fitting the blue edge well, due possibly to the presence of a strong blending line. The N V 

and Si IV doublets are almost identical in both methods, the fits being very good.

As far as the determined products of MLR and ionisation fractions are concerned the agree

ments between the co-moving frame method and seils are very good. Interestingly the agreement 

appears better for the /3-dependent optical depth law where the differences are smaller and 5 out 

of the 8 lines agree to within the uncertainty limits. For the optical depth law the

differences are larger, but so are the uncertainties. Here there is agreement within uncertainty 

bounds for four out of eight lines. For BD +10“ 2173 and BD -3“ 4335 the differences in minimum 

MLR between the two optical depth laws are minor. For HD 160641 the differences are substantial; 

a difference of 5.2 dex in the minimum MLR from the CIV line is the most extreme example. With 

the /3-dependent optical depth law, the CIV and Si IV lines give consistent results of about 1 dex 

higher MLR than the co-moving frame results. For the /3-mdependent law the minimum MLR are 

between 2 and 4 dex lower than the co-moving frame values. The /3=1.0 solutions had MLR that 

were about 1 dex from the HSH results and were the poorest of the three methods on this criteria.
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For all methods the fit of theoretical to observed profiles was fairly good; this seems to show that 

for final profiles, as far as MLR are concerned, the solutions may be non-singular.

For the two sdO stars in this study there has been little previous wind line analysis. A 

lower limit to the MLR for these stars was determined by Darius, Giddings & Wilson (1979) of 

6 x 10“® M@yr“i. However this MLR can only be a poor reflection of the true value as only 

a single line was used for the mass loss determination; photospheric lines and turbulence were 

ignored. Radiative coupling between the two components was also ignored and solar abundances 

were assumed. The seils results show that the MLR for these two stars are very high, with some 

agreement between the optical depth laws. The CIV profiles, especially, are very good for both 

stars; the NV results are poorer and the NIV profiles bear little resemblance to the observed 

profiles. From the CIV lines and the /3-independent optical depth law the determined product of 

MLR and ionisation fraction are given in Table 6.9. The errors given for BD +37 1977 are larger 

than given in Table 6.7 due to the discrepancy between the results from the three optical depth 

laws.

No NLTE ionisation fractions are available to determine the true MLR from these stars and 

the “warm wind” model invoked by HSH to determine the minimum ionisation fractions has been 

shown to be unjustified (e.g. Kudritzki 1988).

Similarly the use of other techniques to determine the ionisation balance will also give 

results that cannot be trusted. These include a simple LTE Saha treatment, the use of radiative 

and dielectric recombination together with photoionisation and collisional ionisation for either the 

optically thin approximation (e.g. Hamann 1980, 1981, Lamers & Morton 1976, Abbott & Lucy 

1985) or the optically thick approximation (e.g. Abbott 1982, Pauldrach, Puls & Kudritzki 1986, 

Kudritzki, Pauldrach tc. Puls 1987). A number of authors have tabulated ionisation fractions 

against temperature using the ionisation and recombination processes listed above (e.g. Shull & 

Van Steenberg 1982, Arnauld & Rothenflug 1985), however they all assume a low density where 

the density-dependent effects are small (t.e. ne < lOucm“3) (Jordan 1969). Use of these tables 

is also not justified as the ionisation fractions depart very significantly from the standard LTE or 

NLTE ratios and yet do not require a super-heated wind.

Only the product of MLR and ionisation fraction can be determined from this study; the 

final adopted values taken from the CIV and SiIV minimum MLR are given in Table 6.9.

From the study of O stars in the previous Chapter the ionisation fraction of CIV for stars 

with an effective temperature of 30,000 to 40,000 K was about 1.0 for the models used. For the sdO 

stars with temperatures closer to 60,000 K the ionisation fraction of CIV would be substantially 

less than 1.0. Similarly for the much cooler EHe stars the ionisation fraction of CIV will also be 

much smaller. Complications arise from the different chemical compositions of the stars in this 

study and the O stars for which the ionisation fractions are published. Because the sdO stars are
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Table 6.9: Minimum mass-loss rates (mass-loss rate times ionisation fraction) for the EHe stars. 
The /3-mdependent results are quoted here with errors that take into account the spread of results 

between the three optical depth laws.

Star log M q Error

BD +10“ 2179 -10.5 ±2.0

BD -9“ 4395 -10.0 ±1.0

HD 160641 -11.0 ±1.5

BD +37“ 1977 -9.0 ±2.0

BD +37“ 442 -10.0 ±1.0

so much hotter than the O stars the ionisation fraction of CIV is likely to be low, say 0.001 or less 

as the “Al” model of Pauldrach, Kudritzki, Puls & Butler (1990) (120 M©, Te// = 51,000K) has 

a CIV ionisation fraction of 0.001.

Similarly it may be expected that the EHe stars will have ionisation fractions of the same 

order. Thus it seems likely that the true MLR of the EHe and sdO stars analysed in this study 

have MLR of some 2 or 3 dex greater than those given in Table 6.9. This would give MLR for all 

the stars of about 10“® M@ yr-1.
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Figure 6.4: The Si IV line of BD -9° 4395 showing a very good fit to the profile, including the 

two “shoulder” absorptions. Narrow photospheric lines were used {wphot = 0.11) together with a 

large turbulence {wg = 0.81), The values for /?, vand a2 were 0.99, 280kmss-, -1.2 and -0.6 
respectively. The /1-<depen<deiit optical depth law was used.
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Figure 6.5: The variation of the product of mass-loss rate and ionisation fraction with velocity for

the /3-lndependent (heavy line) and /3-dee.peident (light line) optical depth laws together with the 

/) = 1.0 analysis (dotted line).
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6.9 Summary

The improved Sobolev method in the form of SEILS has been used to model the wind lines of the 

three EHe stars that show substantial mass loss and of two stars hydrogen-deficient sdO stars.

Three optical depth laws were used; all giving approximately equivalent results, with BD +10°2179 

being shown to have a value of (3, the gradient of the velocity law, substantially less than one. For 

the other stars the results are consistent with the CAK luminosity driven wind theory.

Minimum MLR are determined from the wind line profiles and an indication of true MLR 

are obtained by adopting approximate improved NLTE ionisation fractions. The minimum MLR 

and profiles agree well with the results from the co-moving frame method.

The hydrogen-deficient sdO stars have high MLR of ~ 10“®M© yr"1, as may be expected 

from luminous stars with high terminal velocities and deep absorption profiles. The EHe stars show 

a similar MLR, despite much lower terminal velocities.

The results presented here represent the most accurate determinations of MLR for the EHe 

stars available and the only thorough results for the two hydrogen-deficient sdO stars, BD +ST1977 

and BD +ST 442.
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Chapter 7

Stellar Winds and Mass Loss 

from the v Sgr System

7.1 Introduction

v Sgr shows many signs of mass loss in the U V; the most notable being the resonance lines of CIV, 

Si IV and N V, which show strong wind profiles, and the non-resonance lines of Si III, CII, C III 

and others (Parthasarathy, Cornachin & Hack 1986).

Violet-shifted Ha absorptions documented by Nariai (1967) when the secondary is in front 

of the primary indicate that a jet of material is passing from the primary towards the secondary, 

through the Inner Lagrangian point, Li. This indicates a jet of material leaving the system while 

the IR excess (Chapter 8 and e.g. Lee & Nariai 1967; Woolf 1973; Humphreys & Ney 1974a,b) and 

the fact that the primary is a supergiant filling its Roche Lobe also indicate that there is radial 

outflow of mass from the system, driven by the primary.

Modelling of these wind lines has not been undertaken before and is complicated by the 

binary nature of the system. However from the lack of observed period changes in the orbit an 

upper limit of 1.9 x 10~5 M©yr-1 was determined (Chapter 2). This result only determines the 

upper limits for mass-loss rate (MLR) while a detailed analysis of the individual wind line profiles 

of v Sgr should allow the determination of the MLR with much greater accuracy; thus helping 

to answer the crucial question on the future evolution of the system - whether v Sgr can avoid 

becoming a Type Ib supernova.

Some work on binary star winds has been done by Drew and co-workers (Drew 1986, 1987; 

Drew, Hoare & Woods 1991). Their work details mass loss within a cataclysmic binary system,
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consisting of a supergiant primary, a white dwarf secondary and a hot accretion disc. Although 

the model has some refinements, such as deviations from spherical outflow and flux infilling by 

the UV from the disk, it is still a crude model by the standards of SEILS. No account is made 

of photospheric lines, radiative coupling or turbulence. A linear velocity law is used where the 

velocity is proportional to the distance from the star, seils appears to be the best available code 

for modelling the wind lines of v Sgr.

Chiosi k Maeder (1986) provide an overview of mass loss from an observational viewpoint 

and Kudritzki (1988) from a theoretical one.

7.2 Description off the UV Wind Profiles

7.2.1 Phase dependency

One of the most significant assumptions when modelling winds with seils is that of spherical 

symmetry. This does not hold exactly for v Sgr due to the binary nature of the system; shown in 

Figure 7.1 are the wind line profiles for the CIV and SiIV doublets at 5 different phases (upper 

diagrams) while the lower diagrams shows two such profiles taken one day apart. The spectra show 

some degree of variability (or, possibly, noise - the major areas are highlighted) but mainly in the 

spectral lines that do not show wind profiles. There does not appear to be any phase dependent 

variability of the wind line profiles themselves except that the blue edge of the phase 0.331 seems 

to show a blueward shift relative to the others but only in the CIV profiles. The shape of the 

profiles appear remarkably constant over all phases with the blue edge being at an almost constant 

velocity.

To a reasonable approximation it appears that the main wind forming region is phase inde

pendent.

7.2.2 The summed profile

Due to the phase-independence of the resonance wind lines the merged spectrum consisting of the 

16 available IUE SWP frames was used to obtain the profiles that were to be fitted with SEILS. (See 

Chapter 2 for details of the lUE spectra.) As the mass flow might be expected to originate from the 

primary and the ionising radiation from the secondary the template sharpened on the interstellar 

lines was used. The small (< lOkms” 1) correction for the systemic velocity was ignored.

iPhase 0.25 is the secondary in front of the primary and phase 0.0 the maximum approaching velocity of the 

secondary.
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Figure 7.1; Upper - the variation of the CIV (left) and SiIV (right) profiles of v Sgr with phase. 

Lower - the variations of the profiles over the space of less than 1 day. Phases are marked on the

right hand side; areas of marked variability are also indicated.
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The 6 most prominent wind line profiles are shown in Figure 7.2. The most notable feature 

of the doublet line profiles is the lack of an emission peak, especially in the CIV profile where one 

might be expected. Parthasarathy et al. dismiss the lack of the emission peak by reduction due 

to underlying photospheric Fe III and PII lines. However calculations using model atmospheres 

show that these lines are weak and could not remove a sizeable emission peak, which in any case 

should be visible as the continuum level is set to the average level after the lowering by weak lines 

is accounted for. It appears that the lack of an emission peak is a definite attribute of the CIV, 

and other, wind profiles in v Sgr.

7.3 Interstellar Extinction and Lyman a Correction

Removal of the Lyman-a contribution is required to determine the correct profiles of the N V and 

Si III lines before modelling. To determine this the column density is required; using the technique 

given in Chapter 4 a value of log Nh — 21.0 ± 0.3 was determined.

Using flux-calibrated low resolution IUE data obtained from the Uniform Low Dispersion 

Archive (ULDA) and using Seaton’s UV de-reddening law (1979) the 2200 A feature was removed 

and a value for the extinction of Eb_v = 0.20 ± 0.05 determined. The large error is due to the 

fact that in v Sgr the continuum around 2200 A is not smooth; containing many lines and blends. 

The ULDA data for v Sgr is given in Table 7.1 while the de-reddened spectra for various values 

of Eb-v are shown in Figure 7.3. This value for the extinction has been independently confirmed 

by the modelling of the flux distribution of the primary component given in Chapter 8.

From the extinction-column density relationship of Bohlin, Savage & Drake (1978)

Eb-v
Nh

4.8 x 1021 (7-1)

the column density gives rise to an extinction of 2Fb-v) = 0.17ioio7, giving confirmation within a 

wide margin of uncertainty. These results are higher than the previous estimates of Schonberner 

& Drilling (1984) (0.10), Rao k Venugopal (1985) (0.00 to 0.12) and Parthasarathy et al. (0.12 

to 0.20).

The NV and Si III profiles were corrected using log Nh = 21.0, although the NV profile 

was hardly affected due to the low terminal velocity of the wind.

7.4 Photospheric lines

It was expected that the mass outflow from the system would come from the primary as stellar 

winds are luminosity driven. The UV radiation would also mainly come from the primary; an
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Figure 7.3; Extinction correction for v Sgr. IUE ULDA spectra are shown after de-reddening with 

the values of Eg_y indicated. The fluxes are in units of ergs cm-2 s_1 A"1. The spectrum used is 

that of SWP8297 merged with LWR7245. The data have been smoothed for clarity; an extinction

of Eb_v = 0.20 ± 0.05 gives the best removal of the 2200- A feature.
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Table 7.1: The low dispersion data available for v Sgr. The phase is determined from the ephemeris 

given in Dudley & Jeffery (1990) and Chapter 2, p.36. Only the spectra taken through the large 

(LAP) aperture are accurately flux calibrated, and thus useful for this study. An asterisk indicates 

that a spectrum was unuseable; usually due to many bad data points within the spectrum.

Spectrum Aperture Date J.D.

(-2440000)

Exposure

(seconds)

Phase

SWP26090* L 04/06/85 6221 600 0.71

SWP 1554* L 15/05/78 3644 11.8 0.03

SWP5784 S 13/07/79 4068 24.9 0.10

SWP5784 L 13/07/79 4068 27.7 0.10

SWP8297 L 19/03/80 4318 11.7 0.92

SWP8298 L 19/03/80 4318 60.0 0.92

SWP9109 L 25/05/80 4385 26.5 0.40

LWR5028* L 13/07/79 4068 25.7 0.10

LWR.5028 S 13/07/79 4068 8.5 0.10

LWR7243* L 19/03/80 4318 140 0.92

LWR7244* L 19/03/80 4318 58.8 0.92

LWR7245 L 19/03/80 4318 12.0 0.92

LWR7848 L 25/05/80 4385 8.5 0.40

expectation reinforced by the determination of a high UV luminosity ratio (primary/secondary) 

from the CCF analysis (Chapter 2) and the analysis of the primary flux distribution (Chapter 8).

This being the case there will be no underlying photospheric profiles as the primary is cool 

(<- 11, 8OOK, Chapters 8 and 11). However photospheric line profiles do appear strongly in the 

deconvolved secondary spectrum (Chapter 2) and indicate that the secondary may have a role 

in driving the wind. If the secondary is a normal 5 M@ B star then its effective temperature of 

~ 18, OOOOK. A secondary temperature of 24,000K was assumed for the purposes of photospheric 

line determination with, possibly, the high temperature due to infalling material. Secondary pho

tospheric profiles were determined with spectrum and a T24G40X0099 model. The widths of 

these profiles were then modified after comparison with Stark broadened profiles for BD -9° 4395 

(Hamann, Schonberner & Heber 1982). With a surface gravity of log g = 2.4, BD -9° 4395 will 

have sharper lines than that for the secondary of v Sgr and thus the published line widths for 

BD -9° 4395 provide lower limits to the line widths of the secondary component.

The assumed abundances (logarithm of number fractions) and the line parameters are given 

in Table 7.2. As usual, for a doublet both lines are assigned the same profile.
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Table 7.2: Abundances (log of mass fractions) and photospheric line parameters for v Sgr. The 

line parameters were calculated with a T24G40X0099 SPECTRUM model and a terminal velocity of 

600 kms"1 was assumed for the determination of the widths. The values given for Wphot are those 

after modification (see text) while those for Aphot are those determined by spectrum alone.

Ion Wavelength

(A)
Element

Abundance
Aphot

(spectrum)
Wphot

CII 1335.70 -2.7 1.85 0.20

cmi 1175.67 1.08 0.15

CIV 1548.19 1.54 0.20

Si iii 1206.51 -3.9 1.08 0.25

si iv 1393.76 1.78 0.35

NV 1238.81 -2.9 0.00 0.00

7.5 The Single Star Approximation

It was possible that the winds of v Sgr could be modelled satisfactorily as a single star in the 

usual way. The primary drives the wind so it would be expected that the velocity law determined 

would be that of the primary. However it is not clear whether any photospheric lines should be 

used. The primary, which still contributes most of the flux in the UV region will have none of the 

photospheric lines being investigated as it is too cool. The secondary will have the lines but there 

is the possibility that they would be infilled by the flux from the primary. Thus the wind lines of 

v Sgr were first modelled by seils with no photospheric lines - the single A star approximation. 

Both forms of the optical depth law were used. The results are given in Table 7.3 and shown for 

the /1-independent optical depth law in Figure 7.4.

The results for the A star approximation are quite poor in the case of all the lines except, 

perhaps, the CII doublet. The blue edges of the CII, N V and Si IV lines are fitted very well but 

with terminal velocities between 490 and 730kms"i and turbulent velocities of ~ 0.25 Uqo- For 

all the lines, except C III and N V, the calculated absorption does not fit the observed absorption, 

this being most notable in the two silicon lines. The most obvious result is that the gradient of 

the velocity law, /3, is strongly clustered about zero. While the largest value is 0.7, 11 out of the 

12 fits have 0 less than 0.052.

To determine whether the assumption that the secondary photospheric profiles were infilled 

by the primary flux the wind lines of v Sgr were also modelled as a single B star using the 

photospheric lines determined above. The results given in Table 7.4 and are shown for the 0- 

independent optical depth law in Figure 7.5.

The results were better, in some cases, but with the lower parts of the profiles not being
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Table 7.3: The wind line profile results of modelling the v Sgr system as a single A star. Shown 

are the results obtained when the ~ term was (upper) and was not (lower) included in the optical 

depth law. No photospheric lines were used. The values shown are those determined from using 

SEILS on each line individually.

Ion 0 Voo #1 «2 Tb

CII 0.008 520 0.30 0.4 0.1 6.0

cm 0.007 490 0.73 -1.8 0.0 0.7

CIV 0.004 770 0.35 0.2 0.4 8.0

Si III 0.023 940 0.19 -1.9 11.1 74.2

Si IV 0.052 730 0.28 -2.4 -1.1 3.2

NV 0.002 490 0.24 -1.3 - 0.8 12.0

CII 0.025 540 0.12 -0.7 -0.4 7.4

cm 0.001 290 0.52 -1.3 0.7 4.5

CIV 0.008 580 0.24 -0.5 - 0.6 3.3

Silll 0.721 430 0.28 - 2.6 - 2.8 0.2

Si IV 0.001 600 0.27 -2.9 -1.6 9.9

NV 0.024 540 0.19 - 2.2 -1.4 16.3

Table 7.4: The wind line profile results of modelling the v Sgr system as a single E star. Shown 

are the results obtained when the j term was (upper) and was not (lower) included in the optical 

depth law. The values shown are those determined from using SEILS on each line individually.

Ion 0 VoQ ai »2 Tb Aphot "Vphot

CII 0.719 310 1.11 1.3 0.2 2.6 1.85 0.20

cm 0.003 490 0.49 -3.5 0.5 5.2 1.08 0.15

CIV 0.130 730 0.25 - 0.2 18.0 62.9 1.54 0.20

Sim 0.001 430 0.27 -0.6 -0.7 143.3 1.08 0.25

Si IV 0.051 720 0.13 - 0.2 - 0.1 4.8 1.78 0.35

NV 0.007 520 0.23 -1.6 - 0.8 26.8 0.00 0.00

CII 0.659 520 0.34 -0.3 - 0.6 0.6 1.85 0.20

cm 0.005 580 0.14 -0.8 -0.5 2.9 1.08 0.15

CIV 0.004 610 0.20 -0.2 -0.5 2.9 1.54 0.20

Si III 1.572 590 0.15 -1.8 -1.3 2.8 1.08 0.25

Si IV 0.992 600 0.30 -3.5 -2.0 6.4 1.78 0.35

NV 0.024 540 0.19 - 2.2 -1.4 16.3 0.00 0.00
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Figure 7.4: The wind line profiles of v Sgr treated as a single A star. Shown are the profiles 

determined with the /^-independent optical depth law. Dotted lines are photospheric profiles. 

Different values of /?, wg and Voo are used for each line (see Table 7.3).
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Figure 7.5: The wind line profiles of v Sgr treated as a single B star. Shown are the profiles 

determined with the /3-mdependent optical depth law. Dotted lines are photospheric profiles.

Different values of /3, Wg and t»oo are used for each line (see Table 7.4).
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filled by the theoretical profiles. Increasing the optical depth only worsened the fit; the profile did 

not get significantly deeper and the fit to the blue edge became poorer. This was especially true of 

the Si IV line, the fit being similar to those found for the A star approximation and indicate that 

the inclusion of photospheric line in these cases had no effect. (Indeed the parameters determined 

from both approximations are very close with the exception that the turbulences from the B star 

approximation were half that from the A star approximation.) The N V line had no photospheric 

component in either approximation and still the fit was quite poor2.

Again, significantly, the values for /? were generally low but with a number of exceptions, 

these being the poorer singlet lines (especially CII). The SiIV with the /?-independent optical 

depth law and CIV with the /^-dependent optical depth law had /3 greater than 0.1. As for the A 

star approximation the spread of values for the terminal and turbulent velocities was large.

The CII line appears to show that the photospheric lines of the secondary are visible and 

are not infilled by the flux from the primary; however this is not so obvious in the other lines.

The fits from the B star approximation are better than those from the A star approximation; 

most of the line fits being fairly good; the only exceptions being N V and Si IV. However the fits 

shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5 have different sets of parameters for each line. The results do show 

that for each line individually it is possible to get better fits with the B star approximation than 

the A star approximation.

A final fit, by fixing /?, wg and Uqo, was not attempted as a value of f3 — 0 would be the most 

appropriate. However, using /3 = 0 and the published form of the optical depth law (Equation 4.4) 

the velocity of the wind at all distances would be the terminal velocity (c./. Equation 4.3). Then 

the optical depth is just given by a constant and cti and <>2 are redundant. This final solution 

would have little meaning for a single B star, but does provide a pointer to the plausability of 

other models, discussed later.

These results seem to indicate that the v Sgr system cannot be modelled satisfactorily as a 

single star of either spectral type A or B. However they do strongly indicate that a large part of 

the wind has constant velocity (/3 = 0) and, as slightly better fits are determined with the B star 

approximation than the A star approximation, there may be some photospheric line contribution 

to the observed profiles.

3The small differences in the parameter values for the A and B star approximations, in the /3-dependent case, is 

due to the slightly different starting values for the parameters in the two fits.
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7.6 A Model for the v Sgr System

Using the dimensions of the system given in Table 2.4 and the fact that the major part of the wind 

profiles are phase independent, a simplified model for the system can be constructed to aid wind 

line modelling.

It is assumed that the reasoning in Chapter 2 is correct and that the primary is a A-type 

supergiant with a radius of ~ 60 R®, constrained by its Roche Lobe.

The v Sgr system, as viewed from the secondary component, can be divided into three zones:

1. A turbulent Inner Region with a radius of at least 240 R® (the separation of the components 

plus the radius of the primary).

2. An Outer Region mainly consisting of the material lost radially from the primary.

3. A jet of material escaping radially from the system, presumably through or near the L3 point.

With an edge velocity of ~ 750kms-1, estimated from the blue edges of the resonance 

doublets the jet will travel ~ 12,000 R® in the course of one revolution of the system. The jet can 

be ignored for the purposes of wind line studies as the jet material will be very tenuous when this 

far from the system and yet when close to the system only shows itself in the Ha profile.

7.7 Binary Models

With the failure of the single star models to accurately represent the wind lines it was necessary to 

change SEILS to allow the code, in some way, to model a binary system. Two options were available 

- to modify the velocity law or the optical depth law.

To keep the number of models that must be calculated down to a manageable number and 

to reduce the number of free parameters in the numerical fit as far as possible the /^-independent 

optical depth law was used for all the binary models.

When changing both the velocity and the optical depth laws the changeover point was at the 

Inner/ Outer Region boundary (r = 240 R®). Inside this point one optical depth law (or velocity 

law) was used while outwards from this point a different law was used.
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7.7.1 Modifying the velocity law

In section 7.8 are details of the models run using a different velocity law.

Two options were modelled:

1. A single (modified) velocity law operated in both the Inner and Outer regions (the “variable 

velocity approximation”).

2. The velocity profile in the Inner Region was generated using the standard velocity law but 

in the Outer region the wind was at a constant velocity corresponding to (3 = 0 in the Outer 

region (the “constant velocity approximation”).

As the primary drives the wind four values of (3 were used (0.7, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0) rather than 

allowing a freely floating value of (3. This makes the solutions faster and easier by confining, but 

not fixing, one of the free parameters.

In this approximation the secondary was assumed to provide the UV radiation that ionises 

the wind and thus the mass flow from the primary must be modelled in seils as if it came from 

the secondary. A velocity law must be used that imitates this. A primary driven wind can be 

modelled as it is seen by the secondary if the 4 values of /3 for the primary are replaced by values 

of for the secondary of 15, 25, 40 and 80. Figure 7.6 shows that the different values of (3 for the 

two stars produce velocity law profiles that are very similar.

7.7.2 Modifying the optical depth law

Alternatively the optical depth law can be changed. The form of the law is the same as in 

Equation 4.4 (without the -j- term) but with the two parameters and a 2 for the Inner region 

replaced by two different ones (0-3 and a4) in the Outer Region.

Again two sets of models were run:

1. Assuming the primary drives and powers the wind. Then the I/O Region boundary is at x 

= 4 (the boundary at 240 R© as seen from a star of radius 60 R©).

2. Assuming the secondary drives and powers the wind, so x — 80 (as the secondary is expected 

to have a radius of 3 R®).
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7.7,3 Discussion

The modified velocity law models should indicate if the assumption of the primary driving the wind

with the secondary providing the ionising radiation is true. The constant velocity approximation 

will also indicate if the /3 ~ 0 values found in the single star approximations are correct; at least

in the Outer region.

The two models in the modified optical depth law approximation correspond to the single 

A and B star approximations but with a modified optical depth law to account for the possible 

different wind structure in the Inner and Outer regions.

Together these four sets of models provide a broad range of tests for the v Sgr wind system. 

Good results for one over the others will allow much to be said about the validity of the assumptions 

made and thus, by extension, the possible state of the stellar wind of v Sgr.

7.8 The Modified Velocity Law Models

The wind is assumed to come from the A2I primary as the secondary does not have enough 

radiation pressure to drive a wind, nor does it have enough radiation pressure to alter the flow 

significantly although gravitational interaction of the secondary with the wind may lead to some 

distortion of the wind from a radial outflow.

A velocity profile for the primary must be chosen; as the value of /? for a A2 star is not 

known and there is the possibility that /3 increases for stars later than O type (Chapter 5), 4 values 

of 0 that may be appropriate for the primary were chosen; the corresponding velocity profiles are 

shown in Figure 7.6. The x-axis of Figure 7.6 is given in R® so that primary and secondary velocity 

profiles can be shown together.

As viewed from the secondary the velocity profile seen by it in the Outer Region (i.e. 

outwards from 240 R®) is given by the profiles in Figure 7.6 to the right of the right hand vertical 

line. It is this part of the profile that needs to be modelled by a stellar wind while the profile from 

the Inner Region (to the left of the vertical line) must be modelled in other ways.

7.8.1 The Inner Region profile

The Inner Region of the v Sgr model can only be treated approximately. As the system shows 

no phase-dependent wind line profiles, one possibility is that the Outer Region dominates the 

formation of the wind line profiles and the Inner Region is unimportant and may or may not show
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phase dependency (if it could be studied independently). From the studies of the O stars and EHe 

stars it seems that the region close to the stars is important as the density of material will be the 

highest. Thus the Inner Region is probably important in the case of v Sgr and will contribute a 

large part to the total wind line profile. If this is the case then the Inner Region profile must be 

essentially phase independent. Modelling this Inner Region profile provides the largest problems 

with the modelling of the system. Two possibilities are available:

1. Assume the Inner Region profile can be modelled by a wide Gaussian profile, the FWHM 

of which corresponds to the wind velocity at the boundary between the Inner and Outer 

Regions (i.e. the 240 R© point).

2. Determine photospheric lines for the secondary, from spectrum. Fix the Inner/Outer Region 

boundary velocity as an upper limit and fix the terminal velocity. Then for each value of ft„ 

determine the best fit profile. As the cut-off excludes the blue edge from the fit then SEILS 

is determining the best fit for the redward absorption edge and the depth of the absorption. 

The redward edge fitting is crucially dependent on the photospheric widths although these 

have only been poorly determined as the temperature and surface gravity of the secondary 

can only be estimated at this point.

The first option has the drawbacks that the determined Inner Region profile is symmetrical 

with no emission possible and is Gaussian in shape. There is no way of determining, a priori, the 

shape of the Inner Region profile, and trial and error must be used to determine the best fit. A 

number of sample profiles were determined and it was found that the Gaussian approximation was 

not justified.

The second is the more accurate as it allows non-symmetrical profiles including emission, 

something that SEILS can achieve.

It is not possible to fix the shape of the profile and still allow the fit to the Outer Region 

to have the terminal velocity as a free parameter. The turbulence was allowed as a free parameter 

as it was expected that within the turbulent motion in the Inner Region that different areas of 

the Inner Region would have different turbulent velocities. As the different ions are predominant 

in different areas it was plausible that different turbulent velocities would occur for different ions. 

As the turbulent velocity plays only a small part in the overall shape of the profile this is a minor 

assumption.

7.8.2 The constant velocity approximation

For whichever value of ftp is chosen a constant velocity profile out from 240 R© is assumed; this 

profile will have ft = 0 (cf. Equation 4.3) and the value of the velocity used will be some large
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Radial Distance (Solar Radii)

Figure 7.6: Velocity profiles for the primary (solid lines, 4 values of 5 indicated) and the secondary. 

The Inner/Outer Region boundary is shown by the righthand vertical line. The lefthand vertical 

line corresponds to the surface of the primary. Models for the secondary velocity profiles are shown 

dotted; the horizontal ones for the constant velocity approximation, the curved ones for the variable 

velocity approximation. Parameter values for these fits are given in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5: The fractional values of Uoo used to model the primary velocity profile out from 240 R© 

for the constant velocity approximation are given (wjraction, with the actual velocity, v fraction, 

assuming a terminal velocity of 570kms_1) along with the values of wor (the Inner/Outer Region 

boundary velocity) for the variable velocity approximation. The values for 4 different values of (3p 

are given together with the values of /3> that approximate them.

^fraction wor ds

0.7 0.97 550 0.82 15

1.0 0.96 550 0.75 25

2.0 0.92 520 0.57 40

4.0 0.84 480 0.32 80

fraction of the terminal velocity (indeed the terminal velocity will be set as this new value.) The 

fraction of the measured terminal velocity as used for each value of is given in Table 7.5. These 

values are shown in Figure 7.6. As the secondary is assumed to be ionising the wind then, in the 

SEI implementation, the wind is modelled out to lOOOR* (i.e. 3,000R© in this case). However 

as the geometrical dilution will rapidly reduce the optical depth of the material at large distances 

from the star, the value of the velocity used is that given at the arbitrary distance of 1400 R©.

7.8.3 The variable velocity approximation

Rather than approximating the velocity profile outwards from the Inner Region by a constant 

velocity another velocity profile can be chosen that gives a good fit to it.

As the wind is driven by the primary then the velocity-distance relationship that the sec

ondary sees is defined by the primary. When modelling wind lines with the ionising radiation 

coming from the secondary, the velocity law used must match that given by the primary. However 

the same values for (3 {i.e. 0.7, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0) cannot be used for the secondary as the secondary 

has a radius some 20 times smaller than the primary and thus the gradient of the velocity law 

(A) required by the secondary to match the velocity-distance law of the primary is about 20 times 

larger. The values for used for each values of assumed are given in Table 7.5 and the match 

between the two sets of velocity laws are shown in Figure 7.6.

7.8.4 The optical depth law

From the two models discussed above a number of other considerations are apparent when looking 

at the optical depth law for the parameterisation given within SEI.1

’To change the parameterisation significantly would require the whole SEI code to be re-written; this would not 

be justified.
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It is not possible to use the /--dependent optical depth law for the constant velocity model 

as P = 0 and w = wy = 1 (always) and thus ai and ag are redundant and an optical depth law of 

the form r(w) — constant is obtained. For the variable velocity approximation with /3S between 

15 and 80 the same optical depth law can be used except that inwards of 240 R@ the optical depth 

is zero (the Inner Region optical depth being incorporated into the lower boundary condition, 

“photospheric”, profile). Here, as ~ is very small the optical depth law breaks down to r(w) = 0 

for all but the smallest values of w.

7,8.5 The Inner Region profiles

As a non-Gaussian Inner Region profile was determined the terminal velocity had to be fixed be

fore analysis could begin. Measuring the blue edge of the CIV profile lead to an edge velocity of 

750kms~-. Using the relationship between edge velocity and terminal velocity given in Groenewe

gen & Lamers (1989) and bourne out by previous modelling experience (i.e. Voo = 0.68^^), a 

terminal velocity of 570 km s“- was fixed for v Sgr. As the Outer Region was to be modelled with 

the —--ndependent optical depth law this formulation was also used in the modelling of the Inner 

Region profiles.

For each of the 4 doublet lines being modelled the Inner Region profile is calculated.

The results are shown as “photospheric” profiles in the final results. The results are tabulated

and the profiles drawn in Figures 7.7 and 7.8.

7.8.6 The final profiles

The final profiles are determined by inputting the results from the Inner Region profiles (that 

includes the B star true photospheric lines) into seils 2 to determine the theoretical wind line

profiles.

The variable velocity approximation gave the poorer results. Convergence was not possible 

for some lines, especially for the lower values of fdp. For the four values of —p the results were 

quite similar. CII was in general fitted well and CIV adequately. However Si IV and N V showed 

a number of problems with the depth of the absorption trough, spurious emission peaks or poor 

fits to the redward edge.

The constant velocity approximation profiles were much better with no convergence prob

lems. There were no problems with spurious emission peaks and the hits to the redward edge and 

the depth of the absorption trough.
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Of the four values of fp used the results are all quite similar for the constant velocity- 

approximation. N V gives almost exactly similar profiles for all values of f3p\ CII seems to favour 

lower values of while the best fit for SiIV is obtained with /3P = 4.0. CIV profiles are also

marginally better with a higher value of
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Figure 7.7: Final profiles for v Sgr using the variable velocity approximation. The spectra and data 

point selection are drawn along with the “Inner Region” profile (dotted line) and the final, full, 

profile (heavy line). If only a dotted line is shown then no final convergent solution was possible. 

If only a heavy line is shown then the “Inner Region” profile is identical. Fit parameters are given 

in the table at the bottom.
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Figure 7.7: continued.
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Figure 7.7: continued.
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Figure 7.7: continued.
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CII 1.85 0.20 0.57 -0.27 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.56

CIV 1.54 0.20 0.26 -2.50 -1.47 1.33 0.81 1.58

NV 0.00 0.00 0.11 -0.96 -0.12 6.31 0.36 22.71

SiIV 1.78 0.35 0.62 -1.37 -1.03 0.55 0.49 23.34

I/O Region Boundary == 0.82, f3, — 15, /3P = 0.7, Poo = 550 kms-1

Figure 7.8: Final profiles for v Sgr using the constant velocity approximation. The spectra and 

data point selection are drawn along with the “Inner Region” profile (dotted line) and the final, 

full, profile (heavy line). If only a dotted line is shown then no final convergent solution was 

possible. If only a heavy line is shown then the “Inner Region” profile is identical. Fit parameters 

are given in the table at the bottom.
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Figure 7.8: continued.
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Figure 7.8: continued.
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Figure 7.8: continued.
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7.9 The Modified Optical Depth Law Models

For these models fi was allowed to vary freely to determine the validity of the /? = 0 results of the 

single star approximations. A set of profiles was also run with fi ~ 1 to test if this gave similar 

quality results. The /3-independent optical depth law was used for all the models.

Limits of ±10 were placed on each of the variables ai, of2, «3 and 04 to avoid computational 

problems when an unimportant parameter took on an unrealistically low or high value.

As with the O and EHe stars only the final parameters and profiles are given here to save 

space. The initial parameters and profiles are given in Appendix F (Table F.5 and Figure F.5).

7.9.1 Primary Model

Assuming that the primary both powers and drives the wind then the I/O Region boundary is at 

x = 4 where z, the radial distance coordinate, is measured in units of the primary star radius, 

i.e. 60 R@. The final results are given in Table 7.6 and Figure 7.9 along with the results from the

secondary model.

7.9.2 Secondary Model

Here the secondary star was assumed to power and drive the wind; then the I/O region boundary 

is at (x = 80). The final results are given in Table 7.6 and Figure 7.9.

7.10 Discusion

For the variable velocity law approximation the profiles for the models are all very poor for all

values of (3p with convergence not always being achieved. For the constant velocity models, the 

profiles are better but the observed line depths are not matched in the lower /3P models; the fits 

are adequate in the /3P = 4 model.

With the variable optical depth approximation the final profiles with the primary model and 

fi fixed are very poor while with a free fi the results are substantially better with good fits in all 

cases except to the redward edge of the absorption profiles. Both sets of results for the secondary 

model are very good with the fi = 1 (fixed) model giving the best results.

From the shapes of the profiles alone it appears that the model with the secondary generating
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Figure 7.9: continued. Primary approximation (z = 4) with fi — 1.
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Figure 7.9: continued. Secondary approximation (x = 80) with /? free.
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Table 7.6: Final fits for v Sgr using the modified optical depth law approximation with /3 both free 

and fixed at 1.0. The /3-dependent optical depth law was used and results are shown for both the 

primary (x = 4) and the secondary (x = 80) models. Errors are in small type.
Model Ion 0 voo «2 «3 q4 TB
Primary CII 0.4 400 0.50 0.1 1.7 10.0 10.0 20.2
(x =4) 0.3 200 0.10 l.S 2.9 0.0 9.0 34

j3 free CIV 0.4 400 0.50 -0.5 10.0 10.0 -0.5 4.4
1.0 200 0.10 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 4.T

NV 0.4 400 0.50 -2.9 -9.2 -10.0 -1.9 6.4
0.05 50 0.10 0.5 1.5 0.0 0.5 3.3

SiIV 0.4 400 0.50 -6.0 -10.0 -10.0 -4.3 0.8
0.3 100 0.05 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.3

Primary CII 1.0 300 0.40 -1.0 6.2 2.5 -2.0 5.1
(x = 4) 100 0.50 0.5 44 4.0 0.5 0.9

/3=1 CIV 1.0 300 0.40 -5.0 -10.0 10.0 -4.2 4.1
100 0.10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 3.6

NV 1.0 300 0.40 -2.8 2.3 10.0 -2.2 184
200 0.30 1.3 08.0 0.0 0.6 221

SiIV 1.0 300 0.40 -7.6 -10.0 -10.0 -6.0 34.0
100 0.10 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 82.6

Secondary CII 0.1 400 0.5 0.4 -0.1 10.0 -0.3 3.0
(x = 80) 0.3 50 0.30 2.1 3.0 9.0 1.5 10.5

/3 free CIV 0.1 400 0.5 -0.6 -1.5 3.4 -0.6 4.9
0.1 50 0.3 0.5 0.5 1904 0.5 0.6

NV 0.1 400 0.5 -2.2 -3.5 -10.0 -1.4 1.8
0.05 50 0.05 1.1 0.5 9.0 0.6 3.T

SiIV 0.1 400 0.5 -1.6 -4.1 -10.0 -1.1 17.0
0.05 50 0.05 0.5 0.6 9.0 0.5 6.6

Secondary CII 1.0 460 0.5 0.4 1.5 -10.0 0.3 3.9
(x = 80) 100 0.3 5.8 0.1 9.0 6.4 14.3

/?= 1 CIV 1.0 460 0.5 -2.2 -2.3 -10.0 -1.4 2.1
50 0.1 1.4 1.5 9.0 0.6 1.9

NV 1.0 460 0.5 0.3 3.5 -10.0 10.0 316
50 0.2 4.0 11.6 .9.0 9.0 104

SiIV 1.0 460 0.5 -1.2 0.7 10.0 -0.6 12.2
200 O.2 0.6 3.1 9.0 0.5 11.1

and powering the wind with a modified optical depth law is the most appropriate. However there 

will no doubt also be a contribution from the primary.

7.11 Mass Loss

7.11.1 Wind line analysis

For the modified velocity law models the MLR were determined at w = 0.5,0.5,0.4 and 0.2 for 

/3p — 0.7,1.0,2.0 and 4.0 respectively. This allows the mass loss determination to be made in the 

middle of velocity space for the Inner Region for the value of /3p under consideration. The results
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for each individual line for each value of /3P in the form of MLR times ionisation fraction are given 

in Table 7.7; the bottom line gives the final values.

In Table 7.8 are the MLR for the modified optical depth law approximation. The MLR were 

determined at w — 0.5 which for all 4 models lies well within the Inner Region (t.e. covered by ai 

and 03 in the optical depth law).

When determining these final values the results from the CIV, N V and Si IV doublets are 

given equal weight, not as in the O star analysis in Chapter 5. This is because all three of these 

observed profiles show good unblended profiles with very good signal to noise due to the number of 

co-added spectra. Additionally the theoretical fits to the observed profiles are excellent for all lines 

and the CIV profile, although deep, is not saturated and so is as good an indicator of mass loss 

as the Si IV line in this case. It is possible that the different minimum MLR for the different ions 

are correct and reflect the (unknown) differences in the ionisation fractions. However mean values 

for the MLR from the doublet lines are quoted as the final adopted values as the spread of results 

is more likely to be explained by the quality of the fits, the validity of the Sobolev approximation 

in this case and errors introduced by data point, continuum and photospheric line selection.

From the modified velocity law approximation the product of MLR and ionisation fraction 

for v Sgr lies between -8.5 and -10.2 depending on the value of /3p adopted although /3p = 0.7 seems 

unlikely from the shape of the profiles.

For the variable optical depth law approximation the MLR is between -9.4 and -12.4. The 

/3 — 1 results for the secondary are better than the free /3 ones but the /3 — 1 primary profiles 

are very poor. The product of MLR and ionisation fraction of between -9.4 and -10.3 is indicated 

irrespective of whether the primary or secondary is modelled.

Both sets of results are consistent and a final minimum MLR for v Sgr is -9.6±0.8 determined 

from both methods. SEI appears to be a code whereby good profiles can be generated with a number 

of different assumptions all of which give rise to similar MLR. The agreement on the numerical 

results is encouraging although it is difficult to choose between the different assumptions being

modelled.

7.11.2 Other methods

As indicated in Section 5.6 there are a number of ways of determining mass loss rates without using 

wind line analysis. These methods include Her equivalent width measurements, IR fluxes and radio 

observations and give direct MLR without the need for ionisation fractions although other poorly 

known quantities {e.g. distance or luminosity) are often required. These methods can be applied 

to t) Sgr to give extra weight to the MLR determined from the wind line analysis.
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from the mean of the doublet profiles.

Table 7.7: The product of mass-loss rate and ionisation fraction (and excitation fraction in the case 

of CII) for v Sgr from the Inner Region profiles, in log M© yr”1 using the variable velocity law 

approximation. Errors are determined from the variation of optical depth with velocity with the 

central values are determined at w = 0.5,0.5,0.4 and 0.2 for f3p = 0.7,1.0,2.0 and 4.0 respectively. 

The bottom row gives the final values of the product of MLR and ionisation fraction determined

Line

/3p

0.7 1.0 2.0 4.0

CII -9.5 -8.0 -8.6 -10.5

±0.5 ±0.8 +0.5
-1.0 ±2.0

CIV -10.7 -7.3 -10.5 -8.1
+0.5
-0.1

+0.1
-0.5 ±0.2 ±0.5

NV -8.0 -11.7 -13.4 -10.0

±0.5 +0.7
-0.1 ±0.5 ±0.2

SilV -8.6 -6.6 -6.7 -7.8

±0.5 +0.2
-1.0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Final -9.1 -8.5 -10.2 -8.6

±0.5 +0.2
-1.0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Table 7.8: Minimum mass-loss rates for v Sgr from the variable optical depth law approximation. 

P stands for Primary and S for secondary. A non-convergent solution is indicated by a*.

Model CII CIV NV SilV Mean

P, f3 free -8.3-o.i -io.2±3:i -10.8±o:o -16.8±o.o* -9.8±1.0

P,3 = l -12.7±3:g -13.3-2.3 -10.7±o.o -16.0±o.o* -12.4±1.5

S, f3 free -8.8-15 -9.3±t? -10.4±2.o -9.ola.s -9.4±0.7

s, 0 = 1 -10.2— o.o -12.5±°:o -si!*.! -10.210:3 -10.3±2.0

IR excess measurements can yield MLR by assuming that the IR emission comes from free- 

free transitions in the outer wind, where the velocity is constant. Barlow & Cohen (1977) quote 

the formula of Wright & Barlow (1975) as a means of determining MLR. Although this formula 

may give results that are a factor of 5 too high in the case of some early O stars (Barlow & Cohen 

1977) it should give better results for later type stars and will give an indication of whether the 

MLR for v Sgr determined earlier is supported by IR measurements. Barlow & Cohen refined the 

procedure by using model atmospheres to fit the MLR to the observed IR flux using the velocity 

law they determined for P Cygni. Such a complex procedure is not justffied in this case.

IRAS measurements of IR fluxes in 4 wavelength bands for v Sgr are obtainable from the 

IRAS point source catalogue. The colour corrected fluxes are tabulated in Trams, Waters, Lamers, 

Waelkens, Geballe & The (1991) and given in Table 7.9. Interstellar extinction is negligible at these
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wavelengths (see Chapter 8) so no de-reddening corrections are applied. The formula of Wright & 

Barlow is
ff?-75 I?1'5

Z 70-5 p°5jA5
M 0.095 M® yr 1 (7.2)

where n is the mean atomic weight, Z the mean atomic charge, 7 the mean number of electrons 

per ion and g the Gaunt factor {e.g. see Kargas & Latter 1961, Howarth & Prinja 1989). D is the 

distance to the star in kpc and S„ the free-free flux (in Janskys) at the frequency v (Hz). Uoo is 

the terminal velocity in kms-1. 550 km s-1 was used as this is an average Outer Region velocity 

for the constant velocity approximation.

For v Sgr we have /j ci 4, Z ~ 1.5, 7 — 1.5, g — 1 and D — 1.4 kpc. This latter value is 

from the results of the flux distribution analysis in Chapter 8. The determined MLR are given in 

Table 7.9.

Table 7.9: Mass-loss rates for v Sgr from IR data.

Wavelength Frequency Flux M
Voo

log At

(//m) 1/ (Hz) (Jy) (M® i/r-1sfcm-i) (log M® yr-i)

12 2.5 X lOis 99.54 8.1 X 1O-7 -2.9

25 1.2 X 1013 32.73 5.1 X 10-7 -3.0

60 5.0 x IOi2 6.14 2.3 X 10-7 -3.4

100 3.0 X 10n 2.38 4.9 X 10-7 -3.1

The MLR from the IR data are even higher than from the UV wind line analysis. MLR 

of -2.9 to -3.4 dex can be ruled out as they would give rise to measurable changes in the orbital 

period and time of maximum velocity. The assumption that all the IR flux comes from the cooler 

outer parts of the wind is false as is shown by the 950K IR excess from dust (Chapter 8).

A number of authors have determined empirical relationships between MLR and luminosity 

(e.?. Barlow & Cohen 1977; Abbott, Bieging & Churchwell 1981; de Loore (1984), Garmany, 

Olson, Conti & Van Steenberg 1981; Germany & Conti 1984).

The Barlow & Cohen (1977) relationship between MLR and luminosity for A and B super

giants is

( r \ 1.20+0.08
—J M® yr-1 (7.3)

From the primary flux distribution and the extinction the luminosity of v Sgr is determined 
as 61,OOO0-^1c»*L®.

Using this luminosity the MLR is then (2.8-1)7) xlO"7 M® yr”1 (-6.6^0)2 dex). The un

certainty in the exponent in Equation 7.3 leads to much larger uncertainties in the MLR than the 

considerable uncertainty in the luminosity.
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7.11.3 Discussion

An upper limit to the MLR can be determined from the lack of observed changes in the period 

and time of maximum positive velocity of the orbit. Assuming a MLR of 10“ ® M® yr“x then over 

the baseline 1912-85 the orbital period would have changed by — 0.03 days and TmaX by about 1 

day. Deviations in the orbital parameters of this magnitude cannot be ruled out from the data 

given in Table 2.4 (page 37), mainly due to the errors in the orbital parameters of Wilson’s (1914) 

original orbit. These results do however determine an upper limit to the MLR. The empirical 

relationship for single AB supergiants gives a MLR some 300 times that of the the UV results. A 

mean ionisation fraction of 0.3% for CIV, Si IV and N V does not seem implausible although the 

primary of v Sgr, filling its Roche lobe and thus with a lower effective surface gravity, will possibly 

have a higher MLR than the single star formula predicts.
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7.12 Summary

v Sgr currently has a mass-loss rate of —5.0 > log M > —9.6 M® yr~1 with the limits coming from 

the lack of observed changes in the orbital parameters and the UV wind line analysis.

After demonstrating that the wind of v Sgr system cannot be modelled by a single star (of 

either the spectral type of the primary or the secondary), SEILS has been used to model the winds 

of the v Sgr system using a simplified binary star model consisting of an Inner Region of turbulent 

material driven by the primary and a laminar flow in an Outer Region beyond 240 R@.

Four varied models were used to determine whether the primary or secondary provided the 

ionising radiation and whether different optical and velocity laws in the Inner and Outer Regions 

were justified.

The quality of the results was similar for all the approximations showing that the method 

gives results that are independent of the assumptions used. While this strengthens the determined 

mass-loss rates it does not allow discrimination between the various models.

Due to the problems of not having access to improved NLTE model atmospheres for the 

wind line analysis, the ionisation fractions cannot be determined with any accuracy which prevents 

actual limits to the mass-loss rate being determined. The products of mass loss and ionisation 

fraction that have been determined indicate that the v Sgr system is losing mass at a rate of at 

least 2.5 x 10“1®M® yr"1 although the uncertainty in this value is in the region of an order of 

magnitude. Ionisation fractions have then to he taken into account.

Depending on the approximation used this rate of mass loss is equal to or slightly greater 

than the single EHe stars and comparable to the mass-loss rate from the two hydrogen-deficient 

sdO stars, BD +ST 442 and BD +3T 1911.
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Chapter 8

The Flux Distribution of v Sgr

8.1 Introduction

The flux distribution of v Sgr is a long standing problem, covered in detail by Plavec (1986). At that 

time neither hydrogen-rich nor hydrogen-poor models were able to match the flux distribution well,

especially shortward of 2800 A (Figure 1.2). This problem, well illustrated by v Sgr, is symptomatic 

of the failure of hydrogen-poor model atmospheres to match observed fluxes, Plavec (1986).

With the new line-blanketed version of the Kiel model atmospheres code STERNE (Moller 

1990) it is now possible to do this modelling for v Sgr and to determine how well model atmospheres 

have improved since 1985. If the models are good then the effective temperature of the primary 

and, possibly, the secondary can be determined from the flux distribution alone without recourse 

to a fine analysis. Modelling of the flux distribution is the most accurate way to determine the 

effective temperature and also enables an independent determination of the interstellar reddening 

to complement those from the removal of the 2200 A and Lyman-a features.

8.2 Photometry

v Sgr has been observed photometrically from 1550 A to 100pm. All photometric measurements 

and fluxes have been collected by Trams, Waters, Lamers, Waelkens, Geballe & The (1991) and

are given in Table 8.1.

v Sgr also has a number of observations using the low resolution mode of both the long 

and short wavelength cameras onboard IUE (Table 7.1). These data (unlike the high resolution 

spectra) has been flux calibrated and so can be used alongside the photometric data, as can the
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Voyager space probe photometry from 900 to 1650 A (observations made by Polidan, reported in

Plavec 1986).

All the fluxes for v Sgr are shown in Figure 8.3 with the Voyager and IUE ULDA fluxes 

merged, with the ULDA data weighted four times that of Voyager data as the latter is of much

poorer quality.

8.3 The Effectiveness of Hydrogen-deficient Line-blanketed 

Model Atmospheres

To try to solve the long standing problem of the UV flux distribution of v Sgr all the flux was 

assumed to come from the primary component so that the results could be compared directly 

with the hydrogen-rich and hydrogen-poor model atmospheres used by Plavec (1986) and shown in 

Figure 1.2. The secondary was assumed not to contribute any flux for the purposes of this analysis.

8.3.1 Temperature and extinction determination

The effective temperature is defined as the temperature at which a black body of the same radius 

as the star in question would have an equivalent bolometric luminosity. Thus for a given observed 

flux distribution there is a unique effective temperature associated with it.

To determine the temperature of the primary component the observed flux, de-reddened, 

over a given wavelength region is normalised to a model atmosphere flux over the same region. 

For u Sgr the whole observed wavelength range cannot be used due to contamination by the dust 

component at longer wavelengths. The short wavelength regions are the most important as the 

flux here is very sensitive to temperature changes. For v Sgr a wavelength range of 1500-16,000A 

was used.

The model atmospheres used had a composition of 99.6% He, 0.1% H and 0.14% C and 0.3% 

N. Although these are not the final adopted abundances (see Chapter 11) they are close enough

for the purposes of flux determination.

Following Underhill (1982) a quantity G can be defined as the ratio of the total model flux 

to the model flux in the normalisation region (Ai, Az)-

G=r ^dA 

/*,’ ^dA
(8-1)
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where F\ is the model flux at wavelength A and is an astrophysical flux.

To determine the radius of the star the model and observed fluxes are normalised at a single 

wavelength. The radius of the star at this wavelength, 0\, is then

#A =
' A
.T-A

0.5
(8.2)

where f\ is the observed flux (de-reddened) at wavelength A.

The effective temperature, Teff, is then given by

<T («-3)

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

For the determination of B and Tf four wavelengths were used - 2365 (S/68 photometry), 

3600, 5500 and 7000 A (U, V and R band photometry). Six values of Eb-v were also evaluated, 

0.05 to 0.30 in steps of 0.05.

For each model, four temperatures, one for each wavelength, were determined for each of 

the six values of the extinction. To determine the adopted temperature and extinction for a given 

theoretical model the spread in the four temperature values was taken into account for each of the 

six values of extinction, leading to a mean effective temperature and a standard deviation. The 

value of Eb_v that lead to the lowest spread in temperatures was adopted along with the mean 

temperature as the best value for that model. This procedure was repeated for all the models used, 

the results shown in Table 8.2. The adopted surface gravity has very little influence on the results 

(Figure 8.2) and so low gravity models (log g = 1.3 — 1.7 depending on the model temperature) 

were used for this analysis on the basis of the surface gravity determined from both the orbital 

analysis (Chapter 2) and the fine analysis (Chapter 11).

From the best result for each model the final temperature and extinction can be determined. 

To determine the extinction the criterion used is not just that the standard deviation of the 

temperature is smallest but that the temperature determined from normalising to the 2365 A 
photometry point agrees well with the mean temperature. This is because the UV photometry is 

affected the most by changes in the extinction; for the correct extinction the temperature from the 

UV flux will agree with the others assuming that the theoretical models are correct.

From the table the 10,000K and 15,000K models can be rejected outright due to the large 

standard deviation in the mean temperature and the lack of agreement of the 2365 A temperature
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Figure 8.1: The flux distribution of the primary of v Sgr, 1,000-7,000 A. compared with the ob

served ULDA (histogram) fluxes and photometry (open squares). The heavy line is for a ll,800K 

hydrogen-deficient line-blanketed model atmosphere. These results should be compared to Fig

ure 1.2, page 7. The observational data has been de-reddened by Eb-v = 0.20.

with the mean.

The adopted model for v Sgr is then the ll,800K one which has the second lowest standard 

deviation in the temperature but has a 2365 A temperature that agrees extremely well with the 

mean. The extinction is then determined to be 0.20 but due to the good quality of the fits of the 

ll,500K and 12,000K models an uncertainty of ±0.05 must be assigned. From the adopted model 

the uncertainty in the temperature is about 300K; accounting for the uncertainty in the extinction 

this rises to 500K. This is the most accurate temperature determination of the primary to date and 

totally independent of the fine analysis (Chapter 11). This adopted model is shown in Figure 8.1 

and should be compared with the models of Plavec (1986) in Figure 1.2. An expanded version 

showing just the region 800 - 3000 A is shown in Figure 8.2 with a ll,800K, log# = 3.0 model 

superimposed to show that the surface gravity is fairly unimportant compared to the temperature 

for purposes of modelling flux distributions.

8.3.2 Discussion

Comparing Figure 8.1 with 1.2 it is obvious that the new hydrogen-deficient line-blanketed model 

atmospheres are a significant improvement over the model atmospheres available to Plavec (1986). 

The most significant improvement is the lack of a Balmer decrement so obvious in the other models. 

The fit of the ll,800K model to the observed fluxes is excellent down to ~ 2200 A below which the
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Figure 8.2: The flux distribution of the primary of v Sgr, 800-3,000 A, with a ll,800K model with 

logp = 1.3 and 3.0. Symbols as Figure 8.1, Eg-v = 0.20

model flux is up to 50% greater than the observed flux. However, as in Plavec’s hydrogen-deficient 

model, the theoretical model flux falls steeply at wavelengths less than 1400 A. This model flux is 

in agreement with the orbital analysis where there was no sign of the secondary component at 1562- 

1700 A and 2300-2450 A. Even in the range 1230-1380 A the contribution from the secondary was 

very weak indicating that the primary was still the dominant source of flux at these wavelengths. 

It is clear that while the new model atmospheres resolve the major discrepancy in previous model 

atmospheres, the Balmer decrement, there are still a number of problems in modelling the short 

wavelength flux distribution in v Sgr.

There is a carbon absorption edge at around 1,400 A which may account for the steep 

drop in flux at this point. The excess flux at 1,500-2,000 A would possibly indicate that the model 

continuous opacity at A < 1400 A is too high resulting in too little model flux at shorter wavelengths 

with this flux being redistributed into the longer UV region. To test this hypothesis, an ll,800I< 

model was run with the carbon abundance reduced by 4 dex. No change was noticeable in the 

resulting flux distribution. If the discrepancy in the flux distribution is caused by the incorrect 

continuous opacity then carbon is not the cause.

8.4 Distance

From the adopted model an angular radius of 9.5±0.5 x 10 10 radians is determined. Assuming 

that the radius of the primary component of v Sgr is 60 R© as indicated from the orbital analysis
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(Chapter 2) the distance becomes 1440:±60 pc. If the uncertainty in the extinction and temperature 

of the model are accounted for as well as the uncertainty in the radius of the primary then the 

uncertainty in the distance rises to 300pc.

At this distance the two components will have an angular separation of 0.7 x 10"3 arc- 

seconds. This value is sufficiently large to allow independent confirmation from interferometric

techniques {e.g. Halbwachs 1981).

8.5 Luminosity

If the primary is filling its Roche lobe with a radius of 60 R@ then its luminosity is 61,000-s^ooo5 L© 

with the uncertainty coming from the uncertainty in the temperature of the primary. The absolute 
bolometric magnitude is then -7.2-o’.2.

These results are fully consistent with the primary component being a supergiant with a 

temperature of 11,8OOK and thus a spectral type of AO or A1 (Schonberner & Drilling 1983). From 

this the expected absolute bolometric magnitude would be -7 (Allen 1973) as derived.

With these values v Sgr has been plotted on Figure 1.1, given in Chapter 1, page 3.

8.6 The Flux Distribution of the Secondary Component

As the primary model atmosphere does not model the flux between 1230 A and 1400 A well it 

is necessary to model the observed flux in terms of a primary and secondary model. This will 

determine if any of the observed flux shortward of ~ 1,400 A could come from the secondary. 

With the inclusion of a secondary flux source the primary has to be modelled anew.

8.6.1 Temperature and extinction determination

The same procedure as before was used to determine the primary temperature and the extinction. 

Only 3 wavelengths were used with the 2365 A point being dropped because of possible secondary 

contamination at this wavelength. The Voyager data was also considered as, despite its poor 

quality, it gives vital information on the flux distribution in a wavelength region that is expected 

to be dominated by the secondary. The results are given in Table 8.3.

The 13,000K and 15,000K models can be discounted due to the large scatter in their deter

mined temperatures.
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Figure 8.3: The flux distribution of v Sgr with model atmosphere fluxes superimposed. Filled 

squares are photometry while light lines are the ULDA and Voyager spectra. Heavy lines are the 

11,800K model for the primary and the 950K dust component. The observed fluxes have been 

de-reddened by E.s_v = 0.20. The Voyager and ULDA data have been merged for clarity with the 

ULDA data being weighted 4 times that of the Voyager data. No flux is detected at wavelengths 

less than ~ 950 A because of interstellar extinction.
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There is little to choose between the other models. All the candidate models were examined 

but none matched the flat flux distribution between 1400 and 2800 A well. On this basis the 

11,000K model with Eb_v=0.20 was chosen. Here the primary flux falls short of the observed flux 

in most of the ULDA region which, when combined with the secondary flux, provides a reasonable 

fit to the observed flux.

To determine the approximate secondary temperature the flux distribution at <1400 A must 

be used. This is predominantly Voyager data and thus is subject to errors of up to 50%. Within the 

Voyager flux distribution is a small depression at — 1215A due to the Lyman-a transition. If the 

flux at this wavelength is predominantly from the secondary then the shallowness of this feature 

may indicate either a very high temperature for the secondary or a low hydrogen abundance. The 

de-reddening procedure does not remove the interstellar La and so the stellar La absorption must 

be less than observed. As nothing is known about the secondary, hydrogen-rich and hydrogen-poor 

models were calculated.

Figure 8.4 shows model atmosphere fluxes for the secondary component in the range 800- 

3000A. All the models have been normalised at 1340A to a flux of 1.45 x 10“13 Wm“2 A_1. At 

this wavelength the models are normalised at halfway between the observed and primary model 

fluxes to ensure that the sum of the primary and secondary fluxes at around ~ 1400 A is equal to the 

observed fluxes. The surface gravity has little effect on the gross flux distribution when compared 

to the temperature; the gravities used for the models varied from 2.0 (lower temperatures) to 4.0 

(very high temperatures).

The hydrogen-rich model atmospheres are ATLAS models (Kurucz 1979) and a model of 

22,000±2, OOOK fits the Voyager observations the best. Here the flux falls away very rapidly, as 

observed, in the region of ~ 950 A and falls to almost zero except in the case of the very hottest 

models.

Also shown are hydrogen-deficient model atmospheres from STERNE. They show a more 

shallow depression in the region of ~ 1200 A but, except for the 16,000K model, show substantial 

flux at < 950 A. The best fit model would be 18,000±2, OOOK in agreement with the 5 M® secondary 

component from the orbital analysis.

There is little to choose between the two candidate models from the flux distribution in this 

wavelength region. Neither explains the high flux at 1200 A. However the ULDA data ends at 

1200 A with no sign of an emission peak. The Voyager data shows, apart from an absorption at 

~ 1230 A, a constant flux between 1150 and 1350 A. The ULDA data do not show such high flux 

in the region 1200-1350 A so upon merging the data the higher weight of the ULDA data lower the 

flux in the region 1200-1350 A but the flux remains high in the region 1150-1200 A as only Voyager 

data exist here. Thus the peak can be regarded as spurious, an indication of the poor quality of 

the Voyager data.
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From Figure 8.4 the 11,OOOK primary model fits the observed fluxes very well up ~ 3000 A 
whereupon the model flux at shorter wavelengths is too low compared to observations. This 

leaves room for the secondary flux but no secondary will be able to fill the dip between 2400 and 

2800 A without being the dominant source of flux at shorter wavelengths and increasing the flux 

at those short wavelengths to much greater than that observed. The orbital analysis showed that 

at ~ 2400 A the primary was the dominant source of flux.

Figure 8.5 shows the same data as in Figure 8.4 except in the wavelength region from 3000

9000 A. Here there are much greater differences in the spectra with there being a large Baimer 

discontinuity in the hydrogen rich models with much greater flux in the visual region. If the 

secondary were a 22,000K hydrogen rich star then some 10% of the observed visual flux would be 

from the secondary. This would be detected in the optical spectrum, which it is not (Chapter 11). 

However for the 18,000K helium rich model only some 2-3% of the visual flux is contributed by 

the secondary; this is negligible and would not expect to be detected.

The flux shortward of ~ 1,500 A can be modelled by a hydrogen deficient secondary com

ponent with a temperature of 18,000±2, OOOK, corresponding to a B6 type star, although a later 

spectral type and lower temperature are indicated if there is excess UV flux from infalling matter on 

to the secondary. The secondary can also be modelled satisfactorily by a slightly hotter (22,OOOK) 

hydrogen-rich star. At wavelengths of less than 3000 A a hydrogen-rich secondary is ruled out by 

the flux distribution in the optical region. Both these models require the secondary to contribute 

a substantial amount of flux within the IUE wavelength range. This is certainly not observed and 

confirms that the excess UV flux at < 1500 A cannot be explained by a stellar model.

8.6.2 Discussion

The crucial observational fact that the primary dominates the UV flux distribution down to, 

at least, 1300 A introduces some uncertainty as to the validity of the theoretical models at this 

wavelength although it is expected that the discrepancy in this region is due to incorrect continuous 

opacity.

If the secondary is a normal main sequence star with a mass of 5 M© then it is spectral type 

B5, with Teff, ~18,OOOK, log Lt/L®~2.6, R, ~3.2 R© and Lp/L, "-65. With such a low luminosity 

ratio and an effective temperature only slightly higher than the primary it is fully consistent with 

being invisible at all wavelengths except the very shortest and then, as in Chapter 2, only barely 

detectable. Unfortunately, although this evidence is consistent with such a secondary component 

there is no positive data on the star except for its mass.
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Figure 8.4: Model atmosphere fluxes for the secondary of v Sgr, 800-3000 A. The upper diagram 

shows hydrogen-rich model atmospheres with temperatures of 40,000K (upper, left hand side and 

lower, righthand side), 30,000K, 22,500K, 20,000K, 18,000K, 16,000K and 12,000K (lower, lefthand 

side and upper righthand side). The lower diagram shows hydrogen-deficient models with 26,000K 

(upper left, lower right), 24,000K, 22,000K and 16,000K (lower left, upper right). The open squares 

are photometry points, the light histogram the observed ULDA and Voyager fluxes and the heavy 

line the ll,000K primary model. The other light lines are the models normalised to 1.45 x 10-13 

W m-2 A-1 at 1340 A.
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Figure 8.5: Model atmosphere fluxes for the secondary of u Sgr, 3000-7000 A. Details as Figure 8.4.
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8.7 Infrared Excess and Dust Component

As shown in Figure 8.3 the adopted primary model atmosphere does not fit the observed long 

wavelength flux distribution well. It is obvious that v Sgr has excess flux at wavelengths greater 

than 2.5/tm and that, while the visual flux and UV flux are well represented by the ll,800K primary 

model, the IR excess can be matched by a black body of 950K ±100K. This dust temperature 

agrees well with the simple analysis of Walker (1985, 1986)1 (T = 1000K) and is lower than the 

value of 1060K (Giesel 1970) determined from the K-N colour. These results rule out the higher 

temperature (T=2,500K) proposed by Humphreys &: Ney (1974) for a “third body” in the system. 

This excess flux arises from the cloud of ejected material that surrounds the v Sgr system (e.g. 

Sahade & Albano 1970). The temperature is less than the maximum of ~ 1000K above which dust 

grains have difficulty in forming (Gilman 1969) and, together with the observed 11pm peak (Woolf 

1973, Humphreys & Ney 1974) indicating the presence of silicates, these observations strongly 

point to dust formation within the ejected material. These silicates are possibly in the form of 

silicon nitride (SiaN^ rather than silicon carbide (SiC) due to the enhanced nitrogen content of 

the atmosphere and the lower carbon abundance; the 11 pm peak is missing in carbon stars (e.g. 

Stein, Gaustad, Gillett & Knacke 1969).

The observed flux at 3.6pm is used with the model flux at the same wavelength for a 950K 

black body to determine the angular radius for the dust shell as was done for the primary. The 

measured radius of 9.5 xlO~10 radians corresponds to a shell radius of 2960 R© at a distance of 

1400pc. This represents a mean distance. Assuming a mean wind velocity over these distances of 

500kms-1 the material will take about 50 days to reach 3000 R©.

Walker (1986) determines the angular extent at which the radiation from the dust “shell” 

is above the background level using an IRAS scan across the object. The Full Width at Zero 

Intensity (FWZI) varies from 4 arcmin at 12pm to 9 arcmin at 100pm. Only one measurement 

was made and no profiles were published. These observations indicate a cooler component with a 

substantially greater angular radius.

1The 12pm flux quoted by Walker is in fact not, as is stated, a colour corrected flux (see Beichman, Neugebauer, 

Habing, Clegg & Chester 1984). The corrected flux seems to have been used for her analysis and so her conclusions 

stand.
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Table 8.1: Fluxes for v Sgr from Trams, Waters, Lamers, Waelkens, Geballe & The (1991). The 

magnitude is given (reference, column 5) with the log of the observed flux, FOb, (erg s_1 cm"2 Hz_1) 

using the calibrations indicated (column 7). These fluxes are then converted into units of 
Wm“i A-1 (column 8) by multiplying by with A in A. These fluxes are then de-reddened

(column 9) using E,g_y = 0.20 and the laws of Seaton (1979) and Howarth (1983).
Type Band Wavelengsh Mag Ref. log Fob, ref Flux Flux
UV 15N 1550 5.553 -22.75 -13.65 -13.02
ANS 15W 1550 5.386 -22.69 -13.59 -13.96

18 1800 5.219 -22.50 -13.53 -12.91
22 2200 5.397 -22.39 -13.60 -12.83
25 2500 4.945 -22.09 -13.41 -12.84
33 3300 4.143 -21,54 -13.10 -12.70

UV 1565 29.831 1 -22.61 -13.52 -12.89
82/68 1965 26.371 1 -22.47 -13.58 -12.90

2365 28.461 1 -22.27 -13.54 -12.88
2740 45.851 1 -21.94 -13.34 -12.85

Visual U 3600 4.18 2 -21.40 3 -13.04 -12.67
Johnson B 4400 4.71 2 -21.21 3 -13.02 -12.70

V 5500 4.61 2 -21.24 3 -13.24 -12.99
R 7000 3.63 2 -21.28 3 -13.49 -13.31
I 9000 4.21 2 -21.33 3 -13.76 -13.64

Visual U 3464 4.37 4 -21.29 5 -12.89 -12.51
Geneva Bi 4015 4.49 4 -21.23 5 -12.96 -12.61

B 4227 3.65 4 -21.23 5 -13.00 -12.67
B2 4476 5.18 4 -21.21 5 -13.03 -12.71
Vi 5395 5.23 4 -21.23 5 -13.22 -12.97
V 5488 4.51 4 -21.23 5 -13.23 -12.98
G 5807 5.60 4 -21.21 5 -13.26 -13.03

IR J 12500 3.89 2 -21.31 3 -14.03 -13.96
13000 4.38 6 -21.60 7 -14.35 -14.29
16000 3.72 6 -21.52 7 -14.45 -14,41

H 16500 3.31 2 -21.29 3 -14.25 -14.21
K 22500 2.48 2 -21.19 3 -14.42 -14.40
K 22500 2.68 6 -21.35 9 -14.58 -14.56

23000 2.49 8 -21.22 8 -14.47 -14.45
L 34000 1.20 2 -20.99 3 -14.58 -14.57

35000 1.64 6 -21.19 9 -14.80 -14.79
36000 1.28 8 -21.07 8 -14.71 -14.70

M 48000 1.20 6 -21.25 9 -15.14 -15.14
49000 0.55 8 -21.02 8 -14.92 -14.92
86000 -0.10 6 -21.19 9 -15.58 -15.58
87000 -0.42 8 -21.10 8 -15.50 -15.50

N 100000 -0.84 8 -21.05 8 -15.57 -15.57
Na 108000 -0.91 6 -21.05 9 -15.64 -15.64

114000 -1.19 8 -21.02 8 -15.66 -15.66
P 122000 -0.86 6 -21.14 9 -15.84 -15.84

126000 -1.26 8 -21.08 8 -15.80 -15.80
195000 -1.45 8 -21.33 8 -16.43 -16.43

IRAS 120000 99.542 -21.00 -15.68 -15.68
250000 32.732 -21.49 -16.81 -16.81
600000 6.142 -22.21 -18.29 -18.29
1000000 2.382 -22.62 -19.14 -19.14

Reference*: (1) Thomion, Nnndy, Jnmar, ManfUs, Hoaainux, Caraochaa te Wilson (OTh); (3) Lee Ac Nariai (1967); (3) LandoH-Bornstein

(1983); (4) Rnlener (1968); (5) Rufener 4c Nicolet (1988); (6) Humphreys te Ney (1974); (7) Slreker te Ney (1974); (8) Oerha, Hackwell te Jones

(1974); (9) Ney, Streker te Oesha (1973).

Noses 1; Flux in 10crg ,—1 cm"3 A“lj 3; Colonr corrected fluxes in Janakyr.
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Table 8.2: Flux distribution analysis for the primary of v Sgr. For a given model the extinction 

is given (column 3) that gives rise to the mean temperature with the lowest scatter (column 4) 

from the individual temperatures determined from the fluxes at the four wavelengths used. The 

temperature determined from the 2365 A flux is shown separately (column 5, see text) as well as 

the derived angular radius of the primary component (column 6).

Model Eb_v Teff Angular Radius

(xl0“10) radTemp. Log g (mean) (2365 A)

10,000 1.5 0.10 10,280±1230 8,440 10.7±0.5

11,000 1.5 0.10 11,600±440 11,230 8.8±0.7

11,500 1.3 0.15 11,540±350 11,620 8.8±0.6

11,800 1.3 0,20 11,820±290 11,790 9.5±0.5

12,000 1.5 0.25 12,040±270 11,760 10.1±0.5

13,000 1.5 0.30 13,000±300 13,290 9.9±0.5

15,000 1.7 0.30 14,670±1460 16,760 8.3±0.2

Table 8.3: Flux distribution analysis for v Sgr. For a given model the extinction is given (column 

3) that gives rise to the mean temperature with the lowest scatter (column 4) from the individual 

temperatures determined from the fluxes at the three wavelengths used. The temperature deter

mined from the 3600 A flux is shown separately (column 5, see text) as well as the derived angular 

radius of the primary component (column 6).

Model Eb-v Teff Angular Radius 

(xlO~10) radTemp. Log g (mean) (3600 A)

10,000 1.5 0.10 10,000±60 10,025 lO.O±O.l

11,000 1.5 0.20 11,030±70 11,150 10.1±0.3

11,500 1.3 0.25 11,4910 ±90 11,600 10.5±0.2

11,800 1.3 0.30 11,810±90 11,810 11.0±0.2

12,000 1.5 0.30 12,020±90 12,160 10.7±0.2

13,000 1.5 0.30 12,950±280 13,270 10.0±0.4

15,000 1.7 0.30 15,020±980 16,210 8.7±1.1
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8.8 Summary

Using line-blanketed hydrogen-deficient model atmospheres to model the flux distribution of the 

primary component of v Sgr a temperature of ll,800:i^5QQK, with Eb-v — 0.20 ± 0.05, have been 

determined. These results confirm other determinations within this thesis.

4“ 11 000
With an assumed radius of 60R® the primary has a luminosity of 61,000--,'o—> L© corre

sponding to an absolute magnitude of-7.n2-o'.it at the derived distance of 1440±300pc.

The long standing problem, noted by Plavec (1986), that model atmospheres failed to model

the observed flux of v Sgr has been mostly solved by new models. There remains excess model flux

at 1500 A and too little at < 1400 A, probably due to inadequate atomic data.

The IR excess can be successfully modelled by a 050±100jT blackbody corresponding to a dust 

shell with a radius of ~ 3000 R®. This result shows that some of the material is relatively close 

to the star and is indicative of the mass loss, and subsequent dust formation, that is taking place 

within the v Sgr system. A cool distant third body can be excluded,.

These determinations of temperature, extinction, distance, luminosity and absolute magni

tude are by far the most accurate ever determined for the v Sgr system and in the case of the latter 

three values are the only available values based on measurement rather than speculation.
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Chapter 9

The Flux Distributions of 

KS Per, LSS 1922 & LSS 4300

The other three known hydrogen-deficient binaries (KS Per, LSS 1922 & LSS 4300) have not been 

studied in the same depth as v Sgr due to their fainter nature (all three) and their recent discovery 

(LSS 1922 k LSS 4300) as members of this class of objects (Schonberner & Drilling 1984; Jeffery, 

Drilling & Heber 1987; Morrison, Drilling, Heber, Hill &: Jeffery 1986).

Little is known about the temperatures or extinctions of these objects and new determi

nations with different methods and / or new data are required. Modelling the flux distribution in 

the way that was done for v Sgr should allow more accurate temperatures and extinctions to be 

determined, while IR excesses as indications of mass loss or transfer can be identified.

Exactly the same methods of flux distribution modeling as described in Chapter 8 are used 

for these three stars.

9.1 Fluxes

Table 9.1 lists the available photometric observations for the three stars. In addition, all three 

objects have IUE low resolution spectra available for them.
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Table 9.1: Fluxes for KS Per, LSS 1922 & LSS 4300. Data from Trams, Waters, Lamers, Waelkens, 

Geballe & The (1991) (KS Per) and Drilling, Landolt 6 Schonberner (1984) (LSS 1922, LSS 4300). 
The magnitudes are converted into fluxes with units of Wm_2 A 1 using the calibrations in

Landolt-Bornstein (1982). Logarithmic fluxes are tabulated.
Type Band Wavelength KS Per LSS 1922 LSS 4300

Mag. Flux Mag. Flux Mag. Flux
UV 15N 1550 9.662 -15.30
ANS 15W 1550 9.528 -15.25

18 1800 9.662 -15.30
22 2200 10.87 -16.79
25 2500 9.507 -15.25
33 3300 8.272 -14.75

Visual U 3600 8.13 -14.62 10.99 -15.77 10.44 -15.55
Johnson B 4400 8.31 -14.47 11.15 -15.65 10.57 -15.42

V 5500 7.84 -14.54 10.44 -15.60 9.75 -15.33
R 7000 7.28 -14.66 9.87 -15.71 9.14 -15.41
I 9000 6.90 -14.84 9.27 -15.78 8.49 -15.47

IR J 12500 6.48 -15.06 8.41 -15.87 7.50 -15.51
H 16500 6.27 -15.44 8.12 -16.16 6.78 -15.63
K 22500 6.03 -15.84 7.94 -16.58 5.88 -15.76
L 34000 5.55 -16.31 7.64 -17.20 4.50 -15.95

IRAS 120000 1.161 -17.62 6.781 -16.85
250000 0.401 -18.72 3.071 -17.83

Noi« 1: Colonr corrected fluxe« in Junikys.

9.2 KS Per

As there is no 2365 A photometry point available for KS Per, as there was for v Sgr, the 2500 A 

ANS point was used instead. The other wavelengths were retained (3600, 5500 and 7000 A).

The results are shown in Table 9.2 where for each model is quoted the mean temperature 

that has the lowest standard deviation.

As can be seen the results are quite poor compared to those from v Sgr and do not well tie 

down the the temperature and extinction.

Using the low resolution IUE spectra it is difficult to determine the reddening but the value 

of 0.90 in the table can be ruled out. Here the low standard deviation is not to be trusted.

Table 9.3 shows the results from determining which model has the closest average determined 

temperature to the model temperature.

From these results a model temperature of ~12,000K and Eb-v ~ 0.50 would give the best 

results. From Table 9.2 a higher temperature and extinction (13,OOOK, 0.70 respectively) give the 

best results which, when combined with the others, gives a best fit model of 12,500±500K and 

Eb-v = 0.55 ± 0.10.
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Table 9.2: The flux distribution of KS Per. For each model the extinction that gives rise to the 

lowest scatter in the determined temperature from the four wavelength points is quoted along 

with the temperature from the 2500 A point. The standard deviation from the four temperature 

measurements is also shown.
Model Eb_v Teff Angular Radius 

(x 10-10) radTemp. Log g (mean) (2500 A)

10,000 1.5 0.20 9,890±850 9,430 2.6±0.4

11,000 1.5 0.30 10,770±710 11,410 3.0±0.3

12,000 1.5 0.60 11,650±550 11,090 3.7±0.3

13,000 1.5 0.70 12,640±450 12,180 4.0±0.2

15,000 1.7 0.80 14,860^600 14,700 4.0±0.3

16,000 1.7 0.90 15,650±350 15,220 4.6±0.2

Table 9.3: The flux distribution of KS Per. For each model the extinction that gives rise to the 

closest mean value of the four temperatures to the model temperature is quoted along with the 

standard deviation from the four temperature measurements.

Model Eb_v Teff Angular Radius

Temp. Log g (mean) (xl0“10) rad

10,000 1.5 0.20 9,890±850 2.6±0.4

11,000 1.5 0.30 11,080±960 2.5±0.4

12,000 1.5 0.50 11,910±700 3.1±0.3

13,000 1.5 0.60 12,890±640 3.3±0.3

15,000 1.7 0.80 14,860±600 4.0±0.3

16,000 1.7 0.70 15,860±560 3.8±0.2
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Table 9.4: IUE low resolution data used for KS Per. The images with the same phase were merged 

with weights equal to their exposure times. The two merged spectra were themselves merged to 

form a higher signal to noise template.

Spectrum Aperture Date Exposure (s)

LWR6252 L 28/11/79 136

SWP7249 L 28/11/79 636

LWR6351 L 10/12/79 137

SWP7358 L 10/12/79 727

Drilling &: Schonberner (1982) determine a value of the extinction of 0.35 with an uncertainty 

of ±0.1 at least. Examining the available low resolution spectra shows that any extinction in the 

range ~0.25 - 0.70 is reasonably acceptable. The uncertainty arises from the low signal to noise of 

the data and the structure around the 2,200 A region.

Figure 9.1 shows the final adopted model and the observed data. The IUE data consists 

of two sets of data (one long wavelength, one short wavelength at the same phase, merged with 

weights equal to their exposures) merged to form a higher signal to noise spectrum. The data is 

given in Table 9.4, and has been slightly smoothed for clarity in Figure 9.1.

The lower part of the Figure 9.1 shows the effect of modelling the observed data with the 

parameters quoted by Drilling k Schonberner (10,OOOK, Eb_v = 0.35).

9.2.1 Discussion

From Figure 9.1 it is clear that the effective temperature favoured by Drilling &: Schonberner (1982) 

fails to match the observed fluxes well. The UBV photometry is not matched by the fluxes except 

at the 5,500 A point where the model was normalised to the photometry. In the UV the model only 

matches the observed fluxes at ~ 2,000 A, elsewhere the flux is either not matched or dominated 

by a hot secondary component. Although Drilling & Schonberner claim to have detected some 

evidence for a hot secondary component the evidence is not so strong as to suggest that 80-100% 

of the flux in the IUE UV wavelength region comes from this hot component. No secondary 

component would have a flux distribution that would match the deficiencies in the primary flux 

caused by this model.

The 12,500K, Eb-v = 0.55 model determined here provides a much better fit to the obser

vations especially in the UV, although like the other model it overestimates the flux at 3-4,000 A. 

Significantly the fit to the UBV data is much more satisfactory than the other model. Note that the 

models have a bump in the theoretical flux at 2,200 A, while flattening this flux, by a de-reddening 

law, to determine the extinction will underestimate its value. Thus Drilling & Schonberner’s value
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Figure 9.1: The flux distribution of KS Per with a 12,500K model and Eb-v = 0.55 (top) and 

using the results quoted by Drilling & Schonberner (1982), 10,OOOK and 0.35 (bottom). All models 

are normalised to the 5,500 A photometry point. Note the different vertical scales. The solid lines 

are for models with 0.016% hydrogen and the dotted lines for 1% hydrogen. The fluxes are in units 

of W m“2 A-1.
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of the extinction is too low.

Wallerstein, Greene & Tomley (1967) determine a hydrogen abundance of 0.01%, similar to 

that of v Sgr (0.016%) used in these models. By increasing the hydrogen content of the models by 

a factor of 60 to 1% it is possible that the Balmer decrement would lower the model flux around 

~3,500A and would increase the short wavelength UV flux to match the observed values for a 

lower model temperature (c./. Figure 8.4). Models were run with 1% hydrogen and temperatures 

of 12,500K and 10,OOOK, the results are shown in Figure 9.1. For the hotter model the difference is 

negligible and indicate that as long as hydrogen is a trace element the actual abundance make very 

little difference to the emergent flux. For the 10,OOOK model the difference is more pronounced, 

especially the lowering of the flux in the 3,000-4,000 A region. However the fit to UBV photometry 

is still poor; the fit to the B point even poorer than with the previous model. The fit to the UV 

flux, although slightly better, is still poor. It is likely that a model with, perhaps, 2-3% hydrogen 

and a temperature and extinction between the two sets of values here would fit the observation 

best although it is perhaps a little dangerous to determine temperature, extinction and hydrogen 

content from photometry alone. A modern, reliable atmospheric fine analysis is required on KS Per 

to tie down the hydrogen abundance.

9.3 LSS 1922

There is little published photometry on LSS 1922 (Table 9.1) and only one low resolution IUE 

spectrum (SWP26410L) available. No long wavelength spectra covering the 2200 A region are 

available.

Table 9.5 shows the results of the flux distribution analysis. As the photometry covers 

the region 1,200 - 34,000 A the flux normalisation region was 1,500-16,000 A and four wavelength 

points were used, 1,900, 3,600, 5,500 and 7,000 A. The 1900 A photometry point was taken from 

the ULDA data with a flux of 1.57E-17 Wm-2 A-1.

The determined temperature and extinction are 12,000±500K and 0.80±0.05 as this model 

has the closest mean temperature to the model temperature, the lowest standard deviation in the 

temperature and the closest value of the 1,900 A temperature to the model temperature.

Heber & Schonberner (1981) find T=14,400K from un-blanketed model atmospheres al

though they do not determine an extinction. As extinction of 0.90 is assumed and both models 

are shown in Figure 9.2. The Heber & Schonberner result is not consistent with the data.
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Table 9.5: The flux distribution of LSS 1922. For each model the extinction that gives rise to the 

closest mean value of the four temperatures to the model temperature is quoted along with the 

standard deviation from the four temperature measurements. The temperature from the 1,900 A 

point is also given.

Model Eb_v Teff Angular Radius

(xl0~10) radTemp. Log g (mean) 1,900 A

8,000 1.5 0.30 7,920±840 6,600 1.4±0.3

10,000 1.5 0.70 10,480^680 11,350 l.l±0.l
11,000 1.5 0.70 11,270±240 11,240 1.3±0.0

12,000 1.5 0.80 12,230±190 12,180 1.4±0.0

13,000 1.5 0.90 13,210±240 13,080 1.5±0.1

15,000 1.7 1.00 15,340^440 15,530 1.5±0.1

Table 9.6: The flux distribution of LSS 4300. For each model the extinction that gives rise to the 

closest mean value of the four temperatures to the model temperature is quoted along with the 

standard deviation from the four temperature measurements. The temperature from the 1,900 A 

point is also given.

Model Eb_v Teff Angular Radius 

(xlO“10) radTemp. Log g (mean) 1,900 A

8,000 1.5 0.30 8,150±390 7,750 1.8±0.2

10,000 1.5 0.70 10,360±260 10,710 2.0±0.1

11,000 1.5 0.80 11,330±310 11,690 2.0±0.1

12,000 1.5 0.90 12,270±280 12,630 2.2±0.1

13,000 1.5 1.00 13,260±300 13,531 2.4±0.1

15,000 1.7 1.10 15,350±630 16,060 2.4±0.1

9.4 LSS 4300

As with LSS 1922 there is little published photometry on LSS 4300 (Table 9.1). There are 5 low 

dispersion IUE spectra available of which only two have an acceptable signal to noise ratio. These 

two spectra (LWR11395L and SWP14802) were merged with weights equal to their exposure times.

Table 9.6 shows the results of the flux distribution analysis. As the photometry covers the 

region 1,200 - 34,000 A the flux normalisation region was 1,500-16,000 A and four wavelength points 

were used, 1,900, 3,300, 5,500 and 7,000 A.

From these results a temperature of 12,000±1, OOOK with an extinction of Eg_y = 0.90±0.10 

is indicated. Displaying the results shows that this is the case. These results along with a 14,400K, 

Eb-v = 0.90 model from Schonberner & Drilling (1984) and Heber & Schonberner (1981) are
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shown in Figure 9.3. The hotter model provides a poorer fit to the observations than the cooler

one.

Schonberner & Drilling (1984) fit a 14,400K, log g = 1.4 He I 4471A line profile to their 

undersampled observed data obtaining excellent results. The determined EW of the He lines is 

very temperature and gravity sensitive in this region. However these results do not contradict 

those presented here as, in the case of v Sgr, it is expected that the determined temperature from 

the helium lines disagrees with that determined from other methods. A full spectral fine analysis 

is required for LSS 4300 to determine if the helium lines show the same sort of discrepancy as in 

v Sgr and to determine the temperature from a curve of growth analysis.

9.5 IR Excess

Using the temperatures and the extinctions determined here the long wavelength photometry can 

be analysed to determine the existence of a IR excess and to determine its temperature if present.

Figure 9.4 shows the models for the three stars with the photometry up to 3Afim (LSS 1922) 

and 100pm (KS Per and LSS 4300).

It is clear that KS Per has an IR excess very similar to that from v Sgr and can be modeled

with a black body with a temperature of 1,100±200K.

LSS 1922 has a slight IR excess from a nearby star, Drilling, Landolt, Schonberner & Heber 

(1984), with a temperature of 3,500±500K. If there is a contribution from dust it is very weak. 

LSS 4300 can also have its IR excess modelled by a cool dust shell with Tf = 720 ± 50K.

9.6 Discussion

9.6.1 Temperatures

The results presented here are an improvement of those of previous authors. The determined 

temperature for KS Per of 12,500±500K is greater than those of Wallerstein, Greene & Tomley 

(1967) and Nariai (1967) of ~9,000K and ~10,000K respectively. The results of this study are to 

be preferred as more sophisticated methods and codes have been used.

The temperatures of LSS 1922 and LSS 4300 are less, at 12,000±500K and 12,000±1000K 

respectively, than those determined by Heber & Schonberner (1981) (~14,500K). The tempera
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tures determined by Heber & Schonberner (1981) use the observed value of the reddening-free Q 

parameter and a theoretical evolutionary track for single EHe stars in the Q-0eff plane1 to obtain 

^eff (= 5040K/Teff) and thus Teff. However LSS 1922 and LSS 4300 both have values of Q (Q=- 

0.660 and -0.670 respectively. Drilling, private communication, reported in Heber & Schonberner) 

that each give rise to two values of if on the Q-1eff plane, namely 0.36 (Tef ~ 14, OOOK) and 0.42 

(Teff ~ 12, OOOK). Only the former value was reported. They do not account for line-blanketing 

in the temperature but do report that when 400 UV lines were included the temperature drops by 

i 500K. The effect is likely to be greater when many more lines are accounted for, as in the line- 

blanketed models used here. Thus the higher temperature determined from Q-1eff analysis may 

not be using the correct value of the pair of values determined and the use of a EHe evolutionary 

track for HDDs will also give rise to substantial uncertainties in the temperatures.

Also, for LSS 4300 the temperature from the He I line cannot be trusted as it may show 

the same effect as in v Sgr where the temperature from the He lines do not agree with other

determinations.

9.6.2 Distances

All three stars analysed here have smaller angular radii than v Sgr indicating that either they 

are further away or they have smaller primary radii. If the assumption is made that all three 

have primaries filling a Roche lobe of a radius of 60 R@ as is probably true for v Sgr then the 

determined distances for the three objects are 4230, 9660 and 6280 for KS Per, LSS 1922 and 

LSS 4300 respectively. These distances may be uncertain by up to 50%.

Heber k. Schonberner (1981) determined a distance of l,700pc for LSS 4300 from their un

blanketed model atmospheres after assuming log (L/ L@) = 4.1. This luminosity is a mean from the 

values of the single EHe stars and is not appropriate for the HDBs. (With their model temperature 

of 14,500K, which itself has been shown to be unreliable, they determine an absolute magnitude 

of -4.1, some three magnitudes less than for u Sgr.)

Although the radii of these three objects are not known it is likely that KS Per, with an 

orbital period twice that of i> Sgr, will have a larger Roche lobe than v Sgr (and therefore be 

more luminous) and thus will be further away than the distance indicated above. Conversely both 

LSS 1922 and LSS 4300 have shorter periods than v Sgr and will have smaller Roche lobes and 

will be closer than the distances indicated above. However the exact sizes of the Roche lobes will 

depend on the masses of the components as well as the separations. The radii of the primary 

components will depend on the size of the Roche lobe and whether the component fills it; it is 

expected that they will due to the IR excesses and hydrogen emission observed.

iNeither LSS 1922 nor LSS 4300 were known to be HDBs at that time.
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9.6.3 UV extinction and the 2,200 A feature

An important result from this analysis is the realisation, shown in Figure 9.1, that hydrogen- 

deficient models show a pronounced “bump” at ~2,200 A due to less opacity in this region, probably 

caused by an absorption edge. This effect is only small for a 12,500K model but is substantial for 

a 10,000K model, //the model atmospheres used here model the flux in the region 1,500 - 3,000 A 

accurately then the removal of the 2,200 A feature to determine the reddening will be lead to the 

extinction always being underestimated.
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Figure 9.2: The flux distribution of LSS 1922 shown for two models. Shown are the 12,OOOIK,

Eb_v = 0.80 model (top) and the model determined by Heber & Schonberner (1981) (14,400K, 

Eb-v = 0.90) (bottom). The lUE data has been rebinned onto a 5A grid for clarity. The fluxes 

are in units of Wm~2 A-1.
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Figure 9.3: The flux distribution of LSS 4300 shown for two models. The best fit model from 

the temperature analysis (12,O001K, Eb-v — 0.90, lower heavy line) and the model determined by 

Heber & Schonberner (1981) and Drilling & Schonberner (1984) (14,400K, Eb_v = 0.90, upper 

heavy line). The IUE data has been rebinned onto a 5A grid for clarity. The poor quality of the 

data around the 2,200A feature is clearly shown. The fluxes are in units of W m“2 A-1.
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Figure 9.4: The long wavelength photometry for KS Per (upper), LSS 1922 (middle) and LSS 4300 

(lower). Filled triangles are IRAS upper limits. The fluxes are in units of log (W A~1).
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9.7 Summary

The hydrogen-deficient binaries KS Per, LSS 1922 and LSS 4300 have had their available photom

etry analysed to determine their temperatures and the presence of an IR excess. The methods and 

codes used represent a substantial improvement over previous investigations.

KS Per is hotter than previously expected with a temperature of 12,500±.500K and an ex

tinction of Eb-v — 0.55±.0,10 also higher than previously determined. An IR excess is observed 

with a temperature of ~900K, just as in v Sgr and is probably due to mass loss from the system and 

subsequent dust formation. A distance of <^^S00pc is determined if the primary radius is 60 R®.

LSS 1922 and LSS 4300 are cooler than previously thought at 12,000±500K and 12,000±1,000K 

respectively, while the extinctions at Es-v — 0.80±0.05 and 0.90±0.10 confirm previous estimates. 

LSS 4S00 shows a substantial IR excess while LSS 1922 does not. The helium line problem en

countered for V Sgr (Chapter 11) explains the high temperature determined from a helium line as 

opposed to the flux distribution. Experience from modeling v Sgr indicates that the temperature 

from the flux distribution will be more accurate than that from a helium line. If the primary compo

nents of both objects have radii of 60 R® then the distances are >9600pc and ~6280pc for LSS 1922 

and LSS 4300 respectively. However uncertainties of up to 50% are expected.

This analysis indicates that all the HDB’s have a temperature of ’ 12,000A and there is no 

indication of an orbital period - temperature relationship.

The hydrogen-deficient line-blanketed model atmospheres used here have been shown, for 

some temperatures, to give rise to a flux %um^j>” at >2,200A which has previously not been ac

counted for when determining the reddening of hydrogen deficient stars. Further work is required in 

this area to determine if the model atmospheres are correct and, if so, what range of temperatures 

and compositions give rise to the effect.

Radial velocity curves for both components of LSS 1922 and LSS 4300 and a secondary radial 

velocity curve for KS Per are required to determine the masses of both components of these objects.

This will allows the primary radii and distances to be determined.
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Chapter 10

High Resolution Optical 

Spectroscopy of v Sgr

10.1 Introduction

To enable accurate determination of the atmospheric composition of v Sgr it is necessary to have 

good spectra to analyse. The accuracy of the spectra determines upper limits to the accuracy with 

which the temperature, surface gravity and composition may be determined. Previous analyses of 

the surface composition have all relied on photographic spectra (Greenstein Adams 1947; Hack 

& Pasinetti 1963; Leushin k Topil’skaya 1984), giving necessarily poor results.

v Sgr is a bright object and so a high signal to noise ratio can be obtained with most 

detectors. For this study a Thompson CCD was used with the University College London Echelle 

Spectrograph (UCLES) on the Anglo-Australian Telescope. The CCD/Echelle combination allows 

good wavelength coverage and resolution with a high S/N ratio obtained over a short time interval. 

Being an electronic detector the analysis of the spectra is much simplified.

10.2 Observations

The observations were made on the Anglo-Australian Telescope with the UCLES/ Thompson CCD

combination by Dr. D. Pollacco on the night of 30-31 July 1991. A log of the observations is given

in Table 10.1.

The blue Thompson CCD was chosen because of its high quantum efficiency and its large
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Table 10.1: A log of AAT observations for v Sgr.

Frame HJD Exposure (s)

1 2448468.488 5

2 2448468.497 100

3 2448468.502 300

4 2448468.598 600

size (1024 x 1024 pixels) that allowed the spectral range of 3980 A - 4915 A to be covered in a

single exposure.

As well as the exposures of v Sgr the usual bias (dark noise) and flat field (relative sensitivity 

calibration) frames were taken as well as a Thorium-Argon arc exposure for wavelength calibration

purposes.

10.3 Echelle Reduction

Reduction of echelle spectra is a complicated and time-consuming task which has not been well

documented. The available documentation, a FIGARO text file, is poor and inaccurate. A full 

worked example of the reduction used here is given in Appendix E with brief details here.

The reduction was done using a number of Figaro routines (Shortridge 1986).

1. The bias frames, all with the same exposure, are median filtered to remove cosmic ray events. 

The same is done with the flat field exposures.

2. The median bias frame is then subtracted from each of the v Sgr frames and from the median 

flat field frame to remove the effect of thermal noise.

3. After discarding the 5 sec exposure of v Sgr the other three frames were then co-added. This 

is possible due to the extreme positional stability of the UCLES/CCD arrangement.

4. The median flat frame is divided into the summed v Sgr frame. As the light path for the 

flat field exposures passes through the echelle this should remove most of the blaze function 

of the echelle that causes the signal strength to be high at the center of an order but weak 

towards the edges.

5. The median v Sgr frame is then rotated 90° clockwise and flipped about the x-axis to put 

the frame in the required orientation for the subsequent FIGARO operations.

6. The position of the spectral orders on the CCD frame are identified and a “mask” made that 

outlines these orders. Problems arise in tracking orders with absorption lines in them and so
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the orders are found from the flat field exposures. The orders are straight but not horizontal 

so a polynomial of order 1 was used to fit them.

7. The orders were extracted and each order collapsed so that it is only one pixel in vertical 

extent.

8. The image is wavelength calibrated using the Thorium-Argon arc. Three orders on the arc 

spectrum are chosen and lines identified manually. The lines in other orders are then fitted 

automatically. This wavelength calibration is then passed to the v Sgr data, again possible 

due to the extreme stability of the setup.

9. Each order is then extracted, displayed, and any residual blaze function removed by fitting 

a low order polynomial to the highest points in the spectrum. The orders are then merged 

to form the full spectrum. Some gaps are unavoidable as the orders do not always overlap.

10. The spectrum is re-binned to a uniform wavelength interval (0.02 A per pixel) as the echelle 

data has a varying wavelength interval per pixel as the velocity interval per pixel is fixed in 

the raw echelle data.

Finally a normalised, re-binned spectrum of v Sgr is obtained.

10.4 Extraction

As the echelle orders are not straight on the CCD chip a mask is used to delineate the position 

of the orders. The mask has to be sufficiently wide to encompass the order but not so wide as to 

include adjacent orders. However the width of the orders varies over the chip and so the width of 

the mask is determined by the narrow closely-spaced, blue, orders. With the wider red orders some 

of the light within the order will fall outside the mask. This leads to slight discontinuities in the 

output spectrum with jumps of ~ 2 — 10% in flux. This first happens at 4423 A in the spectrum 

of v Sgr and leads to some extra uncertainty in the measured equivalent widths of spectral lines. 

This error will still be small in comparison with the uncertainties in the oscillator strengths of the 

lines. It can be very important when profile fitting and lines so affected should not be used for 

this purpose.

10.5 Cosmic Rays

Cosmic rays hitting the CCD produce a large spike in the image which can be a nuisance depending 

on their location. For v Sgr with such short exposures they were not considered a great problem 

but some precautions were taken.
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Table 10.2: Measured radial velocity shifts for optical lines of v Sgr.

Line Wavelength ( A) Velocity

Rest Observed (kms~i)

Till 4028.33 4029.36 76.71

Ni II 4067.05 4068.03 72.29

Fell 4122.64 4123.65 73.50

Sell 4246.83 4247.84 71.35

Mg II 4481.23 4482.25 68.28

Average = 72.42 ± 2

Heliocentric R.V correction = -9.21

Radial Velocity == 63.21kms -1

The bias and flat field frames were median filtered. This is possible if all the frames have 

the same exposure time, and thus approximately the same count per pixel. The median value of 

each pixel is then used as the final value for the pixel. This removes the spikes due to cosmic rays 

in a way that is not possible if the frames were just averaged.

A similar procedure is not possible with the v Sgr frames as the exposure times differ greatly. 

No attempt was made to remove the effects of cosmic ray events other than co-adding the frames 

to dilute the effect of a given event. Any absorption line affected by a cosmic ray event was not 

used in any future analysis.

10.6 Sky Subtraction

As well as recording light from v Sgr the CCD/UCLES combination records light from the night 

sky. As v Sgr is very bright with respect to the night sky the fractional contribution of night sky 

lines to the total signal will be insignificant. No attempt was made to remove this contribution.

10.7 Radial Velocity

Before beginning to identify the many lines in the v Sgr spectrum the spectrum has to be shifted 

to bring these lines to their rest wavelengths. This shift is due to the radial velocity of the v Sgr 

system as a whole with the orbital velocity of the primary component superimposed. For this 

purpose 5 prominent lines were identified and velocities determined, Table 10.2.

The mean radial velocity of 72±2kms"i was corrected for a heliocentric radial velocity of
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-9.21kms_1 determined using obsdat (Dr. P.W. Hill). The final radial velocity of 63 ±2 kms-1 

agrees well with the radial velocity curve for v Sgr given in Figure 2.9. The observations are at 

phase 0.004 where the expected velocity would be 6O.4kms“i.

The spectrum was shifted by 72 km s”i to bring all the lines to their rest wavelengths.

10.8 Line Identifications

The spectrum of v Sgr with all the lines at their rest wavelengths is shown in Figures 10.1 to 10.16 

with many lines identified.

The line identifications were primarily from Moore (1945), Wiese, Smith & Glennon (1966) 

and Wiese, Smith & Miles (1969). Additional multiplets and lines are from the NBS publications 

(for C,N,O,S). Line lists from previous analyses of v Sgr were used especially those of Hack & 

Pasinetti (1963) but also Leushin & Topil’skaya (1984) and Greenstein & Adams (1947). Gigas 

(1986) was used for additional identifications of Fel and Fell lines.

All the lines in a multiplet were checked and if the strong ones were all identified then all 

lines of that multiplet have been marked in Figures 1O.1 to 1O.16 even if the weak ones have not 

been individually identified in the spectrum.

Blending is a severe problem due to the number of lines and thus equivalent widths are

difficult to measure for a lot of the lines. Appendix H gives a list, multiplet by multiplet, of the 

lines identified while Chapter 11 gives the measured equivalent widths and atomic data (Table 11.1).
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Figure 10.1: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 3990-4050
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Figure 10.2: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 4050-4110 A.
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Figure 10.3: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 4110-4170A.
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Figure 10.4: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 4170-4230 A.
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Figure 10.5: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 4230-4290 A.
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Figure 10.6; The visual spectrum of u Sgr from 4290-4350 A.
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Figure 10.7: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 4350-4410 A.
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Figure 10.8: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 4410-4470A.
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Figure 10.11: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 4590-4650 A.
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Figure 10.12: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from
 4650-4710
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Figure 10.13: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 4710-4770 A.
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Figure 10.14: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 4770-4830
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Figure 10.15: The visual spectrum of v Sgr from 4830-4890 A.
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10.9 Summary

Exposures totalling 1000 seconds have been obtained on the Anglo-Australian Telescope using a 

Thompson CCD and UCLES echelle spectrograph. The resulting blue spectrum (3990-4915 A) is 

the highest resolution, highest signal to noise ratio spectrum ofv Sgr ever obtained. The quality of 

this data will allow the temperature, surface gravity and composition of the primary component to 

be determined with much greater accuracy than ever before.

A further radial velocity point for the primary was determined in good agreement with the 

previously determined orbit.

Over 500 line identifications have been made.
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Chapter 11

A Spectroscopic Fine Analysis of 

V Sgr

11.1 Introduction

Atmospheric fine analyses have been carried out twice before on the primary component of v Sgr in 

a effort to determine the temperature, surface gravity and composition. Hack & Pasinetti (1963) 

determined that the atmosphere could be modelled in two layers one with T=8000K and the other 

T=12,800K, with different lines being formed in the different layers. Hydrogen deficiency by a 

factor of 200 was found while carbon and nitrogen were determined to be overabundant by factors 

of 4 and 60 respectively.

In a series of papers, Leushin & Topil’skaya (1984, 1987, 1988a,b) obtained a model for the 

primary of v Sgr and derived a surface composition. They determine that two models give the 

best fit to the observations; a 13,500K, logy = 1.5 model and a 14,000K logy = 2.0 model. The 

former has 95% He and 5% metals, the latter 70% He and 30% metals. Both models have 0.0001% 

hydrogen. For the abundance analysis the former model was used.

In view of these conflicting results it is necessary to undertake a fine analysis using high 

signal to noise CCD spectrograph data, rather than the photographic data used in the other two 

analyses, and to use line-blanketed hydrogen-deficient model atmospheres.

Although the temperature has been determined from the flux distribution (Chapter 8) and 

a minimum value of the surface gravity from the orbital analysis (Chapter 2) the fine analysis will 

allow independent determinations of these values as well as for the surface composition.
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The basis of this analysis is the standard fine analysis technique, given in outline in Ap

pendix 0.

11.2 Equivalent Widths

The equivalent widths (EW) of unblended or slightly blended lines were measured with the Emission 

Line Fitting (ELF) package within dipso (Howarth & Murray 1991).

After the spectrum was normalised, a Gaussian profile was fitted to the line using a least 

squares procedure to find the best values for line center, width and depth. The equivalent width 

is then just the area enclosed by the Gaussian profile and the continuum level. For blended lines 

where the individual components could be distinguished, fitting with multiple Gaussians was used.

The equivalent widths and atomic data used are given in Table 11.1
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Table 11.1: Measured equivalent widths and atomic data for lines in the spectrum of v Sgr. Errors

are typically 20%.
Ion Mult. Wavelength EW (mA) log gf Ref.
AHI 2 4663.05 395 -0.30 Wie69
CII 6 4267.02 294 0.56 Yan87
CrII 18 4113.24 90 -2.74 MFW88

30 4824.13 328 -1.22 MFW88
4812.35 187 -1.80 MFW88

39 4539.62 211 -2.53 MFW88
4565.78 174 -2.11 MFW88

44 4618.63 280 -1.11 MFW88
4555.02 261 -1.38 MFW88

Pel 43 4045.82 13765 +0.28 BlaSO
43 4063.60 9967 +0.07 FMW88
43 4071.74 82622 -0.02 Bla8O
152 4187.04 158639 -0.55 Bla82
152 4187.80 246652 -0.55 Bla82
42 4271.76 13466 -0.16 BlaSO
71 4282.41 21868 -0.81 FMW88
41 4383.55 96668 +0.20 BlaSO
41 4404.75 183674 -0.14 BlaSO
68 4494.59 9866 -1.14 Bla82

318 4891.50 69622 -0.14 FMW88
Fell 188 4111.90 16269 -2.47 Heb83

28 4122.64 305631 -3.38 FMW88
22 4124.79 194617 -4.20 BlaSO
21 4177.70 296668 -3.48 Heb83
28 4178.86 579611 -2.48 FMW88
27 4273.32 297651 -3.34 FMW88
28 4296.57 376680 -3.01 FMW88
27 4303.17 458613 -2.49 FMW88
27 4385.38 350692 -2.57 FMW88
32 4413.60 203663 -3.87 BlaSO
27 4416.82 401688 -2.60 FMW88
37 4491.40 337669 -2.70 FMW88
38 4508.28 4446103 -2.21 FMW88
37 4515.34 4936101 -2.48 FMW88
37 4520.23 434698 -2.60 FMW88
38 4522.85 4516103 -2.03 FMW88
38 4541.52 4056106 -3.10 Moi83
37 4555.89 488699 -2.29 FMW88
38 4576.33 368650 -3.09 Moi83
37 4582.84 263661 -3.10 FMW88
38 4620.51 261644 -3.28 FMW88
37 4666.75 286637 -3.38 Moi83
43 4731.44 327636 -3.41 Moi83
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Table 11.1; continued.
Ion Mult. Wavelength EW (mA) log gf Ref.
FellI 4 4419.59 271644 -2.33 KP75

4 4395.78 218653 -2.71 KP75
HI 1 4101.74 545616 -2.43 e.g. A1173

1 4340.47 6616254 -2.14 e.g. A1173
1 4861.33 726621 -1.74 e.g. A1173

He I 12 4713.14 357663
12 4713,37
14 4471.48 594617
14 4471.68
16 4120.81 367:671 -1.97 TayOP
16 4120.99 -1.07 TayOP
18 4026.19 789636
18 4026.36
50 4437.55 249638 -2.02 TayOP
51 4387.93 4896192

Mg II 4 4481.13 779 0.57 Wie69
4 4481.33 0.73 Wie69
9 4428.00 186 -1.20 Wie69

4433.99 256 -0.90 Wie69
10 4390.59 305 -0.53 Wie 69

NI 5 4223.04 184 -1.09 Wie66
4214.73 63 -1.45 Wie66

6 4151.46 175 0.19 Wie66
4137.63 126 0.06 Wie66

10 4099.94 147 0.46 Wie66
Nil 5 4630.54 239 0.09 Bec89

4613.87 158 -0.61 Bec89
4643.09 201 -0.39 Bec89
4607.15 207 -0.48 Bec89

12 3995.00 237 0.23 Bec89
15 4447.03 126 0.24 Bec89

Oil 2 4349.43 27 0.06 Bec88
PII 15 4601.97 106 0.74 Wie 69

4658.12 112 -0.31 Wie 69
SII 8 4779.11 123 -1.65 Wie69

9 4815.52 380 -0.05 Wie69
43 4483.42 168 -0.43 Wie69

4402.86 224 -1.27 Wie69
44 4162.70 212 0.78 Wie69

4153.10 196 0.62 Wie69
4145.10 263 0.44 Wie69
4213.50 106 -1.30 Wie69

49 4267.80 281 0.28 Wie69
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Table 11.1: continued.
Ion Mult. Wavelength EW (mA) log gf Ref.
Sell 7 4246.83 209 0.32 MFW88
Sill 3 4130.88 557 0.55 Bec90
Till 18 4493.53 127 -2.41 Sav 90

19 4395.03 296 -0.43 Sav 90
4443.80 244 -0.70 Sav 90
4450.49 197 -1.45 Sav 90

20 4337.92 256 -0.88 Sav 90
4287.89 183 -1.68 RAS 73

21 4161.52 100 -2.00 Sav 90
4184.33 131 -1.44 Sav 90

31 4468.49 223 -0.60 Sav 90
4501.27 248 -0.75 Sav 90

40 4417.72 172 -1.20 Sav 90
41 4290.22 262 -0.87 Sav 90

4301.93 175 -1.16 Sav 90
4307.90 231 -1.04 Sav 90

50 4563.76 273 -0.94 Sav 90
51 4399.77 152 -1.27 Sav 90

4394.06 97 -1.59 Sav 90
82 4571.97 289 -0.52 Sav 90
94 4316.81 87 -1.52 War 67
105 4163.64 197 -0.24 Sav 90
106 4064.35 90 -1.67 War 67
115 4411.08 163 -0.28 Sav 90

VII 25 4220.05 57 -0.52 Bie 89
32 4023.39 134 -0.69 Bie 89

References: AII73: Allen (1973); Bec88: Becker & Butler (1988); Bec89: Becker & Butler (1989); 

Bec90: Becker & Butler (1990); Bla8O: Blackwell, Petford, Shallis & Simmons (1980); Bla82: Black

well, Petford, Shallis & Simmons (1982); FMW88: Fuhr, Martin & Wiese (1988); Heb83: Heber (1983); 

KP75: Kurucz & Petryeman (1975); MFW88: Martin, Fuhr iz Wiese (1988); Moi83; Moity (1983) adjusted 

according to Gigas (1986); RAS73: Roberts, Andersen & Sgrensen (1973); Sav90: Savanov, Huovelin Sz 

Tuominen (1990) TayOP: Taylor et al. (Opacity Project, private communication); War67: Warner (1967); 

Wie66: Wiese, Smith & Glennon (1966); Wie69: Wiese, Smith & Miles (1969) .
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11.3 The Models

All the models used for this analysis were generated by STERNE. In the form used it is a LTE 

line-blanketed, hydrogen-deficient model atmosphere code. The models are referred to as TttGgg 

where tt is the temperature of the star in thousands of Kelvin and gg is ten times the logarithm 

of the surface gravity (c.g.s.).

Initially a coarse grid of models covering a wide range of temperatures and surface gravities 

was generated with a composition that is close to the expected one. The temperature, gravity 

and composition was then determined with some accuracy from these models and the observed 

profiles and equivalent widths. A further set of models were then determined with an improved 

composition. It is these models (the N02 series) that were used in the analysis detailed below.

These models were then input into spectrum which generates theoretical LTE line profiles. 

In this treatment the source function includes the scattering integral but does not solve the rate 

equations to determine the level populations. A Boltzmann distribution is assumed. This treatment 

is referred to as LTE with scattering (LTEs).

Details of the initial model grid are given in Table 11.2.

Table 11.2: The model grid for the fine analysis of v Sgr.

Temperature

(K) 3.0
log g

1.02.5 2.0 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.2

6,000 X X

7,000 X X

8,000 X X X X X

10,000 X X X X X

11,000 X X X X X

11,500 X

11,800 X X X X X X

12,000 X X X X X

12,500 X

13,000 X X X X X X

14,000 X X X X

15,000 X X X X

16,000 X X X X
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11.4 Microturbulent and Rotational Velocities

Before attempting to determine the temperature by using a curve of growth analysis or line profile 

fitting it is necessary to determine both the microturbulent and rotational velocities.

11.4.1 Microturbulent velocity

Microturbulence is due to random turbulent motions in the line forming region of the star. Once 

just used as a fitting factor there now seems to be some definite turbulent velocities in stars 

although the turbulences determined from model atmospheres are somewhat larger than this.

The effect of this turbulence is to broaden the emergent line profiles and to increase their 

EW’s. Any modelling that requires accurate theoretical EW’s, such as temperature determination 

from a curve of growth analysis, requires a pre-determination of this velocity.

To determine the microturbulent velocity the criterion used is that for the correct value of the 

turbulent velocity the derived abundance should be independent of the line strength. Difficulties 

arise as for the best fits (least scatter) the lines need to be on the linear part of the curve of growth 

(CoG). However the lines are often too strong (especially Fell and Felll) and lie on the flat part 

of the CoG thus increasing the scatter as, for a given observed EW there is a range of abundances 

that can lead to that EW. Dufton, Durrant & Durrant (1981) indicate that this method gives rise 

to turbulent velocities that are 1-2kms-1 too high for good spectroscopic data.

The model used for this analysis was a T12gl5 one that agrees with the gravity determined 

in Chapter 2 and the temperature from Chapter 8. The exact choice of model is not critical. To 

obtain the most accurate results models were run with LTEs radiative transfer as well as the LTE 

transfer. The results for vt = 20,10,9,8,7,6,5 and 4kms-1 are shown in Figure 11.1. A value of 

vt = 8±2kms-1 was judged to fit the data best in good agreement with 8 kms-1 from Mg II lines 

(Hack & Pasinetti 1963) and 7.1 kms-1 (Leushin & Topil’skaya 1988a).

11.4.2 Rotational velocity

Stellar rotation has the effect of broadening the spectral lines of a star but does not affect the EW’s 

of the lines. The broadening of the lines is compensated by a reduction in depth. Such rotation 

has no effect on a curve of growth analysis but will affect line profile fitting as used, for example, 

in gravity determination.

From Chapter 2 the radius of the primary was found to be 60 R© assuming it is filling it’s
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Observed EW (mA)

Figure 11.1: Iron abundance vs. equivalent width for v Sgr to determine the microturbulent 

velocity. Filled squares are for LTE radiative transfer, open squares for the LTEs radiative transfer. 

A T12G15 model was used.
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Roche lobe. Due to the effect of mass transfer synchronising the orbital period (138 days) with 

the rotational period the rotational velocity is then 22kms~1 if the Earth lies in the rotational 

plane, i.e. if the inclination is 90“. From the discussion of the Roche Lobe and eclipse geometry 

the inclination must be between 56“and 78°. Thus the line of sight velocity, v sin i, is between 18.2 

and 21.5 km s”1 as determined by the orbital analysis.

To use this value for the atmospheric modelling then the results of this Chapter and Chap

ter 2 are tied together. An independent confirmation of the rotational velocity would both 

strengthen the orbital analysis and give extra weight to the results of the atmospheric modelling.

The narrowest Fe II lines are used for the determination of the rotational velocity. Figure 11.2 

shows the results for the 4273 A line; other lines show similar results. The heavy line is the observed 

Fell 4273A profile while the light lines are theoretical profiles from a 12,000K, logy = 1.5 model. 

The abundance used for the modelling was chosen to reproduce the observed EW. Rotational 

velocities from 0kms“i to 30 kms"i in steps of 5 kms“i are shown with the 0 kms“i model having 

the steepest wings. The line core has an irregular profile due to problems with the modelling. 

However the line wings are well fitted with a rotational velocity of 25±5kms“i. Instrumental 

broadening will only have a small effect and so a value of 25 km s“i has been adopted for the 

future analysis. If the orbital period and rotational period are synchronised then, if the primary 

is not filling its Roche lobe, a rotational velocity of < 20kms°i would be expected. As the 

determined rotational velocity is larger than this a Roche lobe filling primary is strongly indicated. 

The observed rotational velocity then constrains the inclination to be t > 65°.

11.5 Temperature Determination

11.5.1 Iron lines

Using the Fel, II and III lines (Table 11,1) an initial determination of the temperature can be made. 

From a LTEs curve of growth analysis a plot of abundance for each line against temperature can be 

made, a different plot for each assumed gravity. The plots for the Fe lines are given in Figure 11.3.

From these lines a temperature of 11,000+1000 is determined for the logy = 1.0 model up 

to 13,000+1000 for the logy = 3.0 model. The scatter is large and the lines from Fel and II 

are almost parallel and do not constrain the temperature well. The two Felll lines have almost 

constant abundance irrespective of the temperature or gravity of the models. The results are shown 

in Table 11.3.

Modelling of the Fell A4273.32A line was undertaken. By interpolation, a T12G08 or 

T13G22 model would fit the depth of the absorption line well. This appears to be a very temper-
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Figure 11.2: Rotational velocity of o Sgr from the Fell 4273 A line. The heavy line is the observed 

profile, light lines from the theoretical model (Tf = 12, OOOK, logg = 1.5). Rotational broadening 

from 0 (deepest profile) to 30kms_1 in steps of 5kms-1 has been applied. A rotational velocity 

of 25±5kms“i is indicated from the fitting of the wings.
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Figure 11.3: Initial temperature determination for v Sgr from a LTEs Fe curve of growth analysis 

The plotted abundances are the means from 26 (Fel), 11 (Fell) and 2 (Felll) lines respectively.
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Table 11.3: Temperature determination from Fe and N lines for v Sgr.

Gravity

logp

Temperature (K)

NI / NII Fel / Fell / Felll

1.0 11700±500 11000±1000

1.5 12000±500 11500±500

2.0 12500±500 12000±500

2.5 13000±500 12500±500

3.0 13500±500 13000±500

ature and gravity sensitive line. Due to the constancy of the determined Fe abundance from the 

CoG analysis and the saturated nature of the line this effect is due to gravity as the line lies on 

the steep “saturated” part of the CoG and is less dependent on the elemental abundance.

11.5.2 Nitrogen lines

The only other element with two ionisation stages represented in the wavelength range available 

is nitrogen. The results of a LTEs analysis are shown in Figure 11.4. The relationships between 

abundance and temperature for NI and NII are more steeply inclined to each other than Fe I and 

Fe II and should give a more accurate determination of the temperature. The results are shown in 

Table 11.3.

11.5.3 Titanium lines

The Till lines at 4443.80A and 4444.56A were modelled, assuming solar abundances. In the 

spectrum of v Sgr the 4443.80 A line reaches a depth of 0.61, a depth best fitted by the T12 

models. T14 and T16 models produced a line that was hardly visible while a T08 model produces 

heavily saturated lines. A temperature of 12,000±l,000K is indicated.

11.5.4 UV spectra

High resolution IUE spectra covering 1200 - 2800 A are available and contain lines of elements in 

a high ionisation state. These could in principle be combined with the low ionisation state lines 

observed in the visual to determine the temperature by a CoG analysis.

Due to the effects of line blanketing in the UV it would be extremely difficult to set a 

continuum level; EW’s would be uncertain by at least a factor of 2, probably substantially more, 

while line identifications and good atomic data for these transitions are scarce. These difficulties
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Temperature (/IOOO K)

Figure 11.4: Initial temperature determination for v Sgr from a LTEs N curve of growth analysis.
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compounded with the poor signal to noise ratio of the IUE spectra with respect to the optical 

spectrum meant that UV lines were not used at all.

11.6 Gravity Determination

The surface gravity of a star can be determined from the shape of the wings of spectral lines; high 

gravity objects giving rise to broader lines than low gravity objects due to the effects of pressure 

broadening. As may be expected for v Sgr most of the lines are very sharp. The helium line profiles 

show the most pronounced wings and these can be used to constrain the gravity. The hydrogen 

lines may also be used, especially in light of the difficulties experienced with the helium lines.

For all profile fitting the accurate positioning of the continuum is vital; all profiles that were 

fitted had their continuum re-determined for the greatest accuracy.

11.6.1 Helium lines

Figure 11.5 shows theoretical line profiles from models with temperatures between 10,000K and 

16,OOOK. Apart from the hottest models the profile fitting is very poor. The temperature is very 

different from the ~12,000K determined from all other means including the very accurate flux 

distribution method.

To explain the temperature discrepancy of these lines a number of possibilities can be ex

cluded.

1. The observed lines cannot come from a hotter component as the expected profiles from the 

primary at 12,000K should be deeper and broader than the observed profiles.

2. A helium abundance below —99% cannot be used to explain the discrepancy as the compo

sitional determination gives very small abundances for hydrogen and the metals indicating 

the remainder must be helium.

3. SPECTRUM cannot be at fault with incorrect internal values of the oscillator strengths and 

broadening constants as very good results are regularly obtained on other, albeit hotter, 

objects.

Figure 11.6 shows the same lines with 6 8,000K models each with a different surface gravity 

between 1.0 and 3.0. The profiles for the 4437 A and 4121A lines indicate a low gravity while the 

other three lines show almost no dependence of wing profile with gravity. For the other three lines 

the fit to the wings is very poor the model underestimating the observed flux by up to 20%, a
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Figure 11.5: Inital gravity determination for v Sgr. The jagged lines are the observed profiles 

of 5 He I lines. The curves are for the theoretical line profiles, after rotationally broadening by 

25kms_1; one for each model. The uppermost line is for the T16G17 model and the one below 

that the T15G17 model. The others are T14G15, T13G12, T12G10, T11G10 and T1OG1O (lowest 
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discrepancy that cannot be due to continuum placement problems alone. It is possible that NLTE 

effects are in part responsible for this problem.

Although a low gravity seems to be indicated from two of the He lines the discrepancy with 

the other lines and the temperature problem for all the lines renders the low gravity value almost 

worthless on the strength of the helium lines alone.

11.6.2 Hydrogen lines

Not as useful as the helium lines the hydrogen line profiles can also be modelled to determine the 

gravity. Shown if Figure 11.7 are the 4101A and 4340 A lines and profiles from the T1O, T12 and 

T14 models with logy = 1.0 (greatest central depth) and 3.0. Only a small wavelength region is 

shown to increase clarity; the continuum was determined over a larger range. For each model a 

hydrogen abundance was chosen to fit the observed EW.

The A4340 A and A4101A lines show the best observed profiles. The A4340 A has an excellent 

blue wing profile while the A410lA profile shows good blue and red wings but there is evidence of 

a contaminant line from the asymmetry in the wings. The shape of the line cores is possibly due 

to emission. The A486lA profile is very poor. Problems with the mask extraction of the echelle 

data (detailed in Chapter 10) lead to a discontinuity at 4859.5 A of some 7% in flux (15-20% of 

the depth of the profile) leading to a poorly determined continuum. As well as the obvious blend 

in the blue wing the red wing also seems to suffer blending from flux at 0.80 and upwards which 

lead to an asymmetry in the profile. The surface gravity was not determined from this line.

From Figure 11.7 the 4101A line is more sensitive to the model gravity than the 4340 A line 

and so was weighted more in the final gravity determination. For a 10,000K model logy = 1.5±0.5 

was indicated while for the 12,000K and 14,000K models the results were 1.5 ± 0.5 and 1.0 ± 0.5 

respectively. .

11.7 The Final Model

Figure 11.8 shows the results of the temperature and gravity determination on a temperature- 

gravity diagram. The final determined temperature is 11,750±750K and for the surface gravity 

logy = 1.5 ± 0.5. The temperature is in excellent agreement with the flux distribution result of 

11,800±500K while the gravity measurement is in agreement with the value of 1.43±0.14 from the 

orbital analysis if v Sgr is filling its 60 R® Roche lobe.
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Figure 11.7: Modelling the hydrogen line profiles of v Sgr. The observed lines (heavy) for the 

4101A (left) and 4340A (right) lines are compared to logg = 1.0 (lowest central depth) and 

logg = 3.0 models for temperatures of 10,OOOK, 12,OOOK and 14,OOOK. All the model profiles have 

been rotationally broadened by 25kms-1.
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(±750K, ±0.5).
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Table 11.4: The final derived abundances for v Sgr, expressed as log (number fraction), compared to 

those from the fine analyses of Hack Sc Pasinetti (1963) (HP63) and Leushin Sc Topil’skaya (1988b) 

(LT88). Solar values are given for comparison (Holweger 1979). For this study abundances with 

no quoted error are from a single line, the exception being helium with an abundance of one minus 

the sum of the other elements. The Hack Sc Pasinetti results are relative to a solar iron abundance.

Element

Abundance

Solar This study HP63 LT88

H -0.15 -3.76±0.04 -2.3 -3.3

He -1.15 -0.0013 -0.5 -0.02

C -3.48 -4.13 -2.9 -2.27±0.13

N -4.16 -2.74±0.42 -1.9 -1.87±0.07

O -3.23 -3.22 -4.0 -2.7

Mg -4.62 -4.32±0.11 -3.2 -4.07±0.07

Si -4.65 -4.97 -3.9 -4.13±0.07

P -6.80 -5.93±0.73 - -4.90±0.20

S -4.95 -3.89±0.66 -3.4 -4.54±0.04

Ti -7.27 -6.37±0.32 -7.5 -5.66±0.07

V -8.24 -6.62±1.08 -8.0 -6.70±0.10

Or -6.54 -5.63±0.36 -5.9 -5.16±0.05

Fe -4.69 -3.78±0.61 -4.5 -3.33±0.10

11.8 Final Abundances

Using the values of Teff = 11,800K found from both the fine analysis and the flux distribution 

and log gr = 1.5, the final derived abundances were determined. These abundances, expressed as 

number fractions, are shown in Table 11.4 with those of Hack Sc Pasinetti (1963) and Leushin Sc 

Topil’skaya (1988b) for comparison.

Hydrogen At 0.017% the hydrogen abundance determined here is less than from both the other 

two determinations although the Hack Sc Pasinetti (1963) result can be discounted (Schonberner 

Sc Drilling 1982). Hydrogen is confirmed as a trace element.

Carbon At 0.0049% the carbon abundance has been determined to be underabundant (0.65 dex) 

with respect to the sun, in contrast to both the Hack & Pasinetti and Leushin Sc Topil’skaya 

(1988b) results where carbon is overabundant. In the current analysis only one unblended 

carbon line was identified - C H A4267 A doublet. This line is often out of LTE and is overly 

strong for the assumed abundance. If this is the case then the low determined abundance 

will be an upper limit to the actual carbon abundance. Although uncertain, the carbon
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abundance must be regarded as subsolar.

Nitrogen A nitrogen abundance of 0.18% is indicated from 11 measured lines. Although over

abundant by 1.5 dex with respect to the sun this overabundance is less pronounced than that 

from the other investigators.

Oxygen Only one line of oxygen was identified in the available spectrum of v Sgr, the OII2 

A4349.43A line with an equivalent width of 27mA. The determined abundance of 0.06% is 

approximately solar and falls between the results of the other investigators.

Iron At 0.017% the determined iron abundance is almost one dex overabundant with respect to 

the sun, in approximate agreement with the results of Leushin & Topil’skaya (1988b).

Other metals Of the other metals with determined abundances magnesium and silicon are ap

proximately solar with the other metals (P, S, Ti, V, Cr) about one dex overabundant with 

respect to the sun.

Helium As the most dominant species helium cannot have its abundance determined by a CoG 

analysis but must be assigned an abundance equal to the remainder after the other abun

dances have been accounted for. On this basis a helium abundance of 99.7% is assigned. 

This is higher than that determined by Leushin Sc Topil’skaya (1988b).

11.9 Discussion

The temperature determinations from a number of species, both with CoG analysis and profile 

fitting, give temperatures that agree well with the final adopted value of 11,750±750K. The gravity 

has been less well determined (log y = 1.5 ± 0.5) due to the inability to use the helium lines for 

gravity determination. These results are in excellent agreement with the flux distribution analysis 

(11,800±500K) and the determined gravity from the orbital analysis (logy = 1.5 ± 0.2). The 

helium line problem has not been solved and no explanation is offered. This problem may also be 

applicable to the other HDBs and especially LSS4300 that has had its temperature and surface 

gravity determined from the He I 4471A line (Schonberner Sc Drilling 1984). The determined 

values of T = 14,400K and logy = 1.4 have been confirmed with spectrum. The flux analysis 

in Chapter 9 gives a temperature of 12,000±1,000K for LSS4300, some 3,OOOK cooler than from 

modelling the He line. This discrepancy is probably be due to the helium line problem encountered 

for v Sgr whereby a ~ 16, OOOK model would fit the helium lines but all other indicators give 

~ 12, OOOK.

The abundance analysis confirms that v Sgr is hydrogen-deficient and helium rich indicating 

that substantial mass loss from the primary has occurred exposing nuclear processed material in 

the core. The fact that nitrogen is overabundant with respect to the sun indicates that hydrogen
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burning via the CNO cycle has occurred in the core. As the carbon abundance is subsolar and the 

oxygen abundance solar there is no evidence that triple-a processed material has been brought to 

the surface. The probable evolutionary scenario of case BB mass loss, after core helium exhaustion, 

with the luminosity being provided by a helium burning shell would indicate that substantial 

amounts of carbon has been synthesised in the core. Convective dredge-up does not appear to 

have exposed this material.

The overabundance of nitrogen as evidence for the CNO cycle indicates that the primary 

component was once more massive than ~ 5 M@. If an initial solar composition is assumed then 

the total number of CNO nuclei should be conserved if no 3a material has been mixed into the 

observed surface layers. The total solar CNO abundance is 0.092% while the observed total is 
0.25-o.n%. This result appears to indicate that the total CNO abundance is twice that of the sun 

indicating that either some enrichment of the atmosphere by 3a material has taken place or that 

the main sequence metal content of v Sgr was twice that of the sun. As v Sgr is younger than 

the sun an initial metal content of twice that of the sun may be expected. Then the observed C 

and O abundances are less than the initial abundance while nitrogen is overabundant. Then no 

carbon enrichment is observed and the CNO abundances are explained by the CNO cycle alone. 

The metals appear to be, on average, one dex overabundant with respect to the sun; a greater 

overabundance than for the CNO elements.
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11.10 Summary

From an atmospheric fine analysis using line-blankeied hydrogen-deficient model atmospheres and 

improved observational and atomic data the primary component of v Sgr has been determined to 

have a temperature of 11,7503s750K and a surface gravity o/log» = 1.5±0.5. The temperature is in 

excellent agreement with that from the flux distribution analysis (11,80(07500K) and the gravity is 

consistent with a S.0±0.3M© star filling a ~ 60 R© Roche lobe (log; g = 1.5 ±0.2/ The determined 

rotational velocity of 25dt5 km s~7 also supports this result. Assuming synchronous rotation the 

orbital inclination can be farther constrained to i > 65°.

The surface composition has been shown to be extremely hydrogen deficient (0.017% by num

ber) and helium rich (99.7%). Oxygen is solar, carbon subsolar and nitrogen enhanced by a factor 

of 90 with respect to the sun. There is no evidence for enhancement of the atmosphere by Sa 

processed material. The high nitrogen abundance indicates the processing of material by the CNO 

cycle and confirms the high mass of the primary of v Sgr when on the ZAMS. A high metallicity 

(one dex overabundant) is determined, somewhat higher than the CNO overabundance (O.4 dex).

The helium lines cannot be modelled using the final model. For these lines either a ~16, OOOOK 

or '^8,OOOOK model is indicated or an extremely low, unphysical (and unmodelable), surface gravity

together with a 12, OOOOK effective temperature. No explanation is offered for this effect but if it

occurs in the LSS4S00 then it would explain the difference between the temperature determined 

from the He I 4471A iine (Schonbernier & Driliing 1984) and from hhe flux distribution analysis 

(Chapter 9). From the experience with v Sgr the flux distribution results are more reliable.
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Chapter 12

Summary &: Conclusions

12.1 Summary

Summaries of each Chapter are given at the end of that Chapter. Below is a list of those results 

that are new, as determined in this work.

1. The secondary component of v Sgr has been positively detected for the first time using 

improved cross-correlation techniques.

2. The velocity semi-amplitude of the secondary component is 29.7± 1.7kms"1.

3. The orbit of the system has been shown to be consistent with a circular one, thus removing 

the problem of a non-circular orbit in a system that has undergone substantial mass transfer.

4. From the eclipse geometry and rotational velocity the inclination is between 65° and 78°.

5. The masses of the two components are then 3.0±0.3M® and 4.8±0.5M® for the primary 

and secondary respectively with an orbital separation of 230±20R®.

6. From the observed mass loss and hydrogen emission the primary is expected to fill its Roche 

lobe and to have a radius of 60 R®. The surface gravity is then logy = 1.5 ± 0.2.

7. The secondary spectrum has been obtained by deconvolution and, although the data are 

poor, the high excitation lines indicate the secondary is hotter than the primary.

8. Wind line profile fitting used on v Sgr for the first time has determined a mass-loss rate 

of > 2.5 x IO-10 M®yr~l. The actual mass-loss rate is probably ~ 100 times this, but 

ionisation fractions could not be determined.

9. The revised orbital parameters constrains the upper limit of the mass loss from v Sgr to be 

1.9x 10-5 M® yr-1.
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10. Removal of the Lyman-a profile in UV spectra of v Sgr for the first time provides confirmation 

of the interstellar extinction of Eb_v = 0.20±0.05 as previously determined from the 2,200 A
feature.

11. The flux distribution of v Sgr has been modelled with line-blanketed hydrogen-deficient 

model atmospheres to determine a temperature of 11,800±500K and an extinction of Eb-v 

= 0.20±0.05.

12. The long standing problem of the flux distribution has mostly been solved using these im

proved model atmospheres.

13. The distance to v Sgr is 1400±300pc determined from the flux distribution and the radius 

of the primary.

14. The flux distribution confirms that the UV flux comes mainly from the primary and that 

little of the flux is from the secondary as was previously thought.

15. The most accurate high resolution spectrum yet published has been obtained for v Sgr in 

the range 3980 - 4915 A with an echelle spectrograph and CCD combination. Over 500 lines 

have been identified.

16. Using the best available atomic data, hydrogen-deficient line-blanketed model atmospheres 

and LTE with scattering line formation codes, a fine analysis has been carried out for v Sgr. 

A temperature of 11,750±750K confirms the values from the flux distribution and a low 

gravity (log g = 1.5 ± 0.5) in agreement with the orbital analysis is found.

17. An analysis of a small number of O stars has indicated that the gradient of the velocity law, 

/3, may increase with decreasing temperature.

18. Two sdO stars, BD 4-37° 1977 and BD 4-37° 442, have also had their UV wind line profiles 

analysed by profile fitting for the first time to obtain mass-loss rates of at least 10 "® and 

10_1° M® yr"1 respectively, although the true mass-loss rates are probably 100 times or so 

greater.

19. The flux distributions of the three other HDBs (KS Per, LSS 1922 and LSS 4300) have 

determined higher (KS Per, 12,500±500K) and lower (LSS 1922, 12,000±500K; LSS 4300, 

12,000± 1, OOOK) temperatures than previously determined.

20. The extinction of KS Per has been shown to be substantially higher than previously thought 

at 0.55±0.10.

21. The flux distributions have shown that for a range of temperatures spanning at least 9,000 

- 12,OOOK, hydrogen-deficient line-blanketed model atmospheres indicate that stars should 

have a flux “bump” at ~2,200 A, possibly due to an absorption edge. For such stars flattening 

the 2,200 A feature in UV spectra to determine interstellar extinction may lead to a serious 

underestimate of this value.
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As well as these new determinations of parameters there are a number of confirmations of 

previous results presented, such as the confirmation of the primary velocity curve of v Sgr, the 

interstellar extinctions of LSS 1922 and LSS 4300, and the mass-loss rates from three EHe stars.

The SEI wind line profile fitting code has been thoroughly tested and applied to both single 

stars and, with suitable simplifying approximations, to the binary v Sgr. The technique of template 

sharpening has been discussed, and shown to fail for the Wolf-Rayet binary 72 Vel, thus helping 

to confine the type of systems for which this technique will work.

12.2 Conclusions

The main conclusion from this work concerns the ultimate fate of the primary component of v Sgr, 

As detailed in the introduction a powerful case can be put forward for HDBs being progenitors of 

Type Ib supernovae, the only drawback being their assumed masses.

Delgado & Thomas (1981) determine that for core carbon ignition after case BB mass 

transfer a star needs a mass of 2-3 M® to allow burning through to iron and finally core collapse.

The new results presented here, of the primary component having a mass of ~3.0 M®, 

strongly suggest that it is massive enough to eventually undergo core collapse. The very low 

hydrogen abundance indicates that substantial mass loss must have occurred and which must have 

been due to case BB mass transfer. For this to occur the primary component must be ascending the 

asymptotic giant branch on the way to carbon ignition. Upon carbon ignition the star contracts 

and mass transfer/loss enters a quiescent phase. The mass loss rate limits determined here are 

not precise enough to indicate that v Sgr is in such a low mass loss phase. From the surface CNO 

abundances there is no indication that carbon ignition has occurred yet. With the mass being at 

the upper end of the range indicated by Delgado Sc Thomas the indications are that v Sgr will 

probably undergo a SN Ib event.

The literature on stellar evolution in binary systems with mass loss and transfer is large 

(e.g. Delgado & Thomas 1981; Paczynski 1971; Plavec 1970; Lauterborn 1970; de Greve Sc de 

Loore 1977; Doom Sc de Greve 1983; Iben Sc Tutukov 1985; Habets 1986a,b) but the current status 

of v Sgr is known and thus all that is required is the mass at which the primary needs to be 

now to undergo Fe core collapse in the future. To determine the fate of v Sgr a full evolutionary 

scenario does not need to be modelled, just a knowledge of the current mass, mass-loss rate and 

the indication that core carbon ignition has occurred, or is about to occur. However, for an 

understanding of the system as a whole a full evolutionary scenario is required. Although work 

has been done on binary systems with ZAMS masses in the range expected for u Sgr the periods 

used are too small - there are no models available for such evolved systems with such long periods.
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Figure 12.1: The evolution of a binary system with a 12 M© primary component. Shown are an 

evolutionary track for a primary component with a ZAMS mass of 12 M®. The solid line is a 

model for a single star without mass loss, the dotted and dashed lines for the primary component 

within binary system. The secondary component is not modelled but mass loss is assumed to 

begin at various points {e.g. the first phase of mass loss occurs at Rp > 300 R®. No separations or 

secondary masses are used. The current position of the primary component of v Sgr is indicated. 

From Iben k, Tutukov (1985).

Figure 12.1 shows a binary model for a primary component with a ZAMS mass of 12 M® from 

Iben & Tutukov (1985). The binary aspects are simply treated with mass being removed from the 

primary when it exceeds an arbitrary radius. The model has no direct relevance to v Sgr as such 

but does indicate that the primary component of v Sgr with log (L/L®) = 4.8±0.05 and log Tf 

= 4.07±0.03 is consistent (in theory) with a late stage of evolution, if the primary component were 

more massive than 12 M® when on the ZAMS.

The classification of a type Ib SN is based on

1. They are found near star forming regions and must therefore be massive Popula^on I stars 

to still be in the vicinity of their birthplace when they explode.

2. No hydrogen is seen in the spectra of Ib events so the progenitors must burn or in some way 

lose all the hydrogen in them.

3. Helium is seen in large quantities so it must not all be burnt or otherwise lost.

4. The observed radio emission from Ib events indicates they are embedded in circsmatellar 

material, presumably from the progenitor.
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5. Type Ib events have similar luminosities to Type II events and lower luminosities than la

events.

1) is satisfied as a mass of ~15M® is found by Delgado k Thomas (1981) for a progenitor

star that undergoes Case BB mass transfer and still has a mass of 2-3 M®. Such a massive star 

will evolve quickly.

2) and 3) are explained by the Case BB hypothesis.

4) arises naturally from the two phases of mass transfer that precede the core collapse.

5) is explained as the mechanism for the Ib event (i.e. core collapse following core iron 

exhaustion) is exactly the mechanism of a Type II event and thus the luminosity would be expected 

to be similar to Type II events rather than la (accretion onto a white dwarf in a binary system 

pushes the WD mass over the Chandrasekhar mass limit for WD’s (~1.4M®) causing explosive 

ignition throughout the WD).

Thus v Sgr (and by extension the other HDBs, if massive enough) naturally explain the 

phenomena of the Type Ib SN.

From the data amassed in this work it must be concluded that the primary of v Sgr will 

undergo core Fe collapse, and will be classified as a Type Ib SN, in about 400,000 years time (see 

discussion in Chapter 2).

The question arises as to what would be the effect of a SN Ib event at ~1400pc. SN Ib 

events are very similar to SN II events, the most studied of which is SN 1987A. Due to the extra 

envelope material in the progenitor of SN 1987A compared to v Sgr it may be expected that the 

v Sgr event would be at least as luminous as SN 1987A. If so, the v Sgr event would have a 

peak visual magnitude of — —5 making it as bright as than the Crab Nebula event (1054A.D., 

Mv.peak = —5) and brighter than Tycho’s supernova (1572A.D., Mv,peak = —4.0). It would be 

jointly the third brightest supernova ever recorded after the event of 185A.D. that left the radio 

remnant G315.4-2.3. The brightest recorded supernova event was in 1006A.D. with Mv,peak = —9 

that left the radio remnant G327.6+14.5. No effect on the planet was recorded from this event 

and thus none would be expected from the v Sgr event. As v Sgr is ~ 35 times closer to the Earth 

than SN 1987A in the LMC all the effects from that event would be multiplied by ~ 1,200 times, 

e.g, some 25,000 neutrino events would be expected to be detected in the IMB and Kamiokande 

II detectors. The event would not be bright enough to affect astronomical observations, even those 

requiring the darkest conditions.
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12.3 Future Work

To follow on from this work the following points need to be addressed.

1. Photometry. For the two poorly observed HDBs (LSS 1922, LSS 4300) there is a need 

for further photometry, especially in the UV and IR to allow the determination of the tem

peratures more accurately by flux modeling. Multi-colour photometry is also required to 

determine if eclipses occur for all four of these objects to help constrain their inclinations.

2. UV Spectroscopy. For all four known HDBs there is a need for UV spectroscopy to 

allow the detection of the secondary components of KS Per, LSS 1922 and LSS 4300 and 

to determine secondary radial velocities and then masses. Spectroscopy is also required to 

provide better data for a confirmation of the secondary radial velocities for v Sgr presented 

here. From the wind line profiles in the UV mass-loss rates may be determined for KS Per, 

LSS 1922 and LSS 4300.

3. Visual Spectroscopy. For LSS 1922 and LSS 4300 which do not have reliable orbital 

periods determined for them visual spectroscopy is required to determine such a period and 

a primary velocity semi-amplitude.

4. Fine Analyses. Visual spectra for the KS Per, LSS 1922 and LSS 4300 need to be obtained 

and combined with the numerical codes and atomic data used here for v Sgr to determine the 

temperature, gravity and, especially, surface composition to allow the evolutionary status of 

these three objects to be determined,

5. Evolutionary Modeling. Although Delgado k Thomas (1981) determine that a mass of 

2-3 is sufficient at core carbon ignition to lead to a SN Ib event the rest of their model is 

poor with regard to the final mass of the secondary and the orbital periods. What is required 

are evolutionary calculations to determine the initial masses of the two components and their 

initial separation given that at core carbon ignition the masses are 3.0±0.3 and 4.8±0.5M® 

respectively with a period of 138 days.

In short, all the techniques applied to v Sgr in this thesis should be applied to the other 

three HDBs once the required observational data are available to conclude the determination of 

all the important parameters about the four known members of this class of objects. New HDBs 

should be looked for although the surveys appear to be complete (Drilling 1986). The eccentric 

nature of the orbit of KS Per is a problem that needs to be resolved and the discussion of its origin 

(given in Chapter 2) needs to be confirmed or rejected.
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Appendix A

The Lucy Test

When determining the orbit of a spectroscopic binary observational errors may lead to the assign

ment of a non-zero eccentricity to a star in a circular orbit. Simple tests for spurious eccentricity 

were devised by Lucy and Sweeney (1971) and by Bassett (1978); the relationships between them 

being clarified by Lucy (1989).

The first Bassett test ignores some reductions in the number of degrees of freedom and leads 

to large errors when the number of data points is small. Lucy (1989) provides a more accurate 

form of the first Bassett test and it is this test that has been used in this work and is described 

below.

A.l The Test

To decide if the eccentricity of a binary star is zero the statistical hypothesis “the eccentricity 

is zero” is tested. If the hypothesis is rejected at the 5% level of significance then the non-zero 

eccentricity is regarded as significant, otherwise a circular orbit is assigned. With this in mind the 

Lucy form of the first Bassett test becomes

(A-Mf ln(& = —21np (A.l)

where

N = ninTiiier of observations.
M == number of elements of the elliptical orbit

estimated from the observed data.
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Re, Rc = weighted sum of the squares of the residuals

left by the least squares fit on the elliptical and 

circular orbit, respectively.

p — probability of the hypothesis of a circular orbit.

Thus if the probability, p, is less than 5% then the eccentric orbit is deemed to be significant

and is accepted.

A.2 Example: v Sgr

For the orbital determination of v Sgr, using all the available data, we have 87 data points and 

are trying to determine 6 orbital elements. Sterne’s method was used to determine the parame

ters of the eccentric and circular orbits yielding summed squared residuals of Rc=2163 and Re 

= 2026 (kms_1)2. The eccentric orbit yields the better fit and the determined eccentricity 

(e=0.051±0.016) has errors that do not include the circular orbit. However applying the Lucy 

test we find (with M=6 and N=87) p=7%. This is greater than 5% and so the hypothesis of the 

circular orbit cannot be rejected.
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Appendix B

Non-Linear Least Squares Fit to 

an Arbitrary Function

B.l Introduction

Often in complex problems it is necessary to find an empirical fit to a function, y(x), which is 

non-linear in its m free parameters, aj (where J = 1, m).

A goodness of fit of the calculated function to the observed data, x2> can be defined by:

*2 = 52 {to - ^o]2} (B.l)

«=i ' • '
where

X2 = goodness of fit.

JV = Number of data points to be fitted.

I/,- = Observed data value at the point x,-.

y(xi) — Calculated data value at the point ®,-. 

X. = Weight of the tth data point.

To obtain the optimum values of aj, the value of x2 is minimised with respect to each of 

the m free parameters simultaneously. This is achieved by solving m simultaneous equations each 

of which consists of the partial derivative of x2, with respect to one of the free parameters, set to 

zero. t.e. m equations of the form:

= « >=a.”*) <B-2>
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The value of %2 for any of set of m values of the free parameters can be represented by 

a hypersurface in m-dimensional hyperspace. This hyperspace must be searched for the global 

minimum value of x2, noting that there may be many local minima.

A number of methods of solution are available (Bevington 1969, and references therein) of 

which the one showing the greatest speed of convergence is a gradient search of the linearised 

fitting function.

B.2 Linearisation of the Fitting Function

Applying a 1st order Taylor expansion to the fitting function as a function of the free parameters, 

aj, to obtain:

Vi yo(xi) + £ t = (1, N) (B.3)

This function is then linear in the parameter increments 6aj. yo is the initial value (i.e. 

with a fixed set of parameters) of the fitting function.

To determine the derivatives a numerical method is used, being completely general. (If 

analytic derivatives are available then these could also be used.)

dyo(xi)
daj

yo(aj + Aaj) - yo(aj - Aaj)' 
2Aa; j = (l,m) (B.4)

Substituting Equation (B.3) into Equation (B.l), to obtain:

N
< = E 

»=1
< yi - yo(ri) - 52 'dyo(xj) 

. aai
(B.5)

Now, following the least squares procedure, x2 is minimised with respect to the parameter 

increments, Saj, by differentiating with respect to these increments and setting the differentials to 

zero, to obtain m simultaneous equation of the form:

dx2
dSck (B.6)

dyi _ dyo(xi) _ [ d /dyo(xj)\ ,
d6ak dSak ££ [d^ \ daj ) a’

k = (1, m)

dyo(xj) dSaj
daj d6ak

The second bracket can be simplified by noting that

dyi
d6ak (B.7)

= 0

= 0

+
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as the observed data points do not depend on any of the parameters 6ak (or on any parameters), 

and
d ( dyo(gf)A = q

dfiak \ da

as yo has no dependance on <aj, only on a*. Also note

(B.8)

dya(xi) dSaj 
daj dSak

= 0 j -Jj k
___ j)
dak

'dyixL j = k (B.9)

Finally obtaining,

N

dSak i=l « \ i=l

0

dJ^-6ai
daj

dyo(xj)
dak ► (B.^O)

k ~ (1, m)

Expanding, and changing the order of summation, to obtain 

N . „ , * N * m
'V 1 (.........dy0(xi) 1 dyo(xi') (B.H)

k = (1, m)

The following are then defined

A = yo(«i))^ k = (1, m)

j-E 1 dyo(c.-) dya{xi) k — (1, m)

(B.12)

(B.13)

Then a row matrix, /3, can be constructed from the /3k’s and a symmetric matrix, a, from
the Qj ks.

' ' (B.14)0 = ( A & •• )

°n ai2 * * * «1m

=
«21 tt2 2

ftml m

\

(B.15)

a and /3 are related by

& “ E Cj k Saj
3-1

and

j3 — 6a ex

(B.16)

(B.17)

N

££ <? daj dak
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B.3 Gradient Search

A procedure for determining the minimum of x2 by linearising the fitting formula will achieve 

good convergence from points close to the minima but convergence becomes unreliable from points 

further away from the minimum. However the gradient search method allows good convergence 

from points far away from the minimum but convergence is slow when the minimum is approached.

Combining the two methods results in a scheme for obtaining the minimum of x2 that 

behaves like the linearisation method when in the neighbourhood of the solution (and where lim

itations due to the first order expansion are small) and like the gradient search method at more

distant points.

The method given here was devised by Marquardt (1963) and described in Bevington (1969).

The two extremes of the mediod are the grddiedt seareh and the linearisation of the fitting 

function; the factor A controls the degree of interpolation between the two extremes. The diagonal 

terms of the curvature matrix, a, are increased by a factor of (1 -f A) to create the new curvature 
matrix a'. Then

0 == baa 

a,»(l + A) j =

, ib i # k

(B.18)

(B.19)

If A is large then the diagonal terms of a* become large and the matrix equation degener

ates into m separate equations (as the cross-terms are small compared to the diagonal terms, cf 

Equation (B.16)), i.e.

mm

0k — 5"^ A Saj ajk k = (1, m) (B.20)
i=i

Conversely, if A is very small, then the matrix equation becomes the linearisation equation 

(Equation (B.17)).

To obtain the parameter increments, baj, the inverse of the new curvature matrix (i.e. 
v = (ot S)”1, with elements q t) is taken and used to multiply the matrix equation (B.18),

m

6^j fe (b.21)
&=i

Using these equations an algorithm can be constructed to solve the non-linear least squares 

problem. See Figure B.l. Using an initial value of A = 0.001 the algorithm continues until two 

successive values of x2 lie within 1% of each other.
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Figure B.l: A flowchart for a non-linear least squares fit to an arbitrary function using a gradient 

search of the linearised fitting function.
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B.4 Error Determination

As the method described above is non-analytic there is no analytic formula for the error on the 

parameter fits, however some reasonable approximations can be made and errors determined. See

Bevington (1969) for proofs and details.

1f one parameter, aj, is incremented by an amount Auj, and all the other free parameters 

are optimised to minimise x2» then x2 would be changed by Ax* where

-> Aa?Ax* = —J- (B.22)
€jj

To put reasonable errors on the free parameters, aj, two cases can be considered, the rela

tionship between them being self evident.

1. The erroo in aj such that the vvlue oo^x2 would double if jail ooher parameters were o^tii^iif^d 

and aj changed by Ao.j. This is achieved by replacing Ax* in Equation (B.22) by x*, so

Aoi = %* (B.23)

This method will give small errors for good fits and large errors for poor fits but has the 

disadvantage that the error criterion depends on x*«

2. Aleitslatively, the vatae of A<a rsqul(sd to aleet the vakte oo x2 by 1 can be caleuldted by 

putting Ax* = 1 in Equation (B.22).

Aaj = y/e]~ (B.24)

This method is useful as the same error criterion is used for all fits.

B.5 Weighting

A number of weighting schemes can be implemented, depending on the nature of the data and 

analysis being performed. Three are described here and are in the codes that implement the theory 

described above, although others could be used.

1n the theory outlined above the weight of an observed data point has been represented by 

1n the program seils all data points are input with a value for cr,- although this may not 

be used depending on the mode of weighting adopted. The variable mode is used to describe the

weighting adopted and has the following meaning

Thus only mode = 1 uses the inputted value of a,-; the other modes base their weighting on 

the data value itself or adopt a uniform weighting.
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Table B.l: Weighting and MODE of data.

MODE Weighting

-1 =liH- * °)

Jr = l(w = 0)

0

1 1 — 1
■ 
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Appendix C

SEILS - Parameters, Sample 

Input and Guide

There are three versions of SEILS all of which do much the same thing but require different inputs.

1. SEILS 1: The standard least squares version of SEI using both a single velocity law and single 

optical depth law throughout the wind. Photospheric profiles may only be Gaussian.

2. SEILS2: The same as seilsI except that the photospheric profile may be of arbitrary shape 

and is read in from a data file before execution. SEILS 2 was used to model the outer regions 

of the wind of v Sgr after the inner regions had been determined with seils 1.

3. SEILS3: A two component optical depth law is used with the cross-over point being specified 

in the input file. Used for modelling the wind of v Sgr.

SEILS2 and SEILS3 were developed for the analysis of v Sgr only while SEILS 1 is a general 

wind line analysis code for the analysis of single star winds. The following descriptions are about 

SEILS 1 unless otherwise stated. The generic term seils Is used to refer to all three programs.

C.l Input Files

seils requires a number of files to be set up before execution. The first one is called SEILS_3EFAULTS.DAT 

and contains the values of those parameters that are likely to remain fixed for many runs but may 

need to be changed for other projects. An example of this file is given in Figure C.l.

Another data file is required for seils; an example is given In Figure C.2. This file contains
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0.001 A Initial value of the parameter used in the

least squares fit. See Appendix B.

0. (B Collisional de-excitation parameter.

0. efi Collisional de-excitation parameter.

1. a? Parameter governing the radial behaviour

of the Planck Function in the wind.

1. (fr)„ Planck Function in the wind.

1. MODE Weighting scheme for the data points. (Table B.l)

1 BFLAG Determines if the optical depth law with the ~ 

term is used (bflag = 1) or not (0).

Figure C.l: A sample seils_defaults.dat file.

all the data required for a fit plus values of those parameters that are likely to need changing more 

frequently than those in the seils_defaults.dat file.

S/D An integer denoting whether a singlet (1) or doublet (2) line is to be fitted.

w0 The normalised photospheric velocity.

wrj, wlo The upper and lower values of the normalised velocity outside of which the optical 

depth is zero, (wrj = Wi)

IGMAX The number of points within the turbulent profile. 15 is usual unless wg > 0.3 in which 

case use 31. IGMAX must be an odd number.

aj/o The point, in units of stellar radii at which the Inner Region optical depth parameters (a1} 

«2) change to the Outer Region ones (a3, a4). SEiLS3 only.

N The number of data points that have been selected from the original spectrum.

Aa, Xr The shorter and longer rest wavelengths of the doublet to be fitted, or the wavelength of 

the singlet line to be fitted.

Di, » = 1, iV N sets of data triplets in the form of the wavelength , flux value and weight of the 

data point.

/3, • • •, Voo Data pairs for the free parameters in the fit; 6 for seils 1 and seiLs2, 8 for seiLs3. The 

first number is the initial value for the parameter while the second number is the amount to 

either side that the program looks when calculating the derivative of the fit with respect to 

the parameter. Only for ai, «2» 03 and o4 can A be larger than the initial value. If A for a 

given parameter is fixed to be zero then that parameter is fixed at its initial value and will 

not be allowed to vary in the subsequent fit. The optical depth of the red component (%) is 

not a free parameter; it is assumed to be one half of the optical depth of the blue component.
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Figure C.2: A seils data file.
1 S/D

0.01 Wq

0.0 1.0 wlo, whi

15 IGMAX

80 xjfo SEILS3 only

20 N
1548.19 1550.7et Ar

1533.04 1.000 1 Di
1542.02 0.998 1 D2

1555.35 1.000 1 Dn

0.7 0.1 /?

0.1 0.5 «1
0.1 0.5 <*2
0.1 0.05 Wg

5.0 2.0 Tb

700 200 Vo
0.5 0.1 013 SEILS3 only.

0.5 0.1 Q'4 seilsS only.

1.61 0.4 ■■phots » Wphats
1.6lt o.4t ■photm WphatR
-3.0 3.0 0.1 PRSTART,PREND, PRSTEP
*'text....» 4 Header text.

Mn»t be Included when fitting tingle! tiaen, but the v&ue ia ignored.

Optional.
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This is true for resonance doublet lines. However for some lines (e.5. the CII doublet)

= 2Tjg. This feature can be invoked within SEILS by setting Tb to be negative in the input 

file. Within SEILS Tb is set to the absolute value of this quantity and Tr to be twice this.

AphotB»Aphotr The depths of the photospheric line components, if present. The depth is related 

to the normalised flux by Aphot = — In (flux).

PPphotBnwphotR The widths of the photospheric lines in terms of the terminal velocity of the wind.

PRSTART, PREND, PRSTEP The interval, in normalised velocity units, between which the final pro

files are determined, prstep determines the coarseness of this final profile.

Header text This (optional) single line of text will be printed at the top of the output file. It 

allows the contents of the output file to be easily Identified etc.

Finally, a .COM file is required when running SEILS in batch, an example is given in Fig

ure C.3. Input, output and photospheric profile (SEILS2 only) file names need to be specified. If no 

photospheric file is required (i.e. the standard Gaussian photospheric lines are to be used rather 

than inputting an arbitrary profile) then the first three letters of the photospheric file name should 

be “NUL”.

$ set default user2:[scratch.asrrd.stars]

$ run seils 

star. in

star.out

line.phot

$ rename seils_phot. spO star.piot. spO 

$ rename seilsjwind.spO star wind.spO 

Figure C.3: A sample .com file for running seils in batch.

The “standard input” values for the parameters given in Table C.l. These standard inputs 

were not always used, being varied, usually only slightly, if necessary.

C.2 Output Files

seils gives four output files per run. The first is SEILS_OUT.DAT and gives the same information 

as the seisout3.dat and seidout3.dat files that are output from the seising3 and seidoub3 

programs (i.e. the turbulent profile, source functions and final profile), seils also outputs two 

dipso files, one of the total wind line profile (seils_wind.dat), the other (seils_phot.dat) the 

photospheric profile used. The are determined using the values found by seils after the least 

squares solution has been found. The final output file, the name of which is specified in the .com
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Table C.l: “Standard inputs” for a SEILS data file. The terminal velocity initial value is chosen 

to be close to the expected value. For the determination of O star winds (Chapter 5) a value of 

2500 km s“i with a A of 500 km s-1 was used. For the EHe and HDB stars (Chapters 6 and 7) 

values of 750 and 100 kms_1wese used. 0*3 and 04 are required for SEILS3 only.

Param. Value A

P 0.7 0.1

ai 0.1 2.

02 0.1 2.

Wg 0.10 0.05

Tb 10.0 5.0

Voo variable

«3 0.1 2.

»4 0.1 2.

file contains the results of the least squares solution. An example of the feipet file is given in 

Figure C.4.
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Text...

DEFAULTS: FLAMDA EPSOB EPSOR AT BICO MODE BFLAG

0.001 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1 0

DOUBLET: 1548 .19 1552..34

VELOCITIES: PHOTOOPKEEIC: 0.01

LOW: 0.00

HIGH: 1.00

IGMAX: 15

DATA POINTS 20

PHOT LINES (B) : 1.61 0.400

PHOT LINES (I) : 1.61 0.400

PARAM INITIAL FINAL ERROR

BETA 0.700 0.732 0.165

Vinf 570. 641. 249.

Wg 0.100 0.103 0.003

ALPHA1 0.100 0.768 1.142

ALPHA2 0.100 -0.243 2.305

T(B) 5.000 7.451 0.862

SEP: 0.840 0.793

AFTER 3 CALLS, CHISQR (FINAL) = 1.26025

CONVERGED

Figure C.4: A sample output file fromSEHS for a doublet line. For a singlet line the output file is 

very similar. For SEILS2 the name of the input photospheric file is given. For SEILSS details of the 

Inner/Outer Region point and the results for a3 and «4 are also given.
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Appendix D

Checklist for Wind Line Analysis

A system of steps can be given for the good determination of wind lines. These are guidelines and 

some lines may need special attention.

1. Careful determination of the continuum is the most important step and consists of a number

of individual steps.

(a) Re-binning. If the spectrum shows much noise (e.^. a single lUE spectrum) then 

re-binning allows a more accurate determination of the flux levels without sacrificing 

the independence of the wavelength-flux data points. Re-binning to 0.2 A is usually 

sufficient.

(b) Flux zero point determination. Due to the occasional poor extraction of lUE spectra 

the lowest flux recorded will be sub-zero. This is most noticeable in the Lyman-<a line 

at 1215 A which is usually massively saturated. The lowest part of this profile should 

be set at zero flux.

(c) Remove the general slope of the continuum, if necessary, by looking at the slope of the 

continuum over a few hundred Angstroms.

(d) Remove any contribution from interstellar Lyman-a, if dealing with the N V doublet.

(e) Select the actual level of the continuum through the wind line by considering the flux 

going into the line. Set the continuum level to be 90-95% of the peaks In this small 

range of spectrum.

2. Select the data points carefully, with more points in regions of importance such ea the blue 

edge of the line.

3. Select values for photospheric line depths and widths;

(a) Use values from published results.
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(b) Use a model atmosphere program to determine the photospheric lines. This procedure 

requires knowledge of

i. Atomic data such as oscillator strengths, electron damping constants and conisional 

cross-sections. These may only be poorly known for highly excited lines in the UV.

ii. The temperature and surface composition of the star need to be known. In studies 

of peculiar stars {e.g. Hydrogen-deficient stars) these facts may only be poorly 

known.

iii. NLTE model atmospheres may need to be used; these are not always available 

especially when combined with studies of highly excited lines in peculiar stars.

(c) From studies of similar objects make an initial estimate of the line depths and widths. 

After a solution is obtained the depths and widths can be altered if these parameters 

are being treated as ways of improving the fit rather than as true physical parameters.

4. Determine an initial solution, for all lines of a given star, using SEILS with a standard input 

file, with initial photospheric lines.

5. Determine values for Voo, (3 and wg by looking at all the lines of a given star, noting

(a) The doublet lines are more sensitive to parameter changes than the singlet lines, so 

weight the doublet results more.

(b) The singlet lines are not resonance lines so the extent of the blue edge may not be equal 

to the termini velocity, i.e. wi may not equal 1. However in the standard input file 

wt is set to 1. Thus the initial results for singlet lines should be rerun with w( < 1 if 

necessary to get a better fit.

6. Error values can be used to indicate the goodness of fit. A small error on a parameter means 

that varying the parameter slightly will have a large effect on the goodness of fit. A large 

error indicates that the value of the parameter is not so critical.

7. Having selected Vo,, /3 and Wg, re-determine the other parameters using SEILS with another 

standard input file for all lines of a given star.

8. Adjust the values of v^o, /?, Wg and the photosphere components, if necessary, and redeter

mine all the parameters. Repeat this step as necessary.
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Appendix E

Echelle Reduction - A Worked 

Example

One of the problems with echelle reduction is that few people have done it and the information 

required to do it is sparse. A manual is available for the FIGARO routines but this is not complete 

and is in some case misleading especially in the values given as examples. When reducing the 

AAO/UCLES data for v Sgr much effort was put into finding a scheme that would work. The 

results of this effort are given here in the form of a worked example that has been proven in 

the reduction of AAO/UCLES data. The image frame consisted of a 1024x1024 pixel images 

(Thompson chip) covering the 27 orders 116 - 142 (blue). This corresponded to a wavelength 

coverage of approx. 3980-4910 A. These values will have to be modified for other formats and 

wavelength coverage but the reduction scheme outlined here should still be valid. All inputs have 

been described together with the inputs used for this reduction. This should allow batch jobs to be 

written to reduce many similar frames. Here the interactive reduction need only be done once and 

then the results from this {e.g. the mask frame from ECHMASK and the arc wavelength calibration 

data from ECHARC) used for the succeeding frames. This is possible as the AAO/UCLES system 

is very stable; the orders lie on the same place on the CCD in succeeding frames.

1) Obtean the data (tius is geaeaa^y the hardeet part). The following are required.

1. Bias frame(s)

2. Flat field {i.e. continuum source) frame(s).

3. Arc spectrum frame (only one required).

4. Object frame(s).
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2) Determine a final aias aiame from the set of isdivodual bid aramas e The readou t timo 

is short and thus cosmic ray events should be at a minimum. However as bias subtraction is an 

important step the bias frames should be free from such events. If three or more bias frames are 

available then they should be median filtered to remove the cosmic ray events. Median filtering 

finds the median value of each pixel from the values of that pixel in each of the individual frames. 

This will ignore very large values that occur because of cosmic ray events. It will not counteract 

edects such as hot pixels that effect the same pixel on each frame.

Generate a file BIAS.LIST with the filenames of all the bias frames

SYNTAX: $ MEDSKY FILES, OUTput

FILES = Name of file containing the list of frames 

OUTput = Filename of the resulting image.

e.g. $ MEDSKY bias.list, bias.dst

3) Suubtact the median bina frame from eaah oo ihe object and flni field frames.

SYNTAX: $ ISUB IMage, IMAGEl, OUTput

IMage = First frame (ie object or flat field frame) 

IMAGEl = The second frame (ie median bias frame) 

OUTput = The output filename

e.g. $ ISUB upsjsgrI, bias, ups_sgr_bias1 

$ ISUB FLATl, bias, FLAT_BIA3l

4) Now deteraede a median miteron flat Eeif imaue, nsiag MEDg KY ^ain with neAT.L 1ST 

containing t list of the (bias subtracted) flat field image names.

e.g. $ MEDSKY flat.list, slat.dst

5) Determme u hnnl o^eni frame. Usieu MEDgKY Dese wi U renwve commie coy enenis but 

will not increase the signal to noise ratio as the series of object frames are not added together. 

A direct summation of the bias subtracted object frames is needed, but (later) cosmic ray events 

need to be flagged and ignored. Use LADD.
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SYNTAX: $ IADD IMage, IMAGE1, OUTput

IMage = First frame.

IMAGE1 = Second frame.

OUTput = The output filename

e.g. $ ISUB ups_sgr_bias1, ups_sgrjbias2, ups 

$ IADD ups, ups_sgr_bias3, ups 

... etc

We now have a summed object frame (ups), and a median bias subtracted fiat field frame 

(flat) along with the unmodified arc frame (arc).

6) For the correct analysis on the CCD echelle data the frames from the CCD need to be 

rotated and flipped to get them in the correct orientation (wavelength increasing left to right and 

order number increasing bottom to top). Use ROTATE and IREVY

SYNTAX: $ ROTATE IMage, OUTput

IMage = Frame to be rotated. 

OUTput = The output filename.

SYNTAX: $ IREVY IMage, OUTput

IMage = Frame to be flipped. 

OUTput = The output filename.

e.g. $ ROTATE ups, ups_rot 

$ IREVY ups_rot, ups 

$ ROTATE FLAT, FLAT-ROT 

$ IREVY FLAT _ROT, FLAT 

$ ROTATE ARC, ARC-ROT 

$ IREVY ARCJROT, ARC

7) The object image now needs to be corrected for the blaze function by division by the flat 

field frame. Use IDIV.

SYNTAX: $ IDIV IMage, IMAGE1, OUTput
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IMage = First frame.

IMAGEl = Second frame.

OUTput = The output filename

e.g. $ IDIV ups, flat, ups

8) The orders o o the imngh fr amearf not hori zoathl; to allow fo rther processi ng the pnsi tions

of the orders must be determined. As the AAO echelle spectrograph is extremely stable the 

positions of the orders can be found on the flat field frame. This avoids problems when trying to 

track orders CSoC have absorption lines in them. First display the image on an image display unit 

(that has been assigned, e.g. $ IKON XAAO, Y).

SYNTAX: $ IMAGE IMage, YStarl, YEnd, XStarl, XEnd, AUCoscoIo, OPTimioe,

XPlaces, YPlaces, ASpect, ERASE

IMage = Frame to be displayed.

YStart = First Y pixel.

YEnd =o Final Y pixel.

XStart = First X pixel.

XEnd = Final X pixel.

AUCoscoIo = Automatically scale the image so it all fits on the screen? 

OPTimioe = Amount of hislogram optimization.

XPlaces = Number of sub-displays across Che screen in X.

YPlaces = Number of sub-displays across the screen in Y.

ASpect = Maintain correct aspect ratio?

ERASE = Erase the screen before display?

e.g. $ IMAGE FLAT, 1, 1024, 1, 1024, YES, 0, 1, 1, YES, YES

Now determine the center of each order interactively by using ICUR and the mouse/cursors. 

Set the vertical line to the center of Che image then in turn set the horizontal line on each order 

with Che point where Che lines cross being in the center of Che order. In Che case of Che UPS image

there were 27 orders. Press. Q when finished.

SYNTAX: $ ICUR
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Now use SDIST to track the orders automatically and display the results on top of the 

displayed image. Thu values in the example were found to work best on the AAO images. A low 

value of COLumns was found to work best on the continuum source frame. The trace mode is 

aibbtrary for fitting s continuum source but Gaussian works best for an image frame. For the width 

of the spectra in pixels a large value of 30 was used; this being about twice the actual half width. 

However smaller values were not so successful. For the degree of polynomial to use in fitting the 

orders the smallest value possible should be used. Large values tend to produce very poor results at 

the ends of orders. When using UCLES there is very little distortion and the orders are generally 

straight but not horizontal. A polynomial of degree one gave good results. These results can be 

shown either on an Image device or on t graphics terminal.

SYNTAX: $ SDIST IMage, COLumns, TRace, Width, MAXdeg, Display, SOft

Image = Filename of image to be analysed.

COLumns = Number of columns to average to get peaks.

TRace = Trace mode - G(aussian), Center of gravity), E(dge). 

Width = Half width of spectra In pixels.

MAXdeg = Maximum degree of polynomial to use.

Display = Use image display to show results.

Soft = Display results on graphics device.

e.g. $ SDIST flat, 3, C, 30, 1, YES, NO

If many orders are not tracked or many are not tracked from end to end then repeat the 

ICUR step with more care. Probably not all of the orders will be tracked from end to end; if this 

is only true for a few orders then edit the SDIST.DAT file. This contains the coefficients of the 

polynomials used to fit the orders. For those that don’t go from end to end change the limits to 1 

and 1024 (in this case). In the case of orders that are not found examine the polynomial coefficients 

In the previous few orders. A pattern should be obvious as the orders are almost straight but the 

inclination changes slightly for each order. Determine the likely polynomial coefficients and enter 

these in the SDIST.DAT file. To display the results use ODIST, the displayed orders should be 

well tracked; if this is not so then edit the SDIST.DAT file some more.

9) Now a meow seeds to Uu ceeoteE showldg wowm tlw triers ere. Ths utOThun CDIST Coes 

not work and the “aew-ECHARC” program has not been written. Thus the optimum extraction of 

orders cannot be performed. Thu mask extraction method Is only slightly worse. Use ECHMASK 

to create the mask. The lowest order number needs to be known - this may be on the log sheet. 

Failing this it can be found from looking st the ARC spectrum and identifying orders from the arc 

line present. In this case 116 was the lowest order (the first to be fitted), ECHMASK allows the
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sky/star periscope to be fitted and sky and object to be extracted separately. This is not required 

with the AAO/UCLES data and most of the input connected with this can be set to zero (see 

example).

SYNTAX: $ ECHMASK COFile, PERIscope, OBJwidth, OBJOffset, SIWidth,

MStart, MDelta, MASK

COFile = The name of the file with the SDIST coefficients.

PERIscope — Is the star/sky periscope fitted.

OBJWidth = No. of rows of object to extract per order.

OBJOffset = Offset of order centre from object center.

SIWidth = Number of rows of region 1 sky to extract.

MStart = Number of the first order fitted.

MDelta = Order number increases or decreases (+1/-1) after the first.

MASK = Name of the output mask file.

e.g. $ ECHMASK sdist, NO, 8, 0, 0, 116, +1, mask

10) Using this mask the object and arc frames must have their orders extracted using

MASKEXT. The value of SUBord should always be one when the periscope is not fitted and the 

object only needs extracting. The final result is a “collapsed echellogram” with one row for each 

order.

SYNTAX: $ MASKEXT IMage, MAsk, MLow, MHigh, SUBord, OUTput

IMage = Filename of the image to have its orders extracted.

MAsk = Name of the mask file created with ECHMASK.

MLow = Lowest order number to be extracted.

MHigh = Highest order number to be extracted.

SUBord = SUBorder to extract.

OUTput = Output filename.

e.g. $ MASKEXT ups, mask, 116, 142, 1, upse

$ MASKEXT arc,mask, 116, 142, 1, arce

11) The arc image must now be wavelength calibrated. Display the original ARC spectrum 

and using a booklet of arc line identifications for each order (e.g. ESO Scientific Report No. 6, July 

1987. eds. S. D’Odorico, M. Ghigo and D. Ponz) and identify lines in the top and bottom orders 

and for an order in the middle. The type of arc spectrum used was a Thorium-Argon (THAR)
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one.

SYNTAX: $ ECHARC IMage, ARctype, PREvious, INTeractive, ORDers,

ORDERfU, Sigma, DOWaves

IMage = Filename of Che arc image to analyse.

ARclype = Type of arc used.

PREvious = Use arc lines from a previous fit.

INTeractivo = The number of orders Co fit interactively. 

ORDers = The order numbers to fit.

ORDERfit = Polynomial order for first fit.

’Sigma = Arc line half-width in pixels.

DOWaves = Write wavelength information to a separate file.

e.g. $ ECHARC acce, THAR, N, 3, (116,133,142), 3, 3, No

This displays each order of Che three indicated and asks for identifications Co be made. The 

default setting is Co only show Che first 200 pixels of the order so change this to display the whole 

order (press L and follow Che prompts). After identifying Che lines in each of the Chree orders 

continue and the program will automatically identify many lines in all of the orders.

12) Nowwopy tita wavelength informotion contained in the ARCC inrage So tt^ UPSE imoas.

SYNTAX: $ XCOPY SPectrum, ARc, OUTput

SPoctrum = File requiring wavelength calibration. 

ARc = File coctaicicg wavelength calibration. 

OUTput = Resulling wavelength calibrated file.

e.g. $ XCOPY upse,acce,upsl

13) The objech frame now mee^ wt be de-binned usi^ SCRUNSC. UNe beginnmg gnd end 

wavelengths nerd Co be known (EXAM will do this) and the number of bins (and thus the bin 

width) need to be decided.

SYNTAX: $ SCRUNCH SPoctrum, LOg, WStart, WEnd, Bins, Mean, Quad,

OUTput

SPectrum = Spectrum to be scrunched.
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LOg = Bin to logarithmic wavelength bins.

WStsrt = Wavelength of centre of first bin.

WEnd = Wavelength Increment per bin.

Bins = Number of bins.

Mean = Conserve mean value.

Quad = Use quadratic interpolation for dats.

OUTput = Output filename.

e.g. $ SCRUNCH UPSL, No, 3940, 0.02, 49000, No, Yes, UPSLS

14) Finally tin dJitruecT anT urn bind eU o^aats aoe msrsrd sr^l^o a comple tc sseittu m. No 

second image is required so type s space st the prompt. In the overlap region of two orders the 

signal should be roughly equal. However If the blaze function has not been totally removed by the 

riatfieldiag process then this msy not be the case. Here if the weaker component is less than 4 

times the strength of the stronger one it is ignored, otherwise a mean value is taken.

SYNTAX: $ ECHMERGE IMage, IMAGE2, Box, dUTod, OUTput

IMage = Image to be merged.

IMAGE2 = Name of second image.

Box = Size of box for median filter.

CUToff = Max ratio of data to allow contribution by the weaker. 

OUTput = Name of resulting spectrum.

e.g. $ ECHMERGE upsls, , 7, 4, ups_final

15) The speTh^um ehoulh nhw be displayed ■wish 1PAOT. In all pinballh^ soi all no the 

blaze function has been removed. If this is true then EXTRACT each order separately from the 

image upsis and written out in s set of x,y values using ALASOUT. Using WDIPSO to write 

the data in SPO format will not work in this case as each order now consists of 49000 dsts points 

covering the whole spectral range (3940 to 4920 in this case). The data values sre zero for all parts 

of this range that do not lie In the original order being extracted. So edit the output spectra files 

deleting sll the zero values (a simple FORTRAN program can be written to aid in this). Then in 

DIPSO read in the spectra (ALASRD) and then write them out in SPO format (SPOWR). Then, 

still in DIPSO, determine the continuum with CREGS and divide the original spectrum by this 

continuum. This will normalise the spectra but will have removed the residual blaze function. The 

individual corrected spectra csn the be merged in DIPSO.
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Appendix F

Individual Line Fits for the O 

Stars, Extreme Helium Stars and 

v Sgr

F.l O Stars

The individual fits are shown in Figure F.l and the fit parameters tabulated in Table F.l. Notes 

on the final selection of parameters are given below. The final parameters are given in Table 5.3

and shown in Figure 5.1.

HD 14947. There are only two wind lines for this star, CIV and Si IV, both of which are 

well fitted individually. The model lines show increased flux to the red side of the observed emission 

peak and the Si IV line also shows increased model flux to the redward side of both absorption

components,

Values of the three parameters /3,wg and Uq, are very close for both lines. The final adopted 

value of /? is an average values while those of wg and Voo are closer to the CIV than Si IV values 

as the quality of the overall fit is marginally better for CIV.

HD 24912. Three lines of which the CIV and N V fits are very good. The NIV profile 

is good in the absorption region but very poor in the emission region. This is probably due to a 

numerical problem where the “best fit” is a combination of a good fit to one part of the profile 

and a very poor fit to another part rather than a “reasonable” fit to the whole profile. The NIV 

parameters were not used in the determination of the final parameters.
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The final values for Wg and v^ were from the CIV profile which had a slightly better fit 

than tho NV profile although the parameters were very close. (3 was a weighted average of Chr 

CIV and N V values with the CIV values being given a higher woighting.

HD 30614. Three lines with CIV and SiIV bring excellent and NV very good. This 

excellence of fit is shown in the parameter values; tho values of (dwg and vm are very close for all 

three lines. Straight averages were taken for the final values of all three parameters.

HD 37043. Three lines of variable quality. The CIV is good, NV fair and CHI poor. 

Final values of Wg and Vqo are from the CIV line with /? an average of CIV and N V as the fits 

lo the emission peaks (strongly delorminsd by jd) are equally good for Chess two lmes. C III was 

ignored.

HD 41650. Three lines with CIV good, NIV and NV reasonable. Good agreement on /3 

for all three linos so a straight average taken. Uq was average to find a final value while for Wg a 

low values from the agreement of CIV and NIV was adopled.

C Puppis. There acr 4 lines with CIV and SiIV very good; NIV and NV only fair. /3 is 

taken from the CIV fit, iq from a average of the three line values excluding NIV. Good agreement 

on Wg leads to a straight average for thr final adopted value.
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Table F.l: Individual fits for 6 O stars.

Star Ion P Voo O1 «2 Tb AphotB Wphot B
HD14947 CIV 1.28 2110 0.133 0.05 -0.65 9.84 3.6 0.04
08 H+ 0.15 110 0.015 0.44 0.43 3.64

Si IV 1.04 2030 0.141 -1.04 -0.77 4.33 0.0 0.00
0.03 30 0.005 0.09 0.10 0.30

HD24912 CIV 0.84 2200 0.246 0.14 -0.10 5.56 0.0 0.00
07.5 Illnf 0.77 310 0.097 0.35 0.98 3.98

NV 1.28 2290 0.220 0.62 0.51 9.24 0.0 0.00
3.64 1180 0.354 3.39 3.34 36.37

NIV 0.44 2680 0.000 -1.64 -0.45 1.65 0.9 0.04
0.63 180 0.083 0.63 0.80 0.38

HD30614 CIV 1.17 1430 0.205 -0.30 -0.48 12.26 0.0 0.00
09.5 U 0.83 130 0.036 0.43 0.46 4.35

NV 1.91 1770 0.014 1.69 1.11 9.71 0.0 0.00
3.68 438 0.088 3.43 1.88 6.72

Si IV 2.39 1320 0.159 -1.10 -1.18 8.57 0.0 0.00
0.75 50 0.008 0.37 0.14 1.56

HD37043 CIV 0.59 2490 0.005 -0.38 0.58 2.40 2.0 0.15
09 HI 0.33 70 0.087 0.14 0.30 0.36

NV 1.95 4580 0.014 -0.93 1.19 3.94 0.8 0.08
0.34 330 0.008 0.14 0.14 0.55

cm 0.16 1380 0.149 -2.84 -1.77 1.26 3.5 0.09
0.01 30 0.004 0.08 0.13 0.17

HD41650 CIV 0.71 3010 0.032 -0.64 -0.22 3.08 2.0 0.07
08 Vi 0.41 130 0.016 0.33 0.33 0.70

NV 0.81 2930 0.413 -0.81 0.19 5.79 2.0 0.03
0.14 130 0.010 0.03 0.17 0.73

NIV 0.76 3410 0.036 -0.93 -1.00 0.21 0.8 0.04
0.07 180 0.010 0.17 0.33 0.03

HD66811 CIV 0.94 2420 0.099 0.13 -0.23 7.87 0.0 0.00
< PnppU 1.13 880 0.117 3.06 3.70 18.7

04 Ini NV 1.76 2140 0.114 -1.80 -1.60 11.25 0.7 0.10
0.04 11.3 0.001 0.03 0.04 0.43

NIV 0.68 1720 0.070 -0.71 0.44 2.30 0.0 0.00
0.68 xooo 0.135 1.30 3.30 3.70

Si IV 0.41 2260 0.108 0.60 -0.04 1.65 1.0 0.10
1.43 1300 0.343 3.47 3.89 2.37
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Figure F.l; Initial profiles for the 6 O stars using the ^-independent optical depth law.
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Figure F.l: continued.
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Figure F.l: continued.
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F.2 Extreme Helium Stars

F.2.1 Notes on final parameter selection: ^-dependent

Thr individual fits are shown in Figure F.2 and the fit parameters tabulated in Table F.2. Notes 

on the final selection of parameters are given below. The final parameters are given in Table 6.4 

and shown in Figure 6.1.

BD «9° 4395. Three lines; CIV and SiIV fairly good with CIII very poor. The large 

emission peak of CIV is not fitted. Both CIV and Si IV have a well defined terminal and turbulent 

velocity so a straight average was used to determine the final values of these parameters. 0 is loss 

well defined, a compromise value of 1.0 was used based mainly of the CIV result but modified for 

the lower Si IV value.

HD 160641. 4 lines. NV and SiIV good fits with CII and CIV loss so. Vqq from the 

good terminal velocity of Si IV lowered slightly to account for the N V value, wg from the good 

agreements between the CIV, NV and SiIV lines. from the NV profile which has the lowest 

uncertainty and falls within the error bounds of the CIV and Si IV fit values.

BD +37° 1977. Good CIV and N V profiles with a poor NIV. The good fits to the CIV 

and N V emission peaks leads to the retention of their low values of /3 for the final fit. uug retained 

from CIV and Voq from CIV and NV with the latter value increase due to the lower adopted

turbulent velocity.

BD +37° 442. Good CIV and NIV lines, poor NV. /?, wg and I all retained from the 

CIV fit.
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Table F.2: Individual fits for the EHe stars using the ^-dependent optical depth law. BD +10° 2179 

is not shown in this table as it only has one line capable of being modelled. The fit for this line is 

given in Table 6.4. Errors are in small type.
Star Ion P Voo Wj, <*1 a2 Tjb
BD -9° 4395 CIV 1.19 460 0.236 0.23 -0.77 11.75

0.99 30 0.030 0.96 0.13 3.77

SiIV 0.30 330 0.645 -1.15 -0.24 38.36
0.48 140 0.257 1.90 1.56 152.62

CII 4.14 320 0.423 6.60 3.39 6.11
49.6 60 0.165 6.47 3.97 7.61

HD160641 CII 0.86 390 0.113 -3.11 -1.66 63.9
3.71 400 0.236 1.99 3.81 7.41

CIV 5.29 670 0.266 -1.47 -0.72 22.60
44.55 160 0.086 2.15 1.94 41.47

NV 3.56 470 0.228 -1.81 -1.49 0.37
0.01 0 0.000 0.01 0.00 0.00

SiIV 34.04 670 0.219 1.73 0.94 8.66
a»r 160 0.107 1.71 1.71 7.50

BD +37° 1977 CIV 0.17 1930 0.059 2.97 4.81 75.2
0.64 510 0.336 39.32 21.43 687.99

NIV 0.06 1120 0.173 -0.88 -0.42 0.07
0.79 3330 1.699 5.01 37.57 1.03

NV 0.16 1260 0.553 14.82 1.44 3.88
0.61 710 0.566 100.85 17.85 6.08

BD +37° 442 CIV 0.99 2220 0.030 0.80 1.13 4.51
1.01 360 0.235 1.36 0.66 4.94

NIV 0.33 1840 0.007 -1.01 0.63 0.71
3.64 3741 0.126 3.96 6.96 2.35

NV 1.28 3030 0.033 2.18 1.91 13.20
0.99 970 0.336 11.36 6.29 34.64
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Figure F .2: Initial profiles for the EHe stars using the /^-dependent optical depth law. The heavy 

lines are the fitted profiles, the dotted lines the photospheric profiles.
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F.2.2 Notes on final parameter selection: ^-independent

The individual fits are shown in Figure F.3 and the fit parameters tabulated in Table F.3, Notes 

on the final selection of parameters are given below. The final parameters are given in Table 6.5

and shown in Figure 6.2.

BD -9° 4395. All three fits are very good. The high value of /? from CIV and SiIV is 

retained as a weighted average. «to is set slightly higher than the CIV value as the fit is not so 

good. wg retains the CIV value.

HD 160641. Good fits for SiIV and N V, poorer fits for CII and CIV. /? from a straight 

average of all four lines. vx and wg from an average of the CIV, N V and Si IV fits.

BD +37° 1977. Very good fit for CIV, fair for NIV and poor for N V. Final parameters 

are all retained from the CIV fit.

BD +37° 442. Very good CIV fit, good fits for N V, NIV. Final parameters are all retained

from the CIV fit.
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Table F.3: Individual fits for the EHe stars using the /^-independent optical depth law. 

BD +10° 2179 is not shown in this table as it only has one line capable of being modelled. The fit 

for this line is given in Table 6.5. Errors are in small type.
Star Ion Voo <X2 Tb
BD -9° 4395 CII 2.54 340 0.414 2.74 1.70 13.50

35. 590 1.033 17.9 9.30 163

CIV 16.8 400 0.261 0.82 -0.91 4.06
11.6 30 0.030 1.77 0.19 1.1

SilV 8.79 690 0.112 -0.59 1.42 57.1
10.6 160 0.130 1.40 1.06 75

HD160641 CII 1.96 300 0.388 -2.85 -1.72 1.7
0.01 00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.01

CIV 5.20 480 0.361 -1.51 -1.78 2.39
0.03 10 0.000 0.01 0.00 0.01

NV 2.05 520 0.309 0.18 -0.67 0.51
3.6 100 0.193 1.66 0.61 0.36

SilV 3.42 450 0.346 -1.68 -1.49 3.74
3.94 60 0.071 1.06 0.93 5.15

BD +37° 1977 CIV 0.09 1730 0.072 0.66 0.05 9.4
0.36 390 0.13 3.96 1.66 36.0

NIV 0.54 4460 0.046 -0.78 1.47 0.04
10.3 16450 0.339 6.67 43.0 0.39

NV 0.09 1170 0.606 18.66 0.73 1.08
0.03 30 0.035 3.31 0.07 0.06

BD +37° 442 CIV 0.98 2240 0.020 0.78 1.33 5.92
3.77 1650 0.416 17.7 9.34 34.1

NIV 0.38 1620 0.001 -0.82 0.68 0.52
0.35 1040 0.035 0.46 3.3T 0.36

NV 0.22 2230 0.165 -0.17 0.80 3.05
0.00 10 0.001 0.01 0.01 0.03
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Figure F.3: Initial profiles for the EHe stars using the /^-independent optical depth law. The heavy 

lines are the fitted profiles, the dotted lines the photospheric profiles.
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Figure F.3: continued.
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Figure F.3: continued.
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F.2.3 Notes on final parameter selection: /? = 1.0

The individual fits are shown in Figure F.4 and the fit parameters tabulated in Table F.4. Notes 

on the final selection of parameters are given below. The final parameters are given in Table 6.6

and shown iii Figure 6.3.

BD -J)0 4395. Good profiies for CII and SiIV, faii for CIV wiih the emission peak not 

well fitted. Voo from the exceeleiit fii to the blue edge of CII, Wg from CIV.

HD 160641. NV and SiIV veey good wiih CII and CIV £<1^. Vo from the average of the

values for CIV, N V and Si IV, Wg from N V.

BD +37° 1977. CIV and NV very good with NIV good. Voa from CIV, Wg from a

weighted mean of CIV and N V.

BD +37° 442. CIV, N V and NIV all very good. Voo and Wg from the good blue edge fit 

for CIV.

F.3 v Sgr

The initial results for the binary modelling of the winds of v Sgr using the modified optical depth 

law are given in Table F.5 with the profiles shown in Figure F.5.

The optical depth law coefficients ai and Q2 correspond to the Inner Region (r < 240 R@) 

while aa and «4 correspond to the Outer Region (r > 240 R@).

A value of ±10.0 and an error of ±9.0 indicates that the value of a lies outside ±10 the sign 

of the value indicating in which direction the result lies. The values of a had these constraints 

imposed on them to avoid very large (positive or negative) values occurring if that parameter were 

unimportant but causing SEILS to fail by causing subsequent computations to exceed the capacity

of the computer.
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Table F.4: Individual fits for the EHe stars using the ^-independent optical depth law and fixed 

at 1.0. BD +10° 2179 is not shown in this table as it only has one line capable of being modelled. 

The fit for this line is given in Table 6.6. Errors are in small type.
Star Ion /? Voo «2 Tb
BD -9° 4395 CII 1.00 320 0.494 0.96 0.308 3.48

330 0.T33 4.69 5.8T 10.2

CIV 1.00 370 0.294 0.81 -1.09 11.63
20 0.018 1.01 0.26 3.6

Si IV 1.00 400 0.220 -0.45 -0.18 20.0
20 0.039 0.41 0.43 10.5

HD160641 CII 1.00 190 0.667 0.128 -0.51 1.4
10 0.029 0.10 0.02 0.13

CIV 1.00 560 0.327 -1.15 -1.12 13.6
60 0.027 0.21 0.37 8.3

NV 1.00 510 0.291 0.99 -0.53 0.69
10 0.009 0.06 0.03 0.03

Si IV 1.00 430 0.387 0.35 -0.94 2.73
10 0.013 0.33 0.16 0.30

BD +37° 1977 CIV 1.00 1840 0.123 -0.72 0.00 5.85
330 0.153 0.47 0.39 4.6

NIV 1.00 940 0.341 -4.19 -2.33 0.16
70 O.OIT 0.36 0.13 0.03

NV 1.00 1240 0.487 0.04 -0.79 1.56
go 0.058 0.69 0.09 0.36

BD +37° 442 CIV 1.00 2340 0,006 1.73 3.18 24.40
990 0.335 31.35 7.15 337

NIV 1.00 4310 0.004 -1.71 0.82 0.36
13000 0.019 5.08 43.1 1.45

NV 1.00 1700 0.599 -1.56 0.04 2.90
35o 0.318 0.40 0.39 1.07
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Figure F.4: Initial profiles for the EHe stars with f3 fixed at 1.0. The heavy lines are the fitted

profiles, the dotted lines the photospheric profiles.
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Figure F.4: continued.
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Figure F.4: continued,
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Table F.5: Individual fits for v Sgr using the modified optical depth law approximation with 3 

both free and fixed at 1.0. The /3-dependent opticaldepth law was used and results are shown for 

both the primary (x — 4) and the secondary (x = 80) models. Errors are in small type.
Model Ion 0 Uoo «1 a2 «3 a4 Tb

Primary CII 0.03 285 0.61 0.03 -0.74 10.0 -0.50 3.19
(« =4) 0.09 56 0.08 0.50 a.63 9.0 0.14 1.64

f3 free CIV 2.08 148 0.45 -2.33 5.46 1.14 -5.13 6.28
13.04 486 0.94 13.70 37.91 130.67 5.01 31.44

NV 0.42 427 0.57 0.27 10.0 3.65 0.02 11.84
0.16 30 0.09 0.34 9.0 19.08 0.15 3.89

SilV 0.02 207 0.26 -0.03 10.0 10.0 -0.61 10.69
0.06 ft 0.03 0.33 9.0 9.0 0.08 6.19

Primary CII 1.0 278 .94 1.11 9.60 9.74 1.35 7.63
(2=4) 131 0.50 0.83 10.97 15.93 0.83 8.51

0=1 CIV 1.0 297 0.51 -2.35 7.19 10.0 -1.98 5.95
6 0.01 0.03 14.48 9.0 0.03 1.30

NV 1.0 655 0.24 -3.27 -9.98 10.0 -1.97 5.57
13 0.01 0.15 0.76 9.0 0.14 0.61

SilV 1.0 457 0.24 -6.46 10.0 10.0 -4.53 69.01
61 0.04 0.01 9.0 9.0 0.00 133.4

Secondary CII 0.54 328 0.79 0.14 -0.30 -10.0 3.59 3.43
(x = 80) 0.49 61 0.30 0.68 0.64 -9.0 0.68 1.45

(3 free CIV 0.18 369 0.85 -0.34 -0.98 -10.0 -0.15 7.62
0.44 137 0.33 1.00 3.35 9.0 0.89 8.07

NV 0.07 419 0.55 -0.25 -0.87 10.0 -0.35 12.27
0.34 84 0.16 0.91 3.11 9.0 0.35 13.81

SilV 0.10 451 0.53 -0.75 -1.28 -10.0 -0.56 6.88
0.11 33 0.04 0.30 0.61 9.0 0.10 3.15

Secondary CII 1.0 323 0.98 0.39 -0.26 -10.0 4.90 2.96
(x = 80) 63 0.13 0.86 0.97 .9.0 >9.0 1.07

0=1 CIV 1.0 474 0.48 -0.86 6.05 10.0 -0.49 2.41
63 0.07 0.33 4.63 9.0 0.13 0.78

NV 1.0 437 0.30 -2.30 10.0 2.87 -1.38 24.48
» 0.01 0.13 9.0 74.61 0.07 3.61

SilV 1.0 713 0.07 -6.85 -0.30 10.0 -1.46 18.80
430 0.T3 11.43 6.00 9.0 3.64 33.38
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Figure F.5; Initial wind line profiles for v Sgr modelled as a binary star with the modified optical 

depth law. The heavy lines are the final profiles, the dotted lines the photospheric profiles. This 

page: Primary approximation (x — 4) with /3 free.
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Figure F.5: continued. Primary approximation (x = 4) with f3 = 1.
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Figure F.5: continued. Secondary approximation (x = 80) with (3 free.
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Figure F.5: continued. Secondary approximation {x = 80) with /) = 1.
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Appendix G

The Principles of a Spectroscopic 

Fine Analysis

A spectroscopic fine analysis is a long process although not intrinsically difficult. The algorithm 

below shows the main steps where a hydrogen-deficient star is assumed. Figure G.l gives some

schematic examples of the individual steps.

1. Spectrum Reduction. Using the methods given in Chapter 10 or similar obtain a nor

malised spectrum.

2. Equivalent Widths. Using the reduced spectrum measure the equivalent widths of those 

lines that are not too severely blended. As many lines as possible should be measured 

especially those used for the temperature determination (e.y. Fel, II and III) and those of 

the major compositional components {e.g. H, He, C, N and O).

3. Model Atmospheres. Calculate a grid of helium-rich, line-blanketed model atmospheres 

(e.#. using STERNE). The range of the grid should encompass the expected temperature and 

gravity; the initial composition comes from the literature, a similar object or a good guess. 

The values are not too critical as these are just initial models.

4. Curves of Growth. For each model in the grid ...

(a) For eaah ion considerrd...

i. For each line of the ion...

A. For each of a range of element abundances determine a theoretical equivalent

width.

B. Combine these EW’s to form a curve of growth.
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C. Using the measured EW for the line read off from the curve of growth the 

derived abundance for that element. (Figure G.la).

5. Temperature Determination. For each assumed value of the gravity plot a graph of 

derived elemental abundance vs temperature.

(a) For each line of each ion used for the temperature determination {e.g. Fe) for each model 

in the temperature grid plot the value of the derived elemental abundance against the 

model temperature. Join the points for a given line.

(b) Determine the crossover point between the series of lines for different ions. From this 

crossover point read off the derived surface temperature and the elemental abundance 

(for the assumed gravity). (Figure G.lb where only the mean lines for Fel and II have 

been drawn for clarity).

6. Gravity Determination. For each value of temperature in the model grid...

(a) Determine theoretical line profiles for each gravity sensitive line {e.g. He) using NLTE 

codes if possible.

(b) Broaden the theoretical profiles for the effect of rotation, if applicable.

(c) Compare the theoretical profiles with the observed profiles to determine a best fit gravity 

for each assumed temperature using all the profiles. (Figure G.lc shows one profile).

7. Gravity and Temperature Determination.

(a) Plot a graph of gravity against temperature.

(b) For each gravity in the model grid plot the determined temperature (step 5) against 

this gravity. Join the points.

(c) For each temperature in the model grid plot the determined gravity (step 6) against 

this temperature. Join the points.

(d) From where these lines cross the determined temperature and gravity can be read off. 

(Figure G.ld).

8. Calculate New Abundances.

(a) Using the determined Teff, log g and the measured equivalent widths, determine the new

abundances.

(b) Using these abundances, run a new grid of models and repeat the analysis from step 3

onwards.

(c) Continue until the newly determined values of temperature, gravity and abundances 

agree with those that were used in the models; i.e. until convergence is achieved.
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Figure G.l: Schematic fine analysis results showing the determination of an elemental abundance 

from the measured EW of a single line of a single ion (a). Combining many such results into a 

single abundance for each ion for each model in the grid allows the temperature and abundance 

to be determined (b). Gravity is determined by looking at many line profiles and their theoretical 

equivalents to determine a gravity for a given model temperature (c). Finally the temperature and 

gravity results are combined to find the actual temperature and gravity of the star (d).
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Appendix H

Atomic Data and Multiplet Lists 

for v Sgr, 3980-4915 A

Table H.l: Multiplet lists and Atomic data for v Sgr, 3980-4915 A. xi and are the lower and 

upper energy levels of the transition respectively, in eV._______________
ion Mult. * (A) XI Xw 9 J Rel.
Al H 2 4663.05 10.55 13.20 -0.30 Wie 69
Bell 1 4554.03 0.00 2.71 0.93 The 89
CI 14 4371.39 7.68 10.52 -2.08 Heb 83
C II 6 426T.3T 17.97 20.86 0.56 Yen 87

« 4267.02 17.97 20.66 0.73 Van 87
Ca I 33 4585.87 3.51 5.31 -0.45 The 89

33 4881.40 3.51 5.31 -0.58 The 89
33 4578.56 3.51 3.21 -0.6T The 89

Ca II IT 4109.33 7.48 10.49 -0.74 Wie 69
IT 4097.13 7.47 10.49 -1.00 Wie 69
IT 4110.33 7.48 10.49 -1.71 Wie 69

Crll 13 4111.01 3.09 6.09
13 4172.60 3.09 6.05
It 4317.07 3.09 6.02 -3.39 The 89
13 6113.34 3.09 6.09 -2.74 MFW 68
18 4171.93 3.09 6.05
18 431S.TT 3.09 6.02
18 4113.59 3.09 6.09
18 4170.56 3,09 6.05
19 4030.26 3.09 6.15
19 4063.94 3.09 6.13
19 4053.45 3.09 6.14
19 4075.63 3.09 6.13
19 4061.77 3.09 6.13
19 4034.11 3.09 6.14 -2.59 MFW 88
19 4076.87 3.09 6.13
19 4087.63 3.09 6.11 -3.22 MFW 88
19 4051.97 3.09 6.14
19 4077.50 3.09 6.12
19 4088.90 3.09 6.11
36 41T9.43 3.81 6.76
26 4111.03 3.74 8.74
36 4073.66 3.70 6.73
36 4307.36 3.61 6.74
36 4133.41 3.74 6.73
36 4086.14 3.70 6.73 .2.61 Knr 75
36 4339.61 3.61 6.73
30 4834.13 3.85 6.41 -1.22 MFW 88
30 4848.34 3.85 6.39 -1.44 MFW 66
30 4664.33 3.64 6.36
30 46T6.41 3.64 6.37 -1.46 MFW 66
30 4860.30 3.65 6.39
30 4876.46 3.65 6.38
30 4864.57 3.64 6.37 -3.06 MFW 68
30 4813.35 3.85 6.41 -1.60 MFW 68
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Table H.l: continued
Ion Mull. -vw XI log 9/ Ref.
Crll 30 4636.33 3.64 6.39 -3.35 MFW 66

30 4656.19 3.64 6.36 -3.36 MFW 68
31 4242.36 3.65 6.76
31 4361.93 3.65 6.T4 -1.93 Kut 75
SI 43T8.5T 3.64 6.T3 -2.12 Knr 75
31 4264.21 3.64 6.T3
31 4233.25 3.65 6.T6
31 4363.63 3.84 6.74
31 4269.26 3.64 6.73
31 4224.09 3.64 6.76
31 4346.41 3.64 6.T4
39 4839.63 4.02 6.T4 -2.53 MFW 86
39 4665.T6 4.02 6.73 -2.11 MFW 88
44 4556.66 4.06 6.76 -0.66 MFW 68
44 4366.33 4.05 6.74 -0.63 MFW 88
44 4616.63 4.06 6.73 -1.11 MFW 86
44 4634.11 4.05 6.T3 .1.34 MFW 68
44 4555.02 4.05 6.T6 -1.36 MFW 66
44 4592.09 4.06 6.T4 -1.22 MFW 66
44 4616.64 4.05 6.73 -1.29 MFW 68
44 4556.63 4.06 6.T6
44 4569.69 4.05 6.74 -3.36 MFW 68

161 4198.41 8.30 6.34
161 4376.10 3.31 8.19
162 4145.TT 5.30 8.27
162 4334.68 5.31 6.23
163 4209.02 5.30 6.33
162 4161.05 5.31 6.27
164 4069.49 5.30 6.31
165 4081.31 5.30 8.32
165 4062.30 5.30 6.32
165 4098.44 5.31 6.32
166 4002.46 5.30 6.38
166 401T.96 5.31 6.36
179 4341.09 5.65 6.49
179 4362.93 5.64 6.47
179 4374.61 5.65 6.47
160 4304.63 5.65 6.56
160 4199.02 5.64 6.58
160 4209.64 5.65 8.56
160 4333.00 5.64 6.56
160 4232.96 5.65 6.56
161 413T.08 5.65 6.64
161 4170.66 5.64 6.60
161 4161.50 5.65 6.60
161 4116.66 5.64 6.64
162 4046.02 5.65 6.69
162 4056.07 5.64 6.68
163 4066.16 5.65 6.66
163 4012.50 5.64 6.T1
163 4022.36 5.65 6.71
190 4901.65 6.46 6.96
190 4912.49 6.46 6.97
191 4465.78 6.46 9.22
191 4511.82 6.46 9.19
191 4516.56 6.46 9.19
192 4256.16 6.46 9.36
192 4268.93 6.46 9.35
193 4070.90 6.46 9.49
193 4049.14 6.46 9.50
193 4067.05 6.46 9.49
194 4036.03 6.46 9.52
194 4003.33 6.46 9.54
194 4007.04 6.46 9.54
200 468T.60 6.66 9.20

Fel 41 4363.56 1.48 4.29 0.20 BU 80
41 4404.75 1.55 4.35 -0.14 Bl* 80
41 4413.13 1.60 4.40 -0.63 Bl. 60
41 4294.13 1.48 4.35 -0.97 BKK 91
41 433T.08 1.55 4.40 -1.70 Bl*. 60
41 4367.91 1.60 4.43 -2.65 FMW 68
41 4339.T6 1.46 4.40 -3.43 Bl* 80
41 4291.47 1.55 4.43
42 4271.76 1.46 4.3T -0.16 Bl* 60
43 430T.91 1.55 4.43 -0.06 MCS
43 4335.TT 1.60 4.45 -o.oi FMW 68
42 4202.03 1.46 4.43 -0.T1 Bl* 80
42 4250.79 1.56 4.45 -0.71 FMW 66
43 414T.6T 1.46 4.45 -3.10 Bl* 80
43 4045.63 1.46 4.53 0.26 Bl* 60
43 4063.60 1.56 4.59 0.0T FMW 66
43 40T1.T4 1.60 4.63 -0.02 Bl* 80
43 4005.38 1.55 4.63 -0.61 Bl* 60
43 4143.6T 1.55 4.53 -0.46 MCS
43 4132.01 1.60 4.89 -0.65 FMW 66
66 4526.62 3.IT 4.69 -1.45 Bl* 63
66 4494.59 3.19 4.93 -1.14 Bl* 83
66 4462.26 2.21 4.9T
66 4459.13 3.1T 4.93 -1.38 Bl* 83
66 4443.34 3.19 4.9T -1.33 Bl* 83
66 444T.T3 3.31 4.99 -1.34 Bl* 83
66 440T.T1 3.1T 4.9T -1.92 FMW 68
66 4406.43 2.19 4.99 -l.TT FMW 68
66 4430.63 2.21 5.00 -1.66 Bl* 83
Tl 4262.41 2.17 5.05 -0.81 FMW 68
Tl 4318.09 3.19 5.05 -0.94 MCS
Tl 4383.T4 3.31 5.05 -1.33 MCS
163 4260.48 2.39 5.29 -0.02 FMW 88
183 4338.94 2.41 5.36 -0.34 Bl* 83
152 4333.33 2.44 5.36 -0.97 Bl* 63
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Table H.l: continued
Ion Mult. ’a TA) ' XI Xu log 9/ Ref.
Pel 132 4210.35 2.47 5.40 -0.67 FMW 88

152 4198.31 3.39 5.33 -0.72 BI. 63
152 4187.80 2.41 5.36 -0.83 BI. 83
152 4167.04 2.44 5.39 -0.55 BI. 83
162 4191.44 2.46 5.40
152 4299.24 3.41 5.29 -0.46 MCS
152 4371.16 3.44 5.33 -0.35 BI. 83
152 4350.13 3.46 5.36 -0.41 BI* 83
152 4233.61 3.47 5.39 -0.60 BI* 83
275 3997.39 3.73 5.60 -0.39 FMW 88
278 4031.87 2.75 5.62 -0.66 FMW 88
316 4891.50 2.64 5.36 ■0.14 FMW 88
SIS 4871.33 3.65 5.39 -0.41 FMW 66
316 4859.75 3.86 5.40 -0.65 FMW 88
316 4890.76 2.66 5.39 -0.43 FMW 68
316 4672.14 2.67 5.40 -0.60 FMW 66
316 4903.32 3.87 5.39 -1.06 FMW 66
316 4878.33 2.67 5.40 -1.01 FMW SS
622 4199.10 3.03 5.97 0.25 FMW 88
693 4227.43 3.32 6.24 0.16 MCS
693 4247.43 3.35 6.26 -0.23 FMW 88
693 4236.62 3.36 6.29 -0.26 FMW 86
693 4335.46 3.40 6.32 -0.80 FMW 88
693 4317.55 3.43 6.34 -0.51 FMW 68
693 4195.34 3.32 6.26
693 4196.37 3.35 6.29
693 4196.33 3.36 6.32 -0.74 FMW 88
693 4196.66 3.40 6.34 -0.76 FMW as
693 4147.34 3.32 6.29
693 4156.46 3.35 6.33
693 4169.78 3.36 6.34 -1.91 FMW 88
726 4137.00 3.40 6.36 -0.54 FMW 66
600 4219.36 3.56 6.46 0.12 FMW 86

Fell 21 4177.70 2.53 5.59 -3.46 Heb 63
21 4256.35 2.63 5.53
21 4119.53 2.63 5.53 -4.17 Heb 83
21 4211.60 2.63 5.56
21 4075.95 2.53 5.56 -3.36 FMW 88
21 4163.20 2.63 5.56
22 4134.79 2.53 5.52 -4.20 BI* 80
22 4205.46 2.63 5.57
22 4070.03 2.53 5.57 -4.33 Heb 83
33 4166.66 2.63 5.59
22 4035.54 2.53 5.59
25 4670.17 2.57 5.21 -4.22 BI* 80
25 4871.27 2.69 5.23
25 4648.93 3.57 5.23
35 4655.54 2.69 3.33
25 4634.60 2.57 5.23
25 4646.47 2.69 5.24
26 4560.06 2.57 5.27
26 4665.60 2.69 5.34
26 4713.16 2.77 5.39
36 4461.43 2.57 5.34
26 4563.99 2.69 5.39
26 4366.57 2.57 8.39
27 4333.17 2.57 5.49 -2.00 FMW 66
2T 4351.76 2.69 5.53 -2.10 FMW 8B
27 4416.62 3.77 5.56 -2.60 FMW 86
27 4173.45 2.57 5.83 -3.18 FMW 88
37 4303.17 2.69 5.56 -2.49 FMW 88
37 4365.36 3.77 5.56 -2.37 FMW 88
27 4126.74 2.57 5.56 -3.77 FMW 68
27 4273.32 2.69 5.56 -3.34 FMW 88
26 4178.66 2.57 5.52 -2.46 FMW 88
26 4296.57 2.69 5.57 -3.01 FMW 88
26 4369.40 3.77 5.59 -3.67 FMW 68
26 4122.64 3.37 5.57 -3.36 FMW 88
38 4256.16 2.69 5.59 -3.40 FMW 88
26 4087.27 2.57 5.59 -4.71 FMW 66
29 4002.07 3.77 5.85
30 4835.71 2.62 5.16
30 4633.21 2.66 5.20 -4.78 FMW 86
30 4640.00 2.66 5.21 -4.90 FMW 88
so 4647.61 2.66 5.23
30 4667.73 2.65 5.16
30 4666.62 2.66 5.20
30 4870.71 3.68 8.31
30 4903.65 3.66 8.18
30 4899.90 3.68 5.20
32 4364.33 3.65 8.46 -3.50 FMW 86
S3 4314.39 2.66 5.52 -3.07 Heb 63
32 4378.13 2.66 5.57 -3.68 Heb 83
32 4413.60 2.66 5.46 -3.78 BI* 60
S3 4338.70 2.66 5.52
32 4439.13 3.66 8.46
ss 4373.32 3.66 8.49
33 4333.66 2.66 5.53
33 4397.27 2.66 5.49
36 4693.70 2.62 5.34 .4.43 FMW 68
37 4639.34 3.79 8.46 -3.37 FMW 86
37 4656.69 3.83 5.52 -3.39 FMW 66
ST 4515.34 3.63 5.57 -3.46 FMW 88
37 4491.40 3.64 5.59 -2.70 FMW 88
37 4830.33 3.79 5.52 -2.60 FMW 88
37 4469.19 3.83 5.57 -2.97 FMW 88
37 4473.92 3.83 5.59 -3.43 FMW 88
37 4666.75 3.83 3.46 -3.33 FMW 88
37 4563.64 3.63 8.33 -3.10 FMW 88
37 4534.17 3.84 5.57 -3.47 FMW 88
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Table H.l: continued
Ion Mult. M*) XI Xu log gl He!
Fell 38 4583.63 3.79 5.40 >3.03 Moi 83

38 4549.47 3.63 5.53 -1.75 FMW 88
38 4533.63 3.83 5.56 -3.03 FMW 88
38 4506.36 3.64 5.56 -3.31 FMW 86
36 4630.81 3.63 5.49 -3.36 FMW 88
36 4ST6.33 3.63 5.53 -3.00 Moi 83
36 4541.53 3.84 5.56 -3.10 Moi 63
36 4646.33 3.63 5.49
38 4595.66 3.64 5.53
39 4138.40 3.63 5.60 -4.03 Heb 83
30 4086.75 3.63 5.65
30 4064.78 3.64 5.66
30 4160.63 2.63 5.60
39 4104.18 3.64 5.65
43 4731.44 3.88 5.49 -3.41 Moi as
43 4656.97 3.66 5.53 -3.61 Bi. 80
43 4601.34 3.66 5.56
44 4663.70 3.66 6.53 -3.73 Heb 83
34 4730.18 3.16 5.60 -4.75 FMW 88
54 4666.03 3.33 6.83
54 4637.66 3.16 5.65
54 4631.11 3.33 5.66
54 4577.78 3.16 5.66
136 4046.61 4.46 7.53
136 4013.47 4.46 7.54
136 4033.05 4.46 7.54
127 4034.55 4.46 7.54 -3.46 FMW 88
137 4004.15 4.46 7.84
151 4031.46 4.71 7.77
131 4064.56 4.73 7.74
171 4536.56 5.54 6.37
171 4474.19 5.55 8.30
171 4539.56 5.55 8.37
173 4046.83 5.54 6.50 -1.91 Heb 83
173 4044.01 5.55 6.60 -3.37 Heb 83
173 4041.64 6.54 6.60
173 4051.31 5.55 6.59
187 4446.35 5.93 8.71
166 4111.00 5.93 6.03 -3.47 Heb 83
166 4060.66 5.80 8.93
166 4131.17 6.93 6.03
188 4061.43 5.60 6.01
166 4143.07 5.03 6.01
169 4061.79 5.93 8.97 -2.50 Heb 83
160 4007.73 5.69 6.06
190 4003.55 5.03 9.01
100 3996.36 5.03 0.03
313 6087.46 7.34 10.38
313 4354.36 7.63 10.45
313 4507.30 7.74 10.46
319 4598.53 7.77 10.45
310 4636.63 7.81 10.46
310 4631.00 7.83 10.50
319 4635.55 7.85 10.51
319 4653.36 7.65 10.50
330 4313.03 7.77 10.63
330 4310.73 7.81 10.67
330 4331.34 7.83 10.69
330 4318.33 7.88 10.70

Felll 4 4419.59 6.31 11.00 -3.33 Kut 75
4 4363.31 6.31 11.03
4 4365.56 6.33 11.05
4 4371.10 6.31 11.03
4 4383.70 6.31 11.05
4 4430.98 8.31 11.00 -3.69 Kilt 78
4 4398.78 6.33 11.03 -2.71 Kur 75

K I 1 4861.33 10.15 13.69 -1.74 e.g. All 73
1 4340.47 10.15 13.00 -3.14 e.g. All 73
1 4101.74 10.15 13.16 -3.43 e.g. All 73

He I 13 4713.14 30.67 33.40 -1.07 ley Ot>
13 4713.37 30.67 33.40 -1.99 T*y OP
14 4471.46 30.87 33.63
14 4471.69 30.87 33.63
16 4130.81 30.67 33.67 -1.53 T»y OP
16 4130.90 30.87 33.8T -3.43 T.y OP
16 4036.10 30.67 33.94
18 4036.36 30.87 33.94
50 4437.55 31.15 33.01 -3.03 T*y OP
51 4367.93 31.19 33.04
53 4168.97 31.13 34.09 -3.33 T»y OP
53 4143.76 31.13 34.11
84 4033.00 31.13 34.19
55 4009.37 31.13 34.31

Mgl 11 4702.98 4.33 6.05 -0.88 Wie 69
Mgll 4 4481.13 8.83 11.88 0.57 Wie 69

4 4481.33 8.83 11.58 0.73 Wie 69
9 4433.99 0.06 13.74 -0.90 Wie 69
9 4438.00 9.05 13.74 -1.30 Wie 69
10 4390.59 0.06 13.77 -0.63 Wie 69
10 4384.64 9.95 12.77 -0.78 Wie 69
18 4739.69 11.83 14.13 -0.43 Kixi 75
10 4436.48 11.83 14.30
30 4343.47 11.82 14.43
31 4109.84 11.53 14.83
33 4013.80 11.53 14.50
38 4881.10 11.56 14.13
38 4834.36 11.88 14.30
37 4331.93 11.86 14.43 -0.66 Kur 75
36 4193.44 11.56 14.53
39 4093.90 11.56 14.50
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Table H.l: continued
Ion Mult. XI Xu log 9j Ref.
Mail a 4083.87 1.77 4.79

3 4174.31 1.60 4.76
a 4338.79 1.83 4.74
a 4138.14 1.77 4.76
a 4305.37 1.60 4.74
a 4124.67 1.60 4.79
a 4207.23 1.62 4.76
a 4360.47 1.64 4.74
5 4755.73 5.37 7.97
6 4764.70 5.37 7.96
5 4738.39 5.36 7.96
5 4730.36 5.35 7.96
fi 4727.90 5.35 7.96
6 4343.99 5.37 6.31
6 4326.76 5.37 8.33
6 4293.33 5.36 8.33
fi 4383.77 5.35 6.33
« 4364.43 5.35 6.33
fi 4335.10 5.37 6.33
0 4345.60 5.37 8.31
fi 4300.ao 5.36 6.33
7 aaofi.sa 5.37 8.31
7 4359.30 5.37 6.27
7 4253.03 5.36 8.26
7 4344.36 5.35 6.36

N I fi 4333.04 10.39 13.31 -1.09 Wie 66
fi 4230.35 10.39 13.31 -1.45 Wie 66
fi 4334.74 10.29 13.31 -1.49 Wie 66
8 4314.73 10.39 13.31 -1.45 Wie 66
fi 4315.93 10.38 13.31 -1.49 Wie 66
6 4151.46 10.39 13.36 0.19 Wie 66
fi 4143.43 10.39 13.26 0.11 Wie 66
fi 4137.63 10.36 13.36 0.06 Wie 66

10 4109.96 10.64 13.65 0.63 Wie 66
10 4099.94 10.63 13.64 0.46 Wie 66
10 4114.20 10.64 13.64 0.09 Wie 66
00 4493.40 0.00 0.00
00 4336.46 0.00 0.00
00 4317.70 0.00 0.00

N II 1 4695.30 17.60 20.32
8 4630.54 16.40 31.07 0.09 Bee 69
fi 4613.67 16.39 21.06 -0.61 Bee 69
fi 4643.09 16.40 21.06 -0.39 Bee 89
fi 4621.39 16.39 21.06 -0.48 Bee 89
fi 4601.46 16.39 31.07 -0.39 Bee 89
fi 4607.15 16.36 31.06 -0.48 Bee 69
ia 3995.00 16.43 21.51 0.23 Bee 69
ifi 4447.03 30.33 33.10 0.24 Bee 89
16 4375.00 30.32 23.14
30 4603.37 30.56 33.15 -0.14 Bee 89
30 4788.13 30.36 33.14 -0.39 Bee 89
ao 4779.71 30.56 33.14 -0.58 Bee 89
ao 4610.29 30.56 33.14 -1.04 Bee 89
ao 4793.66 30.56 33.14 -1.05 Bee 89
30 4761.17 30.56 23.15 -1.04 Bee 89
ao 4774.33 20.56 23.14 -1.05 Bee 89
33 4337.75 31.51 34.43 -0.09 Bee 69
39 4041.32 33.04 36.10 0.83 Bee 89
39 4043.54 33.03 36.08 0.71 Bee 89
39 4035.09 33.02 26.06 0.60 Bee 89
39 4057.00 33.04 36.06 -0.46 Bee 89
39 4044.73 33.03 26.06 -0.46 Bee 89
40 4036.06 23.03 26.10
48 4241.79 33.15 26.06 0.73 Bee 89
46 4337.05 33.14 36.05 0.57 Bee 89
48 4236.66 33.14 36.05 0.40 Bee 89
48 4336.98 33.14 36.05 0.57 Bee 89

Ni II 9 4363.10 4.01 6.64 -2.71 Kut 75
9 4344.60 4.01 6.92
10 4364.60 4.01 6.63
10 4193.07 4.01 6.96
11 4067.06 4.01 7.05 -0.59 Heb 63
11 4071.00 4.01 7.05
13 4015.50 4.01 7.09 • 1.35 Heb 83

O II 3 4349.43 33.90 35.74 0.06 Bee 88
3 4336.87 33.88 25.73 -0.76 Bee 88
a 4333.76 33.67 35.73 .1.13 Bee 68
a 4366.69 23.90 35.73 -0.26 Bee 66
3 4345.56 32.66 25.73 -0.34 Bee 68
3 4319.63 32.66 35.74 -0.37 Bee 68
a 4317.14 33.87 35.73 -0.37 Bee 66

P II 15 4601.97 13.60 15.46 0.74 Wie 69
13 4566.04 13.76 18.45 0.58 Wie 69
15 4569.66 13.76 15.45 0.43 Wie 69
15 4658.13 13.60 15.45 -0.31 Wie 69
10 4631.70 13.76 15.43 -0.31 Wie 69
lfi 4696.16 13.76 15.43 -1.65 Wie 69

SII • 4779.11 13.61 16.30 -1.65 \Vie 69
• 4604.13 13.61 16.13 -3.09 Wie 69
• 4661.33 13.56 16.30 -3.33 Wie 69
a 4743.30 13.53 16.13 -3.76 Wie 69
9 4615.53 13.61 16.16 -0.05 Wie 69
• 4716.33 13.56 16.16 -0.53 Wie 69
9 4656.74 13.63 16.16 -0.61 Wie 69
10 4193.51 13.56 16.45
lfi 4665.63 13.94 16.47 -0.74 Wie 69
S3 4431.03 14.59 17.37
36 4666.56 14.73 17.37
3fi 4646.17 14.72 17.36
40 4534.95 15.00 17.73 0.06 Wie 69
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Table H.l: continued
ton Mult. * (A . xi Xu tog 9/ Ref.
S II 40 4553.36 15.00 17.71 .0.10 Wie 69

40 4534.66 15.00 17.73 -0.94 Wie 69
43 4463.56 15.66 16.64 -0.03 Wie 69
43 44*3.43 15.63 16.56 -0.43 Wie 69
43 4466.66 15.60 16.55 -0.40 Wie 69
43 4391.64 16.63 16.64 -0.56 Wie 69
43 4433.41 15.60 16.56 -0.46 Wie 69
43 4454.43 15.76 16.55 -0.56 Wie 69
43 4343.64 15.60 18.64 -1.53 Wie 69
43 4403.66 15. T* 16.56 -1.2T Wie 69
44 4163.70 15.66 16.64 0.78 Wie 69
44 4153.10 15.63 16.60 0.63 Wie 69
44 4145.10 15.60 18.T6 0.44 Wie 69
44 4143.39 1S.T* 16.76 0.34 Wie 69
44 431T.33 15.66 16.60 -0.15 Wie 69
44 4169.71 15.63 18.T* -0.04 Wie 69
44 416*.41 16.60 18.T6 -0.16 Wie 69
44 4355.01 15.66 16.76 -1.45 Wie 69
44 4313.50 15.63 18.T8 -1.30 Wie 69
45 403*.T9 is.sa 16.94 -0.00 Wie 69
45 3990.94 15.63 18.92 -0.30 Wie 69
45 4050.11 15.66 16.93 -0.T8 Wie 69
45 4003.69 15.63 16.91 -0.69 Wie 69
45 4793.03 i«.ot ia.*4 -0.13 Wie 69
45 4635.65 16.03 16.56 -0.99 Wie 69
46 4**3.TS 16.03 16.55 -1.19 Wie 69
46 4901.30 16.OT 16.56 -0.46 Wie 69
46 4900.4T 16.03 16.55 -0.49 Wie 69
46 4739.45 16.03 18.64 -0.49 Wie 69
46 4619.60 16.03 18.5* -0.50 Wie 69
4T 4590.60 16.07 18.75
47 4533.30 16.03 16.75
47 4516.90 16.03 18.75
46 4563.39 16.07 16.76
46 4495.90 16.03 16.76
46 4509.00 16.03 18.76
49 4394.43 16.07 16.94 0.56 Wie 69
49 4367.60 16.03 16.93 0.36 Wie 69
49 4369.76 16.03 16.91 -0.13 Wie 69
49 4316.66 16.OT 18.93 -0.06 Wie 69
49 43*3.63 16.03 16.91 -0.01 Wie 69
49 42T8.54 16.03 18.91 -0.13 Wie 69
49 4333.64 16.0T 16.91 -1.03 Wie 69
49 4391.45 16.03 16.91 -0.61 Wie 69
59 4033.*1 16.1* 19.34 0.34 Wie 69
59 3996.T9 16.16 19.36 0.05 Wie 69
64 4189.T3 17.33 30.3T 0.19 Wie 69
64 4165.11 1T.31 30.37 0.06 Wie 69
64 4160.70 IT.33 20.37 -1.34 Wie 69
64 4174.04 1T.31 30.37 -1.34 Wie 69
66 4359.16 1T.3T 30.37 0.53 Wie 69
66 4357.43 17.36 30.3T 0.36 Wie 69
66 4349.93 1T.3T 30.37 -0.79 Wie 69
00 4634.11 0.00 0.00
00 4591.05 0.00 0.00
00 4561.*6 0.00 0.00
00 4549.54 0.00 0.00
00 4464.43 0.00 0.00
00 41*5.95 0.00 0.00
00 4174.30 0.00 0.00

Sell T 4346.63 0.31 3.33 0.33 MFW 88
14 43T4.46 0.63 3.44 -0.44 MFW 88
14 4400.36 0.60 3.41
14 4415.56 0.59 3.39
14 4430.67 0.63 3.41
14 4431.3T 0.60 3.39
14 4354.61 0.60 3.44
14 43*4.61 0.59 3.41
15 4314.06 0.63 3.46 -0.10 MFW 88
15 4330.75 0.60 3.46 -0.36 MFW *8
15 4335.01 0.59 3.45 -0.44 MFW 88
16 4394.TT 0.60 3.46
15 4305.T3 0.59 3.46
16 43T9.93 0.59 3.46
16 4006.50 0.60 3.68

Sill 3 4130.«• 9.80 13.T* 0.55 Bee 90
3 4136.05 9.T9 13.76 0.3T Bee 90

00 4659.36 0.00 0.00
00 419*.IT 0.00 0.00
00 4190.T4 0.00 0.00
00 4076.76 0.00 0.00
00 40T5.45 0.00 0.00
oo 3996.00 0.00 0.00

Sr II 1 —40TT.T1 0.00 3.03
I 4315.63 0.00 a.93

Till IT 4T63.TT 1.06 3.67 -3.71 MFW 88
IT 4T98.S4 1.06 3.65 -3.43 MFW *8
IT 4606.33 1.06 3.65
16 4469.16 1.06 3.64 -1.64 W.r 6T
1* 4493.53 1.0* 3.*a -3.41 Sm 90
16 4500.33 1.06 3.63
16 4516.30 1.06 3.81
16 4535.31 1.0* 3.61
19 4395.03 1.06 3.89 -0.43 Sa* 90
19 4443.60 1.06 3.65 -0.70 Sa* 90
19 4450.49 1.06 3.65 -1.45 S»v 90
30 4394.10 1.06 3.95 -0.68 Sav 90
30 433T.93 1.08 3.93 -0.66 Sa* 90
30 4344.39 1.06 3.93 -1.66 Sav 90
30 438T.89 1.06 3.95 -3.03 MFW 88
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Table H.l: continued
Ion Mull. X (Ai " XI Xu *°S 9? Ref.
Till 21 4161.52 1.06 4.05 -2.00 S*v 90

21 4167.67 1.08 4.04
21 4173.54 1.08 4.04 -1.59 War 67
21 4164.33 1.06 4.02 -1.44 War 67
21 4190.29 1.08 4.02 -2.01 War 67
21 4196.64 1.06 4.02
31 4466.49 1.13 3.89 -0.60 Sav 90
31 4301.37 1.11 3.65 -0.75 S»v 90
31 4444.56 1.11 3.69 -2.20 S»v 90
32 4341.37 1.11 3.95 -2.05 Sav 90
40 4441.73 1.16 3.95 -2.41 MFW 68
40 4470.66 1.16 3.92 -3.00 Sav 90
40 4495.46 1.18 3.93
40 4417.73 1.16 3.95 -1.20 S»v 90
40 4464.46 1.16 3.92 -1.76 Sav 90
41 4300.05 1.16 4.05 -0.55 Sav 90
41 4290.22 1.16 4.04 -0.67 Stv 90
41 4301.93 1.16 4.02 -1.16 Sav 90
41 4312.66 1.18 4.04 • 1.16 Sav 90
41 4307.90 1.16 4.02 -1.04 Sav 90
41 4314.96 1.16 4.02 -1.13 Sav 90
41 4330.71 1.16 4.02 .3.04 Sav 90
41 4320.97 1.16 4.02 -1.67 Sav 90
46 4784.54 1.23 3.62
46 4763.84 1.22 3.81
46 4793.39 1.33 3.61
60 4533.97 1.23 3.95 .0.66 Sav 90
60 4363.76 1.22 3.93 -0.94 Sav 90
60 4569.96 1.33 3.93 -1.75 Sav 90
SI 4399.77 1.33 4.04 .1.37 Sav 90
61 4394.06 1.22 4.02 -1.59 Sav 90
61 4418.34 1.23 4.02 -1.47 S*v 90
61 4407.68 1.22 4.02 -2.47 Sav 90
51 4432.09 1.23 4.02 -2.07 Sav 90
62 4549.62 1.56 4.29 -0.43 Sav 90
62 4371.97 1.56 4.26 .0.53 Sav 90
62 4529.47 1.56 4.29 -1.93 Sav 90
67 4026.33 1.66 4.95 -1.12 Sav 90
87 4053.61 1.68 4.93 -1.29 Sav 90
67 4029.64 1.86 4.95
92 4605.11 2.05 4.62 -1.05 Sav 90
92 4779.99 2.04 4.62 -1.36 Sav 90
93 4374.83 2.05 4.87 -1.49 Sav 90
93 4400.63 2.04 4.64
93 4421.95 3.05 4.84 -1.43 Sav 90
94 4350.83 2.05 4.69 -1.81 Sav 90
94 4316.81 3.04 4.90 -1.52 MFW 88
94 4337.33 2.05 4.90 -2.06 War 67
94 4330.26 2.04 4.69 .1.51 MFW 88
104 4367.66 2.58 5.40 -1.33 Sav 90
104 4386.66 2.59 5.40 -1.11 5<v 90
104 4373.33 2.56 5.40 -1.95 Sav 90
105 4163.64 2.56 5.54 -0.24 Sav 90
106 4171.90 2.59 5.54 -0.41 Sav 90
105 4174.09 2.59 5.54 .1.14 Sav 90
106 4064.35 2.59 6.62 -1.67 War 67
114 4911.21 3.11 5.62 -0.79 Sav 90
114 4674.03 3.06 5.61 -0.99 Sav 90
114 4855.95 3.06 5.62
116 4466.32 3.11 5.66 -0.66 Sav 90
116 4411.06 3.06 5.68 -0.62 Sav 90
115 4456.65 3.11 5.66 -1.51 War 67

V II 9 3997.13 1.47 4.56 -1.33 Bie 89
9 4036.76 1.47 4.53 -1.59 Bie 69
9 4002.94 1.43 4.50 -1.45 Bie 69
9 4067.03 1.47 4.50 .3.46 Bie 69

14 4056.27 1.57 4.61 -2.42 Bie 69
14 4075.66 1.56 4.59
16 4236.62 1.68 4.59
16 4354.41 1.67 4.57 -1.66 Ble 69
16 4260.75 1.67 4.56
25 4303.35 1.70 4.63 -1.53 Bie 89
33 4176.39 1.66 4.63 -1.57 Bie 89
25 4190.40 1.67 4.61
as 4204.20 1.70 4.63 -3.45 MFW 68
25 4305.05 1.66 4.61
25 4209.74 1.67 4.60
25 4331.17 1.70 4.61
25 4224.51 1.66 4.60 -3.65 MFW 66
25 4220.05 1.67 4.59 -2.97 RAS 73
32 4005.71 1.61 4.69 -0.53 Bie 69
33 4023.39 1.60 4.66 -0.69 Bie 69
32 4035.63 1.79 4.64 .0.77 Bie 69
33 4039.57 1.61 4.66 -2.40 Bie 89
32 4051.06 1.60 4.64
32 3969.80 1.60 4.69 -2.00 Ble 89
32 4006.17 1.79 4.66 -2.07 Bie 69
37 4163.44 2.04 4.99 -1.11 Bie 69
37 4205.06 2.03 4.96 .1.30 Bie 69
37 4335.39 3.03 4.94 -1.44 Bie 89
37 4164.03 3.03 4.99
37 4190.69 3.03 4.96
37 4150.06 3.03 4.99
66 4536.51 3.37 4.99 -1.10 Bie 89
56 4564.59 2.26 4.96 -1.39 Bie 89
56 4600.19 2.26 4.94 -1.52 Bie 89
56 4377.13 3.37 4.96
56 4605.35 3.36 4.94
56 4616.12 3.37 4.94

Zrll 30 3991.14 0.75 3.65
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Table H.l: continued
Ion MuU. ~my- XI Xu logs/ Ref.
Zr ll 30 4045.63 0.71 3.76

30 4110.05 0.75 3.76
41 4149.33 0.80 3.77
41 4308.09 0.71 3.64
41 4330.56 0.80 3.64
41 4039.68 0.71 3.77

Reference*: All 73: Allen (1973). Bec 88: Becker k Butler (1988). Bec 89: Becker fe Butler (1969). Bec 90: Becker fe Butler (1990).

Bie 89; BKmont et al. (1989). Bla 80: Blackwell, Petford, Shallii fe Simmon* (1980). Bla 63: Blackwell, Petford, Shall:* fe Simmon* (1983).

BrK 74: Bridge* fe Kornblith (1974) corrected by Blackwell, Petford fe Shall!* (1983). FMW 88: Puhr, Martin fe Wie*e (1988). OiF 89: Olrid-

har fe Ferro (1989). OuK 81: Ourtovcako fe Koitik (1981). KP 78: Knrncn fe Petryman (1975). MFW 88; Martin, Puhr fe Wle»e (1988).

Moi 83: Moity (1983) corrected by Glga* (1986). RAS73a: Robert*, Aader*en fe S«rea*en (1973a). RAS73b: Robert*, Aader*en fe Sarenten

(1973b). Sav 00: Savanov, Hnovelln fe Tuomiaea (1990). Tay OP: Taylor et al. (private communication). War 67: Warner (1967). Wie 66: Wie*e,

Smith fe Olennon (1966). Wie 60: Wie*c, Smith fe Mile* (1969). Yaa 87: Yaa, Taylor fe Seaton (1087).
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